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PREFACE

I’m a direct mail guy. It wasn’t always so, but it is what I’ve done 
in business for the last 50 years. I’ve done it as well as I could. I’ve 
had quite a few successes— and they are detailed in the following 
pages. I’ve had some serious failures—some of which are also men 
tioned in this book.

My first boss and mentor in direct mail was Walter Weintz, who 
was probably as close to being a genius as anyone can ever be in 
such a humble profession. Walter wrote a book called The Solid Gold 
Mailbox. In his preface, Walter has a brief confession of his own, 
which really should be quoted by anyone who attempts to tell an 
autobiographical story:

I find that as I grow older, not only do my 
recollections tend to place me at center stage in 

every scene, but also make me the hero. I am sure 
that my contemporaries would not always agree with 

my present interpretation. On the other hand, 
this is my book, not theirs. If they disagree, 

let them write their own books.

Amen.



My book is about madcap ideas, informed guesstimates, and the 
invention of machines that were needed only because we created a 
success that required them. It throbs with the excitement that a few 
of us feel about such things as the perfect headline (which doesn’t 
exist), or even the perfect list selection (which, by definition, can only 
occur when paid response is 100%, and which doesn’t exist either).

Quite a bit of this book is concerned with the 17 years I spent 
at Reader’s Digest (generally referred to by insiders as “the Digest”). 
These were the formative years of my direct mail career. There have, 
of course, been several books written about Reader’s Digest, two 
published in recent years. Each of them purports to tell the true story 
of Reader’s Digest and its founder, DeWitt Wallace.

The more recent was American Dreamers—An Insider’s Story 
by Peter Canning, published in 1996. Despite getting some of the 
details wrong, Peter has written an excellent book—very likely the 
best book that will ever be written about the Reader’s Digest. The 
other was Theirs Was the Kingdom—Lila and DeWitt Wallace and 
the Story o f  The Reader’s Digest, published in 1993 by John Heiden- 
ry. Despite the lofty title, this book is little more than a long and scur 
rilous account of the alleged illicit sexual activities of just about every 
editor who ever worked at Reader’s Digest.

One of the few things that Canning and Heidenry have in com 
mon is a severe case of “Wally worship.” Invariably, in their pages, 
when the people who worked for DeWitt Wallace kept the faith and 
followed the path laid down by the founder, they prospered and 
grew. If they ever did anything that wasn’t in the (unwritten) Little 
Red Book, they failed and suffered accordingly.

This story line ignores, among other tilings, the fact that the Read 
er’s Digest wasn’t much of a business until Al Cole and Frank Herbert 
came on the scene in the early nineteen-thirties and transformed it from 
a mom-and-pop operation into a mighty direct mail machine. DeWitt 
Wallace was both a visionary and a fantastically complicated, interesting 
person. Above all, he was a genuinely nice man. He was also a superb 
editor, and he deserves most of the accolades he has received. But he 
was not much of a businessman. Since I am writing this book from my
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point of view, the DeWitt Wallace in these pages is a human being, 
not a saint or a god. But those were the early days of my career.

I’ve now been a direct mail consultant for more than thirty years. 
For most of that time, I counted on my wife, Ann, for the support and 
help that anyone working on his own desperately needs. Ann pretty 
much single-handedly raised our two rambunctious children to be 
come the admirable adults they are today. When they were growing 
up, I was getting in and out of Boeing 707s in virtually every comer 
of the world.

Ann also became a world-class daylily hybridizer. Daylilies are 
wonderful perennials. They live forever. People do not. Ann died in 
1996 of lung cancer. Sadly, Roy Herbert, who had been an outstanding 
editor at Readers Digest, died in the same year. I spoke to Roy’s widow, 
April, and found a kindred spirit. April and I have now cruised some 
190,000 miles of ocean together, and look forward to many more.

We were at sea for 95 days last year. My habit at sea is to wake 
up early— around 5:30 each morning—and to sneak out of the cabin 
to read until April stirs at 8:30 or thereabouts. Unhappily, the first 
book I grabbed was a bummer. I had already cased the ship’s library, 
and knew there weren’t any books there that excited me. So I de 
cided to write my own.

I didn’t do much else for the rest of the trip. April was very sup 
portive at the start. Since my waking time gradually moved forward 
to around 4:30 each morning, and it was impossible to sneak out of 
the cabin without disturbing her, she became slightly frayed with my 
obsession. By the end of the trip, she was saying things like: “Aren’t 
you ever going to see anything but your stupid computer? You just 
missed Dakar.” Missing Dakar wasn’t exactly a problem, but missing 
the flight home would have been.

Many readers will notice that I’ve stolen my title from David 
Ogilvy’s outstanding book Confessions o f  an Advertising Man. David 
Ogilvy and his agency were responsible for much of the very best 
advertising of the 20th century. He is also notable for the first rule he 
always taught new employees: “Learn from the experience of mail 
order advertisers, who know more about the realities of advertising 
than anybody else.” My land of guy.



Those who persevere in this book will surely notice that this is far 
from the only idea I’ve stolen the last 50 years. One hallmark of a suc 
cessful direct mail guy is “stealing smart”—to steal a phrase from my 
friend Denny Hatch (who lifted it from direct mail pro Dorothy Kerr).

I did make the flight home, by the way.



FOREWORD

Gordon Grossman changed our business 
and thank goodness for that.

I figure that Boardroom would have survived well enough all these 
years without Gordon as a key consultant.. .but we have flown higher 
and been more successful with Gordon as our partner and coach along 
the way. If you don’t know the Boardroom story, you’ll find it here. 
We are now one of the elite direct marketing companies in the world 
and Gordon gets a lot of the credit for making that happen. However, 
Boardroom is just one chapter in Gordon’s long career.

A day does not go by at Boardroom when we are not quoting 
Gordon, referring to Gordon or calling Gordon.. .for advice, counsel 
or even a great story about the “good old days of direct mail.”

While this book contains many of those stories and remem 
brances in his own frank and fearless voice, it is also about direct 
marketing—how to do it right and how to do it well. I am happy to 
give you some specifics on how Gordon changed our business:

E He taught us that direct marketing is about customers first— 
not products. As you’ll read in the Boardroom chapter, he wrote the 
most important memo in our 35-year history, which launched us into 
the world of database marketing forever. Back in the early 90s, Gor 
don advised us that we would be out of business in 10 years if we 
didn’t make a strong commitment to developing a marketing data 
base. Well, the results are in and we are alive and well to tell the



story. Boardroom is a leader among publishers in all aspects of data 
base marketing.

S Along with those lessons in database marketing, he helped us 
navigate through the tricky area of regression modeling, teaching us 
that modeling is not a panacea but rather a powerful tool. The fact 
that all of our mailings today to our house list are based on regression 
modeling is a tribute to Gordon. The results have been solid from 
day one and are always improving. We would never go back to the old 
way of doing things.

□ Gordon’s maxim of “First, find out if you have a business” has 
saved us from wasting millions of dollars in unnecessary tests on our 
launches. He taught us— and many other clients— the discipline to 
set up each new product or project launch to determine if we had a 
viable business, and not to spend one penny more until that question 
is answered.

□ Gordons constant reminder, “Don’t Make Tiny Tests,” has 
also saved us millions. It took a while until we got religion on this 
one—we had to make dozens of “tiny tests” that showed little or no 
lift in response before we took his advice to heart— but you won’t 
see us testing a red rule vs. a black rule around an order card at 21st 
century Boardroom!

L On the other side of that Gordon reminder is the one that 
says, “Little Things Mean A Lot.” And while that sounds like a con 
tradiction, it’s not: Knowing the difference between a “tiny test” and 
a “small but significant test” is part of the virtual PhD course Gordon 
gives in direct marketing. This book is now required reading for that 
course.

□ And Gordon’s ultimate truth about testing is the one that 
keeps us on our toes: “Always know that the Control is the enemy.” 
Gordon has never let us get cozy with a new control package— no 
matter how big the lift. And he has taught us the additional lesson 
that going back to old copy rarely (if ever) works.



S  One of my favorite quotes of Gordon’s is another about test 
ing:

“Long-time controls are often more about 
not testing enough rather than great copy.”

II Another Gordon truism, “Editors sell renewals, marketers 
don’t,” has saved us a ton of money and time.. .and kept our market 
ing focus on getting new, qualified customers for our newsletters and 
programs.

0  The one key departure from this renewal generalization is 
that automatic renewals are a completely different and far more pro 
ductive way to do business than standard renewals. Boardroom is 
profiting mightily today from using automatic renewals for all of our 
major newsletters—thanks largely to constant pushing from Gordon.

And there are so many more lessons Gordon has taught us. I 
hope from this sampling you get an idea of what a one-of-a-kind direct 
marketing consultant he is and of his contributions to this business.

When I said I wanted to write this foreword, Gordon’s only re 
quest was:

“Brian, don’t get soupy.”
Well, that’s hard. Gordon has changed the lives of so many 

people, including me, because he changed the way we all did busi 
ness. . .and we are all more successful than we ever would have been 
if not for Coach Grossman.

Recently I asked Gordon what he thought was his secret in be 
coming a great consultant. He had three:

1. Be smart and be yourself.
2. Write out your thoughts and the reasons behind them for cli 

ents—and he lived by this even before e-mail! Gordon is known for his 
“classic memos” and you’ll get a healthy taste of them in this book.

3. Understand the tremendous value of sharing rather than 
“keeping secrets” (especially since there really are no secrets).

These are lessons for a lifetime...whether you are a consultant, 
an executive or a novice.



When Gordon said he was ready for the “ultimate share” by writ 
ing this book, we told him we had to be the guys to publish it. That’s 
also Gordon’s word— he’s a “Guy” who lacks pretense, though he has 
a brilliant marketing mind, and has had an enormously successful ca 
reer and has a unique gift for storytelling. Now everyone can get the 
same gift so many successful direct marketers have had for so many 
years— the gift of Gordon Grossman’s wit and wisdom.

Gordon Grossman changed our business— that’s not soupy—it’s 
just a fact. By publishing this book, we hope he will help change 
manv more businesses.

Putting his wisdom and his stories into this book is the best gift 
Boardroom has to give to direct marketers everywhere.

Read, enjoy and prosper!

Brian Kurtz
Executive Vice President
Boardroom Inc.
September, 2006
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SHUCK THOSE PENNIES!

It was January 1957.1 had been in the di 
rect mail business for all of two months, and I never wanted to see 
another mailing piece— especially one that looked like this:

i t  t o t t e n

PUatatUvilU. N  Y.
Iw m  H w y 6mmwM

At the time, this two-penny mailing was the most successful in 
Readers Digest magazine history, producing more orders than any 
previous promotion.

It also had an unintended consequence. Since pennies were legal 
tender, the law at the time forbade their destruction. Undeliverable 
mail (“nixies” in the trade) had to be returned to the Digest, and the 
pennies somehow salvaged. They were sent to storage, and in a few 
weeks nearly every warehouse in Westchester County was bursting at 
the seams with worthless Reader s Digest mail.
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2 SHUCK TH O SE PENNIES?

These nixies ultimately numbered more than three million piec 
es— containing six million pennies. Even though the cost of all this 
was small in relation to the value of the entire promotion, it was a 
growing nuisance that wouldn’t go away by itself.

This was a job for the newest lad on the block, who happened to be 
me. I was the guy with the shovel behind the elephant in the circus.

If you’ve ever seen a million of anything, you know that a million 
is a lot. Three million mailing pieces is a heck o f  a lot— and they kept 
on coming back. Like King Canute, I tried to hold back the tide with 
out success, and the pressure to get rid of the dam things grew.

Even though the Feds considered pennies “coin o f  the realm,” 
they weren’t worth a hoot, even in 1957. If we had been able to find 
people to remove them from the mailing pieces at minimum wage, 
the cost of doing so would have far exceeded the value of the coins. 
Furthermore, there was no way to find the horde of people who 
would be needed for the job. So, it was not quite “dump ’em at any 
cost,” but we sure had to dump ’em somehow.

One of the executives at the Digest had a good friend at DuPont, 
and we called for scientific assistance. Surely the home of gunpowder 
and fertilizer could develop something to dissolve the cardboard and pa 
per while preserving the stupid pennies—yes, it was getting personal.

“No problem,” said the confident executives of the company, 
whose advertising slogan at that time was “Better Things for Better 
Living Through Chemistry.” And modem chemistry was brought to 
bear. They mixed up a foul-smelling concoction, the main ingredient 
of which was acid, and dumped a few hundred mailing pieces into a 
test vat. The result was a vile stew. Still, the pennies hung on to the 
cardboard and paper. “Stir it” was the command, and stir they did 
—with no discernible result. “Heat it” followed. This increased the 
smell noticeably, but did nothing else.

“More acid” was the next idea, and it definitely did something. 
The new mix dissolved the paper, the cardboard and the pennies. 
Three swings and a strikeout for DuPont, and a continuing headache 
for me. Since this was my problem (nobody else would come near it), 
I was into sleepless nights and hateful days. If  this was the direct mail 
business, I was ready for something else.
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Relief came from a totally unexpected source. I answered my tele 
phone with a growl one morning, and heard a pleasant young man on 
the other end of the line. He explained that he was Ray Wall, president 
of the local Boys Club, and he displayed a remarkable knowledge of 
the problem which had been keeping me awake nights. I later learned 
he had been briefed by Readers Digest General Manager Al Cole, 
who was a major Boys Club supporter, both locally and nationally.

Ray said he would take all the pennies off our hands in an even 
exchange. The Boys Club would keep the pennies, and he would 
make sure that they were all removed. Trying to keep my voice from 
trembling, I agreed to one of the quickest deals in history.

Rays idea, which worked beautifully, was to get a huge number 
of community volunteers to come to the Boys Club and remove the 
pennies at night—the enterprise became known as “penny shuck 
ing.” The entire basketball court was converted into a giant ware 
house, with sacks full of mailing pieces at one end, dozens of volun 
teers at long tables in the middle and sacks of pennies separated from 
denuded cardboard, envelopes and paper at the other. This went on 
for months. When it was all over, the Boys Club had a new swimming 
pool—and I still had a job.

Interestingly, this little incident merits a paragraph in James 
Playsted Woods sugar-coated paean to Dewitt Wallace, called Of 
Lasting Interest, published in 1958. Obviously, my name doesn’t 
appear—the impression given in the book was that Wallace was a 
superman, running every department singlehandedly. However, the 
nixies are in the book:

Inevitably, in a mailing this size, 
some pieces are returned as undeliverable.

In another exhibition of the wise use of generosity 
that has characterized Digest operations since 
the beginning, the magazine arranged with the 
Mt. Kisco Boys Club to extract the pennies...

Since the Boys Club had just extracted me from an impossible 
situation, I really did feel generous!
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I had wandered into the direct mail business blindly in the fall 
of 1956. Like virtually everyone else I know who eventually wound 
up in direct mail, I had graduated from college with other goals in 
mind. My unheralded arrival at Readers Digest came about because 
of a combination of desperation and ignorance. The desperation was 
because my salary of $5,500 a year was not enough to support my 
wife and me and she was several months pregnant. My ignorance was 
complete— I had absolutely no idea what direct mail was all about.

I had been reading all the help wanted ads in the New York Times 
and answering any that seemed even remotely possible. This particular 
one was totally out of sight, but couldn’t cost more than a postage stamp:

COPYWRITER 
DIRECT MAIL PROMOTION 

$10-$ 15,000 
FE E  PAID BY FINE PUBLISHING FIRM

The dollar level of this position will increase 
with age and experience. Applicants should be 
from 25-35. Applicants are requested to submit 

j in writing a letter describing their career aspirations, 
i This letter should include...

This posed a few problems for me. Even though I was close to 
the minimum age, I clearly did not qualify as an experienced copy 
writer. Actually, I didn’t even know what the word meant. I didn’t 
know if a copywriter would write “copy” (whatever that was) or if he 
would copy writing. (I knew that monks used to do this, but thought it 
had gone out of style.) Fortunately, I had a dictionary.

In the spirit of nothing to lose, I spent hours on the letter. Very 
quickly after sending it, I got a call from Florence Travis, secretary to 
Walter Weintz, who was Circulation Director of the Digest. Walter 
had placed the ad in desperation after turning down something like 
45 incompetent and ill-trained copywriters. He had told her: “This 
is hopeless. I ’m going to have to train somebody from scratch.” And 
there I was— unsullied, untrained and eager as a young colt.

I turned in a silly, but moderately ingenious, sample assignment, 
and was hired at a salary in the high four figures. Walter offered me
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$9,500 per year, which almost knocked my socks off, but I begged 
him up to $9,550 and began trying to learn the trade of writing direct 
mail copy.

On my first day of work in November 1956, I had lunch in the 
Digest cafeteria, where the food was subsidized, cost almost noth 
ing and was worth every penny. I sat at a table with a half dozen 
other “Digesters”— as I learned we called ourselves—including the 
company’s only other copywriter— Marie Hill. Marie was one tough 
cookie, a hard-bitten native New Yorker, who made a habit of coming 
in to work at least an hour late every morning and waltzing by Walter’s 
office just to make him mad. It invariably did.

The conversation was quick and extremely witty, at least to me. 
At one point, Marie said: “That’s enough office gossip. Now we want 
to hear Gordon’s life story.” I cleared my throat, but never got a word 
out, because Marie was off on another tangent. I never did get to tell 
my life story. Fifty years later, here’s my chance.

Before I was hired, Readers Digest to me was just a boring mag 
azine my parents had lying about the house. What I didn’t know was 
that the Digest was years ahead of any other company in direct mail 
know-how. When DeWitt Wallace started Readers Digest in 1922, it 
was far from an instant success. By 1935, total circulation was barely
200,000, and profits were slim. Reader’s Digest had no newsstand 
sales, and Wally wanted them—both for the additional circulation 
and for greater exposure of his product.

He hired Al Cole, who had been the president of Popular Sci 
ence, with the primary objective of getting Readers Digest on the 
newsstand. In doing so, DeWitt Wallace added a real manager to 
his staff for the first time. Al Cole brought thorough professionalism 
to the job, along with remarkable dynamism, and a talent for hands- 
on managing. His contract included a couple of provisos. He was to 
receive a share of any increase in Reader’s Digest profits under his 
stewardship— which eventually made Al a very, very rich man. He 
also insisted on bringing along his circulation director, Frank Her 
bert, from Popular Science.

Newsstand sales were established, but represented only a small 
fraction of Reader’s Digest circulation. On the other hand, what Al
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Cole and Frank Herbert did to the Reader’s Digest subscription busi 
ness was phenomenal. For the first time anywhere, they created a 
totally systematic approach to direct mail.

Direct mail was and is an orphan in the sales world. Direct mail 
people don’t take gorgeous models to remote locations for photo 
shoots, nor do they have interviews with the rich and/or famous. If 
you want to see a bunch of backs at a party, just mention that you’re 
in the direct mail business. If  you want to see the backs retreating at 
full tilt, say you’re in junk mail.* Direct mail don’t get no respect.

The one very special characteristic of direct mail is that new 
ideas and approaches can be tested in small quantities, and, if the 
sample is properly chosen, the results can be projected quite ac 
curately to a much larger universe. Of course, this is theoretically 
possible in other areas of marketing. However, when retailers and 
a sales force are involved, many complications arise. Personalities, 
regional differences and competitive influences combine to confuse 
the issue. Since direct mail is essentially a secret sales medium, very 
small test samples can be projected with great confidence.

Frank Herbert began a test program which included carefully 
saving and cataloging results and keeping copies of every test in large 
sample books. He built a database a generation before the term was 
invented. He also insisted that the results of every major mailing 
campaign be described in detail. He did the early write-ups himself, 
and passed the torch to Walter Weintz.

In late 1956, even though I didn’t know it, I walked into a unique 
direct mail testing laboratory. For my first week or so, I did nothing 
but pore over the sample books and read the mailing write-ups. I 
learned that “copy” as the term is used in direct mail, is everything 
the customer sees. It starts with the offer and includes attention-get 
ting devices such as pennies or stamps, as well as the letter and any 
other descriptive material.

‘ People in direct mail consider “junk mail” a highly pejorative term, barely this 
side of “child molester.” There is a myth in the direct mail business that the term junk 
mail was invented and has been perpetuated entirely by newspapers, which compete 
with direct mail for advertisers dollars. In fact, junk mail is what most people call 
anything other than personal mail that turns up in their mailboxes. I have frequently 
heard consumers in focus groups say things like: “I just love my junk mail.”
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I had access to direct mail textbooks which existed nowhere else. 
What Frank Herbert established and Walter Weintz further devel 
oped was a testing system. I eagerly set out to learn it.

When I came to work, the company was in the middle of the 
preparation of the “Persian Poet” two-penny mailing—the nixies 
from which would come back to haunt me a few months later (shown 
on page 1). This huge promotion was to be sent to 25 million house 
holds in January 1957. Since these were non-subscriber names, the 
promotion was called an “outside mailing.”

The Persian Poet two-penny mailing had been developed by 
Walter Weintz. The scale of Readers Digest mailings had been il 
lustrated a few months before when the New York Herald Tribune 
ran a front-page article with the headline: “Somebody Is Buying
100,000,000 Pennies.” On the day this ran, the buyer was unknown, 
and the reporter speculated that it might be somebody preparing to 
protest his income tax bill or teaching his ex-wife that alimony could 
be a two-way burden. The purchase of 100 million pennies from the 
mint followed a period when Readers Digest got their pennies at 
1.02c each from every chewing gum vendor on the east coast. This 
actually created a shortage of pennies in the marketplace, and con 
vinced the mint that it was better to sell them directly to the Digest 
than to deal with a periodic penny crisis.

All of these pennies were needed because Reader s Digest Con 
densed Books was featuring two pennies in every mailing at the same 
time as the magazine.

The pennies were minted in Denver and shipped in box cars to 
our mailing house, O. E. McIntyre, on Long Island. Somebody looked 
into buying insurance for the shipment—these were coins, after all. 
Since no insurer had any experience with pennies, the quoted rate 
was very high.

Walter saw the proposed insurance bill and said: “No insurance. 
How many pennies would somebody have to steal to make it worth 
while?” Since the answer was more pennies than anybody would pos 
sibly want to carry, they were shipped uninsured—and, of course, 
arrived safely. Because of the weight of the pennies, McIntyre had to
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reinforce the concrete floor of its building. Readers Digest mailings 
were big.

The pennies were a response device. They attracted the pros 
pects attention and were then incorporated into the sales process. 
Simply attracting attention is never enough in a direct mail offer. The 
attention-getter must become a part of the sales effort itself.

Pennies had already been used, very successfully, for Readers 
Digest Condensed Books. The pennies were tied neatly into the Con 
densed Books offer. They became a part of the price of the book. The 
offer of the first book for 10c became: “Your first book for 8c— and 
here’s your change in advance!”

With the magazine, there was no comparable offer link, and the 
successful magazine offer was the third or fourth attempt to make 
pennies work for Readers Digest magazine. The “exotic” art and the 
copy: “I f  thou hast two pennies...” on the outside envelope set up the 
letter and the offer. The copy in the letter read:

An ancient Persian poet said: “I f  thou hast 
two pennies, spend one for bread. With 
the other, buy hyacinths for thy soul.”

The prospect was then urged to send back one penny, both for 
the sake of his soul and to order 15 months of Readers Digest for 
$1.89. Direct mail history is written with such corny phrases. Among 
other anomalies, the “ancient Persian poet” was a long-forgotten 
copywriter who submitted this letter in a contest judged by Walter 
Weintz in the early 1950s.

Readers Digest response rates had always been high. The last 
big outside mailing had produced a response of 5%, which was more 
than triple what was considered “normal” at the time— and roughly 
four times “normal” response today. The Persian Poet mailing pro 
duced a huge 8.5% response. General Manager Al Cole often said 
that the year’s results were known by mid-January, because of the 
huge concentration of promotions at the start of the year. Clearly, 
1957 was going to be a banner year for the Digest. I would get to 
enjoy it, even though I had nothing to do with it.
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One of the few totally reliable truths of large-scale sales promo 
tion is that any new idea starts to die the moment it is bom. An im 
portant corollary is that the more radical and successful the idea, the 
shorter its useful life. The Persian Poet was both a radical and extraor 
dinarily successful mailing. It was also very widely exposed— more 
than 30 million magazine mailing pieces were sent out in 1957 alone.

Within a year, response had fallen by about half. The Readers 
Digest testing machine— Marie Hill, an experienced copywriter who 
knew what she was doing, and me— started grinding out new promo 
tion ideas. We shared an office that had once been the anteroom of 
the ladies’ room, and a procession of anxious females interrupted our 
work throughout the day. I still start writing furiously immediately 
after hearing a toilet flush.

As usual, the concept of “new” ideas was relative. Since two pen 
nies had worked so well, we tried many variations. One of mine that 
happened to click was the idea of a “one-cent sale” using one penny. 
To have any oomph, the one-cent sale had to be for a very limited 
period.

We highlighted a single week in a little calendar next to the pen 
ny on the order card and trusted our remarkable relationship with 
Americas postmasters to deliver the goods during that week. The 
“one-cent sale” outside envelope looked like this:

B E A D * * *  D IG E ST  A SSO CIATION 
PU—antvitl*, N tw  York 
R tU r n  Po«Ca|» G aarantoatf

U SALE WEEK!
m

U ltO S M tt
t § f  y d P  A I O

him * H I

Use this penny during this week

AND SAVE *11?!
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Since this piece was mine— and my very first outside mailing— I’ll 
admit that my heart was in my mouth at the thought of what a massive 
snowstorm could do to our delicate timing. Much to my relief, there was 
no snow disaster, the mail got there when it was supposed to and Read 
ers Digest magazine had another successful new business mailing.

The very close timing that allowed the one-cent sale to succeed 
was actually a by-product of another Digest innovation. This was pio 
neered by George Perkins, the one-man broadcast department of our 
advertising agency, Schwab & Beatty. Although it began well before 
my time, both the activity and George were very much around when 
I joined the company.

George reasoned that saturation mailings, like the huge Read 
ers Digest magazine program, might be efficiently supported and 
improved by radio spots telling people to “watch your mailbox” for 
a special offer from Readers Digest. Broadcast advertising is inher 
ently difficult to test. Direct mail is an invisible medium. Only those 
receiving mailings are aware of them, so anything can be tested with 
out worrying about the overlap of information.

On the other hand, isolating and measuring areas for broadcast 
testing is difficult. Broadcasts don’t stop neatly at town or county 
lines. The idea of the radio support test was to discover if there was 
a measurable improvement in direct mail response from people who 
had been exposed to broadcast support compared with those who 
had not. George found a half dozen weak and isolated stations in 
Kansas. The mailing results to these communities were compared 
with results from similar small towns in the state that didn’t receive 
any broadcast support.

While this was ingenious, the figures were also very small. The 
good news from the test was that every one of the areas with ra 
dio support appeared to produce results that were better than their 
counterparts without radio support. The limitation was that some of 
the apparent gains were very small and the sum of all of them was 
statistically insignificant.

George presented these results to Walter Weintz a few weeks 
later, and suggested that a larger test might be more definitive. The 
answer was true Walter Weintz in action. He said: “George, I agree
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with you. Next time, we’ll make the test bigger. We’ll use broadcast 
support in all states west of the Mississippi, and compare the results 
with everything east of it.”

This is exactly how it was done. Broadcast support produced 
a highly efficient 10% to 15% increase in response. Radio support 
evolved into television support not long after, and television support 
continued to be used with great success for many years.

Although few marketers would have used roughly half the Unit 
ed States for a test, it made great sense. No combination of small tests 
would ever have been definitive because of market overlap and the 
inherent difficulty of measuring incremental gains. Walter intuitively 
understood this better than a phalanx of statisticians. If the stakes are 
large enough, and you’ve got the money to do it, huge numbers can 
overwhelm any number of obstacles in direct mail testing.

Before long, I functioned as “product manager” for magazine 
outside mailings—although we never used the term. One of the ben 
efits of this job was that I became the client representative at the 
making of the support commercials. Television was by now our me 
dium of choice, and we produced several commercials for each Janu 
ary mailing. One memorable television session involved an absolutely 
stunning woman, who sat demurely behind a desk and delivered this 
line: “Watch your mailbox for this letter from Reader’s Digest.”

It became obvious that she was the mistress of either the pro 
ducer or the sound director, because she emphatically was not an ac 
tress. For the first few takes, she consistently said: “Rider’s Deegest”. 
After starting around 9 am, we finished the spot just before 5 pm.

I had been hired as a copywriter, and had tried mightily to suc 
ceed at it. I quickly learned two extremely important things about 
writing direct mail copy:

1. It’s damn hard work. Blank pages dare the copywriter to fill 
them.

2 . 1 wasn’t very good at it, no matter how hard I tried.
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Being “creative” in direct mail means facing the harshest judges 
in the world every day. Winning new copy must produce results that 
are better than yesterdays successes. Real sales and profit numbers 
are the only meaningful measurements. Along the way, I also learned 
that taking good copy produced by others, using the skills of profes 
sionals, and working with suppliers was comparatively easy.

The big difference was that nature wants new copy to fail, while 
all the people working on a project want it to succeed. So I took the 
easy route of product management— and loved it from the start.

In 1960, I was a part-time copywriter and a full-time product 
manager. By then, Walter Weintz had left the company to become a 
highly successful consultant, and my boss was Readers Digest direct 
mail veteran Les Dawson.

Of course, I still got some copy assignments— typically, those 
nobody else wanted. One of them was to improve the payments for 
new subscriptions. Reader’s Digest magazine payments were very 
high, and attempting to make them even better was a truly thankless 
task. I was stumped. I took a copy of the magazine in my hands, and 
wondered if there was some way to use the magazine itself in the 
billing process.

Given the severe limitations of our fulfillment system, separat 
ing new subscriptions from old was impossible, but I didn’t know 
that. In this case, what I didn’t know helped Reader’s Digest. The 
copy I had in my hands had a “gatefold” advertisement on the inside 
of the back cover.* I idly turned the inside page over, and I now had 
a back cover which was a part of an ad, still attached to the magazine. 
It could theoretically contain the subscriber’s address. I wondered if 
this had any application for introductory billing, and wandered into 
Les Dawson’s office to discuss it.

Les knew that it was useless for billing, but instantly recognized 
the potential for sales. If we used the exposed gatefold page as the 
addressing medium for the magazine, and made the balance of the

*A gatefold is a four-page ad with the last page made slightly smaller and folded 
baek so that it appears in the magazine immediately after (and facing) the first page 
of the ad.
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ad into a mail-order proposition, we would have the equivalent of a 
small addressed direct mail piece in the magazine itself.

In that moment, the “reverse gatefold” was bom. We manually 
addressed a small test quantity with an ad to sell new Christmas gift 
subscriptions. Response more than tripled compared with a standard, 
unaddressed gatefold in the magazine. A similar test for Condensed 
Books showed a gain of five times a standard gatefold.

Then the real work started. Frank Bitetto and his production 
team invented new machines to address and wrap the magazine, and 
with Al Cole’s backing, the money was found to pay for them. This 
was one of many tributes to the power of the testing laboratory and 
the faith the corporation placed in it. It also helped that anything that 
worked for the Digest worked big time. The reverse gatefold pro 
duced many millions of dollars of profit in just a few years.

While the serendipitous discovery of the reverse gatefold was a 
highly profitable interlude, it didn’t do anything for the introductory 
billing series. This dippy little assignment just wouldn’t go away.

New subscription bills sent out by Reader’s Digest— and almost 
all other magazines— included a feature called a “renewal at birth.” 
This was a low-key checkbox on the bill that urged the subscriber to 
extend his initial eight-month term to 16 months by sending in $2 
instead of $1. This was obviously inexpensive for the magazine, so 
it was considered satisfactory business even though there was very 
little of it. Typically, less than 2% of those who paid for their subscrip 
tions accepted this offer.

Like everyone else who had worked for Walter Weintz, I had 
heard the story about how he dramatically improved new business 
mailing results by changing the eight months for $1 offer from “send 
in $1 cash” to “we’ll bill you for $1.” I mulled this over as I continued 
to beat my head on the billing series. I wondered if changing the re 
newal at birth proposition from cash to a billed offer might be useful.

Changing the copy from cash to billing took all of about 15 sec 
onds. I used the same check box on the bill and changed a few words 
in the text. Since it seemed like the thing should have a name, I called 
it the “Advance Savings Plan.” It’s still being called that today, some 
45 years later.
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As would be expected, there was no effect on payments. The 
effect on renewals was far beyond anything we could have imagined. 
Instead of 2% in cash, reserved renewals with the Advance Saving 
Plan offer jumped to an astonishing 22%. A tiny little comer of the 
business suddenly had the potential to become very large.

O f course, we still didn’t know if these people would pay for 
their renewals when we sent bills to them at the end of their intro 
ductory subscriptions. The thorniest problem was keeping track of 
the respondents so that they got bills instead of renewal notices when 
their subscriptions were about to expire. Our antiquated fulfillment 
system, geared to doing the same thing for every subscriber, couldn’t 
handle it.

So, we reverted to “shoe-box fulfillment.” This is a technique 
that has served many marketers very well over the years. Shoe-box 
fulfillment is a system (or nonsystem) that is used when the overall 
system can’t deal with a small number of exceptions.

It gets its name from a hypothetical “shoe box” that can hold a 
few hundred cards with subscribers’ names and addresses on them. 
This “box” is maintained by a person whose job is to perform whatever 
oddball function is required for this small group. Intelligent manpow 
er is substituted for the inherent inflexibility of a system designed to 
perform limited functions for millions of subscribers. The cost per 
subscriber is very high. The cost per test is peanuts.

We repeated the Advance Savings Plan offer to a much larger 
test group and got virtually identical results. This time, we were pre 
pared to track renewal results using our trusty shoe box (and trusty 
shoe box tender). We were delighted to find that about 85% of those 
who had reserved renewals on their initial bills paid for them.

Adapting the entire fulfillment system to accommodate this 
technique was a much longer and duller story. As always, it started 
with, “No way!” from the fulfillment department. As I recall, in this 
case, they added, “Don’t even think about it!” It then required a care 
ful calculation of the potential value, a convincing presentation to Al 
Cole, and much flexing of his muscles. We eventually managed to 
find a somewhat devious but effective way to get the job done, and 
the Advance Savings Plan became standard practice.
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Since this promotion was so simple, it lent itself easily to ad 
ditional modifications and improvements. When we added a “Yes” 
stamp to the bill, renewal response took another leap. Separating the 
advance renewal onto a second form—with a stamp or a token as an 
action device, of course— produced another significant gain. The last 
I heard, Reader’s Digest was getting something like a 45% response 
rate on the current version of this offer, and the paid renewals from 
these people accounted for more than half of all first-time renewals.

First-time renewals of general magazines usually run in the 30% 
range. For Reader’s Digest, the figure had been close to 50%. Once 
the Advance Savings Plan was fully developed, the figure increased 
to more than 60%. Big bucks. For me, the best news was that, except 
for testing variations on the Advance Savings Plan offer, I never had 
to touch the introductory billing series again.

Today, a typical direct mail promotion takes hundreds of differ 
ent mail-order lists, and runs them through a sophisticated merge/ 
purge program to produce a single unduplicated mailing list.* This 
was not exactly the world I entered in 1956. At the time I joined 
the company, there was no established list rental market. For large 
mailers, the only available lists were the automobile list and the tele 
phone list. Each of these lists contained about 40 million names and 
addresses.

The automobile list, maintained by R. H. Donnelley, was the 
first to be developed, and it existed largely because the US automo 
bile manufacturers paid for it. As a mailing list, it was strictly Stone 
Age. The auto list was a single product— one continuous strip of pa 
per which was slit into large rolls. This was called a “dick strip.” The 
same name was used for the printed Reader’s Digest subscriber list. 
The name was derived from an addressing machine produced by the 
A. B. Dick company.

*A “merge/purge” program takes all of the lists selected for mailing and merges 
them into a single list. It then eliminates (purges) duplicate names and addresses.
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Two big mailers became major auto list users after World War 
II—Readers Digest and Life. The single dick-strip format of the auto 
list presented some special problems for the Digest. Reader’s Digest 
considered it vitally important to eliminate current subscribers from 
new half-price business promotions so that they could be sold as full- 
price renewals. Typically, this was solved by massive woman power.

At this time, the Reader’s Digest subscriber list was maintained 
on stencils— little metal slugs that contained just the name and ad 
dress of the subscriber, with a notch on the side to indicate the expira 
tion date of each subscription. Incredulous newcomers to the business 
have frequently told me that Reader’s Digest could never maintain 11 
million subscriber names on stencils. I would have been inclined to 
agree, but there they were when I arrived— acres and acres of metal 
stencils arranged in trays, and sorted by state, city, name of subscriber 
and street address.

This presented a major difficulty in matching Reader’s Digest 
subscriber names to the auto list, since the address came before the 
name in the auto list sequence. The problem was solved with scissors 
and a lot of people. A complete Reader’s Digest dick strip was run for 
all cities to be mailed. All of the subscribers’ names and addresses 
were then cut apart, producing millions of tiny slips of paper. Donnel 
ley employees then sorted all of these tiny slips by address sequence 
to match the auto list. I always feared that one good puff of wind 
could undo weeks of work.

They then matched the millions of slips of paper containing the 
subscribers to the auto list. When a match was found, the name on 
the automobile list would be crossed out with a heavy black marker. 
The auto list was still a continuous dick strip, but about every fourth 
name had a big black “X,” indicating that it was not to be mailed.

The Reader’s Digest mailing program placed great emphasis on 
control. Although the process was primitive by current standards, ev 
ery step of it was rigidly and carefully monitored. The result was sur 
prisingly effective. An entire year of effort was concentrated on the 
delivery date of the big January mailing—universally known at the 
Digest as “home delivery day.” The testing program produced results 
just in time for incorporation into the next home delivery program.
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Broadcast advertising peaked the day before. Every postmaster had 
been informed of the requested delivery date.

In current selling terms, this was “event marketing.” It was nev 
er undermined by overexposure of the offer, especially to current 
subscribers.

Another important reason to keep bargain offers out of the 
hands of subscribers was to prevent complaints that occurred when 
a subscriber compared the half-price offer sent to non-subscribers 
with the full-price offer in his renewal mailings.

I opened my interoffice mail one Monday morning to find one 
of DeWitt Wallace s tiny memos. Wally had a habit of hiding in his 
tower office at the Wallace mansion on weekends and scattering 
questions on little sheets of lined yellow paper to any and all employ 
ees. The local sobriquet for these documents was “Yellow Fever.” 
Receipt of one was likely to require many hours of effort to attempt 
to find an answer.

It seems that an old friend of Wally s, a subscriber for many years, 
had received not one, but two half-price offers. He wanted DeWitt 
Wallace to know how stupid and wasteful his employees were. Wally, 
naturally, wanted to know why we were being stupid and wasteful.

The effort we mounted to attempt to answer this question was 
worthy of a combined FBI/CIA investigation. Unfortunately, Wal 
laces note did not contain the actual mailing pieces his unhappy 
friend had received. We did have the name and address he had given 
DeWitt Wallace. An urgent search of the subscriber files produced a 
match. He was, indeed, a subscriber.

How then, had we screwed up and sent him two half-price of 
fers? Teams were formed at each list supplier to attempt to match 
his name and address to the telephone and auto lists. No luck. After 
about a week of this, I got up enough nerve to send a note to DeWitt 
Wallace admitting our failure, and asking him if there was any remote 
possibility of retrieving the errant mailings. To my surprise, both or 
der forms were on my desk by return office mail. He had obviously 
tucked them into a desk drawer as a reminder to himself to follow up 
on the problem.
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With this new and all-important information, we quickly found 
the offended subscriber— all three of him. He lived at the comer 
of Park Avenue and East 83rd Street in Manhattan in one of those 
fancy apartment buildings where the street address could be either 
East 83rd or Park. His subscription was listed in his name at 103 East 
83rd Street. His telephone was listed— for reasons we never found 
out— in his wife’s name at 762 Park Avenue. Since his surname was a 
common one, we never had a chance to match the subscriber to the 
telephone list.

The other problem was that he owned a second home in New 
Hampshire and had registered his Cadillac there. The half-price mail 
ings, of course, were sent to the Park Avenue and New Hampshire ad 
dresses. I dutifully summarized this information in a note to DeWitt 
Wallace. I never did receive an acknowledgment. We had to assume 
that he was satisfied, but we didn’t really want to repeat this exercise 
on a regular basis.

In the days when the auto list was the only mass list available, 
both the Readers Digest and Life accounts were serviced by Donnel- 
ley’s star salesman, O. E. McIntyre. As these accounts grew, so did his 
commissions. In 1953, he earned more than twice as much as Donnel 
ley s CEO. Inevitably, he was called to a meeting to inform him that 
his commissions were to be reduced. McIntyre was well prepared.

When Donnelley brass pushed McIntyre to the wall, he had a 
surprise for them. He had gotten together with his two big clients 
to form a new company to compile a national telephone list, specifi 
cally for rental to direct mailers. The company was funded 50% by 
Reader’s Digest and 50% by Life.

One serious problem with the auto list was that coverage in 
large cities was very weak. Telephone coverage in the metropolitan 
areas was much greater, but nobody had attempted to combine the 
tens of thousands of local telephone directories into a single source 
before. By 1957, O. E. McIntyre’s telephone list was the sole source 
of names for new subscription mailings for Reader’s Digest and Life,
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and it was, of course, used by other large mailers. The telephone 
list was on punch cards, and could be sorted to match the Readers 
Digest sequence for subscriber elimination, with a significant savings 
in the process.

Since the new subscriber program had become my responsibil 
ity, I was very interested in the relative strengths of the telephone 
and the automobile lists. It seemed logical to take advantage of both 
sources. I suggested a small test mailing to the auto list in the next big 
mailing program. This produced a storm that only a very young, very 
new and very naive person would have failed to anticipate.

Several senior Digest executives, most vocally production direc 
tor Kent Rhodes, reacted as if I were Benedict Arnold at work with 
the British at West Point. The reason for all the agitation, of course, 
was diat Readers Digest owned a half interest in O. E. McIntyre. 
Rhodes and the other worriers felt that any chipping away of support 
might torpedo the telephone list operation. This ignored the fact that 
McIntyre was making money hand over fist.

Walter Weintz could see the logic of my modest suggestion, and 
he backed me up. However, there was a reason why Kent Rhodes 
was known throughout the corporation as “Dr. No.” He produced 
a memo pointing out that the auto list test idea was not only stupid, 
it was entirely mine, and it was taking place in spite of the concerns 
voiced by my elders and betters, and when it failed, well...

Happily for me, the test on the automobile list worked very 
well, pulling a significantly higher response than the telephone list 
portion of the mailing. The reason for this success was not due to 
any inherent superiority of the auto list. It was strictly a function of 
the frequency of promotion, and frequency became the organizing 
principle of Readers Digest outside list promotion until computer 
ized merge/purge and sophisticated selection systems improved on 
it years later.

At this time, there was no possible way to merge the telephone 
and auto lists. We did the next best thing. We mailed them on an 
alternate basis. This required a simple method of organizing and 
tracking results, by list and area mailed. I put the largest US map I 
could find on my wall, and kept track of mailings by county. While a
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county is a bastard governmental unit, cities can always be matched 
to their counties, and the typical size of a county was handy for a 
strictly manual tracking system. After a few years of this, I became 
sort of a walking encyclopedia of American counties.

We quickly learned that repeating the same list to the same area 
within a short period of time depressed results significantly. Alternat 
ing the lists gave us a substantial boost, largely because of their very 
different levels of coverage in different areas. We gradually dug into 
these lists, working with two basic principles...

1. No mass list is homogeneous.
Even at the very broad level we tracked at the outset, we learned 

that families living in the same area were relatively more like each 
other than the balance of the list. The first essential was the ability 
to subdivide the mass list into a number of smaller geographic areas. 
We started with approximately 3,200 counties as mailing units. Mov 
ing ahead a bit, we added postal zones (zip codes didn’t yet exist), and 
increased coverage to some 12,000 units, each of which was tracked 
individually.*

2. The longer the time period between mailings, the better the 
response.

Knowing this led to the second essential element— “cycling” 
— mailing to the best list segments most frequently. The objective 
of cycling was to make all geographic units produce about the same 
every time they were mailed. Those units that produced well were 
mailed most frequently. More frequent mailings reduced response.

At the same time, the less profitable units were being “rested,” 
and their relative position improved. When they were mailed, the 
poorest areas produced results that were similar to the most fertile 
markets. They just produced less often. I tracked this hodgepodge 
with a hand calculator and my huge map. The one good thing to be 
said about this cumbersome system was that it worked.

*A curious side-effeet of this tracking system was that we helped the post office 
discover a postal carrier in Brooklyn who was not doing his job. We noticed that one 
zone in Brooklyn was consistently producing substantially less than its neighbors. I 
was curious about this, and contacted a postal inspector, who found a carrier who was 
not delivering any third-class mail. He had filled his garage and much of his backyard 
with vears of undelivered mail.
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Years of testing had shown that the best time to mail large outside 
mailings was the first week of January. The reason for this was that 
virtually every mailer put non-Christmas offers into the mail in big 
volume in mid-January. Since we were there for home delivery during 
the first week, we got to the consumers before our competitors.

At the time I was hired, there were very few Digest executives 
who were younger than age 40. A number of fairly young people had 
been hired shortly after World War II, and then there was a hiatus of 
a decade or so.

One of the few couples who were close to our age were April and 
Roy Herbert. Roy, a promising young editor, was the son of Frank 
Herbert, who had built the circulation system I was trying to master. 
April was a long-haired beauty. We frequently saw Roy and April, 
especially at Readers Digest parties. We celebrated our youth and 
bemoaned our positions at the bottom of the totem pole.

These gatherings were no joy for low-level employees. An oblig 
atory part of these events was standing in a near-interminable line to 
thank DeWitt and Lila Wallace for being so kind as to invite us hoi 
polloi to wherever we happened to be. On a lovely summer night, we 
were all “invited” to attend an opening in some kind of a theater-in- 
a-tent that the Wallaces were sponsoring.

The reception line for this affair was even longer than usual, 
and people popped in and out of line as they tried to look attentive, 
yet keep their glasses full. We had been considerably behind Roy 
and April, but had quietly advanced as the mob moiled about. I was 
standing just behind April, who was telling an involved story that 
seemed to have something to do with her difficulties at a ski lift the 
previous winter. Then, as now, April talked mostly with her hands. 
As she reached a critical point in the story, she gestured broadly. The 
entire contents of her gin and tonic flew over her shoulder.

She clearly had thoughts of corporate doom on her mind as she 
turned to see where the drink had landed. Discovering me behind 
her, she smiled in relief and said: “Oh, its only you, Gordon.”
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I was less amused, since my jacket was dripping. We had to drop 
out of line. With Ann lovely in her garden party dress and me in my 
most expensive suit, we beat a mortified retreat and we didn’t get the 
chance to gush over DeWitt and Lila— who obviously didn’t notice 
our absence anyway.

The only parties that younger staffers ever attended were huge 
affairs. For us, these events consisted of roughly equal parts bore 
dom, misery and terror. At best, we were forced to watch our elders 
do the obligatory bowing and scraping to the Wallaces. We always 
feared the worst—we might spill a drop of wine on the Queen’s toe. 
It never happened, but it could have. Most of the time at these affairs 
was spent trying to be invisible.

Jack Beaudouin, editor of Condensed Books, and his wife once 
had a giant party in their home in Chappaqua. This was before the 
term “McMansion” had been invented, but their home was a true 
starter castle. They had an enormous two-story living room— the 
“great room,” as Jack described it. It featured a large balcony hang 
ing well into the room.

For reasons I never learned, DeWitt Wallace, normally an ex 
tremely reticent man, was pressed into giving a speech from this 
Mussolini-like balcony. His topic was: “How to Enjoy Sex When 
You’re Over Eighty.”

The crowd of Digesters gathered in a loose semicircle below the 
balcony. His talk, of course, inspired all present to hilarious laugh 
ter at each joke. The only thing I clearly remember was his First 
Commandment: “You must always practice, practice, practice.” Lila 
danced a little jig of delight at this.

Another time, we were invited— along with practically every 
Digest employee from Pleasantville and New York City—to High 
Winds, the Wallace’s palatial home in Mt. Kisco. This was a real cas 
tle. Ann and I were standing on the lawn, trying to look like statues, 
when a very drunk, truly obnoxious fellow reeled over to us. He in 
troduced himself as James Stewart-Gordon, one of the roving edi 
tors. He thought it was hilarious that my first name happened to be 
the same as his last.
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He then asked me what I did, and I said that I was in the cir 
culation department. He thought that this was pretty funny, too, and 
commented: “I’ve always thought of that end of the business as being 
just like a flush toilet. We drop stuff in it, jiggle the handle, and it goes 
away.” He laughed so hard at his wit that I never did get to tell him 
that he had confused circulation with fulfillment.

One of my tasks as new business maven was to search for other 
list sources. One large list that was theoretically available was the 
Reader’s Digest “dead expire” list—the people who had been sub 
scribers but had not renewed. Even with a very high renewal rate of 
close to 70%, more than three million subscribers expired every year. 
This was a big list.

Readers Digest didn’t mail expires because DeWitt Wallace re 
portedly felt almost punitive about them. He was quoted as saying, 
“If they didn’t want to renew when they had a chance, they jolly well 
won’t get another.” This alleged gut reaction of Wally’s had been spun 
by the business department into a theory of sorts. The theory was 
that expires surely would not wish to subscribe when they received a 
new-business mailing after spuming 10 renewal efforts.

I was surprised to learn that this had never been challenged with 
a test. This was so contrary to normal procedure at the Digest that I 
asked everyone involved about it. People patiently explained to me 
that DeWitt Wallace, who generally took very little interest in cir 
culation—or anything else except editing the magazine— had pro 
nounced dead expires dead forever. This was good enough.

Only it wasn’t, of course. We mailed a small test to recent dead 
expires and found that they responded much better than any seg 
ments of the telephone or auto lists. They also paid better and, we 
found out later, renewed much better, as well.

Somewhat breathlessly, I presented the test results to DeWitt 
Wallace. His attention was elsewhere. I learned that his real attitude 
about the subject was, “I couldn’t care less.” He had simply made
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one offhand comment and it became law. Even with a basically good 
man, dictatorial powers are dangerous.

With this “theory” finally put to rest, dead expires became an ex 
tremely large and hugely profitable source of Readers Digest “new” 
business. The theory proclaiming the permanent demise of expires 
overlooked two basic facts about subscribers and magazine renewals. 
The first was due to the inherent egocentricity of circulation people. 
When subscribers don’t respond to repeated renewal pleas, there’s 
a natural tendency to think that they must be dissatisfied with the 
magazine. In fact, in many cases, they don’t even bother to look at 
renewal mailings, much less read them.

The power of the half-price offer was the second missing ingre 
dient. The same magazine that is uninteresting at 12 months for $3 
suddenly sounds like— and is— a bargain at eight months for $1 (or 
15 months for $1.89). Dead expires remain one of the greatest recy 
cling triumphs ever.

Bv now, I had been working for the Digest for several years, 
and was doing quite well, with regular pay increases. Still, being very 
ambitious, I started to dream about actually running something. One 
day, I received a call from the sales director at IBM. He explained 
that IBM had just decided to start a direct mail department and was 
considering me as a candidate to head it.

We set up a date at the IBM office in White Plains, and I dis 
covered that I was the only candidate. Apparently, I had received a 
remarkably strong recommendation from one of our list suppliers. In 
less than an hour, the IBM sales director outlined the generous bud 
get and the pay package, which was much more than what I was mak 
ing at RD— and offered me the job. He put the whole deal in writing, 
and signed it. I drove home with stars in my eyes. At this time, IBM 
totally dominated the world of computers, and I was being given the 
chance to build a department of my own from scratch.

Early the next morning, before I could lose my nerve, I went to 
see Al Cole, and told him what I had been offered. He looked at me
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calmly and said: “Well, I know Tom Watson [founder/president of 
IBM] very well, and he runs an excellent company. Exactly what will 
the new direct mail department do?”

I told him that the plan was to support the IBM sales staff with 
lots of highly targeted promotion.

Al then asked me how important I considered Readers Digest 
outside mailings to be to the corporation, and I told him I thought 
they were critical. Without denigrating the significance of sales sup 
port, he reminded me that at IBM: “The salesman is king. Everybody 
else just works there.”

I left Al Coles office a thoroughly confused young man. Did I 
want to be just a cog in the huge IBM machine (even though I would 
run an entire department), or handle a vital part of the Readers Di 
gest operation, with some future promotion possibilities? In a few 
minutes, Al Cole had completely turned me around with no promises 
of any sort—just a reminder that I was doing work that he and I both 
knew to be important.

So I called IBM and turned down the job. Months later, I did 
get a healthy increase in salary.

Another of my jobs was to approve proofs of copy for the out 
side mailing program. I tried to be conscientious at this, but looking at 
proofs was totally boring. I was reminded how much it mattered one 
day when I got a call from our printer, who was about hallway through 
a press run of some 25 million order cards. He somewhat ingenuously 
asked me: “Are you sure you want the headline on the order card to 
read subsciption?”

After assuring him that I certainly did not, I hung up and bolted 
to the drawer where the proofs were stored. “Half-Price Subsciption” 
was at the top of the page, and my initials were all over the bottom. 
I briefly considered throwing myself out the window, but demurred, 
largely because I had a ground floor office and the only damage would 
have been to the rhododendrons. After gathering my nerve and re 
hearsing various exit lines, I slunk into Les Dawson s office. I blurted
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out the sad tale and told him how much it would cost to reprint some 
12 million order forms.

Les looked at my stricken face and said: “This was a pretty stupid 
thing to do, but my guess is that you’ve learned a lesson. We’ll just mail 
the order forms the way they were printed. Anyone who notices will get 
a free subscription, and I expect you to pay for those subscriptions.”

Happy that I still had a job but fearing financial ruin from pay 
ing for the subscriptions, I beat a rapid retreat to my office. The short 
ending to this tale of woe is that 12 million faulty order forms were 
mailed, two subscribers noticed, and I paid the $3.78.*

*Years after I left Reader’s Digest, a more interesting error crept into the maga 
zine— right on the cover. The Christmas issue featured a delightful painting of Rock 
efeller Center, with the huge tree towering over a rink full of tiny skaters. Halfway 
through the enormous print run, a secretary studied the original large painting, 
which hung on a wall at headquarters. She noticed that one of the skaters with an 
open raccoon coat was streaking across the cover of Reader’s Digest, wearing nothing 
beneath his coat.
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A BUMMER SPAWNS MANY BOFFO PROMOTIONS

By 1961, the magazines outside mailing 
contained just an order form, a modest brochure and a letter, with 
all the emphasis on the half-price offer. As a radical departure, we 
decided to try a contest. The contest brochure would contain a brief 
description of 25 articles from Readers Digest, from which entrants 
would choose the three that they felt would be most popular among 
other subscribers.

We designed a large mailing piece in a brightly colored enve 
lope, based on a Monte Carlo theme. Showing through the envelope 
was a plastic poker chip, which was to be returned as the ordering de 
vice. With all of the four-color work, the plastic poker chip and vari 
ous other bells and whistles, it was by far the most expensive mailing 
piece the Digest had ever produced.

What happened on the test? Disaster happened. The fancy and 
expensive contest mailing reduced response by about 30%. It was a 
flop of monumental dimensions. In the inevitable postmortem, we 
tried to figure out how we could be so wrong. Finally, Les Dawson 
summed it up: “We made it too complicated. Obviously, generating 
excitement and giving away prizes is a sensible marketing idea, but we 
made the potential customer work, and this was a terrible mistake.” 

Les was undoubtedly right, but we still had a problem. We want 
ed to generate excitement with some kind of prize-giving promotion. 
It couldn’t be a lottery. Private lotteries in the US are illegal, and the

27
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US Postal Service has a straightforward definition of what constitutes 
an illegal lottery. In paraphrase, a lottery:

1. Distributes prizes of value.
2. Does so by chance.
3. Requires some sort of “consideration” to enter.

A promotion can legally be distributed through the mail if it 
leaves out any one of these elements. Our ill-fated contest required 
skill to win, so we had avoided the “chance” hurdle. However, in do 
ing so, we had created an insurmountable marketing barrier. On the 
other hand, if we eliminated the skill contest, we couldn’t require the 
purchase of the magazine, or it would be called “consideration.”

As I scratched around looking for a contest that was not a con 
test, I realized that one of our advertisers might have provided us 
with a key part of the answer. Several months earlier, Oldsmobile had 
run a spread in Reader’s Digest that contained consecutively num 
bered cards and featured the headline, “You May Already Have Won 
A Prize!” The potential winning numbers were drawn in advance and 
printed on posters that were displayed at the dealers. The rationale 
for the headline was that the number in your hand might already 
have been picked as a winner. The consumer took his card to an 
Oldsmobile dealer to see if it matched a number on a list of winning 
numbers that was posted there. Oldsmobile called this promotion a 
“Lucky Number Sweepstakes.”

I knew the ad salesman on the Oldsmobile account and called 
him to ask if he had heard about results from the ad. He positively 
gushed into the phone— telling me that the automobile business had 
never seen anything like it. People actually lined up around the block 
waiting for the dealers to open. Oldsmobile sold tons of cars as a re 
sult of this advertisement. It sounded like the answer to a maidens 
prayer, but it still had to be adapted to direct mail.

The second critical piece of the answer to the puzzle was pro 
vided by our fellow marketers in the United Kingdom. The Brit 
ish Edition of the Digest had tested a mailing featuring two small 
stamps—one saying “Yes” and the other “No.” The alleged reason
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for the “No” stamp was to be able to send the reduced-price offer to 
some other lucky bloke.

The stamps increased response because they dramatized the 
exclusivity of the offer in a lighthearted but sensible way. They also 
became what Walter Weintz called a “hot potato.” Once you’ve got a 
physical response device in your hands, you’ve got to do something 
with it. We had recently tested the “Yes/No” stamps in the US with 
modest success. It seemed possible that providing the potential re 
spondent with an opportunity to say “No” would provide us with a 
means of avoiding the problem of consideration by allowing the re 
spondent to enter the sweepstakes without ordering.

We now had all the ingredients of a direct mail sweepstakes pro 
motion in our hands. Getting it written was comparatively easy. Get 
ting it past the lawyers and into the mail was a huge problem. A new 
promotional idea with potential legal complications is an irresistible 
draw to lawyers. The biggest difficulty was simply that it had never 
been done before, and what seemed obvious to a marketer became 
very foggy for the lawyers.

Could reading a mailing piece be construed as “consideration”? 
This question hung up the whole project for a couple of months, 
with debates as sharply focused as arguments in the Middle Ages 
about how many angels could stand on the head of a pin. We finally 
got a written opinion from the post office, saying that “consideration” 
meant either a significant monetary outlay or the completion of a 
fairly onerous task. Their oral comment was, “Are you people nuts?”

Having asked the legal questions, the lawyers became pseudo 
businessmen. What if all of the winning numbers were returned? No 
problem, even though we knew it couldn’t happen. We would just 
award all the prizes, which were a small part of the total promotion 
cost. What if somebody found out what the winning numbers were 
and printed his own? Again, no problem. R. H. Donnelly, our auto 
list supplier, was the major judge of contests in the US, and it had 
a substantial group of bonded employees with much experience in 
handling sensitive prize entries. Nobody would know the potential 
winning numbers except this group, who would check the entries as 
they came in.
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While the legal folderol crept ahead at a snails pace, I had other 
work to do. To their eternal credit, Les Dawson and Al Cole gave the 
go-ahead to the sweepstakes test, so the money was there. Other sup 
port was harder to find. Since the contest promotion had been such 
an expensive fiasco, I discovered that working on the new sweep 
stakes was a very lonely project. Ordinarily helpful colleagues be 
came furiously busy when I asked them to help.

The test was to take place in late spring 1962. The next major 
outside mailing was in January 1963, so we needed to have every 
thing set up before the test, including the prizes to be awarded in the 
big mailing. We would have just enough time to read the responses 
and payments from the test, i f  everything was set up in advance.

How should we make deals for the prizes? This would ordinar 
ily be a job that the production department would handle, since they 
had the most experience with outside suppliers. All of my buddies 
in production were mysteriously unavailable, so I became the prize 
acquisition department.

The top prizes were to be automobiles. We were planning to of 
fer 10 compact cars at the top prize level. Since all four of the American 
car manufacturers were advertisers in Readers Digest, we would offer 
a choice of a comparably priced compact car from each of them. When 
I went to Detroit to strike a deal for the cars, I quickly learned that our 
ingenious plan to offend nobody by offering a choice of cars meant 
that none of the manufacturers had the slightest interest in the project. 
They would sell us cars at dealer price. So much for deals in Detroit.

We had decided to offer small boats with Evinrude outboard 
motors at the second prize level. When I drove with one of our Chi 
cago advertising salesmen to Evinrude headquarters in Warsaw, Indi 
ana, we did a lot better. By featuring Evinrude motors, we would get 
as many as we needed, gratis. Although this proved to be a Pyrrhic 
victory, it seemed like a good deal at the time.

Meanwhile, the actual copy was taking shape. The basic test 
mailing piece went to the art department, and we could give the law 
yers some real material to object to. By this time, copywriter Ted 
Braaten had been added to the slender staff, and he immediately be 
gan to produce outstanding work. Ted dropped by my office one day,
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took a look at the developing sweepstakes material and quietly said: 
“This looks interesting. Mind if I take a crack at it?” I not only didn’t 
mind, I was ecstatic at the thought that somebody else was willing to 
stick his neck out on this project. I also knew that Ted was a much 
better copywriter than I could ever hope to be.

To compare a small event with a large one, I felt like John Ad 
ams must have when Thomas Jefferson said he would be willing to 
try a draft of the Declaration of Independence.

The test material chugged along and the lawyers finally ran out of 
objections. Shortly before the sweepstakes test was to be mailed, I was 
invited— for the first time—to attend an international Reader’s Digest 
promotion conference. The site in 1962 was Baden-Baden, the famous 
spa in Germany. Readers Digest was the worlds first truly interna 
tional publisher. By this time, the magazine was published in some 13 
languages in close to 50 countries. About a third of the total circulation 
was outside of the US, and the sharing of promotional information 
among all editions was a major source of direct mail development.

Although the US edition was by far the largest and could afford 
the most testing, many powerful ideas came from other editions. The 
“Yes/No” concept from the British edition, which made the sweep 
stakes possible, was just one example.

The international promotion conferences were very large affairs. 
At the formal meetings, about 60 managing directors, promotion di 
rectors and assorted hangers-on sat on all sides of a huge U-shaped 
table. It was a United Nations that worked. The meeting was a three- 
day show-and-tell session, which combined genuine information 
sharing with elaborate one-upmanship. Since I was a new kid on the 
block, Les Dawson’s advice was succinct: “Keep your mouth shut un 
less you have something really important to contribute. Then keep it 
to one sentence.”

At the end of the first day of the conference, I received a tele 
gram from Jim Adams, who was in charge of all Readers Digest 
statistics. Although it contained a bunch of mailing codes, and the 
results weren’t final, the message was simple...

“Control mailing 3%, Grossman sweepstakes copy 6%, Braaten 
sweepstakes copy 9%.”
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This is the first successful direct mailing sweepstakes piece, de 
signed and written by Ted Braaten...

The only numbers I saw were “control mailing 3%” and “Braaten 
sweepstakes copy 9%.” It was only later that I realized that my copy 
had doubled the control response and was beaten by 50% by Teds 
copy. This may have been the only time in direct mail history that 
doubling the control response produced a lousy second place in a test 
series. I knew Ted was a much better copywriter. This just proved it.

The next morning, I stood up to summarize the sweepstakes test 
results. I illustrated the basic features with one of the three samples 
of the winning mailing piece that I had brought with me to Germany. 
I didn’t get beyond the response figures before the meeting became 
bedlam. Before I sat down, Dennis Murray, managing director of 
the South African edition, had already snatched one of the samples 
I had left in a briefcase next to my chair and was sprinting out of the 
room. I was frantically hanging on to the other samples as the meet 
ing broke up in a free-for-all to get at them.

It was a remarkable, if unusual, example of international promo 
tional cooperation. Readers Digest was a nifty organization. Nobody 
was too proud to steal a good idea.

Bill Keltv, the international promotion manager who was chair 
ing the meeting, finally restored order and we moved on to the next
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item on the agenda. This, as I recall, was a discussion of a dubious 
test result from the Australian edition that indicated that using straw 
berry-flavored glue on a return envelope might or might not improve 
results by a minuscule amount. So much for my few minutes of in 
ternational glory.

An increase of 300% in response to a mass list mailing had nev 
er happened before. The sweepstakes revolutionized direct mail at 
Readers Digest, and also became a significant factor in the promo 
tion of many other companies for the next 40 years. The rest of the 
conference passed in a blur.

There was plenty to do when we got home. The most important 
item was to make sure that the sweepstakes entrants who had sub 
scribed actually paid for their subscriptions. The rate of payment was 
somewhat lower than we were used to— payments were about 75% 
versus the normal 85%—but with the huge increase in up-front re 
sponse, modestly lower payments were not a serious problem.

The next step was to make a major reduction in the planned 
mailing quantity for January. If the test results held up— and the en 
tire Readers Digest business had been built on believing test results 
—we wouldn’t need anywhere near the 27 million we had planned 
to mail to reach our target. This raised a huge question. Why should 
we stand still at the planned circulation level? If we got the response 
we were expecting, we could easily add an extra half million— or mil 
lion— subscribers at a profit.

The January 1963 mailing quantity was a compromise. We mailed 
20 million instead of the planned 27 million and got a whole lot more 
subscriptions from the smaller mailing than we would have by send 
ing the old copy to the larger universe. The actual results in January 
were even better than the test figures had shown. Overall “Yes” re 
sponse was 12.5%.

As for the prizes, total response—“Yes” and “No”—was just over 
40%. When all of the entries had been checked, we found that we 
had awarded four of the 10 cars offered and four of 10 boats. A total
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response of 40% had resulted in awards of exactly 40% of the major 
prizes. This was a nifty example of the law of small numbers in action.

Actually, its not quite correct to say that we awarded four boats. 
We had four winning numbers submitted but what happened to them 
showed us convincingly that this was not a prize to be repeated. Two 
of the boats (improbably) were won by residents of Nevada who were 
hundreds of miles from any place to float them and declined to ac 
cept them.

The third was to be awarded to some rich character in Cleve 
land. He already had three boats on Lake Erie, and refused ours 
because he was concerned about the tax consequences. We received 
a letter from an attorney for the fourth winner, a 96-year-old lady in 
San Francisco. He declined in her name, since she hadn’t left her 
house in more than a decade. Even though we knew that this was an 
astonishing run of bad luck, we never offered a boat as a prize again.

Concerns that the sweepstakes would somehow trigger a flood 
of misunderstanding and complaints proved to be totally wrong. I ac 
tually received a memo from Bob Frankel, head of the fulfillment 
department, stating that: “This was the best-understood mailing we 
have had in a long time. Our congratulations to you for this assist in 
keeping our expenses down.” In all of the years I was at Readers Di 
gest, this was the only memo I ever got from Frankel that wasn’t filled 
with complaints and abuse. This was a landmark mailing.

In January 1963, Reader’s Digest owned the world of sweep 
stakes. Of course, once we had mailed the promotion to millions 
of names, our “secret” belonged to the world. Everything in a mass 
promotion is laid out for all to see— and to copy. I fully expected to 
see sweepstakes tests from other mailers in June or July, followed by 
some large promotions by about January 1964.

I underestimated the energy and ingenuity of the late, great 
Dick Benson. Dick was probably the first, and certainly the most in 
fluential, direct mail professional to call himself a “consultant.” At this 
time, he was working for about two dozen different magazines. Even 
though it normally takes about a year to test and develop even a copy 
modification, Benson had six of his clients in the mail with sweep 
stakes knockoffs two months after the Reader’s Digest mailings.
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Dick pulled it off because he had the brains to recognize a big 
winner, the daring of a privateer and absolute faith in the Readers 
Digest testing system. He simply let us do the testing for him. He 
later told me that as soon as he picked up our mailing piece with the 
headline “You May Already Have Won,” he knew that he had a hand 
ful of solid gold.

He contracted with our printer to print the order forms for his 
clients. He got our envelope manufacturer to use the same dies we 
had (the supplier owned them). Other than drastically reducing the 
prize list to fit the budgets of his clients’ magazines and modifying the 
color of the envelope, he changed almost nothing else. We couldn’t 
believe it when we saw our own promotion being mailed by other 
magazines within weeks of our first use. At the time, I was less than 
pleased. Now, I think the guy was a genius— and I’m far from alone 
in this opinion. However, mailings by a few small magazines were 
merely a wart on a very healthy Readers Digest body.

The dramatic increase in magazine new business response re 
verberated through the corporation. The first beneficiary was Con 
densed Books in the US, which had sweepstakes tests in the mail as 
soon as the initial magazine results looked promising. The increase in 
Condensed Books response was as exciting as the magazine figures.

Sweepstakes immediately became an international priority and 
I started living my life out of a suitcase, leaving Ann to take care of 
our unruly youngsters. I was sent to a number of international offices 
to help them get this hugely successful promotion into the mail as 
soon as possible.

In the United Kingdom, there was a significant legal problem. 
Victor Ross was promotion director of British Reader’s Digest. He was 
a brilliant man, a highly creative direct mail professional and as eager 
as anyone to take advantage of this powerful new tool. However, the 
British edition was hamstrung by an archaic law that appeared to pro 
hibit the distribution of prizes by chance under any circumstances.

To contest this law in Britain, we had to get a solicitor to con 
vince a barrister to argue our case. A parade of solicitors started 
coming through Victor’s office. Each would listen to Victor’s descrip 
tion of the sweepstakes, take a sample and leave. Within a day, we
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would receive an extremely polite note saying that the sweepstakes 
“scheme” was clearly beyond the limits of Her Majesty’s laws.

After more than a week of this, I began to despair. I couldn’t 
help but notice that the potential candidates were becoming younger 
and seedier as the days went by. Finally, some barrister discovered 
a chink in the armor, and we got a note saying that while the sweep 
stakes scheme was probably beyond the limits of Her Majesty’s laws, 
maybe, just maybe, he had found a precedent in some obscure 19th 
century case involving a Guinness marketing program— at least, it 
made the concept arguable, and he was willing to give it a try. Victor 
and I toasted maybe with a number of pints of Guinness at lunch. Af 
ter this, things moved rapidly, and we could celebrate a legal triumph 
in a matter of months. Guinness was, indeed, good for us.

Other countries presented different problems. In short order, I 
was firmly established on the international circuit, and was scheduled 
for a visit to the Australian office. Ann went with me as far as Hawaii 
for a brief vacation stop. Even in those days, it was impossible to hide 
from the office, and on our first day in Hawaii, I received a telegram 
that told me to scratch the Australian trip and our vacation, and to 
catch the next plane to Japan.

The Japanese edition had been started very shortly after World 
War II, during the MacArthur occupation. It was immensely success 
ful at the outset. Spurred by the occupation, the Japanese gobbled 
up anything identified as “American.” The Japanese Readers Digest 
was an American presence in the Japanese language, and enjoyed the 
best of both worlds. For a time, the Japanese Readers Digest could 
sell as many copies as they could print. A shortage of paper was about 
the only limit to circulation in the early days.

The first general manager of Reader’s Digest in Japan was se 
lected, not for his executive abilities, but because he could get a large 
supply of paper. The same expedient produced some unimaginably 
bad general managers in Europe as well.

There were many unusual features about the Japanese edition. 
DeWitt Wallace insisted that every international article had to be 
submitted to Pleasantville to be translated and vetted by an American 
editor, ostensibly to ensure quality control. In fact, it was a means
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of ensuring political correctness. Wally had a deep and abiding fear 
of communism, and was constantly afraid that one of those foreign 
ers was going to slip some communist propaganda into the pages of 
Readers Digest.

This worked fine with the European editions, since there were 
plenty of translators available in the home office. However, nobody 
in the company outside of Japan spoke Japanese. So the Japanese 
editors went through the ridiculous process of translating their own 
articles into English, sending them across the Pacific, getting them 
corrected in English, then retranslating them into Japanese. Legend 
has it that one of the more playful Japanese editors submitted an 
article about how some dog had saved his master, got it back full of 
corrections and then published an eye-witness account of a fire in 
Tokyo. Whether it happened or not, it could have happened.

In its infancy, the Japanese Readers Digest made a lot of money 
—with a hitch. The money was in military scrip, which wasn’t con 
vertible to any other currency. One person on the payroll in Japan 
was a shadowy character named Dennis McAvoy. Dennis didn’t ap 
pear on any organization chart, and he certainly didn’t spend much 
time in the office. Yet, he was said to be an extremely important man. 
His Japanese was remarkably good, and he had lots of contacts, both 
locally and with the US military.

One day, Dennis burst into the office of his nominal boss in very 
high dudgeon—which was totally out of character. He had been in 
formed by one of Mac Arthur’s top staff officers that the military scrip 
was to be devalued by two-thirds in a couple of days. Since Reader’s 
Digest had the equivalent of more than $6 million in scrip sitting in 
the bank, it would have lost a bundle. When asked what should be 
done, Dennis neither blinked nor hesitated: “Buy real estate.” Within 
an hour, a local real estate broker got the assignment of any broker’s 
dreams—buy $6 million worth of commercial property somewhere 
in Tokyo. Just complete the deal by tomorrow.

When the Reader’s Digest corporate executives learned what they 
had bought, there was much hand-wringing. They owned a substantial 
parcel of commercially zoned land in the heart of Tokyo—with a prob 
lem. It sat directly across from the Imperial Palace. By all Japanese law
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and precedent, no building fronting the Palace could be built higher 
than the Palace itself. Since the Palace was a three-story building, it 
appeared that Readers Digest owned one of the few properties in the 
city which could contain nothing more than a low-rise building.

However, Dennis knew more about the intentions of the occupa 
tion government than most. Within weeks, MacArthur decreed that all 
laws that implied “emperor worship” were null and void. This certainly 
included the limitation of the height of buildings around the Palace. 
A huge office building was constructed on the site and the Japanese 
Readers Digest made much, much, more money on their real estate 
deal than they could ever have dreamed of in publishing. Dennis Mc- 
Avoy continued to be well paid by Readers Digest for decades. As far 
as I know, he never did a lick of work after his real estate coup. He 
didn’t have to.

By the time I got the telegram sending me to Tokyo in the mid- 
60s, the glory days were long past. The magazine was muddling along 
with a circulation of about 600,000, and they never did develop a 
profitable book business. The one promotional activity that showed 
any promise was a sweepstakes test, which had recently been com 
pleted with considerable success.

As I wearily climbed off the plane in Tokyo, Japanese promo 
tion manager Kauro Ogimi told me why I was there. The occupation 
government had established a Fair Trade Commission. Buried in 
the middle of a lengthy description of its functions was a sub-article 
which appeared to ban any kind of substantial prize giveaway. This 
had just been invoked against the Reader s Digest sweepstakes.

An atmosphere of gloom surrounded the large meeting at the of 
fice on the next day. I was handed a translation of the text of the sub 
section of the law that had been deemed to apply to our sweepstakes 
promotion. It appeared to be clear and unequivocal. Apparently, only 
items of a nominal value of about 20 yen could be awarded in con 
junction with any sort of commercial enterprise. With the yen at 620 
to the dollar at the time, this was hardly a loophole.

The meeting droned on— in polite English most of the time 
for my benefit, and in strident Japanese whenever somebody really 
wanted to cuss out the government. By midday, we had apparently
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exhausted the subject. We had certainly exhausted ourselves. Just 
before the scheduled lunch break, I brought up something that had 
been bothering me all morning.

Since I knew no Japanese, we were working with a translation. 
What had been translated was a subsection of a larger part of the Fair 
Trade Commission charter. Nobody had bothered to translate the en 
tire section because the prize prohibition appeared in only one place. 
I asked to see the larger section, including the preamble, and a trans 
lation was quickly produced. The preamble described the conditions 
which it covered. It said something like, “Whenever a seller solicits a 
response from the public...” A lightbulb began to glow dimly as I start 
ed to remember some unusual features of doing business in Japan.

I had never pretended to understand the Japanese people, but 
I shared most Westerners’ frustration with one Japanese characteris 
tic—in their zeal for politeness at almost any cost, the Japanese never 
said “no.” If any business proposition was suggested, the answer was 
invariably “yes.” It took time to understand that a Japanese “yes” 
meant one of three things—“yes,” “maybe,” or “no.”

On occasion, this produced ludicrous behavior. The head of 
book and music promotion in the US was an Englishman named 
Tom Esencourt. Tom was a fanatic about using a “planning board” 
to chart and control that business. A planning board is a wall-sized 
chart that has the weeks of the year across the top and all promotable 
products down the left-hand column. For each scheduled mailing, 
the quantity and a brief list description is filled into a box under the 
appropriate week.

On his first visit to Japan, he noticed that there was no planning 
board. A huge plastic sheet was purchased, and a local calligrapher 
created the desired product. After Tom carefully explained how the 
board was to be used, everybody agreed that it was a wonderful tool, 
and Tom left Tokyo a happy man.

On his next visit to Japan, he quickly realized that the process 
was proceeding without any planning board. He asked what had hap 
pened to his beloved board. He was assured that they still had it, and 
after a search, they produced it. The board listed the weeks across 
the top, the products down the side—and had a sea of blank spaces
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everywhere else. They had saved the planning board, as promised. 
They just didn’t happen to use it.

When we discovered that the law that had derailed our Japanese 
sweepstakes had a bit more to it than we had been looking at, I won 
dered if it might be possible to turn the universal politeness of the 
Japanese to our advantage. The whole idea of a direct mail sweep 
stakes, of course, is to encourage response.

The sweepstakes expiration date is a built-in spur to response. 
From the beginning, “early bird” prizes with an expiration date close 
to the mailing were added to further emphasize the urgency of a 
rapid response. The copy fairly screams: “Send Your Entry Now!”

I wondered what might happen— in Japan— if we turned the 
sweepstakes inside out and upside down. It was clearly not possible 
to offer prizes when we required a response to enter the sweepstakes. 
What if we did not require an entry?

What would be the effect of automatically entering everybody 
who received a mailing and, almost as an afterthought, politely sug 
gesting that this was also an opportunity to subscribe, if the prospect 
chose to do so?

This proposal was greeted with total silence. When Kauro said, 
“Yes, we can try that,” I figured that it would be buried somewhere 
alongside Tom’s planning board. I left Tokyo feeling that I had hit a 
loud foul before striking out. Somewhat later, I was surprised and de 
lighted to hear that the Japanese Reader’s Digest had not only tested 
the “automatic entry” sweepstakes but that it was a solid hit.

Meanwhile, the US Edition was adjusting to the impact of the 
dramatic increase in new-business response. The total effect was ac 
tually greater than it appeared to be. Even though we adopted an ag 
gressive growth strategy, outside mailing quantities were significantly 
reduced. This produced a “multiplier effect” on ongoing response.

Before the sweepstakes, outside list mailings were about 30 mil 
lion per year and this produced a relatively stable universe.
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With a much higher response rate, the magazine could grow on 
a regular basis while mailing less than 20 million pieces annually. A 
major advantage of the lower mailing quantities was that we could 
concentrate mailings on areas that paid best, and this resulted in a net 
gain in payments. Because of this, we got better buyers. Better buyers 
produced a significant increase in renewals.

The overall Readers Digest renewal rate in 1963, the last year 
before sweepstakes subscriptions were included in the figures, was 
72.3%. By 1967, this had increased to 76.5%. Renewal promotion 
and pricing were effectively the same. The customers were simply 
better customers— not because sweepstakes made them better, but 
because lower mailing quantities and greater selectivity allowed us to 
concentrate on places where the better customers would be found.

When we were planning our first sweepstakes mailing, an assump 
tion—outside of the promotion department—was that we had better 
make it a big winner because the idea would surely wear out in a hurry.

Those of us most closely involved didn’t think so but there was 
no point in arguing. We wanted a big winner, too, and knew we had 
tests in the works to try to keep it alive and kicking big time. One of 
the tests that was mailed along with the initial sweepstakes mailing 
was another Ted Braaten innovation.

This was the order form for the new piece...

You may already have won a new
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The idea that “Everybody Wins a Prize” produced a major gain 
in response. The prize that everybody got was The Readers Digest 
First Aid Guide. In the second year of sweepstakes mailings, we 
mailed some 16 million pieces for the magazine, and thanks to the 
“everybody wins” copy, actually received a higher “Yes” response than 
the original sweepstakes mailing— 13.7% versus 12.5%. This gave us 
about two million new subscribers.

It also produced around four million “No” respondents, each of 
whom had been promised a First Aid Guide. For a while, the “No” 
respondents looked a bit like the “nixie” pennies that had been a 
stone around my neck in my first days at the Digest.

Since we had to fulfill the First Aid Guides anyway, we just stuck 
another Readers Digest offer in the envelope which carried the First 
Aid Guides to the “No” respondents. This was simply an order card 
offering the magazine at a shorter term— the old eight months for 
$1 offer. The “No” respondents surprised us all by responding at a 
highly profitable 6.8% rate— producing another 270,000 subscrip 
tions at essentially no extra cost.

The “advance mailer” was developed shortly after this. On TV, 
we told people to “watch your mailbox,” and found that enough peo 
ple opened our mail with some sort of positive anticipation to more 
than pay for the ads. We wondered if we could take this a step further 
and attempt to get enough additional attention and interest to pay for 
a postcard (much more expensive than TV advertising) calling atten 
tion to the upcoming promotion.

Largely because we could talk about the sweepstakes and the 
potential buyers guaranteed participation in it, the advance postcard 
paid off handsomely. It produced about a 40% increase in response 
compared with the same promotion without an advance mailer.

Many other companies picked almost every new Readers Digest 
innovation in a hurry. At one point, Condensed Books/Single Sales 
(CB/SS) copy chief Tom Bundrick commented that he felt that he was 
badly underpaid because he was only getting a salary from Readers
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Digest, but was testing for the entire industry. However, the advance 
mailer was never picked up in volume by others. The reason for this 
was strictly the economics of this proposition. If the pull without the 
advance mailer was around 13%, the addition of the advance mailer 
would add around five percentage points to the total response—which 
was highly profitable. If the base pull was, say, 4%, the advance mailer 
would produce just 1.6 percentage points more, and wouldn’t come 
close to paying for itself. Since only Readers Digest was operating with 
stratospheric response numbers, this was one item we really did own.

Another area that we tested in magazine mailings was first-class 
mail vs. the conventional promotional medium of third-class mail. 
Although first-class mail cost a lot more, it was also much more likely 
to get delivered, a major consideration when we were using the tele 
phone and automobile lists. It was also certain to be perceived as 
something more valuable than junk mail.

This simple little test turned out to have complications. The test 
was designed in the early spring, and we trimmed the mailing piece 
so that it would weigh under one ounce (a first-class requirement, 
which does not apply to third-class mail). It weighed 0.95 ounces 
—just under the limit. When it came time to mail the test in July, 
however, we discovered to our dismay that the paper had picked up 
moisture and now weighed 1.02 ounces, which would have doubled 
the postage cost.

We found this out just before the test. We had about five min 
utes to solve this nasty little problem, so I did the only thing I could 
think of. Since we couldn’t do without the order form, the letter or 
the reply envelopes, we mailed it without a brochure.

The first-class mailing not only did better than third class, but 
did so by a much greater margin than any of us would have expected. 
In the next test series, we included two first-class tests— one with the 
brochure— now less than an ounce— and the other without. The mail 
ing with no brochure actually outpulled the one with a brochure— 
and, of course, was considerably cheaper to produce. First-class mail 
became standard for magazine mailings, and Readers Digest maga 
zine brochures were history.
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Later on, Condensed Books wanted to test first-class mail as well, 
and cut a standard mailing down to just under an ounce. Unbelievably, 
they ran into the identical problem, with a moisture-laden mailing 
piece in the summer. Condensed Books needed their brochure, so 
Tom Bundrick came up with a plan to remove some of the moisture. 
The huge ovens in the cafeteria were available at night, and they 
seemed like ideal drying kilns for this small test. The mailing pieces 
were placed in the ovens, set on low and a watchman on the night shift 
was given the job of keeping an eye on them.

Unfortunately, he forgot this new addition to his duties. When 
one of the copywriters arrived in the morning, an odd smell was waft 
ing up from the cafeteria. He opened an oven and discovered that 
the envelopes on the test were all singed. I was with Tom when this 
development was reported, and his reaction was pure Readers Di 
gest (and pure Bundrick): “The test got burned? Bum the control.”

Continually improving the sweepstakes copy allowed the maga 
zine to maintain approximately the same high response rate on out 
side mailings. The price of doing so was rising— every bell and every 
whistle came at a cost. The cost of adding new subscriptions increased 
as mailing expenses rose.

Then I had a thought. Why not get back to basics? Ted Braaten s 
original sweepstakes mailing was one of the most successful promo 
tions of all time. It was also very simply designed, compared with the 
production spectaculars we were now putting in the mail. Why not 
just dust if off and mail it as a new test?

We did exactly that. The only change from the original sweep 
stakes mailing piece was that the prize descriptions were changed to 
reflect the current prize list (no boats!). If  it worked, mailing costs 
would be much, much less than the current complicated new-busi- 
ness mailing. Some test. The results were definitive. The old reliable 
mailing piece pulled only one-fourth of the current control. Its not 
easy to reduce results by 75%, but I had managed to find a way. We
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definitively proved that while good wines may improv e with age, old 
promotions belong on the shelf.

The key systems people at the Digest were John Moore and Bob 
Otten. Ted and I found that one of the more fruitful forms of office 
conversation was chatting with John and Bob, since they were on the 
leading edge of new developments in the computer field. They casu- 
allv mentioned one dav in early 1966 that a machine was being de-¥ * * O

veloped by IBM that would allow elements of the name and address 
to be incorporated into the text of a message. Ted and I immediately 
asked dozens of questions. One important answer was that the sys 
tem would become commercially available in about six months.

When we got back to Teds office, he said: “Six months? We don’t 
have a moment to lose!” True to his resolve, Ted produced the copy for 
the first mass personalized mailing by the next day. The proposed mail 
ing piece was very small, and built entirely around a simple letter. The 
potential customers name and address were, of course, the heading. 
His address was featured with a sweepstakes link in the body of the 
letter—“If you’re a big winner, a new Ford Escort could be delivered 
to 1234 Elm Street.”

Nothing like this had ever been done in large-scale promotion, 
and we both realized it was potentially very exciting. However, we 
had to figure out a way to get a test in the mail. There was no obvious 
way to test it until the new IBM equipment became available. We 
both loved this kind of stimulation. Other people got great satisfac 
tion from solving crosswords or finding their way out of a maze. W hat 
turned us both on—big time—was the challenge of being first in the 
mail with a successful new selling idea.

It was possible to produce a good facsimile of Ted’s copy on a 
typewriter. Test quantities for the magazine ran around 20,000 pieces, 
so now all we had to do was to find typists to produce the 20.000 let 
ters.

The Digest typing pool wouldn’t touch the project, which was fair 
enough because they had other work to do. Through contacts found by
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our outside list suppliers, we eventually hired dozens of people willing 
to undertake the onerous project from their homes.

It did seem ironic, even to us, that the first test of a mass-pro 
duced computer-personalized letter came from a bunch of home 
typists. Eventually, the test was mailed, and the result was every 
copywriter’s dream. The 10% response on the control sweepstakes 
mailing was dwarfed by a 14.5% response to the personalized test. 
Other than the initial sweepstakes mailing, it was the largest single 
improvement ever made to a Readers Digest outside mailing.

True to form, the big January mailing pulled better than the test. 
Telephone list response was just over 16%. On the automobile list, 
there was one additional item of information, and we incorporated 
it into the text—the personalized sweepstakes reference on the auto 
list read...

...i f  you’re a big winner, you can either replace 
your i960 Chevrolet with a brand-new Ford Escort, 

or if you wish, become the first 
two-car family on Elm Street.

The identification of the “old” car gave the copy another boost, 
and the automobile list portion of the mailing pulled a nearly out-of- 
sight 20%.

I firmly believe that any advertising or sales copy starts to decay 
and die the moment it is written. There are apparent exceptions to 
this rule. One that is often cited is the “two young men” letter from 
the Wall Street Journal.

This letter tells the story of two young men graduating from 
the same university with apparently identical credentials. When they 
met again twenty years later, one was president of one of the world s 
largest corporations, while the other was a failure. The difference in 
their careers, of course, was that the one who made it to the top read 
the Wall Street Journal faithfully, while the other did not.
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This letter became quite famous, largely because the Wall Street 
Journal mailed it for more than three decades. It is regularly reprinted 
in advertising textbooks. What is not mentioned is that the Wall Street 
Journal had just about the least-effective direct mail promotion in the 
industry.

They never tested anything materially different, never varied 
their offer, never allowed a splash of color to enliven their mailings, 
invariably clothed them in the dullest envelopes they could find and 
somehow lived with a response rate of about 0.3%. At this level, their 
mailings never made a ripple in the marketplace.

Copy that is virtually unread and almost never acted upon 
doesn’t wear out very fast. For practical purposes, it almost doesn’t 
exist in the first place.

Reader’s Digest was clearly at the other end of the spectrum. 
With the extraordinary success of the sweepstakes, and response 
rates of 15% and more, we were racing on a highly profitable tread 
mill. And we were doing it almost everywhere in the world.

In supporting new ideas, the Reader’s Digest production team 
was remarkably inventive and responsive. Way back in 1959, one of 
my nutty ideas was to put two pennies in a little cardboard box with 
a small letter and order form. They rattled very nicely, but this was 
about the extent of the concept. It flopped when we tested it, but the 
fact that Lynn Mapes in the production department found a way to 
do it taught me to count on these people, and we always did.

Like the contents of the magazine itself, promotional ideas do 
travel. Obviously, they must be adapted to local markets, laws and 
customs. But good ideas can be transplanted with an enormous suc 
cess rate.

An outstanding example of the portability of a strong promotion 
al idea was the development of the bankbook as a means of dramatiz 
ing the sweepstakes. The concept was to enclose a small “bankbook” 
in the sweepstakes mailing. When opened, the bankbook showed 
how the top cash prize, invested at a sensible interest rate, would 
compound into a fortune over a period of years.
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Here’s one of the inside pages of the bankbook...

DATS DEPOSIT INTEREST BALANCE

1/ 1/98  to
12/31/98 * $ 1 , 2 0 0 . 0 0  * $ 3 , 2 8 6 . 5 5  * $ 6 8 , 3 8 2 . 8 9

1/ 1/99 to
12/31/99 * $ 1 , 2 0 0 . 0 0  * $ 3 , 5 1 5 . 0 7  * $ 7 3 , 0 7 7 . 9 6

1/ 1/00 t o
12/31/00  * $ 1 , 2 0 0 . 0 0  * $ 3 , 7 5 5 . 2 5  * $ 7 8 , 0 3 3 . 2 1

1/ 1/01 to
12/31/01 * $ 1 , 2 0 0 . 0 0  * $ 6 , 0 0 7 . 6 5  * $ 8 3 , 2 6 0 . 8 6

r*
<L4)

I f  y ou ' v e  been f o l l o w i n g  t he  
p r o g r e s s  o f  your " a c c o u n t "  on 
t h e  l e f t ,  you can s e e  t h a t  a f t e r  
3r? y e a r s  i t  c oul d have grown to  
ov<»r fflC, 30 .

So be s u r e  t h a t  you d o n ' t  miss  out 
''n t h i s  wonderful  o p p o r t u n i t y  
and n a i l  hack your O f f i c i a l  
S we epst ak es  **ook t o da y .

f?ood L u c k ,

For The A s s o c i a t i o n

loot /AJOCe Ttfe 
‘Si'feZ'BoAiOS'eju</E/ofe tfuttloseb 
Pol ajous o f  ft sfieatL etTj&t 7k/ze!

The idea was simple and powerful. Execution in large volume 
could only have been done at the Digest, and only with the ingenuity 
of Mel Williams in the production department, and a virtuoso in the 
mailroom named Gaspar Accardi. The bankbook itself was a 16-page 
booklet. It was printed on a huge 64" by 80" sheet, then folded, and 
cut to bankbook size on special machinery, which also bound and 
stapled it in a blue cover. It was a production tour de force.

The bankbook was first developed by Bob Olson of the US copy 
staff and it was a remarkable success. It swept the Readers Digest 
world like a benign tsunami. Within months, adaptations appeared in 
a dozen languages for almost every product line. This one idea alone 
fueled worldwide Readers Digest profits for years.

One country where we didn’t get an early test was Spain. When 
we asked why, we were told that the Spanish didn’t use bankbooks— 
that deposits and savings were recorded in a very different form. Af 
ter some not-so-gentle arm-twisting, a version of the bankbook very 
like the original was tested. The gain for the Spanish edition was 
actually much greater than elsewhere. After the fact, the reasoning
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was switched around, and the enormous success was attributed to 
the novelty of the bankbook concept in Spain. Whatever.

Breakthrough ideas like the bankbook, personalization or the 
advance mailer were hard to find, but they were closer to necessities 
than luxuries. They were the big stars, although just staying in the 
same place required building-block improvements on a continuing 
basis and modest gains were regularly achieved. By the late 1960s 
and early 1970s, the Digest copy staff was unquestionably the best in 
the world at what they did. Led by Tom Bundrick and Ted Braaten, 
they produced the regular and consistent improvements that kept 
the machine roaring ahead.

They had to. If  Readers Digest went for two or three copy test 
series in a row without a clear new winner, response rates throughout 
the corporation would have tumbled. Happily, this almost never hap 
pened. A necessary part of staying in business at such an extremely 
high level of response was being able to test lavishly. To keep reaping 
the gains from new ideas, as well as twists and turns on the old ones, 
Readers Digest mailed a lot of tests. For the magazine in the US 
alone, a typical test series would contain 30 or more different tests, 
and these series were mailed three times each year.

One significant advantage the Digest enjoyed over other mailers 
was that every sensible test idea did see the light of day. Nobody was 
ashamed of striking out 10 times in a row if the next at bat resulted 
in a shot that paid for all the others a hundred times over. Obviously, 
the sheer number of tests did not create solid and regular improve 
ments in copy. Intelligent and hard-working copywriters did. This 
was an exciting time to be involved in direct mail at the Digest.

One of the interesting habits of much of the copy department 
was to go directly from work on Friday afternoons to a local bar, 
where the game was liar s poker, and dozens of beers disappeared in 
a hurry. This pleasant pastime was pursued at the local bowling alley 
for many years, until they threw us out for gambling. The jolly crowd 
then moved to the Pleasantville Country Club.
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The unquestioned leader of the group was Tom Bundrick— the 
most genuinely funny man IVe ever known. Tom was a Brooklyn- 
born Irishman whose regular reading ranged from Chaucer to Joyce 
to Kierkegaard. He knew rich and obscene insults from every age and 
many disciplines. Tom never let up and never repeated himself. He 
had a barb for everyone.

Ted Braaten was one of Tom’s favorite targets. With his easygo 
ing charm and ability to absorb Tom s thrust and parries like a life- 
sized sponge, Ted was often the victim but never victimized. After a 
series of volleys, Ted’s grin would be left untouched, seeming to say: 
“Shit, Tom, is that your best shot? You were a lot tougher last week.” 
Tom would dig deeper, repeating epithets first hurled at Stephen 
Daedalus by Buck Mulligan in Ulysses. Teds smile would widen.

Since Ted would seldom bite, Tom would be forced to pick on 
someone like copywriter Al Madden, whose drinking habits ran to 
the frantic. But Al was much too easy a target.

Al Madden was locally famous for an incident that probably only 
he could have managed. He stayed on one night well beyond any sen 
sible limit, then left the bar (barely) on his own power. He lurched to 
a public telephone across the parking lot. He had written down the 
telephone number of the bar and dialed it. He asked for Al Madden. 
After a few shouts, he was informed that Al had just left. “Thank God,” 
said Al, “now I know where I am.” He somehow got home that night.

Tired of being the fall guy, and knowing that Bundrick was unas 
sailable (if Tom had been nailed, he’d have laughed so hard that he’d 
have drowned everyone out), Al dreamed of revenge on someone else.

One day, when Tom was uncharacteristically quiet, Al thought he 
saw his chance. He learned what a delicate line Tom always walked. 
Frank Ronnenberg, assistant director of CB/SS, strolled into the bar. 
He always stayed for exactly one beer, then rushed home to Mary El 
len, his charming wife. As he approached, Al called out loudly...

“Frank, do you have any pictures of Mary Ellen naked?”
Frank sputtered a negative response.
“Would you like to buy some?”
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This was an old burlesque joke, of course, but none of us had 
ever heard it, and the place erupted in laughter. Frank was livid. It 
took three of our people plus Harry, the burly bartender, to keep him 
from rushing across the room to splatter Al on the far wall.

With sweepstakes promotion generating such huge response 
rates, raising subscription prices by a significant amount would have 
been the first thing any other magazine would have done. A sub 
stantial price increase would have sent profits through the roof, but 
DeWitt Wallace wouldn’t hear of it.

If  Readers Digest had consisted of just the magazine, and the 
boss wouldn’t raise prices, maintaining the same rate base would have 
been the only strategy to pursue, since the advertising department had 
no interest in more circulation. The advertising department feared 
that any substantial increase in the absolute cost of a page would make 
ad pages more difficult to sell. If the advertising department had its 
choice, the strategy of holding circulation level would have carried 
the day.

However, by the 1960s, the Reader’s Digest was much more than 
Readers Digest magazine. Condensed Books was its largest profit cen 
ter, and the sales and profits produced by one-shot books and record 
packages were also huge.

Since new Reader’s Digest subscribers were the primary source 
for new Condensed Books members, adding circulation was a win- 
win package. Over the next few years, the circulation department 
dragged the advertising department kicking and screaming to ever- 
higher circulation levels, producing many millions of new Condensed 
Book members in the process.



3
BEYOND READER’S DIGEST MAGAZINE: 

CONDENSED BOOKS AND SINGLE SALES (CB/SS)

A condensation of a nonfiction book had 
been included in every copy of the magazine from the beginning, and 
was always one of the most popular features. The book condensation was 
about 18 to 20 pages long—considerably longer than other articles, but 
still too short to do much more than give the reader a taste of the entire 
book.

Ralph Henderson (one of the first and most forward-looking edi 
tors) and Al Cole had long believed that there could be a place in the 
Readers Digest world for a condensed book operation that would deal 
with different lands of books in a more comprehensive way. Their 
idea was to feature longer condensations of current fiction— about 
150 pages each. DeWitt Wallace, who conceived and edited Readers 
Digest, had become a staunch conservative regarding the develop 
ment of any other product, and he resisted the idea for years.

He finally allowed a test mailing of Condensed Books to sub 
scribers in 1950. There were four books in each Condensed Book 
volume—which, of course, was immediately dubbed “CB”— and they 
were published four times a year. As would be expected from a maga 
zine publisher, the offer was for a one year subscription to Reader s 
Digest Condensed Books. The initial offer was four books for $10.

Condensed Books was reasonably successful from the start 
and was contributing decent, if modest, profits when Walter Weintz 
joined the company. Walter was, among many other things, an offer
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maven. Very early in his career at the Digest, he produced a dramatic 
improvement in new business response for Readers Digest by chang 
ing the magazine offer of eight months for $1 cash to a billed offer.

What Walter did for Condensed Books made his change in the 
magazine offer look like kiddie playtime. His idea was truly revolu 
tionary. He proposed to make the first book totally free, then to ship 
a second book (with a bill) to those who didn’t cancel. Anyone who 
paid for book two would receive book three, and this would continue 
as long as the member bought each book. When the test mailing was 
wildly successful, Condensed Books was changed from a subscrip 
tion operation to this wide-open continuity program.

Of course, there were other continuity programs before this, 
particularly record clubs, but the buyer always had to commit to the 
purchase of a specific number of records in order to take advantage 
of the generous upfront offer.

Walters concept of sending the first book with no commitment 
whatever was the most wide-open offer in the continuity world. This 
offer totally—and immediately—revolutionized Condensed Books. A 
modest litde operation, which had grown gradually over a decade to 
a membership of about 200,000, mushroomed within 18 months to 
more than two million members.*

By 1962, Condensed Books had become the largest contributor 
to Readers Digest profits in the US, and in those international edi 
tions that had the nerve to try the first-book-free offer. US shipments 
averaged around three million billed books for each volume (a “billed 
book” was any book after the free book), and a standing joke was 
that Brinks just backed an empty truck up to the Condensed Books 
loading dock every morning and drove it away full of money before 
lunch.

*When my son was in his teens, he worked briefly at Higham Press in Pleas- 
antville, where returned Condensed Books were stored. After his first day, he came 
home, took me aside, and with a look of unusual gravity, told me that we better get 
out of the Condensed Book business, pronto. He had never seen or imagined so 
many returned books. Like the rest of the business, it was a numbers game, and all 
the CB numbers were big.
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Walters free-book offer mutated in a number of ways. When 
I arrived on the scene in 1956, it was a part of a two-penny mailing 
with this headline...

Your First Book for 80!
Just Send Back a Dime...

And We’ve Even Enclosed Your Change!

This became first book for a nickel— with a nickel tipped on the 
order card— and then first book for a quarter. Developed by copy 
writer Roger Manning, this offer featured a real twenty-five cent 
check as the action device. If  the customer wanted to order, he sent 
the check back. If not, he could deposit it and be rewarded with the 
princely sum of twenty-five cents in his bank account.

Harold Helm, chairman of Chemical Bank, and a member of 
the Readers Digest board of directors, complained to DeWitt Wal 
lace that “enormous numbers” of recipients of these mailings were 
coming into the bank with these little checks and disrupting normal 
operations. Very concerned, Wallace wrote a note to Walter Hites- 
man suggesting that this promotion should be discontinued. Hites- 
man passed it on to Tom Bundrick for comment. In his reply, Tom 
pointed out that Chemical Bank was currently giving away toasters 
and steak knives to encourage depositors to visit the bank, and that 
the Condensed Books offer had the same effect without costing the 
bank anything.

This was forwarded to DeWitt Wallace, and the subject was 
dropped. Since Walter was worried that it might come up again, he 
asked treasurer Dick Waters to tally the total number of checks that 
had cleared through Chemical Bank— going back to the start of the 
promotion two years before. A careful investigation found a grand 
total of 17 checks, and the twenty-five cent check remained the stan 
dard CB offer.

Condensed Books was started with mailings to the entire Read 
ers Digest subscription list. Mailings to established subscribers were 
still profitable by the early 1960s, producing about a 4% response
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before sweepstakes. This response rate moved up to over 9% with a 
boost from the sweepstakes.

But mailings to new Reader’s Digest subscribers by now pro 
duced the bulk of new Condensed Books members. New subscribers 
responded at about a 20% rate prior to the sweepstakes. This jumped 
to an astounding 40% with sweepstakes. Every 10 new subscribers 
produced four new Condensed Book members— and new Condensed 
Book members were much more valuable to Readers Digest.

Obtaining new subscriptions to Readers Digest had become 
dirt cheap with sweepstakes mailings, and every Condensed Book 
member was a potential profit center of his own. Readers Digest 
corporate activity at this time was as close to alchemy as it gets in the 
publishing business.

Since Readers Digest was a private company, none of the de 
tailed economics of the business were known to the outside world. 
Considerable effort was expended to keep this information under 
wraps. Readers Digest employees were actively discouraged from 
participation in industry events.

This policy came directly from DeWitt Wallace. Soon after he 
started Readers Digest, he went to other magazine publishers and 
offered them a small amount of money if they would permit him to 
condense their articles for his infant project. With few exceptions, 
they were happy to pick up some small change for articles that had 
no further value to them.

When Readers Digest magazine started to become successful, 
Wallace became paranoid about revealing even a whisper of its suc 
cess. At best, he feared other publications would demand more mon 
ey. At worst, they might refuse access to their articles.

Reader’s Digest circulation was no secret after 1955, when it 
started to accept advertising— circulation was audited and published 
by the Audit Bureau of Circulations, and used to set ad rates. How 
ever, no other pertinent details of the corporation were available to 
anyone, and DeWitt Wallace was determined to keep it that way.

When I protested that alienation from the publishing and di 
rect mail community wasn’t healthy for the company in the long run 
and accepted an invitation to address a Direct Marketing Association
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meeting, I had to submit my text to DeWitt Wallace in advance. A 
company spy was there to make sure I stuck to it. I did. I was making 
a modest gesture for openness, not committing corporate suicide.

By 1963, the Readers Digest book business had become much 
more than just Condensed Books. “One-Shot Books”— called this 
because they weren’t series books— had by this time become a very 
large and profitable business. Readers Digest had a long history of 
publishing little books on the cheap— essentially reprints from the 
magazine. Books like Wit and Humor from  The Readers Digest went 
back to the early 1950s. As might be expected, they never contrib 
uted a dime to the corporation’s coffers.

An editorial genius in the UK named Peter Glemser changed all 
this. He conceived a massive book project that was totally different 
from anything Readers Digest had ever done. His first book, The 
Great World Atlas, was published in 1960. It sold for ten pounds— an 
extremely high price back then. Today, its difficult to imagine the 
impact of this book on the British public— and on the Readers Di 
gest business.

Clearly, there was a huge potential market. Available atlases 
were either insubstantial products or enormously expensive books 
for professionals. British Readers Digest promoted the atlas to every 
list they could find, and within three years, one household in four in 
the UK owned one. It’s a pity we didn’t get a cut on all the coffee 
tables that were purchased to hold them.

The Great World Atlas, of course, was adapted and published 
in the US and all other major editions. Not long after this, another 
Glemser project, The Book o f  the Road, was produced and sold in 
huge numbers at a very high price in Britain, and the Reader’s Digest 
one-shot books product line was off and running.

Among the other products that followed, The Do It Yourself 
Manual was a particularly noteworthy success in the UK. Adapt 
ing this book for the US market required a lot of editorial effort. 
As originally published in Britain, the book featured an interesting 
production innovation. It was a large hardbound product with spiral 
binding, designed to lay flat when open, which allowed the user to 
work with both hands. This feature proved to be much too expensive
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to duplicate in the US, and the US product became a conventional 
— although still very large—book.

For a combination of reasons, transforming the British Do It 
Yourself Manual into an American version took ages and the editorial 
cost ran over $1 million. It probably never would have happened at 
all but for another very bright editor—a Canadian-born member of 
the US one-shot books department named Graeme Keeping, who 
cut through layers of red, white and blue tape to get the book out of 
the editorial cooker and into production. Other major book successes 
followed, and by the mid-1960s, one-shot books had become another 
major profit center.

In 1959, Readers Digest sold its first record album, Music o f  the 
Worlds Great Composers, in partnership with RCA. It filled a unique 
niche in the music world. Conventional records selling in stores or 
through record clubs typically consisted of one disk with a total of 
about an hour of music, and the normal price was around $5. In com 
parison, the Readers Digest/RCA product had an enormous amount 
of music in it. There were 12 discs, and at a price of $24.95, the RD 
super-album cost half as much as a dozen individual albums.

Music o f  the Worlds Great Composers was definitely a tailor- 
made Readers Digest product. It was sold at a bargain price, and 
contained a smorgasbord of snippets of music with every major clas 
sical composer represented— or at least making a cameo appearance. 
The music had been recorded by an RCA orchestra, which was care 
ful never to introduce a hint of jarring originality into the production. 
Music o f  the Worlds Great Composers was a remarkable success, and 
Readers Digest became an instant player in the music world.

The second album, following soon after, was The Festival o f  
Light Classical Music. Although it never reached the sales figures of 
the first album, it made a lot of money and firmly established Read 
ers Digest in the music business.

At this point, the Readers Digest/RCA team seemed, at least 
temporarily, to have outsmarted itself. It was obvious that there was 
no place for really serious music— the buyers of Music o f  the Worlds 
Great Composers wouldn’t know Wagners Ring Cycle from second 
base. Yet, it seemed foolish to follow Music o f  the World’s Great
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Composers with Music o f  the Worlds Second-Raters. Of course, the 
creative folks in music development at RCA weren’t stymied for long, 
and branched out into areas which touched nostalgic notes with the 
older Readers Digest audience, including a seemingly endless pro 
cession of Big Band variations.

The idea of a continuity music product, similar in concept to 
Condensed Books, surfaced very early. Conventional record clubs 
had been around for a long time. They all operated in a similar fash 
ion. They had a very generous up-front offer, and got a commitment 
from the buyer to purchase several records. They then used a “nega 
tive option” technique, and relied on inertia. The member would re 
ceive a notice of the upcoming selection and would automatically 
receive it unless he sent back the notice, saying that he didn’t want it. 
The built-in lethargy of the buyers kept the clubs profitable.

Reader’s Digest attempted to establish a different kind of auto 
matic shipment operation by selling music very cheaply if the buyer 
would agree to “preview” future albums (sight unseen). The future 
albums would simply be shipped to the customer. The introductory 
offer was four disks for $4.95— a real bargain. An early test looked 
quite positive, and this proposition, called “The Gold Star Music Pro 
gram,” was rolled out in volume.

When it went to a full-scale operation, it was a major disaster. 
Estimates of the number of people who would buy the ongoing prod 
ucts were based on tests where the music had been in closely related 
areas. For instance, a Benny Goodman album was shipped to buyers 
of a big band sampler album. When the program was rolled out, the 
albums shipped were whatever was being produced at that time, and 
the close affinity of musical taste was lost.

This was compounded by an arithmetical error by the product 
manager. He had ordered the number of record packages he thought 
he needed, then forgot he had done it, and ordered them again. 
Since sales were less than half of the original estimate, and inventory 
had been doubled, Reader’s Digest suddenly had many years’ supply 
of record package inventory. The balance was sold back to RCA for 
about one cent on the dollar, and the vinyl was recycled. The product 
manager was recycled as well— out of the corporation.
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The entire one-shot process depended on the identification of 
potential buyers within the vast Readers Digest universe. This was 
made possible by the Unified File System (UFS), which was the clos 
est thing to a true database developed until decades later.

The UFS had one key feature: It was the first multiproduct ful 
fillment system anywhere to be organized by customer, rather than 
by product.

This revolutionary concept allowed Readers Digest to do a 
much better job of selecting customers for mailings because their 
entire purchase history was available in one place to indicate what 
they were likely to buy. There was no need to hunt around in mul 
tiple locations to find relevant customer history.

This remarkable tool was developed largely through the efforts 
of systems designers John Moore and Bob Otten, and was installed 
and running by 1969. It became perhaps the longest-lived system 
in the history of computing— running constantly until it was finally 
replaced in 2005.

The Readers Digest promotional sequence was as simple as it 
was effective. Sweepstakes mailings were sent to outside lists and pro 
duced millions of new subscribers very cheaply. New magazine sub 
scribers became Condensed Book members in enormous numbers.

Condensed Book members formed the heart of the one-shot 
bookbuyer list. Both Condensed Book and one-shot buyers were 
prime prospects for the more expensive record packages, and the 
ready availability of customer information in the UFS made it pos 
sible to locate the best potential customers for every mailing.

With inexpensive new magazine subscribers priming the pump 
in huge quantities, every product line was making bundles of money.

Life at Reader s Digest was good.
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L IFE  BEFO RE BIRTH— PREPUBLICATION TESTING

Readers Digest created a systematic and 
disciplined approach to testing new products, primarily because of 
the creation of expensive one-shot books— and testing began long 
before a product saw the light of day.

This complicated process existed because of the size of the mar 
ketplace for new products. When a company knows that millions of 
copies of a successful product can be sold, everyone involved wants 
to make each one as nearly perfect as possible. The editorial process 
becomes highly developed, lengthy and expensive. Elaborate pro 
duction planning pays off when saving a few pennies a copy adds 
up to a large sum. Direct mail testing is never cheap. Diligence and 
great effort in product development are warranted when the likely 
profits are huge.

Beyond size, the Digest had developed a conviction and belief in 
testing. Readers Digest direct mail people were believers—they be 
lieved important problems could be tested, and they believed in the 
results of their tests. Since leaving Readers Digest, I ’ve worked for 85 
different clients, most of them both smart and profitable, and many 
quite sophisticated. I’ve never worked with any whose trust and belief 
in testing approached that of Readers Digest— and I’ve never seen 
any company where such trust and belief were so well rewarded.

All successful pretesting follows two cardinal principles...
60
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1. All research must be statistically projectable.
2. Testing must be targeted at the primary audience for the new 

product.
Product pretesting is never cheap. It serves one purpose—to 

enable the marketer to decide whether he should invest in the devel 
opment of a product for a major sales effort. In the hands of skilled 
users, research techniques such as focus groups can play a signifi 
cant roll in shaping the product and the approach to the marketplace, 
and were always employed alongside the formal pretests. But focus 
groups and other non-projectable forms of research are valuable pri 
marily to tell the marketer things he doesn’t know about the product 
— its potentially hidden attributes or perceived flaws— not for mak 
ing the decision of whether to produce it.

The pretesting procedure at Readers Digest started with a 
questionnaire mailed to a sample of the promotable customer list. 
The recipient was told that he and some other Readers Digest buy 
ers were being asked questions about a number of products which 
were being considered for future production.* This questionnaire 
typically described about 30 different titles. The purpose was to win 
now out losers— to eliminate material that fascinated the editors, but 
not potential buyers.

There were always plenty of pet projects. The extreme example 
of a title that wouldn’t go away was a proposal to publish The Read 
ers Digest Complete Book o f  Football (soccer) in France. One of the 
French editors knew that this book was desperately needed, and it 
was included in questionnaires for the French company for years. 
Every time it was tested, it came in dead last. It took more than a 
decade to convince him that even if there was a real interest in a mas 
sive book on the subject, readers did not consider Reader’s Digest to 
be an authority in the field.

The titles were listed with the number of pages, the proposed 
price and a two- or three-line blurb describing each book. A series of 
check boxes followed each title. The choices were...

*Time-Life books used similar, but not identical, pretesting procedures. Since 
I worked for them for eight years as a consultant, I became quite familiar with their 
pretesting activities, and will refer to them where appropriate.
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* I would order.
* I might order.
* I have little interest.
* I have no interest.

The next stage was a much more targeted questionnaire with 
just six product concepts described in a single mailing. The descrip 
tion of the product was expanded to several paragraphs, and all major 
product features were included. Different titles could be tested for 
the same book (in separate questionnaires of course), and emphasis 
on different aspects of the book could also be measured. In practice, 
while different titles sometimes made a major difference, different 
emphasis seldom did.

An exception to this general rule was a test of a nature book. 
The original concept was to put together endangered species in a 
book that was to be called Vanishing Wildlife. This idea tested very 
poorly, but the same basic book with all the descriptions changed to 
emphasize the exotic and mysterious nature of the creatures, became 
a winner. For the Readers Digest audience, the story of endangered 
species was a turnoff. If the book had been aimed at, say, the Sierra 
Club, it might have been right on target.

A questionnaire is still not a real sales situation, no matter how 
much care is taken in its construction. Any questionnaire makes the 
prospect into an expert, rather than a potential buyer. The practi 
cal definition of a “successful” questionnaire is one that ranks new 
products in the same order as a series of simultaneous sales tests to 
the same market would. This result was regularly achieved by both 
Readers Digest and Time-Life Books.

The ultimate questionnaire would include a scoring technique 
that would accurately predict sales and profits. Although a number 
of very smart analysts have tried many twist and turns in scoring, this 
has never been achieved— and I doubt if it ever will be.

One drawback to this ideal is that it is quite common for the 
product to change between the initial probing and final sales pre 
sentation. A good example of changes that can take place was with
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a large and expensive book called The Readers Digest Complete 
Guide to Sewing. This was originally tested in the US in a first-stage 
questionnaire similar to the one just described. It looked reasonably 
promising.

The editorial staff then did their own research, targeting only 
the respondents who said they “would order” the book. A key edito 
rial question was to find out what level of knowledge the likely buyers 
would have. Should the book include a great deal of basic material for 
those just beginning to sew, or could this be assumed and more space 
be devoted to more complex projects? Since this book was aimed at 
a mass market, it had initially been assumed that it would have to 
start with absolute basics, and the questionnaire had described such 
a product.

The editorial research discovered something quite different. 
While is was true that the overall audience had little knowledge, 
those who indicated they “would order” such a book were quite ex 
perienced in sewing and dressmaking and were looking for new and 
interesting projects that demanded considerable skill. When the new 
and more advanced concept was tested, it scored a lot higher on the 
questionnaire, and it was highly successful.

The same concept was tested on a questionnaire in France, and 
did poorly. Subsequent research discovered a very different feature 
of the marketplace in this country. American women were interest 
ed exclusively in creating new clothing. The more practical French 
reader demanded a blend of new projects and information on how 
to repair clothing as well, including everything from sewing a three- 
cornered tear to repairing a broken zipper. So the product changed 
again, and it ultimately became very profitable in France, as well.

Both Readers Digest and Time-Life Books worked hard to get 
a high rate of response from their questionnaires. Because smaller 
samples could be used, higher response reduced the exposure of the 
research, and of course, also reduced costs.

The advance mailer that had initially been developed to increase 
response to Readers Digest magazine s outside mailings, was adapted 
for research and became a standard technique, invariably boosting 
response by a very large amount. Coins were often used to increase
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response. Readers Digest often enclosed a lowly quarter— deliber 
ately downplaying it with the lighthearted phrase: “Here is a shiny 
new quarter as a small token of our appreciation for your response. 
Perhaps you can use it to brighten the day of some child you know.” 

After Readers Digest had used sweepstakes for years, we had 
the confidence to try a sweepstakes entry form combined with a 
questionnaire in research. This was a huge response booster at al 
most no additional cost, and sweepstakes became a valuable part of 
the Readers Digest research arsenal. As far as I know, nobody else 
has even tried it— research is not the place to learn about how to run 
a successful sweepstakes.

A totally different kind of questionnaire was used by Readers 
Digest magazine to help segment customers for future mailing selec 
tion. Every new subscriber received a questionnaire along with his 
first bill, and was asked to send it back when he paid. The relevant 
questions were in three categories...

1. Reading interests.
2. Hobbies.
3. Musical interests.
The questionnaire response was about 60% of those who paid 

on the first bill. Since this was also included on renewals, the number 
of respondents built to over half the subscription list in three years.* 
The information was used in a number of ways. To start with, those 
who responded to the questionnaire were much more responsive to 
any promotion than those who did not, so this was an immediate 
segmentation tool.

In addition, specific answers were used as a straight list-build 
ing device. Whenever a mailing was made for the The Do It Yourself

* Later on, when a change in postal regulations allowed Reader’s Digest to at 
tach promotion onto the magazine with no significant extra postage, it went back to 
nonrespondents (and recipients) with a questionnaire, and picked up several million 
more responses.
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Manual, the file was simply swept for all who had checked this cat 
egory and they were (very profitably) added to the promotion. The 
same thing was done for those who expressed an interest in gardening 
or any other specific item— and the questions were as tightly linked 
to future one-shot book planning as we could make them.

Once multiple regression analysis became standard procedure, 
the questionnaire answers were regularly included as input to the 
analysis.

Questionnaires can be adapted to many other areas. For instance, 
they can be an inexpensive way to test premium ideas. In some ways, 
questionnaire testing for premiums is easier than for products, be 
cause premiums tend to be simpler and more easily described.

The ability to test a wide range of premiums on a questionnaire 
sometimes allowed a “sleeper” idea to emerge. When the Digest was 
pretesting The Do It Yourself Manual, test panels were set up to in 
clude a dozen premiums. Most of these were merchandise premiums 
logically linked to the book, such as a tape measure or a multiple 
screwdriver set.

Graeme Keeping, the lead editor on the project, had a pet idea 
that he muscled into the questionnaire. Because of his dogged de 
termination, the questionnaire included a description of a simple 
booklet called The Reader’s Digest Guide to Household Emergencies. 
There were any number of reasons not to use this as a premium. Ev 
erybody—except Graeme— felt that no booklet would be as popular 
as a useful merchandise premium.

Eyebrows were raised sky high when Graeme s “illogical” pre 
mium was a hands-down winner in the questionnaire test. Since the 
Digest did believe its test results, the booklet became the premium 
for the launch. Of course, other premiums were tested against it. The 
Readers Digest Guide to Household Emergencies raised response by 
far more than any other contender— more, in fact, than any other 
premium for any product in Reader s Digest one-shot history.
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After the second round of questionnaires, it was time to put actual 
sales material in the mail with a “dry test.” A dry test is a real direct 
mail sales test conducted before the final commitment to produce a 
product has been made. The presentation is as close as possible to the 
one that is planned for the launch mailing, with important exceptions.

Dry testing is a subject of constant concern to all who use it. 
The strongest case I know for dry testing is that consumers benefit 
immensely from the practice. There is no sensible way for a direct 
marketing company to invest the huge sums required for projects 
like encyclopedias or other major series books without reasonable as 
surance that those products could be sold in some volume. Real sales 
testing is the only way to find out.

In the US, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) regulates ad 
vertising claims and related matters. They issued an “advisory opin 
ion” on dry testing. In paraphrase, the FTC said that they had no 
objection as long as four conditions were m et...

1. No representation is made that the product will definitely be 
produced.

2. There must be adequate notice of the conditional nature of 
the offer.

3. Those who order are promptly informed if it is not produced.
4. There can be no substitution of another product.
Naturally, Readers Digest and Time-Life Books always adhered

rigidly to these guidelines. The dry test necessarily replaces current 
terms with conditional ones, saying things such as this product “is 
now being planned,” it “will have 620 pages” and there “will be” vari 
ous other features.

The marketing problem in a dry test is to simulate actual sales 
conditions as closely as possible. Many head-to-head comparisons of 
drv tests and actual sales tests have been conducted. These tests have 
shown that dry tests can be relied upon to produce results quite simi 
lar to actual sales situations.
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Dry tests can accurately predict response to an offer. They can 
not predict subsequent performance, and this is a significant limita 
tion. For a series book or periodical product, the marketer learns 
only what his up-front response will be. After that, the new product 
is on its own.

Two series book tests done by Readers Digest attempted to 
solve this problem. One was an idea for a series of nonfiction books. 
A book called Nonfiction Best Sellers was already being produced and 
sold each year as a one-shot book with considerable success. Reader s 
Digest wanted to find out if the product could be made into a nonfic 
tion series, as a counterpart to the fiction in Readers Digest Con 
densed Books.

A small group of customers was shielded from the annual pro 
motion and received an offer some months later describing the book 
as the first volume of a series. By speeding up the production of the 
next books, the Digest could send books two and three at about their 
normal series interval. These books were subsequently sold as annu 
als to the rest of the promotable list in the next two years. The result 
was a profit on each book, and a clean test reading of performance on 
the series. The test showed that the series would be only moderately 
successful and it was not produced at the time, but it s a rare instance 
of profiting handsomely while testing lavishly.

A nature book series was tested with essentially the reverse ap 
proach. The books were described as a series in the questionnaire 
and dry tests. When it came time to test the series live, a number of 
books had to be produced to follow series performance over several 
volumes. However, even in the initial planning, an alternative pro 
gram was developed.

If the series project failed, the plan was to combine series vol 
umes into more expensive products that could be sold as one-shots. 
The editorial concept had to embrace both possibilities—a large 
number of comparatively short series books and a smaller number 
of cohesive one-shots. In the event, the series concept did not work. 
The existing and upcoming books were combined into several one- 
shot products and the entire venture did a little better than break 
even.
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I ’ll admit to some serious reservations about this one. The one- 
shot fallback position was an example of planning for failure, and its 
hard to say whether this may have diluted the editorial content of the 
series product. I discussed this at length with the editorial staff, and 
they didn’t think so.

A much more serious example of the limitations of dry testing 
occurred at Time-Life Books. Their dry tests always described the se 
ries, but naturally focused on the “lead book”— the first book in the 
series—just as the subsequent launch promotion did. In testing for a 
proposed series called The Human Body, two volumes were far and 
away the most popular—The Healthy Heart and Diet and Exercise. 
These titles were miles ahead of any other, and were so close in appeal 
that Time-Life Books decided to split the launch mailing.

Half of the launch universe received an offer for The Healthy 
Heart, while the other half saw Diet and Exercise as the lead book. 
The second book sent to each group was the one they did not receive 
as volume one.

Each lead book produced a very satisfactory response, and it 
looked like Time-Life Books had another winning new series. How 
ever, when book two was shipped, it turned into a disaster of almost 
unprecedented proportions. Payments on the second volume were so 
bad that the series was immediately stopped, and a huge investment 
had to be written off.

Subsequent research showed what had happened. The buyers 
of Diet and Exercise were mostly in their 30s and 40s. Those who 
purchased The Healthy Heart were almost all men who were age 50 
or older. Regardless of which book went first, the second one was a 
total turnoff to the very different group of people who had bought 
book one.

This problem had never occurred before. The history buffs who 
were interested in the attack on Pearl Harbor were equally excited 
about the battle for Guadalcanal. Do-it-yourself people who wanted 
to do projects in their kitchens also cared about building decks on 
their homes. In these cases—and in every previous series— they were 
the same people.
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healthy percentage of damp test orders, even though these tests took 
place months before products were available for shipment.

The sequence of multiple questionnaires, then a dry test leading 
to the decision to develop the product, followed by a damp test for 
fine-tuning, was the route followed by every major new product pro 
duced by both Readers Digest and Time-Life Books for many years.

Here’s a comment on the process by one former Readers Di 
gest book editor...

“The system provided phenomenal leverage for making books 
that were almost certain to sell. As editors, we deluded ourselves that 
the magic was all in our editorial prowess. Later, I came to under 
stand that all we had to do was write clearly, spell correctly and fol 
low the editorial map laid out by our readers who told us what they 
wanted to see. It was like shooting fish in a barrel and using a com 
puter to aim the gun.”

It wasn’t a perfect system, but it was very effective.
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ALWAYS A MERRY CHRISTMAS

A standing joke when I joined the com 
pany was: “Readers Digest Christmas business is just like sex. When 
its good, it’s very, very good. When it’s bad, it’s still good.”

From the very beginning of Readers Digest, DeWitt Wallace 
decided that a subscription would be a very good Christmas gift. He 
certainly got this right. Reader’s Digest was and is an ideal magazine 
to give as a Christmas present. In 1956, about 25% of Reader’s Digest 
subscriptions were generated by Christmas operations. Christmas 
donors and recipients made up around three million of the 12 mil 
lion subscribers at the time. This ratio was also true when I left. More 
than four million of the 17 million subscribers in 1974 came from 
Christmas business.

Even in the very early days, Reader’s Digest donor promotions 
used very sophisticated material. The donor and each of his recipi 
ents were on separate cards. This had been tested carefully, and sepa 
rating each individual subscription proved to be far more productive 
than the common technique of just producing a list on a single sheet 
— this is still not understood by most magazines today.

Beginning in the middle of September, at around 8:15 am, Mon 
day through Friday, busloads of women arrived at Readers Digest 
headquarters. They came from all over Westchester County to open 
the mail and enter the orders for the booming Reader’s Digest Christ 
mas business. This annual ritual was a vital part of the magazines
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Christmas business— and a vital part of the local Christmas economy, 
as well. Close to 2,000 women worked for approximately four months 
each year— some of them for decades.

If “normal” fulfillment was a problem with a stencil system, the 
Christmas donor operation was an absolute nightmare. All donor 
and recipient stencils had to be matched. This process started with 
a sort by donor number. Nearly a million donor stencils and more 
than two million recipients were sorted into numeric sequence. The 
two groups were then manually matched against each other, and the 
matched donor/recipient sets carefully placed together.

Donors with a single recipient formed the largest single group. 
These would subsequently be addressed to donors and recipients on 
forms that had been presorted so that there was exactly one recipient 
form per donor.

The astute reader will realize that the whole donor renewal ad 
dressing system would go out of whack if one mistake were made 
and not corrected. If the pile of forms for donors with one recipient 
had two recipient forms at any time— or if the addressing machine 
burped— every subsequent donor would be on a recipient form and 
every recipient on a donor form. To prevent this from happening and 
costing many thousands of dollars, each set of forms was carefully 
inspected after addressing by a quality control inspector.

Multiple efforts were made to bring donors and recipients to 
gether, but at the end, there were still stragglers. The donors still un 
matched were called “lone donors,” which always seemed very sad. 
They gave a gift and— as far as we could discover— nobody came 
to fetch it. The lone donors received a rather plaintive note, asking 
them to tell us who they gave a gift to last year so that we could pro 
mote them to give it again.*

‘ Problems with matching donors and recipients did not end with the advent of 
computerized fulfillment. Years later, I worked as a consultant with Bill Blair, pub 
lisher of Blair and Ketchum’s Country Journal. In their first year, they sold a large 
number of gift subscriptions. In the second year, they discovered, to their horror, 
that the contract fulfillment company had lost the identification of all donors. They 
knew who the recipients were, but had no idea who had sent them gifts. A shame 
faced letter was sent to all recipients, begging them to identify who had given them 
a gift. This blunder came very close to putting them out of business.
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All of this had to be done in the short window of time between 
the final bill from last year’s donor promotion in mid-spring and the 
mailing of this years first effort. That this happened at all was re 
markable. That it happened each year with reasonable efficiency was 
an ongoing miracle.

This entire complex operation was under the tutelage of the ful 
fillment director— a stem woman named Suzanne Quarenghi— uni 
versally known as SQ. There were dozens of SQ stories, and they all 
ended badly for anyone who incurred her wrath (which seemed to 
be just about anyone). Shortly after starting at the Digest, I got one 
piece of advice: “Don’t even get near SQ— ever.” Since I was at the 
bottom of the food chain, I never had to and I never did.

In the late 1950s, the first commercial computers became avail 
able, and it became obvious that the corporation would benefit 
mightily from converting to a computerized operation. SQ utterly 
resisted computerization, saying loudly to all who would listen that 
it was a passing fad. She was quietly retired and moved to Florida, 
where she undoubtedly terrorized the elderly residents of whatever 
unfortunate community received her.

SQ was not a very good prophet about the future of comput 
ers—neither, for that matter was Tom Watson, head of IBM. Shortly 
after the earliest commercial computers had been built, he estimated 
the worldwide market at “half a dozen, at most.”

The first days of computerization did have more than a few 
problems. The machines themselves were room-sized monsters, 
glowing with vacuum tubes, that had to be babied and pampered 
in their air-conditioned homes. Changing over from the stencil sys 
tem at Reader’s Digest was daunting. Conversion took place in stages 
—with California being the guinea pig state.

In the early stages of conversion, one of the members of the 
production department made a routine visit to the McCalls plant in 
Dayton, Ohio, where all copies of Readers Digest were printed. He 
noticed an enormous number of magazines in the warehouse. The 
astute production man then checked the postal receipts for the issue. 
The count came up over a million short.
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It turned out that the newly computerized state of California 
had simply been skipped. The routine counts, checks and double 
checks set up for the stencil system hadn’t yet been properly modi 
fied for the new system. The residents of California got their copies 
a week or so later.*

Even though $3 was a high price for a magazine in the 1920s 
and 1930s, it was always a cheap gift. People who give magazines as 
gifts— and this was especially true for Readers Digest—tend to give 
down. The virtues praised in Readers Digest editorial material have 
always been traditional ones, so it was a perfect gift for parents to give 
to their sons and daughters— almost as good as a bunch of homilies 
from a parent, and a lot less work.

If the milkman merited a reward for the years effort, he would 
surely appreciate a gift subscription. If he already had one, Readers Di 
gest would simply tack another year onto the existing subscription. Tens 
of thousands of recipients—not many of them milkmen—had subscrip 
tions that stretched out for a decade and more into the future.

This tendency to give down produced recipients who were much 
younger and poorer than the balance of the subscription list. Also, 
because they had never purchased the magazine themselves, they 
weren’t good mail-order prospects. When the Digest branched out, 
first into Condensed Books, then into other book and music prod 
ucts, donors of gift subscriptions were the best prospects from the 
outset. Recipients were far and away the worst. They almost never 
saw any Reader’s Digest direct mail promotion.

There are two truly significant facts that distinguish gift promo 
tion from the subscriptions that people buy for themselves...

1. New gifts are extremely difficult to sell.
2. Once the initial gift has been sold, donor renewals are 

remarkably easy to obtain.
Much of the problem in selling new gifts is physical. The prospec 

tive donor has to think of someone he believes might like to receive 
a gift of Reader’s Digest from him. He then has to dig up the address

^Conversion” was a very dirty word around this time. Horror stories abound 
ed, including that of the Texas couple who received 100,000 copies of a single issue 
of Life.
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and a pen or pencil, and fill in the gift order form. Each of these steps 
is a barrier, and its always difficult to overcome multiple barriers in 
selling.

In the early 1960s, Ted Braaten, who was in charge of Christmas 
promotion, designed a calendar to be used as a premium in selling 
new gift subscriptions. The calendar was a handsome affair, with a 
full page for each month. The accompanying pages contained art 
work from the back of Readers Digest covers.

It was tested successfully, and was used across the entire spec 
trum of new gift mailings the following year. However, this offer ran 
into a snag with the Audit Bureau of Circulations (ABC). The Audit 
Bureau of Circulations audits all magazine and newspaper circula 
tions to make sure that they meet standards that will satisfy advertis 
ers. One such standard at the time was that no subscriptions could be 
sold for less than half the basic price.

Since the new gift offer was already at half price, adding the 
calendar was considered additional value in the offer, and all of the 
subscriptions sold with it would be disqualified. ABC admitted that it 
should have caught this at the test stage, and allowed the subscriptions 
sold so far to be counted, but said that it couldn’t be done again.

The calendar idea sat on the shelf for more than a decade, un 
til ABC modified its half-price rule to allow subscriptions sold at a 
penny or two under half price to qualify as paid. Ted revived the 
concept and decided to improve on it by using jokes, odd bits of in 
formation and cartoons from back issues of the magazine to illustrate 
each monthly page. He worked with Senior Editor Roy Herbert to 
find ones that could be used without copyright permission. He gave 
a layout with all of the copy points to copywriter Connie Rauch to 
finish the job. It was tested, very successfully, and has continued to 
be used in various forms to this day.

There are a couple of amusing aftermaths to this story. The first 
was that Connie, whose contribution to the effort consisted of less 
than 40 words of copy, somehow decided that the entire idea and 
execution of the calendar effort was hers, and hers alone. After Ted 
disabused her of this notion, she was furious at him. Years later when 
she left the Digest, she still had not forgiven him.
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The final twist was that some reporter for Pegasus, the inter 
nal house organ, wrote an article about the calendar premium and 
named Roy Herbert as its daddy. Knowing Roy, I ’d guess that he was 
less than proud of the honor.

One of the human touches that survived into the modem age 
was that each Christmas gift was acknowledged with a card that in 
cluded a handwritten signature in the name of the donor. While this 
required hundreds of extra temporary employees, DeWitt Wallace 
liked the idea of the handwritten card, so it continued.

One year, a woman we’ll call Suzi Penmanship was hired to sign 
cards, and did not quite understand her assignment. Hundreds of an 
nouncement cards were mailed before they caught the mistake she 
was consistently making. On each of her cards was the inscription: 
“This Readers Digest gift subscription is sent to you with the best 
wishes of Suzi Penmanship.”

Another time, one of the card signers became very unhappy 
with her supervisor, and decided to take it out on the company. Once 
again, hundreds of cards went out with something other than the au 
thorized message. She was writing things like: “All you’re getting this 
year from John Smith is this stupid Readers Digest subscription.” 
She did not return to work. Originality was not encouraged in the gift 
card signing department.

Christmas donor renewal mailings produced an extraordinary 
response. Ted Braaten thought that the response to the later efforts 
was too good, so he tested more donor efforts, which meant starting 
the mailings earlier— and earlier. What had been a four-effort series 
starting in October ultimately became nine efforts, starting in July, 
and Ted’s job became much more complicated. Total donor renewals 
climbed ever higher.

Around this time, we thought that it might be profitable to get 
into the business of selling Christmas cards by mail. We decided to 
sell sets of a single card. It was a lavish miniature booklet, containing
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a condensation of Charles Dickens’ A Christmas Carol with attrac 
tive illustrations. The product fit the company and it certainly had a 
unique identity.

The test mailing, which should have resulted in about 1,000 re 
sponses, pulled exactly 14 orders. It was so bad that we asked our 
research people to pick up the phone and call some of the people we 
had mailed to, working with several hypotheses...

1. The whole test was never mailed—-it was.
2. The post office didn’t deliver the mailing— it did.
3. Nobody opened the envelope.
We got a truly amazing response from the telephone survey. 

Well over 90% of the people we talked to had not only received it, 
opened the envelope and read it, but some five weeks after the mail 
ing, they still remembered receiving a Christmas card offer from 
Reader’s Digest.

The problem was quite simple. They told us: “Look, I’m a sub 
scriber to Readers Digest. My next-door neighbor is a subscriber to 
Readers Digest, and so is almost everybody else I know. If we all buy 
your Christmas cards, we’ll all send each other the same card next 
Christmas.” So we learned something about the Christmas card busi 
ness. Happily, we learned it in a small test mailing.

Once the power of the sweepstakes had been demonstrated in 
mailings for new subscribers, a test on new gift mailings showed that 
sweepstakes would roughly double response. However, there was a 
huge problem in attempting to apply this result to new gift promo 
tion. A provision of the ABC rules stated that gift subscriptions would 
not qualify as paid circulation if they were sold “in connection with 
a contest or prize giveaway.” Obviously, somebody at some time felt 
that gift subscriptions were inferior circulation—just as clearly, they 
had never tried to sell them.
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We knew from research that recipients spent about the same 
amount of time reading their copies of Readers Digest as any other 
group of subscribers. We also knew that the overall gift business was 
the most profitable segment of Readers Digest circulation. If  recipi 
ents read the magazine and we made a lot of money from them, why 
should ABC consider them “inferior”?

We felt that we had a good case to take to the ABC people. 
Harry Scott, who was in charge of statistics for the magazine, put 
together an elaborate presentation. For once, we actually used real 
operational numbers to demonstrate profitability— fortunately, the 
presentation didn’t have to be cleared with DeWitt Wallace. We went 
to ABC headquarters in Chicago with our dog and pony show.

It was a legitimate and convincing story, and ABC agreed. At the 
next meeting of the ABC board of directors, the rule was dropped, 
and new gift sales took off on the wings of the sweepstakes the fol 
lowing year.

Interestingly, the approach that built the huge Readers Digest 
donor list led to a significant change in the way American political 
parties raised cash to finance their campaigns. Al Cole was an ardent 
Republican Party supporter, and was a member of the Republican 
Party Finance Committee in the 1952 presidential campaign. He re 
cruited Walter Weintz to help out. Although Walter was as enthusi 
astic a Republican as Al, he had favored Taft, and was disappointed 
when Eisenhower was nominated.

Here is the relevant conversation with Al Cole, as recounted in 
Walters book...

Mr. Cole called me into his office and said: “How would you like 
to take a leave o f  absence and run the direct mail campaign fo r  Citi 
zens fo r  Eisenhower-Nixon?”

“I wouldn't like that,” I said.
“Good, I knew you would,” Mr. Cole answered. “I told them 

you'd be down there this afternoon.”
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Conventional wisdom at the time was that the only way to raise 
money in politics was face to face with big donors— the “fat cats” who 
could write monster checks. Walter knew the power of getting small 
amounts of money by direct mail from a large number of donors. He 
convinced the party to finance some test mailings asking for small 
donations, and the political pros were amazed to discover that these 
mailings were actually an excellent way to raise money.

In the early weeks of the campaign, Republican strategists were 
searching for the “hot button” that would turn the voters on, espe 
cially an approach that would guarantee a solid turnout of the party 
faithful. Walter suggested a program to test several different ap 
proaches. The headlines were mostly obvious appeals to self-interest, 
such as: “W ILL YOU VOTE FOR HIGHER LIVING COSTS FOR 
YOUR FAMILY?”

The series also included a letter emphasizing foreign policy is 
sues, headlined: “W ILL YOU VOTE TO CONTINUE CODDLING 
THE RUSSIANS?” To everyone’s surprise, this headline produced 
many more contributions than any other. Walters claim that this led 
directly to Ike’s famous “I shall go to Korea” pledge seems a bit of a 
stretch, but it’s a fact that foreign policy became a keystone of the 
successful Eisenhower campaign, and what had looked like a close 
contest became a rout.

It’s also a fact that the Republican party built a list of hundreds 
of thousands of small donors, which became the base for much of the 
Republican fund-raising to this day.

Ted Braaten ran the Christmas operation, but I occasionally got 
involved. In 1970, I thought it might be worthwhile to test adding a 
telephone call to the donor series. The idea was to call donors who 
had not yet ordered early in December. Christmas was, “unfortu 
nately, an inflexible date,” as one of my colleagues put it. Donors 
were still highly responsive in the late efforts. The ninth effort pro 
duced about an 8% response.
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All we knew about telemarketing was that response rates were 
a lot higher than direct mail, and we hoped to renew even more of 
our extraordinarily responsive donors with the addition of a different 
medium. I called Murray Roman, whom I had met at a couple of 
Direct Marketing Association functions, and began to explain what 
we had in mind.

After I had finished about two sentences, Murray told me how 
stupid Readers Digest donor renewal promotion had always been, 
how The Almighty had appointed him to be our Savior, and that he 
would be in my office at 8:30 the following morning. After about an 
hour of this, I hung up, and prepared for an onslaught.

Murrays company was called CCI, which stood for Campaign 
Communications Incorporated. Typically, it was listed in the Yel 
low Pages in a half dozen different places as “AAA Campaign Com 
munications, Incorporated,” which insured that it would be the first 
company in the phone book in each category. The name came from 
the early days of the business, when CCI was strictly a political fund 
raising operation. Murray reasoned that businesses operating every 
working day were a lot more stable than political campaigns, which 
ran every two or four years, and CCI moved into the world of con- 
sumer sales.

Murray was totally fascinating. He was once described as “a cross 
between a cobra and a pit bull.” Bom Murray Romanski somewhere 
in Eastern Europe (or Russia, he was a bit vague about his origins), 
he spent most of his early career doing publicity stunts in the movie 
business. In keeping with the public relations language of the film 
industry, nothing to Murray was ever less than “huge,” “fantastic” or 
“totally unbelievable.”

One word that was not in Murrays vocabulary was “humility.” 
lie  never let the truth get in the way of the striking landscape he was 
forever painting. Murrays favorite story was how he had managed to 
make 20 million phone calls in a month for a Ford sales campaign— 
sometimes it was 25 million. This monumental achievement had been 
accomplished by farming out the calls through a network of interme 
diaries to a huge number of women who phoned from their homes.
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Murray always neglected to mention that calls from home workers 
are virtually impossible to control. The number of calls actually made 
was undoubtedly a small fraction of those reported. He also forgot to 
include the fact that he never got a scrap of Ford business again.

Since he was one of the first proponents of telemarketing, and 
always the loudest, he appointed himself industry spokesman. He 
was once called by a reporter from the trade press and asked how 
large the telemarketing industry was. Murray replied, without hesi 
tation, that it was a $27 billion business. This figure was quoted for 
decades— always escalated to reflect continuing growth.

In a relaxed moment, I asked him where the $27 billion figure 
came from. For once, he was surprisingly honest: “I never thought 
about it until the reporter asked. I made it up on the spot. I wanted 
to make it big enough to draw attention to the industry, but I knew it 
had to be less than the Defense Department budget.”

If the word “chutzpah” hadn’t existed, it would have been in 
vented for Murray.

I got along very well with Murray. I would ask him a question, 
let him talk for an hour or so (like a fireworks display, once started, he 
couldn’t be stopped), and then repeat the question in a more specific 
form. This took a lot of time— I quickly learned never to make any 
other appointments when Murray was on the schedule—but some 
times produced an answer to the original question.

Murray brought with him his senior vice president, Rudy Oetting. 
He introduced Rudy as “my numbers guy.” It was hard to imagine any 
one more different from Murray being in the same industry, let alone 
the same company. Rudy could, indeed, handle numbers superbly— 
numbers to Murray were simply splashes of color to be used whenever 
they helped fill in the picture. Rudy had a photographic memory for 
the size, shape and profitability of a business. He was as straight as 
Murray was devious. He could also handle Murray—as much as any 
one could handle a force of nature.

After our first meeting, I spent most of my time with Rudy, 
getting honest answers to simple questions, rather than endless ha 
rangues about everything else under the sun and stars.
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What Readers Digest wanted to do with the donor test seemed 
straightforward enough to us, but measuring the test was a night 
mare. Trying to track the incremental contribution of a secondary 
sales medium is inherently difficult. We couldn’t take the Walter 
Weintz approach to broadcast support and just turn over half the 
donor file to an untested sales technique. It would have been far too 
risky, and CCI couldn’t possibly have handled all those phone calls in 
the limited time available.

No matter how carefully we tried, it was impossible to avoid 
a huge overlap with the direct mail donor series. The fact that the 
donor promotion was a continuous flow from July through Christ 
mas meant that many of the donors who hadn’t responded when 
their names were pulled from the file would send in orders before 
we could reach them on the phone. In addition, donors were often 
unsure whether or not they had already responded, and the telemar 
keting rep was only too happy to accept the order. Duplicate orders 
plagued the test from the start.

Another complication was introduced by the way CCI— and all 
other telemarketing businesses— do their arithmetic. Direct mail is 
straightforward. If  I send out 10,000 pieces of mail and get 500 orders, 
I have a 5% response. It’s not that easy in telemarketing. Here’s an 
oversimplified summary of telemarketing arithmetic...

□ 10,000 donor names are sent to CCI.
E3 5,000 telephone numbers are found in lookup.
0  2,000 calls are answered.
Q 1,000 people do not hang up immediately.
□ 500 sales are made.
This is reported as: “1,000 completed calls = 500 orders = 50% 

response per completed call.”
Of course, we tried to go back to the 10,000 donors we had started 

with, but given the complications of telemarketing reporting systems, 
it was like getting the toothpaste back in the tube. Actually, it was much 
more complicated than this. For every 1,000 reported telemarketing 
sales, somewhere between 200 and 400 would already have responded 
by mail by the time we reached them on the phone, and another 200
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or so would send back a direct mail order after their telemarketing 
order. This enormous crossover was murder in our efforts to measure 
the success of the telemarketing test. In the end, it sank it.

We never could get a clean fix on additional response. After 
spending weeks trying to sort out the incremental gain compared 
with the substantial costs of the operation, the best we could do was 
to say that it didn’t look like it paid for itself. So the test failed. We did 
salvage something from this. We found that calling next year to donors 
who did not renew their gifts this year was marginally profitable. This 
became, effectively, a donor “dead expire” program by telephone.

The new gift promotion packages for Readers Digest were (and 
are) as carefully designed and thoroughly tested as new-business 
mailings. They are sold at the lowest possible price, of course. Since 
the big problem in this part of the business is to get a donor to give a 
gift, Readers Digest had never tried to get multiple subscriptions in 
new gift promotions.

Ted Braaten came up with lemonade out of this lemon of a prob 
lem. Since a new donor is only going to give one gift anyway, why not 
limit the new gift promotion to one gift only, and say so in the pro 
motion? This allowed the gift promotion to have an air of exclusivity, 
which was thoroughly exploited in the mailing.

We already said: “This offer is fo r  current Reader’s Digest sub 
scribers only.”

This was easy to promise, since RD subscribers were our only 
market. But Ted added the phrase: “This offer is strictly limited to 
one gift only”

This presentation became the cornerstone of new gift promo 
tions for Reader’s Digest, and has remained so to this day.
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Shortly after I left the Digest, copywriter Larry Stone solved a 
donor problem that had concerned Readers Digest for many years. 
From the start, donor renewal mailings had always included a sepa 
rate card in the donor mailing, promoting a half-price new gift.

This offer wasn’t particularly productive, but it was the only way 
we could think of to get new gifts from existing donors. Tests of the 
donor renewal mailing with no new gift option showed a significant 
increase in renewals of both donor subscriptions and of existing recip 
ients as well. We hadn’t solved this dilemma when I left RD in 1974.

Any choice other than “yes” or “no,” will invariably reduce re 
sponse. The problem was aggravated in the donor renewal mailings 
because all renewals were sold at full price, and the new gift offer 
— in the same mailing—was at half price. Larry’s solution was el 
egant in its simplicity. He developed a donor renewal series with no 
new gift offer, and renewals of both donors and recipients increased 
measurably.

The donors were then mailed a separate new gift offer— the 
same one mailed to other subscribers, except that it recognized the 
donor’s status—with the standard half-price new gift offer. New 
gifts from donors were substantially increased and Readers Digest 
produced more renewals and more new gifts from donors. Wish I’d 
thought of that.
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LEGAL STUFF I: 

ALIVE AND STILL BREATHING IN NY AND DC

Since the Reader’s Digest sweepstakes was 
a very high-profile promotion involving a substantial prize giveaway 
and was being mailed in huge quantities, it naturally attracted govern 
mental interest.

The first probe came from the New York State attorney general s 
office. Happily for the Digest, they assigned a career incompetent to 
the case. The head of the legal department at Readers Digest was 
Barney McHenry. Barney kept the poor man at bay for years with 
out ever getting in to a discussion of substance. I happened to be in 
Barneys office one day when he received a call from this character, 
demanding a meeting with the top Readers Digest executives.

This is about the way the conversation went at Barneys end: 
“I’m terribly sorry, Irving, but you happened to call at a very bad 
time. This is the month when all of the executives have their annual 
retreat. They eat only nuts and berries and don’t have any commu 
nication with the outside world. Next month? Well, next month is 
when they have to recover from eating only nuts and berries and I 
know you can understand that this takes a long time. Let’s you and I 
do lunch.”

Watching Barney’s obvious joy, I could imagine poor Irving at 
the other end adjusting his rimless spectacles and dutifully writing: 
“Nuts & berries. Long time. Do lunch.”

85
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Far more serious was an investigation by the House Subcom 
mittee for Small Business, which bumped into lucky number sweep 
stakes by accident. They were looking at prize giveaways being run by 
a number of gasoline companies. The companies sent a large quanti 
ty of sealed envelopes to the stations selling their gas. The envelopes 
were supposed to be distributed to their customers and anyone else 
who asked in order to avoid “consideration” and stay legal.

Most of the envelopes contained only a piece of cardboard with 
an ad for the company. A few also had a prize announcement en 
closed. The promotion designers underestimated the ingenuity of 
the gas station owners. These clever folks quickly discovered that the 
prize-winning envelopes weighed a tiny fraction more than the duds. 
Delicate scales suddently appeared in the back rooms of gasoline sta 
tions all over the country.

Since the station owners could hardly win the prizes themselves 
(the gas companies were careless, not stupid), they simply passed 
them out to their best customers. All of this came to light when a few 
disgruntled owners blew the whistle. “Foul play,” screamed the news 
papers. “Foul play,” echoed the House, and a full-scale investigation 
of the gasoline company giveaways was launched. As the House staff 
got into the subject, they came across many promotions for prese 
lected lucky number sweepstakes, which were in full bloom at the 
time. They decided to go after these sweepstakes, as well.

We received a questionnaire from the Subcommittee in July of 
1969, asking for all kinds of detailed information about our sweep 
stakes mailings, prize distribution, handling of winners lists, etc. Al 
though we had not yet been “invited” to testify, it was obvious that we 
would be, and we immediately volunteered to be heard.

I was drafted to be the company spokesman. I never really had any 
hope of getting out of it. I had been closely identified with sweepstakes 
from the start. In addition, there’s always a “right” level in a corporation 
for a sacrificial lamb. The person at the right level is high enough to 
have an impressive title and to know enough not to embarrass the 
company by being an absolute numbskull, but not important enough
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so that his loss would hurt the corporation seriously if something went 
very wrong and he had to be severed like a leg with gangrene. Since I 
was circulation director at this time, I fit the bill perfectly.

Legal affairs for Readers Digest in the nations capital were 
handled by the firm of Patton, Blow, Verrill, Brand and Boggs, which 
was about as stuffy as the name suggests. The man most directly con 
cerned with the Digest business was Timothy May, who was decid 
edly not stuffy.

Tim was young and on the brilliant side of bright. In spite of his 
youth, he had been postmaster general before moving into private 
practice. As postmaster general, he had given a speech criticizing 
sweepstakes mailings, on a copy of which I had scrawled “ominous.”

I was glad he was now on our side. Tim radiated good cheer and 
had more and better stories than Uncle Remus. He was appointed 
my guardian in Washington, and he did an outstanding job of it.

The hearings, called “Investigation of ‘Preselected Winners’ 
Sweepstakes Promotions” were held November 12-14, 1969, in the 
impressive Rayburn House office building. John Dingell, Democrat 
from Michigan, was chairman. Sylvio Conte, Republican from Mas 
sachusetts, was the minority leader, and Berry Williams — one mean 
character—was the subcommittee counsel.

A total of 523 companies had received the same questionnaire 
we did, demanding information about their preselected sweepstakes 
promotions in the last two years. The staff of the committee, aided 
by the Bureau of Economics, had compiled a great deal of data, con 
centrating on the 43 largest sweepstakes users.

The information was presented in many detailed charts. Each 
company was listed on a comprehensive chart that showed the num 
ber and value of prizes offered, and the same information for prizes 
actually awarded, along with other data.

The whole point of the investigation was the fact that a relatively 
small percentage of advertised prizes was actually awarded. The pay 
out, grouped by industry, looked like this...
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PRESELECTED WINNER’S SWEEPSTAKES

Co. Industry # Prizes Awarded
vs. # of Prizes 

Advertised

$ Value Awarded 
vs. $ Value 
Advertised

4 Soap Companies 2.4% 2.4%
14 Mail-Order Catalogs 6.6% 2.6%
3 Automobile Companies 1.5% 2.9%

13 Oil Companies 12.2% 10.9%
2 Plant Nurseries 6.6% 2.6%
7 Periodicals 10.6% 13.5%

Surprisingly, the largest sweepstakes user was omitted. No 
Readers Digest data was included. Why? Here is the explanation, as 
given by Roy A. Prewitt, director of the Bureau of Economics:

“The information furnished by Readers Digest contained cer 
tain inconsistencies that we could not resolve...According to their 
records, they offered only one major prize in each of their promo 
tions. Yet, according to these same records, they awarded three major 
prizes, and we could not resolve this particular inconsistency.”

Berry Williams resolved it immediately by saying: “They did 
that in the form of a ‘bonus,’ I believe what they call a bonus prize.” 
Obviously, if Berry Williams knew this, the Bureau of Economics 
did, too.

We had been awarding “bonus prizes” for the last several 
sweepstakes. The bonus prize was linked to the “early bird” dates. 
Since a typical Readers Digest sweepstakes would run for three or 
four months, and we were obsessed with timeliness, we set up large 
prizes linked to each early bird date. There were generally three of 
these in each individual sweepstakes. This “bonus prize” system was, 
of course, fully described in the material submitted to the govern 
ment. It was hardly an “inconsistency.”

They simply just didn’t want Reader’s Digest cluttering up their 
tidy little story. Reader’s Digest had offered less than one-fifth of the
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prizes of the other 43 companies, yet managed to give away twice as 
many prizes as all the others combined.

Instead of awarding 3% or 4% of the prizes, we gave away 40% of 
the prizes offered, and more than 45% of the advertised dollar value. 
This would certainly have confused the picture, and no confusion of 
this sort was to be permitted in the Rayburn House office building.

One of the curiosities of the entire proceeding was the assump 
tion, on the part of all of the House members and their staffs, that 
they were somehow carrying a message from the people that sweep 
stakes were unpopular, and that the folks back home were tired of 
sweepstakes. This quote from Berry Williams is typical:

“But there are sufficient people in this country fed up with low 
payouts, that these companies should consider that they are building 
ill will and cynicism. For example, Procter & Gamble— if a person 
gets mad at them about the low payout, one way to do something 
about it would be to use, say, Colgate-Palmolive soap instead.”

This basic assumption was just plain false. Readers Digest, as the 
largest sweepstakes user, knew from counting responses that sweep 
stakes promotion was as popular as ever, but facts didn’t count.

When the Readers Digest figures, as compiled by the subcom 
mittee staff, were finally introduced, they contained an error so egre 
gious that its hard to believe even a member of Congress could let 
it slip by, let alone any of the bright young staff members who were 
responsible for the numbers.

One of the figures that had been asked for was the total amount 
of third-class postage spent on the six Readers Digest sweepstakes in 
the two-year period under review. We obliged them with the figure, 
then were horrified to see the total postage charge for six sweep 
stakes applied to each one.

Apart from the fact that the third-class postage rate was hardly 
a state secret, it would seem that somebody might have wondered 
about six identical postage bills for sweepstakes mailings which 
ranged from 27 million to 53 million.

By the third day of the hearings, it was my turn in the barrel. I 
fully believe that only someone who has lived through one can fully 
appreciate how intimidating a Congressional investigation is. Every
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aspect of it is arranged to make it deliberately so. It’s the staging. The 
unfortunate being grilled is down in a well, looking up with bright 
lights in his eyes, answering questions from congressmen who appear 
to be extremely knowledgeable. Its no secret that the congressmen 
know absolutely nothing about the subject and that all questions have 
been typed out in full by their staff members, extremely bright young 
men and women who have done all the homework.

Rude behavior is normal and expected from the congressmen. 
Its quite common for a congressman to read out a particularly dif 
ficult and deliberately embarrassing question, then simply walk out 
of the room while the poor bloke down in the well tries to answer it. 
On the other hand, the only proper behavior for the civilian in the 
chair is utter servility.

One of the first people to testify in the sweepstakes hearings 
dared to suggest that it was perhaps unfair of the congressmen to 
characterize his company’s completely legal practice of awarding 
prizes only to those who returned their numbers as the greatest men 
ace to society since Al Capone.

Mistake. That was his last sentence for about an hour, while 
each congressman in turn humiliated the poor guy by reminding him 
at considerable length that he had the privilege of addressing one of 
the worlds most august bodies and jolly well better approach them in 
the proper spirit, which, while not precisely on his knees, was as close 
to it as American society would permit.

I had been working on my humble act for weeks, and had it down pat.
Actually, I knew I was in for a comparatively soft performance. 

One of the major features of any congressional hearing is that the 
congressmen milk maximum publicity from it before, during and af 
ter. This leads to the only element of the process that approaches 
“fair.” Nobody really gets blindsided by the fact of a congressional in 
vestigation— although the questions asked are another matter. Sim 
ply by reading the newspapers, we had known for months that these 
hearings would take place. In addition, of course, we had received 
the questionnaire from the subcommittee.

There was only one subject of interest to the congress. In a 
“lucky number sweepstakes,” potential winning numbers were drawn
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in advance and prizes were awarded only to the numbers that were 
returned. This was the totally legal and generally accepted practice. If 
the operation was legitimate— and nobody ever found any evidence 
of fraud— the percentage of prizes awarded would approximate the 
percentage of total response. Readers Digest sweepstakes total re 
sponse was around 40%, and very close to 40% of the advertised 
prizes were consistently awarded.

Those who operated their sweepstakes in much less expensive and 
less responsive media than direct mail naturally awarded a much smaller 
percentage of advertised prizes. Marketers who used newspaper inserts 
as their primary medium, for example, might award less than 1% of 
advertised prizes, and this was the fact that rankled the congressmen.

It seemed to them all wrong that any marketer could advertise 
$1 million in prizes and give away just $10,000 worth, even though the 
law permitted it. The alleged purpose of these congressional hearings 
was to save the American people by changing the law. In fact, no leg 
islation was ever even introduced.

As the largest and most visible company in the sweepstakes 
arena, we knew we would be out front in any investigation. By this 
time, Readers Digest in the US was mailing a total of about 200 mil 
lion sweepstakes pieces annually—mosdy for CB/SS. The cost of this 
direct mail promotion was around $100 million. We offered prizes 
valued at about $2 million annually, of which around $800,000 was 
actually awarded.

If we decided to award all the prizes and change nothing else, it 
would cost us an extra $1.2 million. While this was hardly trivial, it would 
represent just over 1% of the promotion cost. Any time you can fend off 
the Feds for 1% of your budget, it is very likely to be a good idea.

Before the hearings, we decided to start awarding all prizes, 
and to say so prominently in our promotion. The artwork for this 
new promotion was being prepared as I was en route to Washington. 
Samples were delivered the morning I was due to testify.*

*In theory, giving away all of the prizes should have made our sweepstakes 
more appealing. In fact, it made absolutely no difference in response. Obviously, 
people didn’t care who else got what. They just wanted to win the big one them 
selves. This is one more fact that belies the congressional assumption that people 
were “fed up” with sweepstakes that didn’t award all the prizes.
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The congressmen weren’t the only folks who could stage a show. 
We had the material to pull the fangs before they struck. All of this 
was very carefully orchestrated by Tim in advance with Massachu- 
setts congressman Sylvio Conte, the Republican minority leader of 
the subcommittee, and his staff. We had several meetings with Con 
te’s staff, and Tim made it clear that we were wearing the white hats 
in this proceeding. We weren’t as chummy with the staff of Chairman 
John Dingell, but Tim made sure that they also knew exactly what we 
were doing.

The proceedings were pure theater, and they dragged on for 
days. The congressmen were suspicious of every aspect of every 
sweepstakes promotion. At one point, while Lee Pilert and Herb 
Gertz from R.H. Donnelly were testifying, Berry Williams got into a 
lengthy diversion talking about winner’s lists. He lashed out:

“Some of these companies give only the initials, the last name 
and only the city where the winner lives. For example, only B. Wil 
liams, Washington, DC. What good is that?”

In fact, as Williams very well knew, winners’ lists made available 
to governmental agencies did contain full names and addresses.

Herb Gertz decided to take up this question:
“I once went down to award a $25,000 prize to a gentleman in 

Fayetteville, Arkansas. The sponsoring company felt that they would 
get some publicity in connection with this award, and he appeared 
on local television. Within a week, almost all the jewelers and furriers 
in the area had contacted him asking if he might want to do some 
thing nice for his wife. He kept a scrapbook of heartrending letters 
from people begging that he share his award with them. This is one 
instance of what might happen.”

Williams wasn’t visibly impressed, saying “Well, it’s a good way 
to find how easy it is to get friends,” but Herb’s little story ended this 
line of questioning.

As I watched decent people being mowed down like Pickett’s 
troops at Gettysburg, I was mighty glad that I had an ace up my sleeve. 
Eventually, my turn came. Even though I was by now familiar with 
the drill, the spectacle was still intimidating. As I took the hot seat, I 
caught the eye of one of Conte’s staff members, and he winked. This
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helped a lot. I led off with a self-serving statement that used stuff we 
had been saying for years, including...

“Why does Readers Digest use sweepstakes? What part does 
sweepstakes play in selling our products? A sweepstakes attracts at 
tention. It adds drama to our mailings, helps make people aware of 
our sales story. It has the same function as a brass band at a political 
rally, or a Macy s Thanksgiving Day Parade.”

My violins were all in sync, as I continued to tell the (less than 
attentive) congressmen how our renewal rate had increased from 
72.3% to 76.5% after the introduction of sweepstakes.

I also threw in a gratuitous offer...
“Any promotion that generates this much response will inevita 

bly generate correspondence, inquiry and complaint... If any mem 
ber of this committee should receive a complaint or inquiry about 
our sweepstakes, I hope that you will send it to me, and I will give it 
my personal attention.”

I then introduced the January 1970 mailing piece, which was 
hot off the presses. This gave me the chance to read off the prize 
list in detail, commenting at each level that “all these prizes will be 
awarded.” Silly stuff, but I had received many lessons in repetition in 
the previous few days.

After I got my ritual congratulations from congressman Conte, 
Assistant Counsel George Potvin, who was the loudest critic of any 
and all forms of sales promotion, led off with a typically disingenuous 
introduction...

“Mr. Chairman, I must say at the outset that I am not certain I 
have the temerity to ask questions. You make me feel somehow un- 
American in not liking sweepstakes. Certainly I would want to make 
the disclaimer that I would not want to deprive children of enjoying 
their Thanksgiving parade.”

He then went through the history of Readers Digest sweep 
stakes, and I told him that we had consistently awarded about 40% 
of the prizes. “You gave away...only 40%?” he asked incredulously. 
This question came from someone who had not only compiled the 
figures, but also had been listening for days to people testify about 
prize awards of 1% or 2%.
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I replied “Yes, sir,” which Tim had assured me was the only 
proper answer.

It was (almost) clear sailing after that. I did get a chance to ex 
plain that we always had given away a larger percentage of prizes 
than our pure response percentage would have indicated, because 
we distributed about 10% more winning numbers than advertised to 
allow for spoilage, and our actual spoilage was much less than that. 
Most of the congressmen gave speeches about how this was an ex 
ample for the entire business community, etc., etc.

Congressman Hungate apparently had to prove he was from 
Missouri. He decided to go through the history of Readers Digest 
sweepstakes, adding up the value of the prizes we had not awarded. 
After what seemed like hours, he finally arrived at his total. It was, of 
course, a substantial sum. He then gave a lengthy speech detailing all 
of the good works DeWitt Wallace had done—how the Metropolitan 
Museum and the Boy Scouts had benefited from his generosity and 
how grateful we all should be to have such a benefactor in our midst.

I would have been tempted to doze off, except Tim s alert man 
ner made me suspect that this character had a zinger in mind. When 
it finally came, it was utterly weird. He suggested that it would be a 
good idea for me to sit down with DeWitt Wallace as soon as I got 
back to Pleasantville, and to suggest to him that he donate a sum 
equal to the money from the prizes not awarded to some charity. 
Didn’t I think this was a good idea?

I knew my answer. “Yes, sir,” I said firmly, but humbly. I nev 
er discussed the subject with DeWitt Wallace, but this was the last 
question, and I was off the hook.

Berry Williams decided to take me up on my offer, and pro 
duced all of the correspondence mentioning Readers Digest that the 
subcommittee had received. It was a grand total of 32 letters.

We subsequently analyzed the 32 pieces of mail Williams had 
given me. They broke down like this:

17 requests to congressmen for their assistance in obtaining 
a prize in the sweepstakes.

4 complaints about a recent article endorsing gun control.
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GS 1 complaint about offering half price to new subscribers, 
while old ones paid full price.

ffi 1 complaint about too many ads in Readers Digest.
y 1 complaint that Reader’s Digest wasn’t arriving at a new

address.
§3 1 complaint about receiving duplicate copies.
II 3 complaints about receiving too much mail from Readers

Digest.
0  2 letters questioning whether Reader s Digest gave away any 

prizes.
Si 2 letters questioning whether Readers Digest treated “Yes” 

and “No” entries equally.
Except for those who wanted the congressmen to help them win 

a prize, there were a total of seven letters mentioning anything about 
sweepstakes or sweepstakes procedures, and these were simply mis 
informed.

So, after mailing more than one billion sweepstakes promotions 
in seven years, and receiving some 400 million entries, we had gen 
erated (maybe) seven letters about the sweepstakes, none of which 
related to the subject of the congressional hearings.

Power o f  the People, indeed!
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LEGAL STUFF II: 

SLEEPLESS IN SEATTLE

At roughly the same time that the con 
gress decided to help us run our business, we received an ominous 
summons from Washington state. According to the states Attorney 
General, our sweepstakes was illegal under an obscure statute of 
state law.

A few years earlier, Safeway, the grocery store chain, had run a 
prize promotion called “Bonus Bingo” and a law had been written 
to protect mom-and-pop stores from the predations of chain stores. 
One of our problems was that the law was so badly drafted that it 
could be applied to just about anybody who ever gave anything away, 
and we were giving away plenty of prizes.

This was a real legal proceeding. We could get postponements, 
and, of course, we did. Since there was a very real possibility of be 
ing assessed large fines based on the amount of promotion we sent 
into the state, Barney McHenry insisted that we stop all sweepstakes 
activity in the state immediately. By now, our computer fulfillment 
system permitted selective activity, and we simply severed Washing 
ton state from the rest of the US, as far as our sweepstakes promotion 
was concerned.

Living without Washington state was not an important business 
issue, but we eventually ran out of postponements. They finally set a 
trial date, and, once again, I was to be the point man in what prom 
ised to be an ugly sweepstakes proceeding. I got our lawyers to get

96
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written assurance from the state that I wouldn’t be held hostage in 
Seattle if something went wrong, and packed my bags once again.

Seattle was and is a beautiful city, and I was there for several 
weeks. However, I didn’t see the sights. I saw my hotel room, which 
was nice, and I also saw the inside of the courtroom, which was not. 
There were a number of oddities about the trial. To start with, we 
were in an admiralty court— nobody ever provided a sensible expla 
nation for this. In addition, although this was a civil case, it was tried 
before a jury.

We needed local legal representation and hired Francis (“Fran”) 
Hoague. Fran had a law degree from Yale, but he managed to come 
across as a country boy who just happened to be representing the 
nice folks from the East Coast— if we had gone to trial with a sharp 
New York lawyer in a three-piece suit, we would have been dead be 
fore we left the starting gate.

The Reader’s Digest staff lawyer who came to Seattle was a young 
woman who had joined the company about a year earlier. I first met 
her a couple of years before that, when she was just out of law school 
and working for the Federal Trade Commission (FTC). The FTC had 
launched the first of its several investigations into Reader’s Digest 
sweepstakes in 1965. Obviously, their hearts weren’t in it (yet), and 
we got the second team. The lead investigator was a career bureau 
crat, who was as lazy as he was dumb.

He spent the better part of a day in my office tossing me soft 
balls. He had a young lawyer named Mari Ann Blatch with him. He 
seemed quite satisfied when we finished for the day and agreed to 
meet for a wrap-up the next morning. In the morning, I was stunned 
by a string of really mean and meaningful questions that dug into our 
operations very thoroughly. It didn’t take too long to figure out where 
the tough questions had come from. Mari Ann, saying not a word, sat 
next to this suddenly well-informed bureaucrat, with a little smile on 
her face.

In this initial probe, the FTC people didn’t get far—they were in 
terested in questions such as whether we actually awarded the prizes 
we claimed we had. Of course, this was not a problem. I later learned
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that Mari Ann had gone door to door with our list of winners, making 
sure that they had gotten the prize we said they had.

We had discovered that there was a sharp young legal mind in 
the game. When she was looking for a better job a bit later, Barney 
McHenry hired her. It was by far the smartest thing he ever did for 
Readers Digest.

Mari Ann Blatch, who was in her mid-20s when she was hired as 
a junior attorney in the legal department, became the conscience and 
the friend of every copywriter in every Readers Digest office. She 
worked full-time insisting that all the copy follow all the rules— and 
then worked overtime finding ways around the onerous ones.

She spent her time with the people who made the business tick 
— including the product managers and the junior product managers, 
as well as the copywriters. Barney was at home with managing direc 
tors and members of the board. Mari Ann was truly remarkable with 
the people who got the work done.

In Seattle, I was baffled by one feature of the jury selection. 
Most of the members of the jury panel said that they had never heard 
of our company and none of them subscribed to the magazine. This 
seemed curious since Readers Digest went to about every fourth 
home in Washington. When I asked Fran about this, he told me that 
the courtroom scuttlebutt was that this would be a short trial, and 
prospective jurors were anxious not to disqualify themselves by ap 
pearing to be biased.

Another strange thing about this trial was that I was going to be 
the lead witness for both the state and for the defense. This seem 
ing paradox came about because the state needed to explain what 
the sweepstakes was and how it worked before they could attack it. 
While occupying the witness chair in a courtroom is not quite as 
uncomfortable as sitting in the pit in front of a bunch of hostile Con 
gressmen, its not really a comfy spot. It was to be my daytime home 
for the next week.

A few sentences into her opening remarks, I was glad that the 
assistant attorney general, Alison Barden, was on the other side. She 
was clearly inexperienced and obviously hadn’t worked very hard to 
prepare the case. She mumbled through a meandering opening.
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Fran countered with an opening that I later learned was typical 
of his work. He started out like Seabiscuit, but then did too much 
of a good thing. He got so deeply into his homespun act that he just 
couldn’t resist picturing the folks at Readers Digest as a bunch of 
chummy guys and gals who sat around the woodstove all day sharing 
treats from the cracker-barrel. I winced, even though I had dressed 
down as Fran had instructed, and was wearing a tweed jacket that 
hadn’t seen the light of day since college.

The prosecutor started her case by handing me a huge collec 
tion of Reader’s Digest sweepstakes mailing pieces to be introduced 
into evidence. Here, I made a mistake and learned something very 
important about being on trial in a courtroom. Never, never, let any 
thing become evidence without very carefully and very slowly ex 
amining every element of every item. Somewhat cowed by the sheer 
volume of mail I had been handed, I simply checked each outside 
envelope to make sure it came from the Digest and allowed the lot to 
be handed to the jury.

About a half hour later, while the prosecutor was droning her 
way through some stuff about how out-of-state people picked the 
pockets of the good citizens of Washington, the ever-alert Mari Ann 
noticed that the jurors were taking an unusual interest in some of the 
mailing pieces they had been handing around.

With the permission of the judge, Fran and Mari Ann walked 
over to retrieve them. What we discovered—and what I should have 
caught earlier—was that since all these mailings had been sent to the 
state attorney general, many of them contained handwritten com 
ments that were distinctly unfavorable to Reader’s Digest. A few were 
obscene.

This turned out to be a good thing for our side, because it gave 
Fran the chance to attack the unfair tactics of the prosecution, and to 
portray the assistant attorney general as an evil ogre. As usual, Fran 
went on too long, but he had a point, and scored it for our side.

Saved by a belle. I was really glad Mari Ann was in Seattle and 
on our side.

At about this point, the prosecutor started a lengthy harangue, 
stating that the cost of the sweepstakes prizes obviously had to result
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in increased prices that allowed out-of-state people to pick the pock 
ets of the good citizens of Washington. Rather than simply saying, 
“Not so,” I decided to sketch out an answer.

By then, I had been thoroughly coached by my lawyers, and 
knew that I was never to go beyond “yes” or “no” in answering ques 
tions, unless the answers had been rehearsed very thoroughly with 
them. However, we were now on my home ground.

To the obvious consternation of both Fran and Mari Ann, I asked 
for an easel, a blank sheet of paper and a marker pen. Fran tried to 
stop me by asking for a recess, but the judge was intrigued, and said 
we would have the recess after the demonstration.

So, I had a chance to do a little writing.
Talking as I wrote, I drew a diagram very much like this:

EFFECT OF SWEEPSTAKES ON THE PROFIT OF A BOOK

No Sweepstakes Sweepstakes

Editorial Cost $1,000,000 $1,000,000

Mailing Quantity 5,000,000 5,000,000

Cost of Mailing $2,500,000 $2,500,000

Cost of Prizes $0 $500,000

Orders Received 40,000 80,000

Book Production Cost $400,000 $800,000

Total Cost $3,900,000 4,800,000

Revenue $4,000,000 $8,000,000

Net Profit $100,000 $3,200,000

It was a slightly complicated way of saying that selling more 
product is a good way to produce more profit, especially when most 
of the costs are fixed.
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As I was winging this, I could see the jury hanging on every 
figure. The prosecution team was just waiting for an error that would 
blow us out of court. What nobody else in the courtroom knew was 
that I had been rehearsing this— for years— in every internal presen 
tation I gave. So there were no errors, and the prosecutor reverted to 
another line of attack. Fran and Mari Ann solemnly told me at din 
ner, “Never.; ever, do that again in court." I solemnly agreed. I knew 
I would never have to.

After much more thrust and parry by the lawyers, the case was 
sent to the jury. They came back in less than an hour with a verdict 
in our favor.

I had played organized sports practically from the time I could 
walk, and had been on my share of winning teams. Winning a sports 
championship is obviously exciting, but nothing I had ever experi 
enced compared with the euphoria of winning this battle in court.

Barney McHenry had flown out for the verdict and we all went 
out to dinner that evening in one of Seattle’s many fine restaurants. 
We tipped a glass or two. One scene sticks in memory. Barney or 
dered an expensive red wine and was given a glass to taste. He took a 
healthy slug, turned the shade of mustard and spat the entire mouth 
ful on the rug. He was just showing off, of course, and we should have 
been appalled. As I recall, the performance was greeted with a hearty 
chorus of “Bravo, Barney!” It was that kind of evening.

The state had lost in court, but wasn’t finished. They appealed 
the decision, and apparently Madame Prosecutor was a lot better on 
appeal than she had been in front of the jury. We lost the appeal. The 
decision of the appeals court showed how weird the Washington law 
was. The key language was this:

Under our lottery statute, one need not part with 
something of value to supply the essential consider 
ation for a lottery. He may supply the consideration 
by his attention directed to the company’s advertise 

ments. This constitutes a detriment to the participant.



This amazing piece of logic was the law of the state. Exactly 
why reading an ad or a mailing piece “constitutes a detriment” to 
the consumer was never explained. Apparently, it was evident to the 
Washington State Appeals Court.

Our case was then dragged, on our appeal, to the state Supreme 
Court.

While they were deliberating, a couple of lobbyists we had hired 
got the law changed, and we were finally back in business in the state 
of Washington.
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LEGAL STUFF III: 

UNDER FIRE FROM THE HEAVY ARTILLERY

Readers Digest and the Federal Trade 
Commission had a long history. In 1962, the FTC sought a “cease and 
desist order” from Readers Digest on two main charges:

1. Readers Digest was selling renewals with a false savings 
claim.

At this time, Readers Digest sold all renewals at a “26% reduc 
tion” in price. The savings were from the masthead price—which is 
what someone would pay if he naively called the Digest and asked 
for a subscription.

In 1962, it was a common practice in the magazine industry to 
claim that a price was reduced, compared with the masthead price, 
even though virtually no sales were made at that price.

This had been overlooked by the FTC— until now. However, 
there were many FTC opinions in the area of price reductions, and 
they all used language saying that the phrase “reduced price” is al 
lowable only if it is “a reduction from the price at which the merchan 
dise is usually and customarily sold.”

The fact that the industry “customarily” claimed similar savings 
was hardly a defense. We got nailed, but this had little effect on the 
business.

2. The Condensed Books offer o f a “free” book wasn’t truly free. 
In their words:

103
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The offer is not without restriction 
or qualification, and a very definite obligation 

is incurred by persons accepting said book.

To the FTC, the word “free” is the most foul four-letter word 
in the English language. With the Condensed Books offer, if a cus 
tomer ordered and subsequently said that he didn’t want any more 
books, he kept the first book without paying anything and he never 
heard another word about it from Readers Digest. He owned a free 
book. If he did not cancel, he would receive another book— and a 
bill— three months later.

This was spelled out very clearly and completely in a letter that 
was a part of every Condensed Books offer. Not good enough, said 
the FTC. They said that the explanation in the letter was not a proper 
qualifier, because not every consumer would necessarily read the let 
ter. No matter that every potential customer could read the letter. 
The contempt shown by the FTC for the intelligence of the buying 
public is absolutely astonishing to any marketer who has ever mea 
sured results.

The FTC has enormous power in this area, and the Condensed 
Books free book offer had struck their most sensitive nerve. They 
wanted “free” to mean utterly “without restriction or qualification.”

After months of wrangling, Readers Digest did sign a consent 
decree, and every Condensed Books offer thereafter carried a large 
block of qualifying copy spelling out “clearly and conspicuously” all 
the terms and conditions of the offer every time the word “free,” 
was used, starting on the order form. The only “concession” was that 
Readers Digest did not need this big block of copy on the outside 
envelope.

Every CB offer had to explain, several times in each mailing, 
that when we say free, we don’t really mean free. We mean you don’t 
have to pay if you cancel, or if you don’t cancel now, but do cancel 
later, or...

Unhappily for Reader’s Digest, this part of the complaint struck 
at the core of the Condensed Book business. The fact that Con 
densed Books continued to prosper was a testimony to the quality
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of the product— and to the fact that any sensible buyer already knew 
that an offer of a book for nothing wasn’t just a goodie that turned up 
in his Christmas stocking.

The Condensed Books business was bothered by the FTC re 
strictions, but not hamstrung. The operation still made big money 
as creative copywriters developed new ways of presenting the offer, 
abiding by the FTC order, but tickling the fancy of the buying public 
in different ways.

This was the beginning of an ongoing relationship with the FTC. 
Barney McHenry and I made regular trips to Washington to see a 
nasty woman who seemed to regard herself as our “account represen 
tative” on the staff of the Commission. The worst problem with this 
woman was that she was remarkably dumb.

One morning, Barney got a call from her that was even nastier 
than usual. She wanted him in Washington on the next plane and 
let him know that it involved Readers Digest magazine, so I was re 
cruited to accompany him. When we entered her office, I could see 
a look of triumph lurking behind her cold fury. This was definitely a 
Gotcha! moment for the witch.

We had done something rather stupid. We were testing a higher 
price on a Christmas new gift offer. We had printed the new price on 
the order form, but failed to change the price in the letter, so that the 
mailing contained two different prices. Somehow this piece had gone 
to an FTC staffer. Since it was a tiny test, the odds against this hap 
pening were astronomical, but there we were, like two schoolboys 
waiting to be birched.

This kind of error is a direct mail nightmare, but it doesn’t really 
warrant jail time. The FTC woman was totally convinced that we had 
found some esoteric way to trick the buying public, and she was go 
ing to stop it. I explained what had happened—that it was a mistake 
on a very small test. She didn’t buy it. I mildly suggested that having 
different prices in the same offer would undoubtedly hurt our sales, 
rather than help them. No dice.

I offered to show her the postal receipts that would prove it was 
a small test, and also to share the test results with her. This got her
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attention, and was what we finally did. The test was tiny, and the re 
sults were all screwed up. This shut her up— until next time.

The one useful thing that came out of this encounter was that no 
Reader’s Digest tests, of any sort, were ever again mailed in Washing 
ton, DC, Virginia or Maryland.

The FTC had gone nowhere with their sweepstakes probe in 
1965 because they were looking for fraud and there wasn’t any. Four 
years later, the Federal Trade Commission went on a “truth in adver 
tising” spree, and the Readers Digest sweepstakes was an extremely 
visible and tempting target.

In 1969, the FTC sought a cease and desist order aimed at the 
Readers Digest sweepstakes. A cease and desist order is a curious 
creature, that, as far as I know, is unique to the FTC. Generally, when 
a company agrees to sign one, the language of the agreement states, 
in effect: “We don’t admit we’ve done this, but we do agree to stop it 
and we’ll never do it again.” Only government lawyers could produce 
this logic.

The advantage of the cease and desist approach for the FTC is 
that they don’t have to prove anything. There are no rules of evidence. 
They just threaten legal action that they may or may not ultimately 
take. Since any action would go straight to the Justice Department, 
it’s a powerful threat. Most companies under FTC fire would much 
prefer to sign a cease and desist order and get on with their corporate 
lives.

While the FTC complaint covered the waterfront of Reader’s 
Digest sweepstakes activities, the major arguments boiled down to 
four areas:

I. Reader’s Digest had not awarded all prizes in all sweepstakes 
we had ever run.

This argument was, of course, old news. Reader’s Digest had 
been giving away all prizes for several sweepstakes, and every sweep 
stakes document headlined this. The only reason to include this was 
to give lazy editors a pseudo headline. “Reader’s Digest Told by FTC 
to Award All Prizes in Sweepstakes” was a lead in the business sec 
tions of a number of papers.
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2. Readers Digest falsely called entry numbers “lucky” when 
most weren’t winners, and thus were not “lucky.”

This contention was a strange one. On its face, it seems like the 
kind of nit-picking that belongs in a philosophy course rather than 
an FTC complaint. They were serious about this, though. What they 
objected to was the idea embodied in the headline “You May Already 
Have Won.” If  numbers weren’t lucky, how could your number pos 
sibly be a “lucky winner”? They were determined to kill the concept 
that had built direct mail sweepstakes.

The FTC really dug in on this. If they banned the use of a 
“lucky number” and killed the headline that had been the basis of 
our sweepstakes, where did this leave us? Way up a creek without a 
paddle, it seemed.

Since the arguments went on and on, we were able to slip in a 
quiet little test. One creative copywriter felt that there might be an 
other way, and designed a test that did away with numbers entirely, 
replacing the preselected numbers with a simple drawing from all 
eligible entries. To everyone’s surprise, the drawing produced virtu 
ally the same response as the sweepstakes with pre-drawn numbers.

We were amazed, but we probably shouldn’t have been. The 
sweepstakes with the headline of “You May Already Have Won” was 
a sensational novelty in 1962 when we first tested it. It was also easy 
to copy. By 1969, there were hundreds of millions of very similar 
sweepstakes pieces in the mail every year, all screaming “You May 
Already Have Won.” There obviously was no longer anything special 
about this approach. The shape of the original sweepstakes had been 
hammered into oblivion.

The sweepstakes was still producing extraordinary results for 
mailers like the Digest, but the excitement now lay in elements of 
presentation other than the pre-drawn numbers— dramatic innova 
tions like personalization or the bankbook format.

The sweepstakes at this time had become a fascinating example of 
how a mass marketing concept can flow above and beyond its expected 
boundaries. Without the idea of “You May Already Have Won,” direct 
mail sweepstakes quite possibly would never have existed. When it
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was first mailed, the approach was every bit as powerful as Dick Ben 
son believed when he said he had gold in his hands in January 1963.

After being repeated by hundreds of mailers many millions, ul 
timately billions, of times, the headline became as routine as “Hail 
Mary” to a lay Catholic. The possibility of winning a huge prize re 
mained just as intriguing as it had ever been, but like the Mississippi 
in flood, the sweepstakes established its own path, and moved into 
new channels.

Armed with this important new information, the Readers Di 
gest legal team could just give in to the FTC on the use of “lucky 
numbers.” This scored useful points on lesser items.

3. Entrants did not have a reasonable chance to win a prize.
To meet the test of a “reasonable” chance of winning, the FTC 

wanted Readers Digest to include the odds of winning each prize in 
each sweepstakes mailing. This, too, was testable. We discovered that 
including the odds of winning in the sweepstakes rules didn’t make any 
difference in response. We gave in on this one without a whimper.

The best demonstration of why the “odds of winning” are mean 
ingless is seen regularly in state lotteries. When the top prize is not 
claimed for several draws, the amount gets progressively larger. At 
this point, tickets are sold so rapidly that they practically can’t print 
them fast enough. Obviously, the more tickets sold, the higher the 
odds against winning. Nobody cares, as long as the prize is BIG.

4. Readers Digest fooled the public into thinking entry forms 
were worth something by making them look like valuable documents. 
The actual language of this part of the complaint was:

Simulated checks, “money” and simulated 
“New Car Certificates” received by individuals 

from the respondent are not valuable 
and cannot be cashed, or exchanged by recipients 

for United States currency or for a new car.

The attack on “valuable documents” was by far the most signifi 
cant FTC problem. I don’t think that Barney McHenry ever fully real 
ized what was involved in the FTC assault on the idea of sweepstakes
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entry forms appearing to be “confusingly simulated items of value”— 
as the wording became in the eventual Consent Agreement.

This really struck at the heart of creative improvements in sweep 
stakes mailings. Almost all of the major Readers Digest sweepstakes 
improvements depended on new presentations of the entry form, 
usually a twist that made it more intriguing to the potential respon 
dent by making it appear more interesting and thus more “valuable” 
to him.

This had absolutely nothing to do with the alleged subject of 
the FTC complaint. Nobody believed that he had a real check in his 
hands— if he had, he certainly wouldn’t have returned it to enter the 
sweepstakes. To this day, I’m not sure that even the FTC understood 
how sensitive this subject was. They listed particular mailings that 
they felt were objectionable, such as a “new car certificate” and a 
“simulated check” for $100 a month for life.

However, the broad (and very vague) language banning “con 
fusingly simulated items of value” would prohibit Reader’s Digest 
from exploring the one truly fruitful area of creative improvement in 
the sweepstakes.

Barney McHenry was a lawyer, not a marketing man constantly 
living with the results of direct mail testing. He never understood 
the broad implications of the FTC attack in this area. He seemed 
to believe that the specific mailings they had listed—none of which 
were in current use—were the real objects of FTC interest. Those 
of us who were involved in day-to-day operations saw that a ban on 
testing new forms of valuable documents would stop us from making 
meaningful improvements in sweepstakes presentations.

An FTC cease and desist carries a great deal of weight. It not 
only describes activities that are prohibited, but also provides very 
heavy penalties for not following the guidelines. By its nature, it ap 
plies only to the company that signs it. Naturally, it’s a warning to 
competitors, which is what it’s meant to be—but only a general warn 
ing. Competitive mailers could—and did— continue to test innova 
tions which weren’t available to the Digest.

What did “confusingly simulated items of value” mean? Within 
two years, the Federal Trade Commission demonstrated that, like the
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Queen of Hearts in Alice in Wonderland, these words meant what 
they wanted them to mean.

In April 1973, the FTC used the language prohibiting “confus 
ingly simulated items of value” to strike. They objected to the use of 
“travel checks” in a Readers Digest sweepstakes mailing. The “travel 
check” was vaguely similar to one cited in the cease and desist order, 
and this was enough for the FTC to say that it was proscribed by the 
order.

It was enough for the District Court of Delaware and for the 
US Court of Appeals, as well. The fact that a consent order had been 
signed was used to quash the Reader s Digest argument that the FTC 
had to prove that the checks had actually confused consumers.

Since this was a noncompliance charge, it could conceivably 
have cost Readers Digest $10,000 per mailing piece. With 17,940,251 
pieces of mail involved, the theoretical exposure was more than 179 
billion dollars!

The appeals court agreed that the language of the consent order 
was “not a model of clarity” and did “not indicate whether or not the 
term ‘confusingly’ was meant to impose upon the FTC the burden of 
actual confusion to establish a violation.” However, since there was a 
consent order, the courts concluded that the “travel check” was the 
“type of document that appears to be valuable, but in fact is not.” The 
net result of this episode was that Readers Digest was fined $1.75 
million and a deep chill set in on future sweepstakes testing.

Many years later, the Digest decided to attack the language of 
the FTC order head on. Led by research director Rene Isaac, Read 
ers Digest hired Audits and Surveys, a major independent research 
firm, to find out what people really felt they had in their hands when 
they received a “valuable document” urging them to enter a sweep 
stakes— to discover if they were confused into believing that Reader s 
Digest order forms were items of value in themselves.

At considerable expense, a small number of reproductions of the 
three old mailings that had been cited in the FTC complaint were 
printed. Researchers went to the homes of a sample of Readers Digest 
customers and asked them pointed questions about the mailings.
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Why didn’t we think of this approach before the Cease and Desist 
order was signed? I can remember many agonized discussions over the 
terrible things this restriction would do to our business—which were 
all too prescient. There were dozens of efforts to try to twist the word 
ing into something less onerous—and through all this nobody (cer 
tainly including this author) suggested: “Why don’t we just find out if 
people really think our sweepstakes entry forms are confusing?”

We knew that people didn’t think they had a real check in their 
hands when they got a mailing from us— apart from the fact that it 
would have been difficult, to say the least, to try to cash a check for 
“$100 a Month for Life”—which is what the disputed documents said.* 
The simple fact was that none of us thought of this obvious defense 
at the time. Given the attitude of the FTC in 1969, truth would very 
likely not have been enough to sway them. Still, I wish we had tried.

In 1982, Audits and Surveys went door-to-door, and showed a 
sample mailing piece to more than 1,400 people. This was a serious 
effort to find out if the consumer was confused (deceived or misled) 
at any point. The questions were all open-ended to avoid suggesting 
anything to the respondents.

Those who registered any “confusion” ranged from 0% to 1.8% 
of respondents. These findings were then reviewed by two indepen 
dent academic consultants who verified the methodology and the 
near-unanimous understanding of the respondents. As stated in the 
description of the survey submitted to the FTC:

When asked hou> the contents of the envelope 
could be used, virtually no one gave an answer 

directly or indirectly suggesting that the “checks ” 
or “bonds” could be cashed or exchanged for a prize.

*1 have tried to imagine the scene at my local Chappaqua bank— I walk in with 
a Readers Digest mailing piece, and the teller says: “OK, Mr. Grossman, here’s your 
$100 for May. Now we don’t want to see you again until June. Have a nice day.”
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The lead lawyer on the Digest staff for this case was an able 
young man named Bill Busker. The findings of the study ultimately 
were incorporated into a formal “Request to Reopen and Modify the 
Consent Order,” which petitioned the FTC to set aside the provision 
banning “simulated items of value,” as well as several other items.

This time, the FTC decided to listen. It was perhaps no coinci 
dence that three of the five members had recently been appointed 
bv Ronald Reagan. The consent order was reopened, and modified 
in important ways. Most critically, the paragraph banning “simulated 
items of value” was dropped completely in a unanimous decision of all 
members of the FTC. Other items were also upended— for instance, 
after the new decision, numbers could be “lucky” again.

Cynics might argue that the sudden generosity of the new FTC 
commissioners came, at least partly, from their willingness to undo 
some of the work of their Democratic predecessors.

Although he had joined in the unanimous decision to modify the 
agreement, Michael Pertschuk, one of the more difficult Democratic 
commissioners left over from the previous group, couldn’t resist add 
ing his tuppence with this “Separate Statement” at the end:

Today's action by the Commission, together with its 
prior civil penalty action against Reader's Digest for  
flagrantly violating the provisions modified today, 

clearly demonstrates the appropriateness o f refusing 
to permit respondents to flout Commission orders, 

as well as the need to grant relief from those orders 
when the proper showing has been made.

In short, even though this turns the previous order upside down, 
the FTC was right then, was right to nail the corporation for noncom 
pliance and it is absolutely right now. Thank you, Mr. Pertschuk.

What was accomplished by a dozen years of almost ceaseless 
wrangling? An incredible— and incalculable— amount of corporate 
time and effort was devoted to battling the government on virtually 
a daily basis. Readers Digest had been fined $1.75 million for failing 
to comply with a proviso that the new FTC commission said didn’t 
make sense.
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Much more important to the company, all momentum for direct 
mail improvement had been lost. With a whole generation of copy 
writers trying to learn to develop mailings with both hands tied be 
hind their backs, the creative development of Reader s Digest direct 
mail was totally stifled. This impetus was never regained.
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CIRCULATION DIRECTORS ARE MADE, NOT BORN

For many years, Fred Thompson had obvi 
ously been groomed to take over the business side of Reader s Digest. 
He was talented, had been with the Digest almost all his working life, 
and was one of the nicest people in the world (“gentleman” was the 
near-universal word used to describe Fred).

Fred had set up most of the key international editions just after 
World War II. He had always done what DeWitt Wallace asked him 
to do, and always with distinction. When Readers Digest decided to 
take advertising in the US edition in 1955, Fred Thompson was the 
natural choice for advertising director, and once more, he made a 
major success of it. In addition, Fred’s wife, Judy, was Lila Wallaces 
niece, and thus he was the closest thing to a son the Wallaces could 
claim.

Although DeWitt Wallace was undoubtedly one of the gentlest 
and kindest men who ever ran a substantial company, he inevitably 
had some confrontations.

Near the end of 1965, Wallace decided that Al Cole was getting 
too old to run the business. He and Lila turned up unexpectedly at 
a small Christmas luncheon Al was giving for a few top members of 
the business department. Wallace said briefly that Al was going to get 
a long-deserved retirement, and that Paul Thompson (who had been 
running International) would replace him as general manager in the 
US. Fred Thompson was to be shipped out to Australia.

114
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Paul Thompson, not Fred Thompson, was going to replace Al 
Cole!*

Everybody in the room was stunned. Fred walked out immedi 
ately, followed shortly by Walter Hitesman and Dick Waters.

Unfortunately, it was the day when Al s annual Christmas party 
was scheduled to take place, The Christmas party was a very large 
affair which included all department heads and top editors as well as 
most of the other executives from the business department— roughly 
a hundred people in all. It was held at Ninos in Bedford Village, the 
best local restaurant.

We wondered if Al would show up. He did, of course, and tried to 
act as it nothing had happened, although the party inevitably turned 
into a wake. After everybody had some drinks (and several people 
had a lot of drinks), Al stood up to speak. He turned in one of the 
gutsiest performances I ’ve ever seen. He was not only gracious and 
effusive in his praise of DeAVitt Wallace, but also exhorted everyone 
to work ever harder for Readers Digest, which he called— several 
times— “the greatest company in the world.” Al went out the way he 
had always operated—with style and class.

Nobody in the US really knew Paul Thompson. Almost every 
body present at the party felt intense loyalty to Al Cole, and Paul 
didn’t get much attention beyond polite congratulations from most.

There were exceptions. Bob Frankel of the fulfillment depart 
ment was the Uriah Heep of Readers Digest. He appointed himself 
servant and personal slave to Paul and hovered close by. He hustled 
food and drinks to Paul’s table until it became positively embarrass 
ing, and Paul called him off.

This “Christmas Massacre” was far and away the most impor 
tant personnel event that happened in my seventeen years at the 
Digest— I was long gone when Lila Wallace died in 1984, and the 
empire was carved up. What I just described is the way it happened 
at Nino’s that night. I was there— and I wasn’t drinking, because I

*Just why Fred Thompson was exiled was a total mystery to all of us. Peter 
Canning, in his book American Dreamers, speculates that Fred’s wife had recently 
had a near-affair with DeWitt Wallace, and Lila Wallace insisted that she be sent 
halfway around the world. This could be. Certainly, no sensible business reason ever 
emerged.
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feared for my corporate life. The luncheon and the DeWitt Wallace 
announcement were described to me just after the event in virtually 
identical versions, by both Walter Hitesman and Dick Waters.

Its interesting to compare the actual events with the accounts 
given in Peter Cannings 1996 book, American Dreamers, and the 
book published in 1993 by John Heidenry, Theirs Was the Kingdom.

Canning got the luncheon right, but was utterly misinformed 
about the aftermath. According to Peter Cannings version:

“Cole, Hitesman and Fred Thompson drove to a nearby bistro 
called Ninos and proceeded to get drunk.”

Not quite. Cole and Hitesman were there (along with around 98 
others), although they were not drunk. Fred Thompson was nowhere 
in sight.

Heidenry, as usual, got almost nothing right. He apparently never 
heard about the luncheon, which is where the action took place. He 
did place the evening event at Nino’s, but according to his version: 

“Wally arrived after the [evening] party was in full swing, al 
though he had not been expected to make an appearance. He said 
he had an announcement to make. Al Cole was going to vacate his 
position. Wally named Paul Thompson as his replacement. 

“Everyone in the room was thunderstruck.
“Walter Hitesman and Dick Waters, staunch allies of Fred 

Thompson, arose and announced their resignations.”
Wrong party. Wrong time. Wrong about De Witt Wallace’s pres 

ence. Wrong about Hitesman and Waters announcing their resigna 
tions. (They did write out resignations the next day, but destroyed 
them before delivering them.)

Both of these authors list dozens of Readers Digest sources. 
Many of the people listed were present at Nino’s and are still alive and 
sentient. It’s difficult to understand how both Canning and Heidenry 
could possibly have been so confused about this significant event in 
Reader’s Digest history.

When Paul Thompson took over the company, there was no cir 
culation director. For a while after Walter Weintz left, the depart 
ment was run by a troika. Les Dawson was experienced and able in 
all areas of subscription activity. The second man was Tom Knowlton,
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who had been hired to keep the numbers straight—an area that was 
never Walter Weintzs strength. He turned out to be a solid promotion 
manager in addition to a strong statistician, and made many useful 
contributions before leaving the Digest to join Weintz in the consult 
ing business in 1961. The third member of the group was George 
Sprague.

After Tom Knowlton left, the circulation operation kept run 
ning under the very close superv ision of Al Cole. Circulation, thanks 
to Frank Herbert and Walter Weintz, was a well-constructed and 
smoothly operating machine.

It would be an overstatement to say it “ran itself’—nothing in busi 
ness ever does. But as long as there was an experienced hand like Les 
Dawson at the subscription helm and a few sensible helpers like Ted 
and me to carry out orders, it didn’t need a lot of further tinkering.

Under our new general manager, life changed in a number of 
ways. Paul Thompson had been in the army all of his adult life until he 
started working for the Digest in France in 1947. Unlike Al Cole, he 
believed— fervently—in the delegation of virtually all authority.

Paul was also a very firm believer in the power of the organiza 
tion chart. Paul kept a corporate organization chart in his top desk 
drawer, had another tacked on a bulletin board next to his desk and a 
third tucked behind the door of a closet in his office. Paul’s mania for 
“organization” became the subject of many jokes.

The office joke turned out to be a glorious opportunity for me.
As Paul studied his organization charts, he noticed that every sig 

nificant department had a director—with the glaring exception of the 
circulation department. Circulation was operating without a director, 
and the two people more or less in charge were reporting to him. This 
would not do. Reader’s Digest needed a circulation director.

The obvious choice was Les Dawson. Les had worked in sub 
scription circulation for ages, and he certainly had the smarts. How 
ever, he had blotted his copy book a couple of years earlier in an 
incident that ruined any chance for future promotion.

Al Cole was absolute master on the business side of the US Edi 
tion. DeW’itt Wallace kept him away from the International Editions.
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This may have been just as well, since Al felt strongly that the way 
business was done in the United States was the only way to do it.

Al and Terry Harman, who had run the international editions 
before Paul Thompson, had years of battles behind them, often over 
the fact than many international editions sold for comparatively high 
prices. A typical example was a 1965 memo Al sent to Terry, listing 
14 cardinal principles, all being screwed up by the international edi 
tions. Heres a small piece of it:

10. Isn’t it true that a large and constantly growing 
subscription list is essential to the securing of a 
maximum volume of advertising and maximum 

profit from the sale of records and books?
Products which provide the purchaser with 

outstanding value must tend to generate additional pur 
chases from the same buyer. In reverse, high price and 
any product that offers less than outstanding value will 

probably tend to make it more difficult to sell again.

After many years of such carping, Al was allowed a test case 
overseas. The circulation operation in Australia was in such serious 
trouble that even the international people agreed they needed help. 
As the best circulation man in the US, Les was designated to fix it. He 
flew to Australia, and did a very foolish thing.

He spent a morning in the office, declared the situation totally 
hopeless, got on the next plane, and flew home. Although Les may 
have been correct, nothing could have been more embarrassing to Al 
Cole. The incident gave everybody in international operations much 
glee at the time, and also effectively ended Les Dawson’s career.

Other than Les, the US circulation department was composed 
mostly of specialists. Ted Braaten was a superb copywriter, but that’s 
all he wanted to be. Jim Adams did a marvelous job with statistics, 
but had no real interest in other areas of the business.

By overseeing the magazine’s new business promotion, I had 
management experience, of a sort. So, through a combination of Paul 
Thompson’s obsession with a tidy organization and the lack of other 
prospects, I got my big promotion to circulation director.
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For the first time since we had bought a house four years before, 
Ann and I could make the mortgage payment and go to the mov 
ies every month. Obviously, I was delighted. However, working with 
Paul Thompson was not the easiest assignment in the world.

This quotation from his memo to me announcing my promotion 
is a good sample of his writing style:

No.C-1
Memorandum for: Gordon Grossman 14 February, 1966 
Subject: Organization as pertaining to the 

Circulation Division

1. Reference is made to Memorandum G-l, dated 14 February 
’66 addressed to All Concerned, subject: Certain Organizational 
Assignments.

2. Your attention is invited especially to Paragraph 3 of Memoran 
dum G-l. You will note there the confirmation of your assignment 
as Director of the Circulation Division (“Director of Circulation”), 
reporting to me in my capacity as head of “USRD publishing.” 
Memorandum G-l makes clear, I think, other relevant aspects of 
the organizational structure of RDA, Inc.

3. In general terms, your mission as Director of Circulation is to 
make plans, and to implement plans as adopted to the end of ob 
taining and maintaining, at minimum cost, optimum circulation of 
USRD...

Paul did not talk this way in one-on-one conversations. How 
ever, he was, if anything, even more stilted when he had to address a 
group. Speaking in public was Chinese water torture to Paul Thomp 
son. When we had a small group of General Motors executives to 
lunch in Pleasantville, Paul actually read his greeting, starting with 
“Welcome to Readers Digest.”
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By 1967, the cost of just about everything in the world had in 
creased significantly in the decades since the founding of Readers 
Digest— except for the price of Readers Digest itself.

As with so many other important elements of the business, 
DeWitt Wallace was a bold innovator at the start, and then turned 
extremely conservative. When he first published Readers Digest in 
1922, he decided that the price for a 12-month subscription would be 
$3. At the time, this was a very high price. Even a dozen years later, 
both McCalls and Ladies' Home Journal were selling subscriptions 
at 12 issues for $1.

Readers Digest was still selling at the same price 45 years later 
— actually at 3c less, because we had found that $2.97 produced a 
modest increase in renewals versus the $3 price.

Even with the same basic price, net circulation revenue had been 
increased in recent years. From 1955 to 1966, circulation revenue 
after promotion costs had gone up from $1.06 to $1.50 per subscrip 
tion. This came primarily from a major reduction in new business 
mailing costs— due to sweepstakes— as well as gains from continuing 
improvements in both regular and donor renewals.

But we had run out of rabbits to pull from the same old hat. 
The cost of everything in the business from paper to people had in 
creased so many times in the generations since Wallace had started it 
that magazine profits had fallen from around $8 million in the early 
1960s to $2 million in 1967, and were clearly heading south. Readers 
Digest was still corporately profitable because of books and records, 
but the flagship publication was not.

This obviously was not the best way to run a business, and many 
of us had proposed— many times— that we needed at least to test a 
higher price. Wallace dug in his heels. He had obviously forgotten 
that the price was arbitrary from the start. It became a dictum from 
Heaven itself. If God had wanted Dewitt Wallace to sell Readers 
Digest at a higher price, He would have told him so.

We had the finest direct mail testing system ever devised. We could 
and did test the most outlandish promotional concepts. We could even 
devise and test projects that required the invention of new machines
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to make them work. But DeWitt Wallace would not allow a test of 
increasing the price of Reader’s Digest.

Finally Paul Thompson, who was generally as much in awe of 
DeWitt Wallace as the rest of us, decided that he could dig in his 
heels, too. He said that he was going to quit if we were not allowed 
to test a higher price for the magazine— and he meant it. This got 
through to the boss. Wallace said he would allow us to test a higher 
price—but that we had better be dam sure that the test was defini 
tive and that the results would be as we predicted.

Testing was something we could handle—but this wasn’t an or 
dinary direct mail test. There is nothing quite like having an absolute 
boss who almost desperately wants a test to fail to motivate people 
to make it airtight, bulletproof and idiotproof. The test figures had to 
be utterly definitive.

When you’re rewriting a Commandment, you don’t do it with a 
blunt chisel.

We decided at the outset that the test had to be geographical 
ly isolated. We wanted to use an entire state for maximum control,  
and picked the state of Ohio as our laboratory. Ohio was a good size 
—about 5% of the file— and was as close as any one state could be to 
representing the United States in miniature.

Everything in the state of Ohio was going to operate at the high 
er price, including the price printed in each copy of the magazine, 
which would be identified internally as an “Ohio” copy. A major con 
cern was that we might trigger a flood of complaints, so all correspon 
dence from Ohio was instantly flagged, and separately tabulated.

The higher subscription price in the test was $3.97. This was a 
33.7% increase, and would produce a lot of money if it succeeded. All 
regular and donor renewals would sell at the new price. Of course, 
the newsstand price was also increased. This required some effort, 
since several wholesalers distributed copies in Ohio and adjoin 
ing states—primarily Pennsylvania and West Virginia. After several 
meetings, and with a generous extra wholesale allowance, they joined 
our testing team.

The price test was continued for a full 12 months— an entire sub 
scription cycle. It didn’t surprise anyone in the circulation department
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to learn that the higher price was very successful. The 33.7% price 
increase depressed new business mailing response by 15%. Renew 
als were down by 8.5% and Christmas donor response declined by 
just 5%. Since Reader’s Digest had been ridiculously underpriced in 
the marketplace of 1967, our customers swallowed the higher price 
without a gulp.

There were virtually no complaints resulting from the higher 
price in Ohio. We did get a few puzzled queries from people who 
bought newsstand copies in Pennsylvania or West Virginia, and sub 
sequently found a different price on the local newsstand. As far as we 
could determine, there were no cancellations due to the higher price. 
This was not in the least surprising. Cancellations of magazine sub 
scriptions are almost invariably associated with editorial content, not 
promotion. Any magazine that runs an article on either gun control or 
abortion will receive knee-jerk cancellations from people who police 
all media for views that deviate from theirs, but that’s about it.

An elaborate presentation was prepared to show all the results 
and to project the improvements in profit. DeWitt Wallace reluc 
tantly went along with the incontrovertible test results, and the price 
of Reader’s Digest was increased to $3.97 in early 1968.

The national results in the following year mirrored the test fig 
ures almost perfectly— as any direct mail professional knew they 
would. Magazine profits in 1968, instead of falling into the basement, 
jumped to $9 million. In Ohio, the second year at the higher price 
showed a recovery in both regular renewals and donor renewals to 
levels very close to what they had been before.

As long as we had the superstructure in place— and knew that 
the magazine was still underpriced—we just kept it going. In 1969, 
with the rest of the country at $3.97, we increased the price in Ohio 
to $4.97. This allowed Reader’s Digest to learn the effect of a second 
price increase on our vital regular and donor renewal programs.

In these key areas, there was very little effect on response, with 
an enormous increase in potential profit. After another year of this, 
we raised the basic price everywhere in the US to $4.97, and wel 
comed Ohio back into the Union.
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Although many of us had our noses so firmly stuck to the grind 
stone that we didn’t have much time to appreciate the fact, we worked 
on a campus that was beautifully landscaped, and tended with great 
care, attention— and money.

Employees were encouraged to have gardens of their own. 
Sometimes, this came closer to coercion than mere “encourage 
ment.” Readers Digest Association working hours were from 8:30 
am to 4:00 pm. The early closing was “so everybody would have time 
to tend his garden before dinner.” Starting promptly at four, DeWitt 
Wallace would prowl the halls, and roust employees from their desks, 
forcing them to leave. They couldn’t come back through the main en 
trance, since Wally had posted an informer there. He always followed 
the same route, starting with editorial offices on the first floor, then 
going through the building.

Walter Hitesman had a first-floor office and would be thrown 
out about 4:15. Walter would sit in his car for a few minutes then 
sneak back in through a window he had left open in his office. The 
only problem was that the window was about five feet off the ground, 
and Hitesman was a heavy-set man.

Since the circulation department was on the second floor, we 
were never on Wallace’s route. A part of my daily routine became 
going down from my office at precisely 4:30 each day to lend Wal 
ter a hand in scrambling back. It wasn’t a particularly distinguished 
task—but it was better than if I ’d had to go outside and push.

There was a huge lawn that ran steeply down from the main 
building toward the Saw Mill River Parkway. One year, Lila Wallace 
decided that the grass was boring, so many thousands of daffodils 
were planted in this area. Since daffodils are hardy perennials, they 
are still there, and make a wonderful show every spring—and a big 
mess after they’ve bloomed, since they can’t be mowed for months.

There were thousands of tulips growing on the grounds. It’s im 
possible to verify, but the story was that one of the night watchmen 
was actually a “tulip guard,” whose job was to patrol the budding
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flowers to keep them safe from possible predators, including the ra 
pacious deer that plague almost every garden in Chappaqua.

The grounds were also favorite nesting places for Canada geese. 
These birds are lovely to watch in flight, but no treat on the ground. 
Their ubiquitous droppings made even a short walk outside an ex 
tremely hazardous undertaking.

By this time, nearly all Readers Digest promotions were built 
around the sweepstakes. DeWitt Wallace was always uncomfortable 
with promotion of any kind. One of his few pretensions was to be 
recognized as a “literary” editor. This was in spite of the fact that the 
entire concept of Reader’s Digest was purely promotional.

Reader’s Digest wouldn’t create anything. It would just cherry- 
pick material from other publications, then condense it to spoon-feed 
readers who didn’t choose to take the time to read entire articles.* 

The enormous success of Reader’s Digest had to be gratifying to 
DeWitt Wallace— it certainly made the Wallaces very, very rich. Yet, 
it didn’t carry the prestige of, say, any of the Time Inc. magazines.

Willy’s desire for prestige wasn’t aided at all by being asked 
questions at cocktail parties such as: “Does Reader’s Digest really 
give away those prizes?” Or even worse: “I’ve never met anyone who 
won any of those sweepstakes prizes. Do they even exist?”

As time went bv, sweepstakes bothered Wallace more and more. 
W7e always included at least one non-sweepstakes test in every copy 
test series. The copywriters drew straws, and the one with the short 
straw had to do the non-sweepstakes test—which always lost by a 
huge margin. Of course, the short-straw copywriter also got to do a 
“real” (sweepstakes) test. He just had to do his chores first.

‘ Using articles from other magazines and condensing them was the way the 
magazine started, but it was ancient history by the time I got there. To get mate 
rial that reflected the Reader’s Digest point of view, most of the articles by then 
were commissioned. Many were then planted, often in obscure publications, so they 
would appear to have been published elsewhere before being picked up by Reader’s 
Digest. This was a wide-open “secret.”
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We also tested “modified sweepstakes.” A modified sweepstakes 
mailing attempted to take the most flamboyant elements out of the 
sweepstakes, while retaining some prizes at a reduced level. Not sur 
prisingly, we learned that deliberately gutting promotion is not a logical 
route to success. If you pull all the teeth out of a tigers mouth, you 
don’t create a pussycat. What you get is a very angry toothless tiger. The 
modified sweepstakes tests did as badly as the non-sweepstakes tests.

Jim Adams spent a remarkable amount of time and effort doing 
studies of “sweeps versue non-sweeps” scenarios, which were always 
totally depressing. A 1973 study showed that USRD corporate profits 
would go from the current level of a profit of $33 million to a loss of 
$22 million in less than four years without sweepstakes.

By this time Hobart “Hobe” Lewis was editor-in-chief of Read 
ers Digest. Hobe had originally been interviewed by Frank Herbert 
for a position in the business department, but, after some thought, 
Frank sent him to editorial. As a star pupil of Dewitt Wallace (and a 
favorite of Lila), he rose rapidly through the editorial ranks.

In addition to his real job in editorial, Hobe had the nominal 
title of “president.” His business job consisted mainly of carrying 
messages from DeWitt Wallace to the business department. One Sat 
urday morning in spring 1973, I got a call from Hobe Lewis, saying 
that he needed to see me in his office right away. His tone of voice 
spelled trouble. When I walked in, I knew it was trouble. Spread 
out on Hobe s desk was the current outside mailing piece— a “Giant 
Certificate.”

The Giant Certificate had recently been tested very successfully. 
It consisted of a huge certificate format that folded down to fit in a 
standard envelope. It had lots of sweepstakes copy, stated the maga 
zine offer, and was, in fact, a self-contained mailing piece. The only 
other inserts in the mailing were “Yes” and “No” reply envelopes.

Hobe started talking as soon as I entered the room. “Wally has 
been looking at this mailing piece. There are no serious problems 
except for this,” and he pointed to the Giant Certificate. “We simply 
can’t mail th is” Both hands came down hard on the Giant Certifi 
cate, and I winced.
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I very quietly told Hobe that if we didn’t mail this (I touched the 
Giant Certificate gently), we didn’t mail. Even though it was the only 
piece in the mailing, it took quite awhile for Hobe to catch on. Finally, 
with a lot of coaching, he got it. Hobe realized that if we didn’t mail, 
we were out of business. He then got into nits and lice. This headline 
was too large, that illustration too garish— on and on through all of the 
elements of the piece. If  we had made all the changes that Hobe was 
suggesting, the Giant Certificate would have fit on a post card.

But we couldn’t do that, and I explained why. Then I explained 
why again. And again. After over two hours of this, Hobe decided 
that we could probably be allowed to stay in business, but that head 
line was too large. I agreed to reduce it from 48 point to 36 point 
type, and foolishly breathed easier.

As I started to sneak from the room, Hobe held up the outside 
envelope. Wallace was also tired of seeing the same boring brown 
kraft outside envelope. The brown kraft envelope had been a part of 
Reader’s Digest sweepstakes for a long time. We had tested different 
outside envelopes many times. The brown kraft envelope, which had 
a moderately “official” look, always won. DeWitt Wallace may have 
been tired of it, but our customers were not.

I tried summarizing the test results, reminding Hobe how much 
money was involved, but he was totally adamant. Having lost what he 
considered the “war” by allowing us to mail, he was determined to 
win this battle. Then Hobe reached into his desk drawer and pulled 
out an envelope. It was a lovely robin s-egg blue. It would have won 
a beauty contest, if envelopes had beauty contests. “This is the color 
Wally wants to use,” Hobe said, brightening noticeably. I simply con 
ceded this battle, and the January outside mailing went forth in a 
gorgeous robin’s egg blue outside envelope.*

It was only after I had escaped from Hobe’s office and reached 
the sanctity of my own that the outrageousness of the whole episode 
started to sink in. I was one of the most loyal and certainly among

*1 did manage to sneak a small test of the brown kraft envelope into the mail 
ing. Of course, it confirmed our earlier results. Ugly brown kraft was about 8% better 
than lovely robin s egg blue. It wasn’t the biggest deal in the world, but it cost the 
company around $1.1 million for being pretty and pleasing DeWitt Wallace.
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the hardest working members of the Reader s Digest staff. I had just 
spent an entire morning begging a man who knew absolutely nothing 
about the business to be allowed to keep the company alive.

Even worse, for a few moments, I was actually grateful for the 
privilege.

It was otherworldly. Not for the first time, I was aware that the 
absolute power DeWitt Wallace held was incredibly dangerous. What 
if he got out of bed one morning, stubbed his toe on a pile of mailing 
pieces, and decided that: “Grossman must go”? Could this happen? I 
certainly didn’t know. I started to understand that I did not belong at 
the Digest forever. However, it would take some time and a much more 
dramatic incident to move that uncomfortable feeling into action.

By this time, the Quality School Plan (QSP) was established and 
producing healthy profits every year. QSP was a knock-off of the Cur 
tis School Plan, which had been around for ages. In both cases, the 
idea was for lads to raise money for their schools— and earn prizes 
for themselves—by selling magazine subscriptions.

QSP at this time was jointly owned by Readers Digest and Time 
Inc. (it was later fully owned by the Digest). It was headed by Don Ew 
art, an outstanding salesman and businessman, who had learned the 
trade in the Curtis organization. He headed up a highly professional 
sales staff, which recruited the schools to participate in the plan.

Readers Digest got some 150,000 or so subscriptions each year 
from QSP, and we were glad to be a part of it, even though these were 
the worst renewing subscriptions on the file. The problem was that 
most of them were pure sympathy subs— many came from the par 
ents of the children, and the others from grandparents or neighbors. 
To keep Johnny from looking bad in front of his peers, these people 
would buy something, anything, whether they wanted it or not. By 
the following year, Johnny had moved on, and Mom and Dad could 
get out from under the burden of the unwanted subscription.

I got to address the QSP troops occasionally, and always en 
joyed it. One year, I had received a letter from the head of the Curtis
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School Plan, which offered an enormous bonus to Readers Digest 
if we would allow them to sell the magazine in their plan—we had 
dropped out as soon as QSP was started. This gave me the oppor 
tunity of a circulation directors dreams. I read the letter to the as 
sembled sales staff in its entirety, then shredded it ceremoniously to 
more applause than I deserved.

As circulation director, I was occasionally trotted out for show 
by members of the advertising department. This included luncheons 
with the media directors of some of the largest advertising agencies. 
Since these were the people who were responsible for buying space, 
it seemed logical that they should be well informed about Readers 
Digest circulation, which at the time was 16 million and climbing.

When the subject of our circulation came up and a media direc 
tor asked me: “What’s your current circulation?” I would turn the 
question around and ask him what he thought it was. The guesses 
ranged from 10 million at the top down to around “five or six million, 
I guess.” After several of these conversations, the ad salesmen told 
me to cut it out— it was just too embarrassing for the agency people.

In mid-1967,1 gave a talk to a large gathering of New York me 
dia directors. This was at a time when the RD advertising department 
was being beaten up regularly by Life magazine, because of the ad 
vanced age of the Readers Digest readers. I started with an attempt 
to inject some common sense into the figures:

How half a million teenagers living off Dad’s 
allowance can tip the scales against 10 times 

that many of the parents supporting them continues 
to escape me. But my friends tell me that’s just 

because I don’t know anything about advertising.
I don’t; and I’m probably the only person in this 

room today who can make that statement. Publicly.
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I went on to rattle off the Politz* figures— these the media di 
rectors did know. Even though Readers Digest had some 8.5 million 
more readers than Life, we had fewer readers in the 18- to 34-year- 
old group. Looked at by percentage composition, it was worse: 41% 
of Life’s total readership was in this desirable group, compared with 
only 32% of the Readers Digest audience.

The next chart showed the audited Reader’s Digest renewal rate, 
which at the time was 73.9%. Although I obviously didn’t know the 
renewal rate for Life, I made up a Brand X magazine with a renewal 
rate of 50%. This was being mighty generous to Life.

I started with a hypothetical mix of subscribers for Reader’s Di 
gest and Brand X, with both having the same 41% of the audience un 
der age 35. Then I walked through the effect of the differences in the 
renewal rates over 10 years, assuming that new subscribers for both 
magazines came in with the same percentage of subscribers under age 
35 each year.

Brand X, with a 50% renewal rate, maintained exactly the same mix. 
However, because Reader’s Digest kept many more subscribers on the 
books, and every individual aged by one each year, Reader’s Digest sub 
scribers got progressively older, until at the end of 10 years —you guessed 
it—only 32% of the Digest subscribers were under 35 years old.

Even though the numbers were internally consistent, it was pure 
BS, of course. Several of the ad salesmen told me that they thought it 
was the best Reader’s Digest presentation they had ever seen.

The advanced age of Reader’s Digest readers continued to plague 
the advertising department. Ted Braaten and I thought that we might 
be able to help them finesse this issue by taking advantage of some 
thing we could deliver—readers with high incomes. We developed a 
subscriber survey with two primary objectives. We asked for informa 
tion to be used in CB/SS selection (see Chapter 5), and also produced 
data that could be used to establish a special advertising edition. We

*Politz and Simmons were the two major companies that measured the audi 
ence (total readership) for magazines.
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included a questionnaire with a check box asking for their annual in 
come bracket on the bills sent to all new and renewal subscribers.

By selecting only those who checked “over $50,000,” we were 
able to deliver a highly targeted audience of affluent readers. They 
were sold in a special advertising edition called “Demo 1,” which was 
sold at a premium price. This edition sold a lot of ads in the early 
days, and looked to be a major hit.

Within months, McCalls and many other magazines produced 
“high income” editions, selecting their subscribers based on ZIP code 
averages. Although these were pale imitations of the individually se 
lected Readers Digest edition, the difference was never understood in 
the advertising community. The rival offerings simply cancelled out the 
Reader’s Digest advantage. After a couple of years, Demo 1 wasn’t bring 
ing in any substantial number of ad pages and it was dropped. Inventing 
a better mousetrap is no good when the mice can’t tell the difference.

In the early 1920s, when DeWitt Wallace was always strapped 
for cash, he conceived the idea of a “lifetime subscription.” For $25, a 
subscriber could sign up for life. Over the years, this group had built 
up gradually to about 50,000 subscribers.

Treasurer Dick Waters took a look at these people one day and 
made an interesting discovery. Lifetime subscribers never died. In 
more than 50 years, almost none of the lifetime subscriptions had 
ever been cancelled for any reason. Obviously, when the original sub 
scriber checked out, somebody else checked in—without changing 
the name of the subscriber. They did move. They did almost every 
thing other subscribers did— but they never expired, and they never 
disappeared from the subscription list.

Since it wasn’t exactly worth sending detectives out to check on 
the heirs— and grandheirs—who were actually receiving the magazine, 
I calmed Dick down and we just swallowed the modest ongoing loss.

However, we did stop selling lifetime subscriptions.
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I’VE BEEN WORKING ON THE NEWSSTAND

In 1966, I became circulation director, in 
charge of both subscription and newsstand sales. I knew something 
about subscriptions, but was totally unqualified to run a newsstand 
operation.

Readers Digest newsstand sales at the time amounted to about
1.5 million copies a month. Newsstand sales were a lot more impor 
tant than the relatively small percentage of total circulation that they 
represented, for several reasons. Advertisers considered newsstand 
sales a sign of the health of a publication, and paid considerable at 
tention to the figures. Every newsstand copy had subscription inserts 
in it, and these were highly productive. We definitely cannibalized the 
newsstand for subscriptions, and profited handsomely from doing so.

In addition, DeWitt Wallace had a strong personal interest in 
newsstand sales, and Wallace s interests became everybody’s concerns.

I knew the local members of the newsstand operation, and got 
along fine with them, but this hardly qualified me as an expert in the 
business I was suddenly running. I had to get up to speed fast, and 
scheduled a meeting for 9 AM on the first Saturday after I got the job 
of circulation director. This was mid-February 1966. There was a flash 
two-foot snowfall on Friday night that pretty well paralyzed traffic.

I lived only a mile or so from the office, so I decided to slog over, 
even though I felt sure that I would be all alone in the place. I walked 
into my office around 9:10 and found everybody from the New York
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and Pleasantville newsstand staff already there. Empty coffee con 
tainers showed they had been present for a while. The newsstand 
group did work hard, and they let me know this from the start.

The two key people in Reader’s Digest newsstand operations 
were Ben Dolphin and Joe Knox. Ben had worked his way through 
Syracuse University by boxing in the local rings. He was a generally 
good-looking man whose appearance was a bit marred by the fact 
that his nose had been broken so many times that it covered much 
of his face.

Ben was responsible for the extraordinary funding the newsstand 
operation received. At the time, the promotion costs for newsstand 
sales were about 170 per copy. (Subscription costs were less than 30 
a copy.) Ben could sell. He sold DeWitt Wallace on the need for a 40- 
man field staff that was much better paid and more respected than 
the usual newsstand “detail” operation. It even had a different name. 
Ben had coined the term “sales marketing,” which certainly sounded 
good, even if it didn’t mean anything.

The sales marketing salesmen did make calls that were a lot 
more important than dressing up the magazine on the newsstands. 
The vast bulk of Reader’s Digest newsstand sales by 1966 were made 
from checkout displays in supermarkets. These displays were pio 
neered by TV Guide, which sold about 12 million copies each week 
at the checkouts. 7V Guide was exactly the same size as Reader’s Di 
gest. Any time we could add a Reader’s Digest pocket to the end— or 
the bottom— of a TV Guide display, we sold a lot of copies.

Ben had seen this opportunity very early on, and Reader’s Di 
gest sold and bribed its way onto the checkouts. The supermarkets 
needed a lot of hand-holding. They periodically reviewed checkout 
operations, and ruthlessly measured profit per square inch of space. 
One of the key jobs of the sales marketing field men was to keep us 
on the checkouts. Because unit sales of Reader’s Digest were about 
3% of 7V Guide, we were always hanging on a string.

Another way that Ben had sold the funding of the sales market 
ing group was to convince Readers Digest management that sales 
marketing would be an ideal training ground for advertising salesmen. 
Since virtually everybody hired was a young good-looking athlete,
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they certainly looked the part. Like nearly everything in the opera 
tion, there was some truth in this claim. Two sales marketing sales 
men eventually made it into the advertising department. Like most of 
Ben s promises, there was less there than met the ear. Neither of them 
did well or lasted long as an ad salesman.

In addition to his ability to sell his operation internally, Ben was 
a great drinking companion and storyteller. He was also a womanizer 
of remarkable persistence and success.

The other key man was Joe Knox, who was the exact opposite of 
Ben Dolphin in many ways. Joe drank very little, loved his wife and 
attended church every Sunday. He ran the sales force and did it with 
the skill and force of an army sergeant.

After a few meetings, Ben and Joe recognized that I really did 
want to increase sales and to learn something about the newsstand 
business. Once convinced that I wasn’t trying to cut their budget, they 
were totally cooperative, and I got a crash course in newsstand sales 
from two people who were eminently qualified to teach it.

The annual sales marketing meetings were always held at the 
Castle Harbour Hotel in Bermuda, and were often memorable. On 
the night before my first sales marketing gathering, I made a few 
mistakes. First, I rented a motor scooter. Second, after a few drinks, 
I met a new friend and took her for a ride on the back of it. Third, I 
forgot that, while the surface of Bermuda roads is hard, lots of sand 
and small stones tend to accumulate at the base of hills.

After we spun out and took a nasty spill, she cheerfully an 
nounced that she was fine. My left leg and elbow were gushing blood. 
Fortunately, my new friend was a nurse and she slowed the bleeding 
enough so that I could hobble to the hospital. Just inside the entrance 
of the hospital, there was this sign:

“Head Injuries to the Left—
All Others to the Right”

Since this was a weekend, the place was loaded with not-so- 
bright visitors like me. It was like a scene from M*A*S*H. Injured 
tourists hobbled or were wheeled into the hospital in an assembly
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line. The doctors had to practice triage on a continuing basis. Every 
time I got close to the head of the line, another group of severely 
maimed people would arrive. As my cuts weren’t likely to be fatal, I 
waited for hours. By the time I was bandaged and released, the sun 
was up, the birds were singing and the golfers were lined up at the 
first tee.

The next challenge was addressing my new sales staff about an 
hour after I got back to the hotel. I knew the story of my little mis 
hap couldn’t possibly be hidden (I could barely walk), so I decided I 
might as well wear shorts and an open shirt and display the result of 
the doctor’s handiwork.

I did need some help to get up on the stage. I had prepared a 
little talk, but it seemed out of place. The only thing I could think 
of to say was “I’d like to take this opportunity to extend a very warm 
welcome to the beautiful island of Bermuda.” Coming from someone 
who showed more bandages than clothes, this struck the sales staff as 
hilarious, and I didn’t have to say much more.

As part of Ben’s internal selling process, all of the top managers 
from Pleasantville and selected international people were invited to 
the annual sales meetings, both to attend and to speak. Victor Ross, 
the able promotion director from the UK, attended several meetings, 
and was always distinguished by his wit.

The first time Victor was there, he was a guest at our final dinner. 
The first speaker was our account manager from J. Walter Thompson, 
who was a bore at the best of times. He told what was possibly the 
longest and most tedious joke I’ve ever heard. When the seemingly 
interminable tale finally wound to a close amid loud groans, Victor 
was introduced as the next speaker.

He never left his chair. He just sat there with a mischievous glint in 
his eyes and said: “Thank you very much, but I don’t think it would be a 
good idea for me to speak. I can’t tell funny stories (pause)—either.”

Dick Waters, the corporate treasurer, was of course, a fixture at 
these meetings and always did a good job of entertaining the troops. 
Charley Hepler, advertising director, talked at great length about 
Charley Hepler, advertising director.
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Since he was in charge of all US business operations, Paul 
Thompson had to be invited, even though he absolutely loathed 
speaking in public and was terrible in front of an audience. He was 
scheduled to speak after dinner. We knew this was a risk, but it was 
the only time he was available. Paul droned on and on. I could sense 
a growing restiveness among the often boisterous sales staff, who by 
now had polished off everything drinkable at their tables and were 
suffering from temporary, but serious, alcoholic deprivation.

Finally, after repeating how important it was to sell magazines 
many times, he appeared to be approaching the finish line. Then he 
stopped. He had just had a thought:

“Of course, you all know how important it is to sell magazines. 
Its also important to our company that every advertising salesman 
sells ads. I gave a presentation to the advertising department a week 
or so ago. It has some interesting charts. Maybe...No, its not appro 
priate.. .Well.. .No.. .Yes, I think I ’ll show them to you.”

The universal groan was quite audible, but Paul was focused 
now, and did not seem to hear it. He picked up a hefty stack of charts 
and asked for an easel. The charts showed—in excruciating detail 
—that selling a few extra ad pages made a lot of money for Readers 
Digest. The fact was incontestable. The talk had become stupefying.

I was watching Paul, but out of the comer of my eye saw a roll 
fly near the back of the room. This was followed by another, then two 
more. It was a volcano starting to erupt. Then Joe Knox spoke:

“The next asshole who throws one of those frigging rolls is fired, 
and so is the clown who catches it.”

The volcano was successfully capped. Paul finished with the au 
dience in total silence, Ben and Joe and I stood up applauding, with 
Joe giving unmistakable hand signals to the rest of the staff to join us.

Victor Ross always had a surprise. One year, he became a recluse 
during the entire week of the meeting. He just sat by himself with a 
pen and a pad of paper and said virtually nothing to anybody. Victor 
asked to be allowed to speak last— after all the brass had departed.
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As soon as he started to speak, we found out what he had been 
doing all week and why he wanted to speak when only the sales staff 
was present. To everyone’s surprise and delight, he presented his 
version of each previous speaker, all of whom outranked him in the 
corporation. He spared nobody, and mimicked each accent and style 
perfectly.

Charley Hepler had sententiously praised the sales marketing 
staff for having the “courage to face a bunch of homy wholesalers 
on a Monday morning.” Victor repeated the line in a perfect Char 
ley Hepler voice— then stopped. In his own (very British) accent, he 
continued, “Why should a wholesaler be homy on a Monday morn 
ing? I should have thought that on Monday, of all days of the week, 
his needs would have been satisfied, and his manner quiet.” He con 
tinued, becoming even more stilted in Paul Thompsons voice than 
Paul himself—which took some doing. It was absolutely the funniest 
talk I’ve ever heard. I wished I could have taped it— of course, if I ’d 
tried, there would have been no talk to tape.

Since I was nominally in charge of the group, I got to present 
awards for all sorts of things. The obligatory golf tournament pro 
duced a blizzard of them. After all the good golfers went off with 
something useful, we presented a gag award to the golfer who had 
the most putts on the last hole. The winner was Jim Mackey, circula 
tion director of the Canadian edition, who took his golf seriously, but 
somehow had seven putts on the 18th green. In keeping with the 
lighthearted spirit of the award, I joked that maybe Jim would tell us 
how he managed to do this. He then proceeded to do so— stroke by 
stroke. I ’ve never asked a golfer about his game since.

Other Bermuda meetings produced additional incidents. One of 
Ben’s habits was to stay on for a couple of days after each meeting “to 
check the bills.” I was included in the “bill checking,” and of course, 
this was perpetual R & R.

One year, Ben imported a woman from New York. She was— I 
swear— the ugliest female I have ever seen. Since Ben and I, natu 
rally, had the best accommodations Castle Harbour had to offer, we 
were assigned rooms next to each other. I got virtually no sleep that 
night. Ben seemed to be tireless, and Ms. Ugliness was a screamer.
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In the morning, the three of us went to breakfast. As we en 
tered the restaurant, I saw someone I knew quite well. It was Ed 
ward Thompson, the distinguished managing editor of Life magazine 
—and father of Ed Thompson, who later became editor-in-chief of 
Readers Digest. I rushed over, hoping to shield him from my com 
panions. Unfortunately, he knew Ben, too, so there were painful in 
troductions all around. Thompson looked us over, smiled and said 
something like: “Looks like you’re all having a very good time in Ber 
muda.” I could hardly explain that I wasn’t having a good time at all, 
so the painful moment lingered.

Everything Ben did, he did with enthusiasm and imagination. 
Nowhere was his imagination more evident than in the way he han 
dled his expenses. He had more credit cards in the corporate name 
than anyone else I’ve ever known. This allowed even large sums to 
be spread all over the place. Since each card was billed on a different 
day of the month, no large amount ever accumulated in the account 
ing department.

He also charged bills through Select Magazines, our national 
wholesaler. Their account was handled by a different group in ac 
counting, and this created a whole separate expense avenue for him. 
One time, I tried to keep track of Ben’s expenses for a couple of 
months. After I reached a figure well above his considerable salary, 
I just gave up.

When I took over newsstand sales, we were eager to integrate 
the sales staff. This was not exactly typical of Reader’s Digest Associa 
tion hiring practices. There was, of course, no official discrimination 
policy. However, walking around the halls of headquarters was not 
exactly a stroll through Rainbow Nation. Ben, Joe and I were deter 
mined to set an example for the rest of the company, and we knew 
nobody would interfere. The problem we faced was that every other 
sales staff in the United States also wanted to hire one of the few 
qualified black salesmen around.
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After an incredible number of interviews, we did find a young 
man who had all the qualifications, and he was immediately hired. 
He was an all-round good person, a terrific salesman and would have 
become a district manager in record time if he hadn’t left after four 
months for a job paying about twice as much with Xerox.

Adding women to the sales staff was just as logical, but Joe didn’t 
see it that way. Joe was very, very reluctant. Joe’s views of women 
clearly had been formed from early exposure to the exploits of King 
Arthur’s knights. He worried that some of the language might not 
be appropriate for female ears, that we would have a problem hous 
ing women, that the wholesalers might harass female salespeople. In 
short, he worried about everything he could come up with. Finally, 
Ben and I sat down with Joe and said “knock it off.’ Joe, being a good 
trooper, knocked it off.

He was as delighted as the rest of us to discover that finding 
qualified female salespeople was incredibly easy. The only real sales 
positions open to sizable groups of women at the time were as man 
agers for Avon or Mary Kay. These companies exploited their manag 
ers shamelessly. There were few salespeople in the United States who 
were so overworked and underpaid. In very short order, we hired one 
manager from each company and had two outstanding women work 
ing in the field. We would have hired more if we’d had the openings.

The newsstand world at this time was dominated by indepen 
dent wholesalers. Today, they have virtually disappeared, but in the 
1960s, each independent wholesaler owned the exclusive right to dis 
tribute magazines and newspapers in a specific area. Having a mo 
nopoly is always pleasant, and many of these people had become very 
rich in their fiefdoms.

One day, Ben called me with the disturbing news that we were 
in danger of losing many of our checkout displays in San Diego. Any 
thing that happened in a major market in California was a significant 
concern, since both the weather and all bad news in the United States 
always travels from west to east.
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We flew to San Diego, and our friendly local wholesaler took us 
for a ride on his yacht— an 80-footer that had taken him around the 
world several times. He was particularly interested in showing off his 
new toy—an enormous shortwave radio hookup, which enabled him 
to be in direct communication with the American research station in 
Antarctica. Why he wanted to be in touch with the American research 
station in Antarctica— or they with him—was never explained.

After an impressive display of his radio, we had a multi-course 
lunch and got down to serious business. He explained with a straight 
face that he needed an extra quarter of a cent per copy from Readers 
Digest, or he would surely go broke. Many drinks later, we reached 
a compromise. There wouldn’t be any extra per-copy allowance, but 
we would run a number of additional ads in the local newspaper to 
sell more copies in San Diego. The poor wholesaler moaned all the 
way back to his private dock.

Every wholesaler, of course, wanted to receive a larger percent 
age of the take. Giving extra allowances was standard practice in New 
York City and the nearby New Jersey areas, where the wholesalers 
had vaguely worded agreements that allowed them to pocket sub 
stantial extra cash.

This bothered me, and since I was still inexperienced in the 
newsstand business, I decided to try to do something about it. I men 
tioned the situation to our lawyer, Barney McHenry, and he told me 
(as I knew he would) that the practice of favoring specific wholesalers 
was illegal. Armed with this ammunition, I talked to Dwight Yellen, 
the president of Select Magazines. I said that we just couldn’t con 
tinue to give an extra allowance to the New York and New Jersey 
wholesalers for legal reasons. Dwight turned a little pale, but said he 
would pass the word.

Within a week, I received an invitation to lunch with our largest 
New Jersey wholesaler. We met in New York at the Bull & Bear in 
the Waldorf-Astoria. This man was the son of the founder, and fairly 
typical of the second-generation wholesaler. He had graduated from 
Harvard and was as smooth as he was smart. He asked me to explain 
our radical position and listened politely through the entire lunch.
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Over coffee, we talked about our families. He was amazingly 
well-informed about mine. He knew Anns name, and the names of 
both my kids. He knew where and when Ann shopped, what buses 
the kids took to school, and all sorts of other interesting things. There 
was never a hint of a threat. Who needs a threat from such a knowl 
edgeable man?

Sometime later, Barney asked me what had happened to the lo 
cal wholesaler situation. I immediately changed the subject to other, 
more interesting things.

Ben and Joe saved me from embarrassment any number of 
times. A case in point was when we were meeting with a wholesaler 
and he cordially invited me to speak at the next national wholesaler 
convention. I was about to accept when they both chimed in with a 
powerful, “No Way!”

They later explained to me that, with Reader’s Digest selling 
more than 90% of its circulation by subscription— and regularly 
cannibalizing the newsstand for more subscriptions— I’d have been 
about as vulnerable in front of this group as an officer of the ACLU 
speaking at an NRA convention.

They were dead right, of course. The circulation director of 
Time did speak at the next wholesaler gathering, and was crucified.

Along with the constant battle for checkout space, the primary 
tool used to increase newsstand sales was newspaper advertising. 
This was a fairly sophisticated operation, which was controlled by a 
program started by Walter Weintz years before.

Readers Digest marketing was direct mail marketing, with ac 
curate testing as the special feature and linchpin. “If you can’t test 
it, it’s not worth doing” was a mantra. When Reader’s Digest started 
advertising in newspapers to promote newsstand sales, the testing 
habit naturally carried over.

To determine which articles to feature in advertising, Readers 
Digest ran ads in selected newspapers about a month before publica 
tion. The ads listed twenty articles, with the title and a brief descriptive
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blurb for each. Readers were asked to send for free copies of three ar 
ticles. The responses for each article were tabulated, and proved to be 
an excellent guide to the most popular ones. All advertising featured 
the most popular articles.

In addition, the inclusion of “control” articles— features that 
stayed the same every month— made it possible to gauge the overall 
strength of the issue by comparing the top articles in the upcoming 
issue with the control responses, which tended to produce a similar 
response month after month. A lot of testing had proven that “strong” 
issues— those where the best articles outpulled the control articles by 
a wide margin— received a much greater lift from advertising than 
“weak” issues, and the amount of the monthly budget was moved up 
or down accordingly.

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, we found that we had fewer 
and fewer strong issues to promote, and newsstand sales began to 
sag. This was directly correlated with editor Hobe Lewis’s steadily 
growing interest in national politics, and his unrelenting support of 
the Nixon administration and the Vietnam war. Instead of an occa 
sional political piece, it became standard for the magazine to run 
three or more in every issue as Readers Digest increasingly became 
a mouthpiece for the federal government.

The effect on newsstand sales was immediate, and it got pro 
gressively worse. Domestic newsstand sales, which had been steady 
at about 1.5 million through 1967, dropped to 1.3 million by 1969, 
and kept going down until we were selling less than 1.1 million cop 
ies each month in 1972. This precipitous drop of nearly 30% was 
unprecedented in Readers Digest history.

The political pieces were always included in our advertising sur 
veys, and invariably came in dead last. When “It Pays to Increase 
Your Word Power”—a feature in every issue almost from the start 
of the magazine— outpulled the lead article, we knew we were in 
trouble.

This obviously worried us, but I wasn’t about to tell Hobe Lewis 
that he was ruining our newsstand sales. I doubt if he would have 
cared anyway, since he was obviously dreaming of a prestigious am 
bassadorship somewhere.
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In February 1969, with the Vietnam war raging at home as well 
as in Asia, Reader’s Digest managed another production coup— this 
time in the magazine itself. All 18 million copies of the magazine 
contained a decal of the United States flag, which could be detached 
and affixed to any convenient surface.

A memo from Hobe Lewis suggested that an extremely appeal 
ing surface would be on the bumper or back window of every au 
tomobile in the Readers Digest parking lot. If  different cars were 
sometimes driven to work, additional decals were available. Within 
a week, security guards were checking every car to ensure compli 
ance. We were assured that they were not reporting non-conformists, 
merely producing statistical reports. Once they started checking, the 
reports showed a remarkably high rate of cars with flags.

Walter Hitesman, who was far more patriotic than Lewis had 
ever thought of being, was among the missing. Walters objection, 
as he stated it at a board meeting, was quite simple: “I just don’t like 
crap on my car.”

We were one of the smallest accounts at J. Walter Thompson, 
but they kept us around because there was modest prestige in rep 
resenting a magazine. Since J. Walter Thompson was, at that time, 
the world’s largest advertising agency, they had a lot of extra bodies 
sitting around. Whenever there was a client meeting, a lot of these 
assistant assistants would be rounded up to attend.

Since nobody wanted to insult the agency, every available soul 
at the Digest would also be recruited. Our advertising meetings re 
sembled a Republican National Convention. At my first meeting with 
the agency we did about an hour’s work, and broke for lunch.

There were probably at least 40 of us, and the only nearby res 
taurant that could handle such a crowd was a place called The Kittle 
House. This restaurant was situated in a fine old home with a beautiful
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view of the Mount Kisco golf course. It also served absolutely terrible 
food. For many years, they went through a bewildering succession of 
owners and cooks, none of whom could produce a decent meal. My 
own belief was that the stove was haunted.*

Fish was the special on the day I took our J. Walter Thompson 
group to lunch, and all the agency people ordered it. The Digest 
people stuck to ham sandwiches. The next day, I called the agency 
with a routine question, and discovered—to my horror— that the en 
tire group servicing our account was out with food poisoning. I won 
dered if my little footnote in advertising history would be that I was 
the only client ever to kill off an entire agency team. Happily, they all 
eventually recovered.

These huge meetings were absurd, of course. One copywriter 
wrote all the blurbs (this was a thankless task, but he was very good 
at it, and never complained). One research guy was needed to keep 
track of our various tests. We needed an account representative be 
cause—well, because. Very quickly, agency meetings consisted of 
three people from JWT and me. Naturally, we accomplished far more 
in a fraction of the time.

When I became circulation director, George Sprague was qui 
etly shipped back home to Maine, and I took over the areas he had 
been supervising.

These included a strange operation known as “agent sales.” This 
was a good example of how a combination of top-level meddling, 
mid-level mendacity and corporate inertia can combine to cost a cor 
poration real money. Agent sales was conceived by DeWitt Wallace in 
the early days of Readers Digest. He felt that loyal subscribers would 
naturally want to share their enthusiasm with others. At best, this 
thinking led to the enormously successful Readers Digest Christmas 
gift business. At worst, it spawned agent sales.

*This ultimately turned out to be a poor assessment. With a new owner and a 
talented chef, the Kittle House has recently become a fine restaurant, presumably 
with the same stove.
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The idea was for subscribers to sell Readers Digest subscrip 
tions as “agents.” Anyone who wanted to become an agent was ap 
pointed. Agent solicitations were mailed regularly to the subscription 
list at great expense—with a tiny response. The agents received a 
commission of half the sales price for each friend and/or neighbor 
they signed up. If  there really had been large numbers of eager sub 
scribers clamoring to make some money by sharing their enthusiasm, 
it might have made sense.

Unfortunately, there were no such people, and the program was 
a miserable failure. Each agent sold an average of about 1.2 sub 
scriptions per year— including his own. Recruiting each new agent 
cost more than $50. Several people worked full time answering agent 
correspondence, trying in vain to get them to sell, and attempting to 
decipher the handwriting on the few orders they did produce.

However, since it had originally been conceived by DeWitt Wal 
lace, the agent program lived on for many years. It would have been 
difficult to explain the continuation of a program that contributed 
about 20,000 annual subscriptions at a cost of more than $60 each 
when new business mailings were producing some three million sub 
scriptions for less than $2.

George Sprague never tried to explain it. He couldn’t do much 
else, but he knew how to cook the books. The tens of thousands of 
mailing pieces sent to recruit agents didn’t appear in the agent opera 
tion expenses. Neither did the employees in Pleasantville. All costs 
were shifted elsewhere. It didn’t take long to shut down the agent 
operation once I figured out how much it cost and showed the num 
bers to Al Cole.

Another of DeWitt Wallace’s pet projects was the Readers Digest 
educational edition. The idea sounded admirable. Bulk subscriptions 
would be sold to the schools. Children would thus be introduced to 
Reader's Digest at an early age, and would become subscribers forever.

It didn’t quite work that way. Selling the bulk subscriptions was 
extraordinarily difficult, and the only way to do it was to go into indi 
vidual schools with salesmen. The cost of selling these subscriptions 
far exceeded the revenues. Like the Agent operation, this stepchild 
had been handled by George Sprague and he juggled the books the
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same way. It took me quite a while to sort out the loss, which was 
appalling.

There were 10 salesmen, called “consultants” for reasons that 
weren’t immediately obvious. They went all over the country knock 
ing on schoolroom doors, with precious little success. Not surpris 
ingly, the quality of the group was dismal. Since Ben and Joe were 
doing an excellent job with the sales marketing sales force, I decided 
to put them in charge of this sorry lot. This experiment lasted all of 
one meeting.

Ben gave them an address that was meant to be inspirational. 
Since Ben, Joe and I were salesmen and proud of it, Ben told the 
group that they weren’t “consultants” at all. He told them— again and 
again— that they were salesmen, and they had to think, dress and act 
like salesmen. He finished with a flourish and took his seat to the 
sound of one hand clapping.

Later, in the bar, I talked to one of the group and found out why 
there was such a lack of enthusiasm. To a man, these people were 
former teachers. They hated selling, and they hated salesmen. Given 
this situation, there was little to do with this project but maintain 
honest numbers and to try to keep the losses within bounds. The 
educational edition lived on for years.

Another thing I inherited from George Sprague was Bernard 
Gallagher. Gallagher wrote a newsletter called The Gallagher Report, 
which made the National Enquirer look like the Manchester Guard 
ian. It was filled with scurrilous gossip about the magazine indus 
try, and little else. Gallagher specialized in labeling the objects of 
his attacks with unflattering names. For instance, William Downe, 
who was a prominent publisher at the time, was invariably “Upside 
Downe” in Gallagher’s pages.

Gallagher also ran a sleazy business selling magazine subscrip 
tions door to door. This operation was paid 200% of the revenue they 
collected for everything they sold, and the subscriptions were virtu 
ally worthless to the publishers. The only reason anybody did busi 
ness with them was to stay out of the newsletter. I found out that 
Sprague had been buying 30,000 subscriptions a year from Galla 
gher—another operation that didn’t appear on the books.
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Gallagher was no tough wholesaler, so I sent him a letter scrapping 
the deal. He was furious, of course, and cast about for some dirt. Unfor 
tunately for Gallagher, I wasn’t all that well known in the business. The 
best label he could come up with was “Golly gee Grossman.”

This didn’t hurt very much. In fact, it gave me an opening line 
that I used for years when giving talks to circulation cognoscenti. 
After I was introduced, all I had to say was: “Golly gee,” and the audi 
ence would burst into laughter.
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A MEMBER OF THE BORED

One of the perks that came with the job 
of circulation director was membership on the Reader’s Digest board 
of directors. This sounds great on a resume, but was a whole lot less 
interesting than it appeared. Everyone knows that the key role of a 
board of directors is to advise top management in areas of great stra 
tegic importance. Anyone who has ever served on a board of direc 
tors knows that this seldom happens.

In a company totally owned and controlled by one man, it simply 
could not happen. Lila Wallace had truly been DeWitt Wallace’s part 
ner in the early days. By 1966, although she was nominally cochair 
man, her only jobs were arranging the flowers around the office and 
picking the insipid back covers of the magazine.

There was no way that the Readers Digest board of directors 
could be strong. In fact, it wasn’t even useful. Digest Board meetings 
were essentially show-off sessions, with every member trying to ad 
vance his personal agenda by getting DeWitt Wallace’s approval (or 
at least attention) for pet projects. Readers Digest board meetings 
were not memorable occasions.

A large part of every meeting was hogged by advertising director 
Charley Hepler. It seemed like ad pages were always down. Charley 
reminded us at great length that they weren’t down as much as some 
other magazine, which would be dropped into the monologue for
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comparison. The “other” magazine had been cherry-picked because 
of current difficulty and would change from month to month.

Another big talker at the time I joined the board was Terry Har 
man, who was in charge of international operations— happily, he dis 
appeared from the scene not too long after. Terry didn’t have a clue 
as to what was going on in his domain, but worked very hard to try 
to extract a bon mot or two from the dismal figures he was forced to 
present.

At this time, Readers Digest was bleeding to death in South 
America. The Argentine general manager was hopelessly incom 
petent, our man in Venezuela was worse and we subsequently dis 
covered that the Brazilian general manager was a thief. All of these 
people had been hired by Harman, of course. After Terry summa 
rized the awful results from these companies, he would say some 
thing like, “Latin America is a pain in the southern hemisphere,” and 
wait hopefully for the laugh that never came.

Editor-in-chief Hobe Lewis was clearly bored with his job and 
wanted to spread his wings. Hobe desperately wanted to make his 
mark on the silver screen. After getting the necessary approval from 
DeWitt Wallace, he was put in charge of the new Readers Digest 
Motion Picture Division.

The initial project was to turn Mark Twain’s Tom Sawyer into 
a musical, in partnership with United Artists. The film would be 
“wholesome family entertainment.” The figures reporting the costs 
of the project were dutifully reported to the board every month. Sur 
prisingly, they stayed pretty close to budget. When Tom Sawyer was 
finally produced, it was initially screened for Reader’s Digest execu 
tives and their families (wholesome family entertainment) in a black 
tie affair at Radio City Music Hall.

We yawned through an overlong adaptation of Twain’s book. It 
ended in a burst of mandatory applause, and an outpouring of self- 
congratulation which would have been excessive for the first showing 
of Gone With the Wind.

Gone With the Wind it emphatically was not, although it really 
wasn’t a bad film. The partnership produced two or three more forget 
table little pictures, and the reported revenue should have produced
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a rough breakeven, given the costs as shown to date. This is when 
Hobe— and Readers Digest—learned about creative bookkeeping, 
Hollywood style. Apparently, our partner in the movie business had 
recently produced a number of other films that really were dogs, and 
had managed to incorporate their losses into our joint venture.

Hobe finally hired a lawyer with experience in the movie busi 
ness, who advised us that this was normal practice. We definitely 
could not sue our partner. Actually, we should thank him for not sock 
ing us with losses from additional ventures. The films produced what 
was termed a “mid-range loss” in the movie business. For a publisher, 
it was big money.

Dick Waters was the corporate treasurer, a bright and normally 
levelheaded man. However, he also decided to ride a hobbyhorse. For 
years, Readers Digest had looked with interest at the travel business. 
British RD had tested a package travel operation a couple of years 
before, and had recently written it off as a major loss.

Dick knew all about this, or course, but thought he had un 
covered the perfect opportunity to enter the travel business on the 
cheap. There was a tiny operation in Salt Lake City that specialized in 
packaging tours for students. The founder and owner wanted out and 
offered the entire business to Readers Digest at a fair price.

Dick fairly salivated at the opportunity. This would not only get 
the Digest into the travel business, it would also give Dick—who, of 
course, was going to run it— an opportunity to showcase his manage 
rial skills.

Like any subject that mattered, the potential purchase was 
brought before the executive committee before being presented to 
the entire Board. The executive committee nominally contained four 
members— Hobe Lewis, Dick Waters, Walter Hitesman and Charley 
Hepler.

There were always three votes on every issue, because executive 
committee meetings were held only on days when the other members 
knew Charley was going to be out of town. I never found out if he re 
alized that the meetings were held only in his absence. In fact, I ’m not 
sure Charley even knew he was on the executive committee.
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Recommendations from the executive committee were always 
announced as being “unanimously agreed on.” The purchase of the 
travel business was the one exception in all the years I sat on the 
board. This vote was announced as two to one. Walter Hitesman 
made it clear that his was the dissenting vote, but said no more. Since 
Dick Waters had already gotten to DeWitt Wallace, there was noth 
ing for the full board to do but issue its usual rubber stamp. The 
Digest was in the travel business.

The business reported a small profit when RD bought it. A lot 
of the record keeping was pretty casual, and much of the selling had 
been done by the owner himself. The books were kept by an idio 
syncratic system that satisfied the founder, but would never do for a 
Readers Digest operation.

By the time Dick got the entire Readers Digest accounting sys 
tem installed and running, and set up a “proper” sales operation, the 
number of employees had tripled and there was no hope of making 
a profit— then or ever. This was not the first time the Digest discov 
ered that the complex processes developed for a very large operation 
could not simply be laid on top of a tiny one. The loss on this opera 
tion was small compared with the movie venture, but it was obvious 
that it could never make money, and it was quietly shut down in an 
other unanimous board decision.

The 50th anniversary of the founding of Readers Digest was in 
1972, which also happened to be the eighth year of the Vietnam War. 
The anniversary led to many ceremonial occasions, one of the most 
important of which was a dinner at the White House, where Presi 
dent Nixon honored DeWitt and Lila Wallace. All of the important 
editors and many members of the business department were invited 
to attend, along with their spouses. There were about 80 of us in all.

It was a white-tie affair. We flew to DC in mid-afternoon from 
Westchester airport, where the passenger terminal at that time was a 
Quonset hut purchased from the government for $1 after World War
II. Since there was no chance for us to change clothes in Washington,
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we were all dressed for the White House. The sight of a small mob of 
men in identical silly suits, and a like number of women in their very 
best dresses milling about in the humble hut of the airport had to be 
totally ludicrous.

Once we got to National Airport and found our way to 1600 
Pennsylvania Avenue, we were sorted into two groups. The Wallaces 
and a few senior editors dined at the White House with the President 
and First Lady. The rest of us ate across the street at Blair House.

Of course, dinner was very good— it was also very, very pomp 
ous. The atmosphere was as stiff and formal as Richard Nixon him 
self. But whatever one thinks of the occupant, dinner at the White 
House is an awesome experience, sometimes leading to unusual be 
havior. April and Roy Herbert were among the youngest editorial 
guests there, and were seated at a table with very senior editors. In 
the middle of dinner, the distinguished wife of one of the most highly 
placed editors said: “Oh my God, I just drank the finger bowl.”

After dinner, we walked past the marines and astronauts at the 
door of the White House for the evening s gala entertainment. Nixon 
led off with a gracious speech praising Wallace, his longtime friend 
— and a huge Republican contributor. Next came a Bob Hope mono 
logue that seemed hilarious at the time.

The President then introduced the piece de resistance—the 
Ray Coniff singers. He announced that they would sing corny mu 
sic “because I like corny music.” A peachy-clean group of attractive 
young people did exactly that, with the girls dressed in cornflower 
blue modestly cut prom dresses, and the boys all trim, crewcut and 
clean-shaven.

At the conclusion of the first song, one young woman stepped 
forward, reached down the top of her dress, extracted a sign and 
displayed it with a flourish, reading the words into the microphone: 
“Mr. President— stop the killing!” This stunned everyone into silence 
for a long moment. Then, amid the babble of voices, the efficient ma 
chinery of the federal government took over. Four huge marines in 
dress blues whisked the tiny protester from the stage, the bandleader 
apologized to the President and the corny music began again.

Thus endeth our evening at the White House.
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Almost. April remembers the ultimate Cinderella ending. She 
and Roy danced away the evening, whirling on the balcony until the 
music stopped. They suddenly realized that all the other guests had 
gone. Making their way out the huge front door and down to a guard 
house, they couldn’t find even a pumpkin for hire. They trudged off, 
he in his white tie and she in bare feet, through the dark streets of 
downtown Washington.

Once in a long while, some matter of substance would be discussed 
at a board meeting. If a decision had to be made, all conversation would 
stop and all eyes would turn toward DeWitt Wallace. Unfortunately, he 
had a habit of dozing off at these meetings, and the wait for him to real 
ize that nobody was talking often seemed interminable.

Although I attended dozens of board meetings, so little hap 
pened that they simply blur together.
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WHEAT FROM CHAFF— LIST SELECTION  
USING MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS

There are reallv only two requirements 
for direct mail success— although its might)' difficult to get them 
right. In one word each, they are copy and selection. Arguments 
about w hich is more important have wasted a lot of space in the trade 
press over the years. Such discussions are about as fruitful as asking a 
marathon runner which of his legs matters most. To succeed, a direct 
marketer must do both correcdy.

Copy, as the tenn is used in direct mail, is what gets mailed. 
Selection in direct mail is deciding who gets mailed. Since names 
and addresses are handled individually, selection can be refined to 
the limits of die mailers knowledge of die marketplace. Even in die 
1950s, Reader’s Digest eliminated individual subscribers from its 
half-price introductory mailings, aldiough diis w;as the limit of our 
individual selection capabilities at that time.

Today, every major mailer uses some form of mathematically 
based selection technique, usually multiple regression analysis, as a 
basic tool in the selection of names and addresses for mailing. Like a 
lot of innovations in marketing, die use of multiple regression analy 
sis in direct mail had a humble, almost accidental beginning.

In the early 1960s, Readers Digest started a very profitable mu 
sic business. Since it w'as obvious that this wras going to become a sig 
nificant activity, I asked how' I could learn at least a smattering about
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it. Everybody told me to read Variety, so I did. I didn’t understand 
much, but at least picked up some of the vocabulary.

One day, leafing idly through Variety, I noticed a feature that 
appeared in every issue— a list of the 30 best-selling popular records 
of the week. To me, this was pretty dull stuff, since I knew nothing 
about the music or the artists. Printed below this week’s top hits was 
a list of the predictions for next weeks top sellers. What was striking 
was a small box accompanying this prediction. This bragged about 
the phenomenal success rate of past predictions, and contained some 
extraordinary figures which proved the point. The item mentioned 
that the work was done by a firm called MarketMath.

I wondered if these people, who seemed able to predict next 
week’s best-selling records with great accuracy, might be able to help 
us predict who was likely to buy our products. It turned out to be a 
good question, and I was mighty lucky to have asked it of Market 
Math. A phone call put me in touch with the principals— and only 
employees— of the firm, Steve Smith and Jerry Greene. We set up 
a meeting, and they were happy, almost ecstatic, to talk about what 
they were doing.

I quickly learned that they knew nothing about music, and only 
used the names of songs like a card catalog in a library. They were 
making their highly successful forecasts strictly by looking at the ve 
locity of the rankings of the titles.

To take an oversimplified example, if a title was ranked number 
100 two weeks ago, was 80 last week and number 40 this week, it was 
a good bet that it would be in the top 30 next week. This is a gross 
oversimplification since they were constantly dealing with hundreds 
of titles moving every which way, and a legitimate statistical disci 
pline was required to sort them out.

The technique they used was a mathematical process called 
multiple regression analysis. I was intrigued when they described the 
results they had obtained in other fields. I was even more intrigued 
with Steve and Jerry. They were mathematicians who had no previ 
ous exposure to direct mail, but had the kind of restless eagerness to 
understand new ideas that made them almost burst with questions 
about the business I started to describe to them.
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Within an hour, they had asked me more and better questions 
about list selection than I had gotten from years of attending Direct 
Marketing Association meetings. They were particularly fascinated 
by the thought that projections from small test groups would be 
proved— or disproved— by a mailing to millions of potential custom 
ers. I hired them on the spot to work for Reader s Digest to develop a 
multiple regression equation to be used for selection for the outside 
list mailings for Reader’s Digest.

Steve and Jerry didn’t just work on a project— they wanted to 
devour it. My phone started ringing at odd hours with their ques 
tions. Somebody else might have been annoyed with this, but the 
questions were so good, and they kept getting better as these eager 
beavers educated themselves in the direct mail business. To improve 
the selection of names for mailing, they had to predict which seg 
ments of a list would produce the best results, and select these for 
promotion. Of course, the quality of any prediction depends on the 
amount of valid and relevant information which can be considered in 
making it.

The result of a multiple regression analysis is a predictive equa 
tion, which assigns values to those elements of the input that are the 
most powerful predictors. The strongest input will always come from 
previous purchase history. Since we are trying to predict the likeli 
hood of buying a product, knowing who bought what and when they 
did it is invariably the best predictor of future behavior.

Perhaps surprisingly, the first multiple regression analysis in di 
rect mail was performed on two lists that had no purchase history. 
The telephone and auto lists were the lists we mailed for Readers 
Digest outside mailings, and these were the lists we had to use for 
regression analysis.

As MarketMath got into the project, we dug into what we did 
have. Names and addresses on both lists could be identified by cen 
sus tract. Factors like average income and average years of education 
proved to be useful variables. Our own contribution to the available 
information was limited to when an area had last been mailed and 
what the response was—which, of course, was extremely valuable.
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The gain from list selection is measured by comparing the re 
sponse of the names selected for mailing with the entire universe. 
This forecast of response can be organized into a “gains chart,” which 
is a listing of predicted improvement as the entire list is sorted from 
high to low. On a house list mailing, strong equations will show a 
huge gain for the top segments.

A gains chart is often organized into 10 roughly even segments 
called “deciles.” This is an example of a typical gains chart for a house 
list mailing:

Cains Chart for a House List Mailing of 1,000,000 Pieces
Cell# % of List Cell % Cell Cumulative Cumulative

Response Profit Response Profit
1 1-10% 5.00% $500,000 5.00% $500,000
2 11-20 4.00 310,000 4.50 800,000
3 21-30 3.00 100,000 4.00 910,000
4 31-40 2.75 50,000 3.70 960,000
5 41-50 2.52 20,000 3.45 980,000
6 51-60 2.00 -100,000 3.25 880,000
7 61-70 2.00 -100,000 3.05 780,000
8 71-80 1.50 -150,000 2.90 530,000
9 81-90 1.30 -240,000 2.70 290,000
10 91-100 0.85 -290,000 2.50 0

Total (Whole List) 2.50% $0 2.50% $0

Here’s a capsule summary of how this gains chart would be read: 
The first cell consists of the 10% of the list that has scored highest 
in the regression equation. The prediction is that these people will 
respond at a rate of 5%, with a profit of $500,000.

Say breakeven is at 2.5%. The marketer will go down the “Cell %
Response” column until he reaches this level. On the gains chart above,
this would be the fifth group (50% of the whole list). This is the cell just
above the heaw line in the chart. 

This then becomes the “cutoff” point— all names at breakeven 
and above will be mailed, and none of those below, except for a small 
test quantity, mailed to make sure that the equation is working prop- 
erlv. The “Cumulative Response” column at the cutoff point shows
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that the segments being mailed are predicted to pull 3.45%, and the 
cumulative profit on the mailing is $980,000.

If the whole list had been mailed, response would have been 
2.50% and the mailing would have broken even. The use of multiple 
regression analysis to select the best half of the list in this example 
turns a breakeven mailing into a highly profitable one.

Gains like this are not possible with an equation built only on 
census data and a smidgen of previous mailing information, which 
is all we had on the telephone and auto lists. But because we were 
mailing millions of names, any gains we achieved would go straight 
to the bottom line.

We set up a substantial test mailing, taking a cross section of 
telephone fist names. After we got the responses, Steve and Jerry 
had to produce a custom-made program for the analysis, and then 
find a computer to run it on. Running a multiple regression analysis 
program in the 1960s took hours of computer time— it was one of the 
largest expenses of the whole operation. Since the Readers Digest 
computers were already in use 24 hours a day, MarketMath needed 
to find an outside source.

This turned out to be a computer at Con Edison that was occa 
sionally available from midnight until 6 am. It was easy to tell when 
Steve and Jerry were working on an analysis from the dark circles 
under their eyes.

They produced a predictive equation, which appeared to be 
a whole lot more precise than anything we could manage with our 
crude tools. When tested with much larger numbers, the predicted 
gains from the regression analysis proved to be right on target. Read 
ers Digest was in the multiple regression analysis business, and the 
entire company took a giant step forward.

They put us in their business, and MarketMath was now in the 
direct mail business. They knew that any process that produced a 
useful improvement with data as slender as that available on the tele 
phone list would be immensely more powerful on inside lists with 
strong purchase information.

MarketMath did several regression analyses for book and record 
mailings to the Reader’s Digest house lists, with major-league success.
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Steve and Jerry were so successful at the house list analyses that they 
quickly worked themselves out of a job. Alan Babitz, a brilliant young 
NYU graduate, was hired by the Digest, and quickly trained by Mar- 
ketMath. Al took over all the house list work. He built a small group of 
statisticians, who started doing multiple regression analysis equations 
for all of the book and music mailings.

In fairly short order, hundreds of multiple regression equations 
were being developed for CB/SS mailings. With this kind of volume, 
the construction of the equations naturally became somewhat rou 
tine. However, to this day, Readers Digest regression analysis equa 
tions are still built product by product and mailing by mailing. Most 
important, a trained statistician examines both the input and the out 
put of each equation, and checks for mathematical common sense.

One of the most fruitful improvements over time was the devel 
opment of product selection from multiple regression equations. In 
any given mailing period, we frequently had more than one product 
available— most often a one-shot book and a music package. Using 
the multiple regression equation to predict profit would allow the 
product managers to assign each individual who qualified for both 
products to the one where he or she would produce the most profit.

Today, when junior product managers in many companies throw 
gains charts around like frisbees, a lot of the regression analysis work 
being done in the direct mail business uses canned programs. This 
waters down the results, at best, and can be disastrous at worst. I 
have seen equations used for selection on house lists where a signifi 
cant “positive” variable was the number of previously returned prod 
ucts. It doesn’t take a genius to figure out that people who habitually 
return products will order at a terrific rate. Unfortunately, they won’t 
pay for what they order.

Getting CB/SS in the United States into multiple regression 
analysis was easy. They had followed every step of the original maga 
zine equations, and grabbed the first chance they had to use this ex 
citing new tool.

Internationally, it was a bit more difficult. One problem was that 
I didn’t understand the theory well enough to do a good job of ex 
plaining it. Whenever anyone tries to explain a subject he doesn’t
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grasp himself, it is customary to employ a good artist to attempt to 
dazzle the audience with gorgeous charts. Some of the ones I used at 
international promotion meetings could fetch a healthy sum today at 
Christie’s as contemporary art.

Multiple input factors danced over the surface. They were con 
nected by a wide variety of lines and arrows to demonstrate that each 
element influences all the others— this was true, but it didn’t work 
quite the way I had pictured it. One of our European promotion 
managers did notice that I had a prominent arrow running off the 
chart, connected to nothing. I just told him it was a typo (in a hand- 
drawn chart!) and congratulated him for his astuteness.

The direct marketing professionals in the group did not need to 
understand the details of the process any more than I did. They could 
read a gains chart and calculate the value of the improvements for 
their businesses. Readers Digest started using multiple regression 
analysis in all major international editions within a year, and it is still 
the corporate basis for name selection at the Digest, as well as being 
used by hundreds of other direct mail companies.

Multiple regression analysis is here to stay in the direct mail 
business. Used properly, it’s the most powerful selection tool in the 
direct mailer’s arsenal.
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INTERNATIONALLY INTRIGUED

By 1969, I had been circulation direc 
tor of the US edition of the Digest for several years. As circulation 
director, I controlled a substantial profit center, which is a key for 
success in any corporation. Walter Hitesman ran the US CB/SS op 
eration, which was a far larger, much more profitable and infinitely 
more complex profit center. Although we got along very well, it didn’t 
make a whole lot of corporate sense to have parallel operations, with 
a certain amount of inevitable pushing and shoving for corporate 
funds and favors.

One day in late 1969, I walked into Walters office and volun 
teered to work for him in a combined operation. This was obviously 
unexpected. Although Walter was one of the straightest shooters ever 
born, he had a lot of trouble believing that my motives were purely to 
improve corporate operations.

Actually, they were— primarily. I knew that a combined busi 
ness for all consumer sales was the right way to run the business. My 
offer was genuine. It wasn’t quite as naive as it may have seemed, 
because it was obvious to me that Walter was the right man to run 
the corporation, and would head the entire business before long. He 
knew a whole lot more about the business than I did. In addition, he 
was older and much more experienced.

I couldn’t possibly compete with him, and I certainly didn’t want 
to try. From my point of view, the sooner I joined his organization,

160
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the better. Eliminating the competing profit centers also practically 
insured his promotion to president. Walter was appointed president 
of the Readers Digest Association in 1971, and I was able to cheer 
without reservation.

Walter Hitesman was one of the brightest, most talented and 
hardest working men I ever met. His efforts revolutionized Reader’s 
Digest international operations and produced remarkable growth in 
sales and profit for the company in all areas. His enormous contri 
butions have never received proper recognition. He seems to have 
practically disappeared from just about all accounts of the company.

After Al Cole, Walter Hitesman probably had the largest positive 
impact on the Readers Digest business of anyone who ever worked 
there, and its long past time to give him credit. He arrived on the job 
with a program in mind. While the US edition was setting record-break 
ing profits year after year, the international editions were a mess.

One of Walters first acts was to call a meeting of the controllers 
and accounting heads of all international editions. While I never found 
accounting to be a particularly fascinating subject, the importance of 
this meeting was soon obvious. In keeping with the freelance spirit 
that had spawned them, each edition had its own method of keeping 
track of revenues and expenses, and a different technique of reporting 
them. Reports submitted to the home office were incomplete, incon 
sistent and often virtually indecipherable.

Hitesman was a vigorous proponent of globalization long before 
the term had been invented. He insisted that basic business reporting 
had to be the same the world over. By the time we went home from this 
meeting, Readers Digest was well on its way to achieving this goal.

Over the next several years, an incredible amount of time, effort 
and attention was spent trying to get the whole company pulling in 
the same direction. Walter led the charge, and used a small group of 
trusted people to carry out the plan. Although by this time I had been 
promoted to promotion director, I had been circulation director in 
the US for years, and it was natural for me to assume international 
magazine responsibilities, as well. My counterpart in US CB/SS was 
Jack O’Hara, and he became the international leader in this area. Jim 
Adams ran statistics the world over. We led the promotional team,
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although virtually every product manager and copywriter made major 
contributions.

Jack and I joked that we carried a dozen hats to the office each 
morning. We would start with a baseball cap, exchange it for a Mexi 
can sombrero in mid-morning and a French beret after lunch.

Shortly after we started this grind, I spent what was probably 
the worst week of my life. Readers Digest finally decided that losing 
millions of dollars a year just to say we had businesses in Latin Amer 
ica was not sensible. Jim Adams went over all the figures, and felt the 
situation was hopeless. Jack and I were sent to wield the hatchet.

We flew from New York to Buenos Aires, at that time the longest 
uninterrupted flight in the world, and got to work as soon as we ar 
rived. The manager of the Argentine office didn’t understand why we 
were there. He got his job in the Terry Harman era, and believed that 
people from the home office were supposed to be in Argentina for 
a steak dinner and maybe a little senorita or two. We did eat dinner, 
but declined the senoritas, and worked all night trying to make some 
sense out of the business.

By morning, we realized that there was no sense in the business, 
and told the managing director that Readers Digest was going to 
have to shut down in Argentina. He talked at great length about how 
cruel this would be and described the plight of his staff (one of the 
biggest problems in Argentina was that they had about three times 
as many employees as they needed). Although we sympathized, we 
couldn’t and didn’t budge.

He then told us he would report us to the Pleasantville office, 
and naturally we urged him to do so. He finally got the message, an 
nounced the sad news and we left Buenos Aires feeling miserable. 
The next stop was Venezuela, where the performance was repeated, 
and our depression deepened.

News of our mission preceded us to Rio de Janeiro, of course. 
The Brazilian edition also needed to be closed down, but at least we 
didn’t have to harangue the managing director to explain why. Stan 
ley Holt, an able longtime Reader’s Digest employee, had recently 
taken over the job and he fully realized that there was no reason to 
prolong the agony and the losses in Brazil.
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One of the basic problems in all of Latin America was that 
Reader’s Digest tried to export the promotional methods that worked 
so well in the US and Europe to this very different cultural environ 
ment. Most significantly, we tried to do business by direct mail.

On an early fact-finding trip, Stan had dropped in on a half dozen 
Brazilian post offices. He invariably found current copies of Readers 
Digest offered for sale. These weren’t newsstand copies. They were 
subscription copies stolen by the postmaster— many with address la 
bels still in place. When the post office steals copies of the magazine, 
it’s tough to run a business by mail.

Upon his arrival in Rio, Stan had also discovered drawers full 
of tickets for Varig Airlines. Varig was the largest advertiser in the 
Brazilian edition, and it soon became clear that they had never paid 
money for their ads. They had simply issued thousands of tickets 
which could never be used, and the Brazilian office reported them as 
cash. On top of this, the former managing director had stolen every 
thing in sight when he left, including the petty cash. We never found 
out if he took a few handfuls of Varig tickets as well. Stan welcomed 
us, and totally supported shutting down the business in Brazil.

Our next stop was Mexico City. The Mexican edition was a prof 
itable little business, and we had no intention of interfering with it. 
However, the word was definitely out, and we were about as welcome 
as the Huns at the gates of Rome. Our first meeting in Mexico City 
was nearly the opposite of what we had been through in Buenos Ai 
res. We had to spend a great deal of time trying to convince the locals 
that we were not there to put them out of business. After a couple 
more days of this, we were happy to be on a plane going home.

Anyone who’s ever done a lot of it knows that business travel, 
particularly internationally, gets old mighty fast. Accommodations 
and airline tickets may be first class, and international colleagues are 
always gracious, but it wears the body down. In my case, the worst 
part of it was that I had a full-time job in the US, and there was al 
ways a ton of work waiting for me when I got off the plane.
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Thanks to my remarkably efficient and invariably cheerful assistant, 
Charlotte Spero, the piles of work to be done were a fraction of what 
they would have been otherwise, and by working together seven days a 
week, we could usually come close to catching up in time for the next 
trip. The department ran very nicely in my absence, mainly because of 
the work of people like Ted Braaten and Ken Gordon, who stayed at 
home while I was living the (not so) glamorous life on the road.

Ken was an extremely bright young man who had started at 
Readers Digest in the late 1960s. His considerable abilities were 
outmatched only by his ambition. Slogging through years of slow ad 
vancement held little appeal for him, and in 1972, he left the Digest 
for a part-ownership in an extremely risky start-up in Canada.

When this flopped, he wrote me, asking for his job back. Excel 
lent people in direct mail were as hard to find then as now, and I 
was anxious to welcome him back. However, Jim Crider, head of the 
personnel department, sent me a memo describing DeWitt Wallace’s 
adamant stand against ever rehiring anyone who had left the fold. 
The policy was simply one strike and you’re out.

In some important ways, this sounded similar to me to what I 
had heard about Wallace’s reported opinion on mailing dead expires. 
Because I really did want Ken back in the department, and also be 
cause I knew DeWitt Wallace had been misquoted on at least one 
earlier occasion, I didn’t want to give up without a serious try, so I 
asked for a hearing.

I was awestruck, and more than a bit surprised at my own audac- 
itv. Although DeWitt Wallace was kind to me, he made it clear that he 
was being accurately represented this time. Former employees were 
faithless employees, and he really didn’t want to give them a second 
chance. I emphasized Ken’s youth. Wally admitted being young once 
himself. After a grueling session, in which I practically had to promise 
that Ken would stay with Reader’s Digest until he retired, Wallace 
relented, and Ken came back to work at the Digest.*

*Ken Gordon did, in fact, stay with Readers Digest until his retirement in 
1996. He became one of the key executives in the corporation, and was president 
and chief operating officer when he left.
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Reader’s Digest was growing in every way. Profits were increas 
ing nicely, the business was becoming ever more complex and there 
was a serious need for more bright people in almost all areas. Despite 
this, the Digest was doing very little to hire new people. This appar 
ent indifference to the future had become a source of great concern 
to me. I complained loudly and often about this. When I finally found 
an audience, I found that I had a new hat to wear. This, of course, 
was no surprise.

I was suddenly in charge of finding and hiring the next genera 
tion. We were looking for people with just a couple of years of busi 
ness experience. Al Cole—who was still on the board of directors 
— urged us very strongly to use the prestigious executive-recruiting 
firm of Heidrich and Struggles to do our search. He was, of course, a 
personal friend of the president of the firm, and somehow managed 
to describe our hiring needs in sufficiently glowing terms to get an 
entire Heidrich and Struggles team out to Pleasantville.

When I explained the level of experience and salary we had in 
mind, the atmosphere in the room was very much like David Ogilvy’s 
description of driving a Rolls Royce: “The loudest noise you hear 
is the ticking of the clock.” Our proposed salary level was less than 
half the minimum that Heidrich and Struggles would normally even 
consider for an assignment.

However, Al was an old friend of the boss, and since we were 
looking for several people, they agreed. John Lucht, the youngest 
man in the group, was assigned to the job. John was a bright and 
able recruiter, and, in short order, produced a number of qualified 
candidates. One who really stood out was a man named Bill O’Neill, 
who was working for Colgate. Bill was smart and confident beyond 
his years, and I was happy to hire him.

What I didn’t know was that, although he spoke English as well 
as anyone, he wrote the way he had been taught at Colgate. They 
apparently had a rigid code for written communication. The jargon 
was almost incomprehensible. If we wanted something, we had to
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“prioritize” it. I f  more was needed, we would “pluralize” it. I began 
to fantasize about “sanitizing” Bills memos.

So I donned another hat. I started teaching “composition 101” 
to Bill, sending back every one of his memos with English language 
substitutions for the jargon. He was bright enough to drop the non 
sense Colgate had drummed into him, and eventually did very well 
at Readers Digest.

All other international visits were a lot more enjoyable than our 
thankless tasks in South America. For quite a while, Bill Kelty, Tom 
Esencourt (in charge of international CB/SS) and I worked the in 
ternational circuit as a traveling road show, carrying a kit of recent 
successes from one office to the next.

Bill was responsible— although quite innocently—for what 
could be my only likely entry into the Guinness Book o f  Records. My 
record would be for the shortest flight that resulted in the longest 
distance traveled by luggage. For some reason, Bill always flew on Ja 
pan Air Line planes when he could, and that included our 25-minute 
flight from Paris to Amsterdam. When my baggage was nowhere in 
sight in Amsterdam, I feared the worst, and was right. The next day, 
a cheerful JAL rep called me in the Amsterdam office to inform me 
that my baggage had been located— in Tokyo.

In Finland, Readers Digest had been operated by a licensee for 
years before it became a full-fledged Readers Digest office. Con 
sequently, the staff had all been recently hired, and they were very, 
very young. Tom Esencourt exaggerated when he remarked that vis 
iting this office was “like teaching in a kindergarten.” His comment 
underestimated our Finns. When they got a bit of experience, the 
“kids” turned out to be “wunderland,” and the Finnish office had 
an unbroken string of many profitable years under general manager 
Marti Immonen.

On one of my visits to Helsinki, I was invited to dinner with 
Marti and his wife at their home. I accepted with pleasure, of course. 
Finns do a lot of things well. They love to talk about the Winter War
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of 1940, when their tiny anny held the entire Russian army at bay for 
months (“There are 50,000 Russians in Finland. You just never meet 
one because they’re all six feet underground”).

There is one activity at which Finns truly excel. Finns drink. 
They drink for conviviality. They drink for pleasure. They drink to 
obliterate pain. They drink because it’s dark outside the entire win 
ter. They drink to celebrate their glorious springtime. A lot of the 
time, they drink for no apparent reason.

At Marti’s house, the evening began with a bottle of vodka in 
a block of ice on the dining room table. It ended a very long time 
later. In between, Marti’s lovely wife cooked us a fine dinner, and we 
toasted every mutual acquaintance— including many not yet met. I 
think we polished off more vodka than would normally be served in 
an evening on the QE2.

Along the way, Marti insisted that we use his sauna. The won 
derful custom of the sauna should surely be adopted everywhere. 
For starters, sitting in a baking room, then running out for a dip in an 
ice-cold lake allows the head to clear enough to crave more vodka. In 
addition, a sauna can only be enjoyed while completely naked, and 
Marti’s wife was a real Finnish beauty. Sadly, by the time we hit the 
sauna, I couldn’t focus well enough to see her. Early in the evening, 
she had been a modestly dressed, gorgeous young woman. By now, 
there were three of her, and each one was composed of miscella 
neous floating body parts.

The sun came up just as we were toasting— I think— the many 
Finns who fought on the side of the Colonies in the American Revo 
lutionary War. I parted the fog long enough to remember that I had 
an early flight to London.

“No problem,” said Marti. “We’ll just call a taxi.”
“But I haven’t even packed,” I said, starting to panic now.
“No problem,” said Marti. “We’ll just call a taxi.”
The taxi man looked like a driver, but turned out to be an angel. 

After inspecting our sorry little group and my airline ticket, he took 
charge. He drove to my hotel, steered me to my room, packed all my 
stuff—more neatly than I ever did— drove to the airport and deliv 
ered me to the Finnair counter. The Finnair people didn’t seem to
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find anything remarkable about a drunk being escorted to a plane at 
8 am by a taxi driver like a mother hen with a chick.

This was an unusual evening, although every Readers Digest 
office made sure we had plenty of food and drink— usually after a 10 
or 12 hour working day.

Sometimes one or more of us would visit local Readers Digest 
promotion meetings, especially those of the larger offices in Europe. 
In late April 1970, Tom and I went to the German company promo 
tion meeting. Most of the German staff spoke excellent English, so 
they were accommodating enough to hold the meeting in English. 
The meeting was in a nice hotel in the Austrian Alps.

It turned out to be a rare example of the normally impeccable 
Teutonic planning of our staff clashing with Teutonic thrift on the 
part of the hotel. The hotels summer began on April 15, and that’s 
when they turned off the heat. The Alpine weather was on a differ 
ent calendar. The outside temperature didn’t get above freezing all 
day long.

When we got together on the first morning of the meeting, the 
first item on the agenda was to pass out mittens to all present— ex 
cept for the unfortunate person keeping the notes of the meeting. 
This job was rotated every fifteen minutes. The next item was coffee, 
then schnapps all around. I don’t really remember much of the meet 
ing. I do remember that nobody dozed off for fear of frostbite.

Later the same year, I attended a meeting of British Reader’s 
Digest, which was held in Dublin. As a long-time James Joyce en 
thusiast, I was entranced by “dear, dirty, Dublin.” I got to walk in the 
footsteps of Stephen Daedalus along the banks of the River Liffey, 
and could look at the hills which formed the supine shape of the hero 
of Finnegans Wake.

The meeting itself was a lively affair, chaired by the inimitable 
Victor Ross. On the second day, we were invited to tour the Guinness 
Brewery. Since we owed quite a debt to Guinness, I looked forward 
to this. The tour itself was less than inspiring. Guinness smells ok, 
but not when it’s totally pervasive. At lunch in the boardroom, ev 
ery place at the table had a huge mug of Guinness waiting—except 
for the chairman of the board of Guinness. His place had a glass of
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neat Irish whisky. Being chairman, he didn’t have to explain, and he 
didn’t.

A bit later, I attended an internal promotion meeting of the 
French company. This meeting was conducted in French. My French 
is very weak, although I had picked up enough relevant business 
terms to fake it— most of the time. I could almost always follow a 
conversation when I was speaking one on one, or could see who was 
talking in a group.

Unfortunately, with conversation bouncing back and forth and 
every staffer eager to contribute, I spent most of the day hearing 
words that came from one side or the other. Suddenly, there would 
be a flurry of rapid and unfamiliar talk from the opposite end of the 
table and I would lose it completely.

Almost invariably—it seemed— all heads would turn my way and 
I would hear something like: “Since this is such an important topic, 
we would like to know what the US can contribute. Gordon, what’s 
your experience in this area?” Try faking an answer to that one!

In Spain, communication was largely limited to Vicente Boba- 
dilla and Luis Martel, the two people in the office who spoke toler 
able English. One night, after the usual midnight dinner, Vicente and 
I had a few drinks and became great pals. I asked him about some 
innocuous business item, and he told me it wasn’t a very good ques 
tion, since it ignored the realities of doing business in Spain. He said 
it was important to understand that Spanish accounting didn’t use the 
simple double-entry bookkeeping system practiced elsewhere.

It was multi-level accounting, incorporating several different 
sets of books. The first set was maintained for the Spanish tax people. 
This always showed a huge loss. The second set of books was for the 
home office in Pleasantville. This indicated a small profit. The third 
set of books was the one the local staff saw, and the one used to calcu 
late their bonuses. This indicated a much larger profit, and kept them 
from discussing the first two sets publicly.

“Finally,” he whispered confidentially, “there is the fourth set 
of books. These I keep here,” and he tapped the breast pocket of his 
jacket. Since I’ve always admired ingenuity, I never did discuss his 
unusual accounting technique with anyone else in the company.
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On an early trip to the Canadian Readers Digest offices in 
Montreal, I was going over test plans, and was somewhat pained to 
discover a magazine test of a Business Reply Envelope vs. a Reply 
Envelope. (Both types of envelope are used by a customer to send in 
his order and/or sweepstakes entry. A “Business Reply Envelope” has 
the postage prepaid by Readers Digest. A plain “Reply Envelope” 
requires the customer to put his own stamp on it, and pay the post 
age himself.)

This had been tested many times in the past, and the prepaid 
Business Reply Envelope always produced significantly more orders 
— more than enough extra orders to pay for the reply postage several 
times over. I wrote a sarcastic memo to our Canadian colleagues, 
decrying this as a waste of a good test slot.

I was right about the old tests, but forgot the fact that they had 
all been done before sweepstakes promotion took over the Readers 
Digest world. A couple of months later, I got a memo from Jim Mack- 
ey, the Canadian circulation director, which listed current test results. 
Without comment, the Business Reply Envelope vs. Reply Envelope 
test appeared on the list. To my amazement, they pulled exactly the 
same. The plain Reply Envelope was the winner by the amount of 
reply postage saved—which was huge when we were operating with a 
total response of 40%. I acknowledged the test results without further 
comment, and told Jim we would test it in the US immediately.

If I thought I was off the hook on this one, I underestimated our 
Canadian colleagues. At a Christmas party that year, Jim announced 
that he had an award to give. With a smile that lit up the room, he 
handed me a beautifully framed and ornately inscribed copy of my 
nastv memo. He then proceeded to read it in its entirety to the whole 
crowd.

I kept it on the wall of my office as long as I stayed with the Di 
gest— and took it with me when I left. It was one more reminder of 
the need for humility in the direct mail business.

We normally went to see our international colleagues on their 
home ground, but for truly serious problems, sometimes they came 
to us. Largely because of currency fluctuations, the Australian edition 
lost more than $1 million in 1972— an enormous sum for this very
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small operation. Marketing director Peter Davenport and circulation 
director Bob Specht were summoned to an emergency meeting in 
San Francisco. They were put up in a luxurious suite in the Fairmont 
Hotel, and they did a very good job of showing that they were on 
top of the problem, and doing all they could to solve it. After several 
days of enjoying San Franciscos finest cuisine, they were preparing 
to take their first-class flight home.

Bob turned to Peter and said: “If they did all this because we 
lost a million dollars, I wonder what would have happened if we had 
lost $2 million?”

On a later trip to Japan, I developed a painful cyst that hurt 
the most when I sat down. I went through the two-day meeting in 
Tokyo standing up, and started to believe that maybe it didn’t hurt 
so much. The six-hour flight to Hong Kong convinced me otherwise. 
Hong Kong was just a one-day stop, but, by now, it was obvious that 
I needed some serious medical attention. The people in the Hong 
Kong office found a good doctor, and he removed the offending cyst 
in a couple of minutes.

He was careful to point out that there was now a huge incision 
that needed to be packed with gauze. He told me to be sure to lie on 
my stomach for at least a week, to get up only for meals and to see 
him daily for cleaning and repacking. When I told him I had to fly to 
Sydney that night, he told me I was crazy. He was right, but I was liv 
ing with an overactive sense of duty at the time, and felt that I really 
needed to be in Australia the next day.

I bought an ingenious pillow with a hole in the middle like a 
doughnut and tried it. It helped, but not much. After takeoff, I dis 
covered a solution. The only reasonably comfortable position was to 
kneel down facing my seat. I may be the only airline passenger ever 
to spend the eleven-hour flight from Hong Kong to Sydney on his 
knees facing backward.

It was a weekend, and I went to Jack and Margaret O’Haras 
apartment overlooking the yacht races in Sydney harbor. The yachts 
were beautiful, but my host and hostess were so amused by my 
doughnut pillow that they didn’t want to talk about anything else.
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I spent a week standing up in meetings in Sydney, seeing a very 
kind doctor every afternoon. By the time I got home, life was ap 
proaching normal again.

This was anything but a typical trip, but I was accustomed to 
spending more time on airplanes than at home. We had a beauti 
ful crab apple tree in our yard that bloomed for about a week every 
year, generally around Mothers Day. For the last decade I worked for 
Readers Digest, I never saw that tree in bloom.

I still have the pillow. You never know.
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THERE IS L IFE  AFTER READER’S DIGEST

I never understood how they did it, but 
Hobe Lewis, Kent Rhodes, Charley Hepler and Dick Waters some 
how got to DeWitt Wallace and got Walter Hitesman fired in the 
spring of 1974.

Individually and collectively, this gang of four couldn’t manage 
their way out of a paper bag, but they convinced Wallace that they 
could run the company better than the man who had saved it from 
international disaster, and made it grow and prosper.

As always, convincing Wallace was all it took.
Hobe Lewis became the nominal head of the company after Wal 

ter left, and I had several rather painful meetings with him. I decided 
that I wanted some sort of recognition for hanging on, and suggested 
becoming a member of the executive committee, replacing Walter as 
the representative of Readers Digest promotional activities.

This was not going to happen. Hobe nixed this with the explana 
tion that he, the editor, was already the promotional representative. 
He then told me that I had one prominent corporate drawback. I had 
never run an entire Reader s Digest company. Although this was true, 
it was not necessarily relevant. Hobe, for instance, had never run an 
entire Reader s Digest company either.

The offer that Hobe put on the table to correct this was aston 
ishing. I was offered the job of “area director” for a number of com 
pletely unconnected editions, including Canada, Australia, Japan and
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South Africa. The most absurd feature of this proposition— apart 
from the fact that it was obviously impossible to describe these far- 
flung editions as an “area”— was that the duties of an area director 
were totally remote from running a day-to-day business. An area di 
rector hopped around from one edition to another, offering loose 
advice on an ad hoc basis. It was strictly a liaison job, with absolutely 
no profit-and-loss responsibilities.

The only sensible interpretation of this “offer” was that the quad- 
rumvirate that ousted Walter Hitesman wanted to send me packing, 
too, but preferred not to have a confrontation. After I quickly said 
“no way” to this, Hobe said that I could keep my job as corporate 
promotion director, under his wise tutelage. Enough, already. The 
moment that I heard the cockamamy area director scheme, I knew I 
was finished at Readers Digest. I quit.

At age 4 2 ,1 was out of a job for the first time since I was 15 years
old.

I left the Digest because it was obvious that if Walter Hitesman 
could be canned after his achievements, it was no longer a sensible 
place for me to work. The area director offer was simply the nail in 
the coffin. I never did figure out who came up with that idiot idea.

I had a brief meeting with DeWitt Wallace after I had said I was 
on mv way out. He was gracious, as always, and made a token attempt 
to get me to stay, but it was obvious that there was something else on 
his mind. Finally, he asked his question: “You won’t tell anybody the 
Readers Digest promotional secrets, will you?” I assured him with 
an absolutely clear conscience that I would keep mum. Since there 
never were any “secrets,” I’ve kept my word.

The entire department turned out for a nifty farewell party, and 
I got to make my last speech as a Digest employee. After a somewhat 
flowery introduction, I had my chance. I do remember my opening 
words: “Golly gee.” I fear the talk went downhill after that.

The summer of 1974 was one of the most pleasant in my life. 
I spent most of it in New York City, visiting everyone I knew in the 
business. I had several job interviews, but the thought of jumping 
back into corporate life wasn’t all that appealing.
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I did have reminders that I was not senior vice president of any 
thing anymore. One day on the train back from New York, I saw Ed 
Thompson, who was on the board of directors and well on his way to 
becoming editor-in-chief of Readers Digest. Ed was fuming, and felt 
it necessary to explain why he was on the train: “Somehow my driver 
got mixed up, and wasn’t where he was supposed to be.” I sympa 
thized, and when we got off the train said: “I have the same problem 
all the time—would you like a lift back to the office?” Ed broke up. 
He still reminds me of that one.

Near the end of August, I met with Lee Pilert, the longtime R. H. 
Donnelly account representative on the Readers Digest account. He 
offered me a job as a consultant to Carol Wright Sales, a small but highly 
profitable Donnelly offshoot. Within a week, a headhunter I had known 
for ages told me that he had an assignment from Fingerhut, one of his 
most important clients. He hadn’t been able to hire anyone who fit, and 
wondered if I would like to work for Fingerhut as a consultant.

Two contracts were drafted, and I was in the consulting business. 
These original contracts were conventional consulting contracts. They 
were for a fixed period of a year, renewable on expiration. I decided 
early on that I would charge a fee at the high end of the going scale for 
professional services. With Donnelly (whom I had known for years) and 
Fingerhut (who were almost desperate for help), this was no problem.

However, I soon learned that the substantial commitment of an 
annual contract made a very tough sell. I did some fixed-price work, 
but this never worked well for me. I would invariably get interested 
in the subject, and put in many more hours than I had originally esti 
mated. So I slid into continuity pricing for consulting. Every regular 
client after the first two was on a continuity basis— I agreed to work 
for a monthly fee and they could fire me at any time. There were no 
expensive long-term commitments for them to worry about and no 
agonizing contract renewals to concern me.

This has worked very simply and smoothly for 32 years so far. 
Naturally, I’ve lost clients. Out of a total of 85 clients, I currently have 
just one— the wonderful folks at Boardroom Inc. This allows me to 
brag at any party that I bet I ’m the only one in the room who’s been
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fired 84 times. I always win the bet now that Dick Benson is unfortu 
nately no longer with us.

The loose continuity approach has resulted in some consulting 
relationships which have lasted for a long time— Rodale Press was 
the longest, at 22 years. There really isn’t any need for a long-term 
contract in a very personal consulting business. Both the client and 
the consultant know when things are clicking, and when it’s time to 
part. I’ve never been surprised by losing a client. I ’ve been sad many 
times, angrv once (Avon in 1986), but never surprised.

Running a one-man consulting business in 1974 was a lot dif 
ferent from today. The only office equipment I had was a calculator 
and an answering machine— although I did have the first answering 
machine on the block. I didn’t even have a typewriter. Naturally, I 
had been forced to do some hunt-and-peck typing when I was try 
ing to write copy, but I hadn’t been near a typewriter in many years. 
The ever-attentive and ever-reliable Charlotte began moonlighting 
for me, picking up my handwritten material after work one day and 
delivering it the next. This was before Federal Express, so it took 
more than a week to turn around even a simple question and get it 
back to the client.

I recently ran across a renewal analysis I had done for Playboy 
in 1978. It was a five-year comparison of a one-year-only renewal 
offer with another that presented choices of one, two or three years. 
The calculations were handwritten on at least three dozen sheets of 
accounting paper. The choice offer split into three streams in year 
one, then into nine in year two and multiplied exponentially through 
out the period. By the last year, just listing the different groups took 
more than a page.

Mv conclusion was that the one-year-only offer was superior, and 
I was very likely right, because it almost always is, but there was no way 
to track it back through the maze of figures— much less find the many 
mistakes that had to be buried in that mountain of hand calculations.

The combination of the personal computer and the fax machine 
turned this leisurely world upside down. In 1980,1 saw a demonstration 
of an IBM PC. The salesman was working in VisiCalc, and he showed 
one of the simplest possible applications. He had set up a monthly sales
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report. The line below the report had a formula for a 10% increase in 
sales. When he pressed the “calc” button, a row of sales figures, each 
10% greater than the one above it, rippled gently across the screen. 
As I watched those numbers appear, I felt a stirring in my groin. Did I 
want a computer? Does a bear eat berries in the woods?

I bought one of the first PCs on the market, took every course 
offered by ComputerLand, and learned to use this new tool as fast as 
I could. Once I had built a few simple programs in VisiCalc, I could 
turn around a basic renewal analysis in minutes, rather than days or 
weeks. I firmly believe that the personal computer was invented sole 
ly to make it possible for circulation people to do renewal analyses. 
Using the PC was much more than a question of speed. The quality 
of analysis was improved at least a hundredfold, and I could (usually) 
find my mistakes.

Once we started using the fax machine, my office effectively be 
came the clients office. It gave me great delight to answer questions 
with this heading: “SUBJECT: Your Fax of Seven Minutes Ago.”

After leaving Readers Digest, I received a couple of awards. 
Awards in direct mail tend to be different from show business or 
even general advertising. Instead of a statue or a blue ribbon, the 
real award for a successful direct mail campaign is written on the 
profit-and-loss statement. As the ever-lovely and ever-bright Emily 
Soell said: “We don’t do awards. We do windows.” Since measure 
ment of results is the beginning and the end of the direct mail busi 
ness, awards don’t mean much.

My friend Denny Hatch made probably the definitive statement 
on the subject: “Awards are like hemorrhoids. Every old asshole gets 
one sooner or later.”

Still, people do like to receive them. I was nominated for the Cir 
culation Hall of Fame in 1977.1 was nominated for the same award in 
1978. And 1979.1 was starting to feel like one of the Hollywood stars 
who is forever chasing an Oscar he or she never gets. Finally, having
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outlived all of the other candidates, I was elected to the Circulation 
Hall of Fame in 1980.

The publicity for the Circulation Council says that this award is 
truly special because it is given “only by a vote of working circulation 
peers.” This is true as far as it goes, but nobody should get too ex 
cited about it. In fact, only about 30 people bother to vote. In 1980 ,1 
could start with some suppliers who owed me, and a couple of drink 
ing buddies in the business. Add in my list broker daughter and her 
friends, and I was close to a shoo-in.

A number of years later, I was mowing the lawn when Ann hol 
lered that I had a phone call from Jonah Gitlitz, president of the 
Direct Marketing Association. He told me that I had been elected to 
the Direct Marketing Hall of Fame. I hung up, told her about it and 
suggested we should celebrate. She gave me an immediate reality 
check: “Just finish mowing the lawn, and we’ll talk about a celebra 
tion, Mr. Big Shot.”

The DMA Hall of Fame probably means less to anyone outside 
of the business than Miss Apple Blossom, but to those of us who work 
in direct marketing, its a legitimate award. Unlike a lot of industry 
awards, it isn’t given to anyone who’s been around for a couple of de 
cades, so the stage isn’t cluttered with a horde of past recipients.

The award goes to just two living people each year—with two 
posthumous recipients. Since it’s given at a luncheon at the annual 
meeting of DMA, there’s always a large crowd on hand. Bob Teufel, 
president of Rodale Press, gave me a nice introduction, and I had a 
chance to make a properly humble speech. Congressional hearings 
are great training grounds for humility.

Later the same year, I had a little legal tussle. Although I had spent 
enough time in court and at the FTC on behalf of Reader’s Digest to 
earn an honorary law degree, I have never personally been involved 
in a lawsuit. But then, a character in Boston named Don Nicholas de 
cided to publish a newsletter called Subscription Marketing.
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He put out a mailing describing how all his subscribers would 
become rich and included in it an insert with the headline “Subscrip 
tion Marketing gives you access to the industry’s top circulation pro 
fessionals. . This was on the back of the insert:

EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD

The following industry leaders have been invited to join 
the Subscription Marketing Editorial Advisory Board:

A list of 22 “industry leaders” followed, which included me. I 
had never heard of Subscription Marketing until I received an invi 
tation to be on the “Editorial Advisory Board” a few days before this 
mailing arrived. Since I had no intention of lending my name to this 
dubious enterprise, I got a bit annoyed. I called my lawyer (who had 
forgotten I existed), then sent him a letter in high dudgeon. Along 
with other mutterings, I said:

“This is about as truthful as my sending out a promotion saying 
that Henry Kissinger and George Bush have been invited to help me 
serve my clients better.”

Yeah, I was pissed.
My lawyer drafted a truly nasty letter, citing the New York Civil 

Rights Law, which allows anyone whose name is used for advertising 
without his permission to sue “for any damages sustained by reasons 
of such use.” He then described the imaginary horrors I had been 
subjected to after the distribution of his mailing.

Was this overreaction? Obviously. On the other hand, Nicholas 
had been mighty cheeky, and deserved a little hand slap. Which, of 
course, is how it ended. His next mailing included a note saying that:

Gordon Grossman has graciously declined to serve on 
the Subscription Marketing Editorial Advisory Board.
He informs us that, as a matter of policy, he does not 

affiliate with any industry publications.

I should always be so gracious.
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TIME INC. 
T IM E-LIFE BOOKS

After leaving the Digest in 1974,1 had tar 
geted a few potential consulting clients. Since I had run all Readers 
Digest consumer sales for several years, Time-Life Books was one 
of the most logical. I met with John Canova, marketing director of 
Time-Life Books in the US, and he gave me a fixed-price assignment 
to produce a critique of the system used to select names for mailings 
of Time-Life Books.

I put together a report that had about 10 times the number of 
man hours that would have been justified by the fee. Along the way, 
I learned something about Time-Life Books. Their sales figures were 
almost the opposite of what I had been accustomed to at Readers 
Digest, although they both showed a very healthy bottom line.

The only important series product at Readers Digest was Con 
densed Books. Condensed Books spun off huge profits with a first- 
book-free offer, which brought new customers into the fold at an 
extremely low cost. Since the free-book offer naturally attracted lots 
of freeloaders, they also dropped off very quickly.

In addition, because Condensed Books included all kinds of new 
fiction, the books themselves weren’t linked thematically. The read 
ers who bought multiple volumes liked the idea of condensation and 
read almost any kind of current fiction. Condensed Books generated 
major profits because of the few people who hung on forever— the

180
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“hard core”— and the huge numbers of inexpensive new customers 
who poured into the top of the funnel.

In contrast, Time-Life Books used a full-price first book of 
fer, and paid a lot of money for a new customer. These people had 
a genuine interest in the subject matter of a particular series, and 
all Time-Life series targeted specific subjects. The key figure in all 
Time-Life Books profitability calculations was the average number 
of books paid for divided by the total number of members. This was 
called “average take,” and any series with a high average take was 
almost certain to be a winner.

One fascinating feature of Time-Life Books editorial planning 
was that the total number of books in a series was not predetermined 
at the time of the launch. For a series to succeed, it needed at least 
24 books (more books equals larger average take), and every series 
would have exactly 24 books blocked out by the editors when it was 
being planned.

The first few books, of course, were well into production at the 
time of the launch, since books were shipped every six weeks and 
production alone took much longer than this. If a series turned out 
to be about average in appeal, it would run for 24 books, and end up 
as originally planned. However, there was a remarkable amount of 
flexibility after the early books.

If the series turned out to be very popular, and buyers of the first 
volumes looked like they might be hungry for more, the Time-Life 
Books editors could satisfy that hunger like McDonalds could serve 
hamburgers. The best example of this was with the World War II 
series. As always, the early planning envisioned a 24-volume series. 
But the original group of buyers simply wouldn’t go away. By the third 
book, it was obvious that average take was going to be phenomenal.

So the editors went happily back to the drawing board. Material 
that had been planned for one book was stretched out, and subjects 
previously considered peripheral became whole books. In the origi 
nal plan, The Home Front was a single volume, covering the subject 
for all major combatants. This subject became four separate books: 
The Home Front in the United States, The Home Front in Great Brit 
ain, The Home Front in Germany and The Home Front in Japan.
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Some of the later volumes got pretty thin. The last book was 
titled Forgotten Outposts. It described soldiers who never really 
made it into the war. Instead of the dramatic battle shots of the other 
volumes, this one featured page after page of pictures of bored men, 
surrounded by snow in places like the Aleutians (or sand somewhere 
in Africa), just sitting on their butts, smoking cigarettes.

Because the marketplace kept clamoring for more, the planned 
24-volume series was ultimately doubled to 48 books, and Time-Life 
Books made more money on this series in its early years than any be 
fore or since. Amazingly, just about every customer who hung on for 
the first few books made it through the entire 48-book marathon.

Research found that a large percentage of the original buyers 
of World War II were veterans of that war who simply couldn’t get 
enough of the subject. The editors, of course, knew that veterans 
were a major market, but nobody had realized the depth of their 
interest. Their remarkably flexible editorial system allowed them to 
take advantage of this unexpected intensity—big time.

Another example of Time-Life Books flexibility was in the selec 
tion of the lead book of the World War II series. The lead book— the 
first book in the series— is critical to any series, because although 
Time-Life Books is selling a series, customers are buying one book at a 
time— and nobody who hasn’t bought Book One even sees Book Two.

Because this was a historical series, it initially started before hos 
tilities with a volume titled Between the Wars. The plan was to con 
tinue in chronological order after that. Subsequent testing showed 
that readers were far more interested in the dramatic battles of the 
war than the somewhat boring events that preceded them.

This was especially true for the World War II vets, who want 
ed to read about their war— and these folks were pure gold. The 
lead book became The Battle o f  Britain, followed by The Struggle 
fo r  Guadalcanal. Between the Wars was one of the weakest books 
in the series, and it kept working its way backward. What about the 
sanctity of chronology in a historical series? Fuggedaboudit said the 
marketplace. This was not a mystery story and every buyer knew how 
it came out.
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The Time-Life Books direct mail list selection system was the 
idiosyncratic product of a longtime employee named Roger Wilson, 
who was extremely bright and enormously cantankerous in roughly 
equal parts. It was the most ingenious manual selection system I’ve 
ever seen. It broke Time-Life book buyers into a large number of 
categories and subcategories, all of them meaningful. Many tests had 
demonstrated the worth of the system.

There was one major omission, which could only be filled in by 
multiple regression analysis. It was not possible to include past prod 
ucts individually in any manual system, simply because there were so 
many. Product affinity is exactly the kind of information that is grist 
for the multiple regression analysis mill.

The Time-Life book buyer file was every bit as rich in data as 
the Readers Digest house file. Their fulfillment system was far supe 
rior to the one at the Digest, and this made it much easier to access 
the data. This system had been developed by a consultant, working 
with fulfillment director Joe Malone, and it had some remarkably 
advanced features.

It maintained a record of each individual volume shipped to 
each customer. This allowed Time-Life to juggle volumes around in 
a series, as they did with the lead books of World War II. With any 
other fulfillment system at the time, there would have been no way 
to reap the benefits of finding a better lead book. This feature was 
worth a lot of money to Time-Life Books, and both the editorial and 
promotion people took full advantage of it.

After reading and discussing my recommendations, John Canova 
agreed to give multiple regression selection a try. He was sufficient 
ly enthusiastic to try it on a damp test for the critical new product 
launch of World War II.

I immediately got Jerry Greene of MarketMath into the act 
(sadly, Steve Smith had died unexpectedly a year or so earlier). Jer 
ry and I produced a long list of candidate variables* and Time-Life

*A “candidate variable” is any item of customer information that the analyst 
deems worthy of consideration for inclusion in the regression equation. Although 
the final equation will seldom have more than seven or eight variables, it’s generally 
good policy to consider dozens of candidate variables, and to let the regression equa 
tion sort out the valuable ones.
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Books mailed a cross-section of promotable book buyers for the test. 
Jerry was allowed to use Time-Life Books computers for analysis, so 
he didn’t have to work exclusively from midnight until 6 am.

The gains chart produced from the test was extremely power 
ful (or “robust,” as Jerry called it). As expected, product purchase 
variables were at the top of the list. Product affinity is king in book 
equations to a house file. Since these variables were too complicated 
for consideration in any manual system, we were very encouraged.

The manual selection system had started with file categories, 
always topped bv the customers who were purchasing one or more 
current series, called “actives.” Actives would always pull at least two 
or three times better than any other category.

When the file was scored with the regression equation, there was 
a big surprise to everyone, including me. Even though about 70% of 
the entire file had been selected for mailing, a small number of ac 
tives didn’t make the cutoff, and should not be promoted— according 
to the regression equation. Roger was apoplectic. He bet me an enor 
mous (imaginary) sum that these people would be highly profitable, 
and they were promoted under a separate key in the launch mailing.

The launch was hugely successful, with the predicted gains from 
the regression equation coming in almost exactly as forecast.

The weird actives who had been forecast to do badly actually did 
fail miserably, as the equation had predicted. Roger suspected Jerry 
of black magic, but finally settled on good mathematics. Subsequent 
research revealed that these people were incorrectly classified in the 
system. They were members of a small “annual’ program that was 
drastically different from a normal Time-Life Books series — the ful 
fillment people hadn’t known what to do with them. By now, Roger 
was convinced that I wasn’t there to get him fired, and we worked 
together very successfully for years. He eventually became an out 
spoken advocate of multiple regression selection.

One of the key people in making things happen at Time-Life 
Books was an attractive woman named Carol Flaumenhaft. She was 
a member of the promotion department, who worked in the home 
office in Alexandria, Virginia, but spent all of her time on customer 
service' questions. Since she was willing to stretch “customer service”
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to include just about anything that involved both promotion and ful 
fillment—and almost everything did— Carol was in the middle of 
everything. She was a doer, and whenever anything threatened to 
become unstuck, the word went out to “call Carol.” She came run 
ning, fixed everything in sight and I blessed her every day I worked 
for Time-Life Books.

Multiple regression analysis became firmly entrenched at Time- 
Life Books, and was brought in-house as soon as possible. Regression 
equations were built for every product being promoted. After a time, 
we wondered if it was necessary to construct a new equation for each 
repeat promotion. Even though they produced a profit, mailings of 
minor products pulled at a very low rate.

In order to get the 700 or so orders needed for regression analy 
sis, 100,000 names might have to be mailed for the test, and this test 
to a cross section of the entire file was quite unprofitable. Since the 
resulting analysis always skimmed just the best names from the top 
of the file, this big test would produce a rollout mailing of less than 
one million—often just 600,000 to 700,000. The loss on the test fre 
quently cut the profit from the rollout in half. The logical question 
was whether we could do a multiple regression analysis this year, and 
just apply it to a mailing next year. This was carefully tested six differ 
ent times—we really did want the concept to work.

Six times we tried, and six times we failed. Last years equation 
had very little power when applied to this years bookbuyer file. In 
three of the six tests, it had no discrimination at all. Clearly, ongoing 
changes in the Time-Life book buyer file were a lot more significant 
than we had realized.

Along with the major new ideas being tested, minor ones hung 
around. When I first started consulting for them, Time-Life Books 
was on the fourth leg of tests trying to decide whether the letters 
in their promotion should be signed by the Time-Life Books presi 
dent (Joan Manley, obviously female) or the marketing director (John 
Canova, obviously male).
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This was the subject of an acrimonious and continuing debate. 
It had been tested on history books, gardening books and cookbooks. 
Since there never were any significant differences, the tests had to 
be huge— 200,000 on a side each time. They asked me how to read 
the results. I looked at the figures— which were obviously virtually 
identical— and my advice was to let the product managers sign ’em. I 
believe I paid for a year of consulting in less than one minute.

I told them about the way I fought the problem of testing little stuff 
at Readers Digest. I would just look at every minor test and ask: “Would 
you make this test if you were selling this product in Finland?”

Since Finland has about 2% of the population of the US, we 
weeded out enough drivel to fund all the big test ideas anyone could 
think of.

Time-Life Books knew all about the success Readers Digest and 
others were having with sweepstakes, and decided to test a sweep 
stakes for the perenniallv best-selling series Library o f  Home Repair. 
Thev set up an elaborate test series, using a half dozen outside copy 
writers (since I was considered a list selection specialist by Time-Life 
Books, I wasn’t involved).

The winning copy— by a huge amount— had an unusual format, 
with six tickets attached to each other, all of them to be returned. The 
top five tickets described various prizes, and the offer was quietly 
tucked onto the bottom one. The offer was so buried that this mail 
ing scared me. The “Yes” response rate of 12% was totally unheard 
of—at least at Time-Life Books. I suggested that it might be prudent 
to wait for payments. I Iowever, this was hot stuff, and they rushed 
more than two million pieces into the mail as fast as they could. The 
operative quote from the copy chief was: “With a pull like this, there’s 
no way we can fail.”

Wrong. It was an unmitigated disaster. The gross pull was exactly 
as predicted, but many people had sent back all of the tickets, think 
ing that they were just entering the sweepstakes. The payments were 
outrageously bad. The average take— which had always been quite
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high on Home Repair— fell from 8.6 books to 1.1 books, and they lost 
their shirts on the sweepstakes. It was never again even tested.

Time-Life Books became my largest client, and I was a regu 
lar on the Westchester Airport to Alexandria run for the next eight 
years. There is an interesting (most likely apocryphal) story about 
how Time-Life Books came to be in Alexandria.

After the first highly successful series (The Life Nature Library), 
it was clear that this was going to be a real business, and, in order to 
expand it, they needed people and space. They could have found 
space in the Time-Life building in New York City, but the corpora 
tion allegedly had another idea.

This was at a time when all of the Time Inc. magazines were 
suffering through an advertising drought, budgets were being slashed 
and they needed to get rid of a lot of magazine editors. So they moved 
the new Time-Life Books operation to a remote location and offered 
jobs to a bunch of magazine editors. As good New Yorkers, they were 
expected to resign, rather than move to the sticks. Many of them did, 
but the ones who were afraid they couldn’t get another job moved to 
Virginia and made up the core of the Time-Life Books editorial staff.

Like most urban legends, this has enough logic in it to ring some 
bells, especially with those who automatically mistrust corporations. 
However, at least by the time I got there, the Time-Life Books edi 
tors were highly skilled and quite productive. They certainly were 
not a crowd of broken-down former magazine editors.

After I had been consulting with them for several years, Time- 
Life Books got into the telemarketing business, and I had another 
brush with selling by telephone. At the outset, Time-Life Books tele 
marketing had several things going for it. All calls were made to the 
very strong list of Time-Life Books book buyers, and the operation
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was started by a bright young salesman who hired a couple of good 
people.

Because of the sophistication of the Time-Life Books fulfillment 
system, the quality of the information given to the sales reps was 
remarkably good. Instead of just a list of names and phone numbers, 
each prospect’s history was printed on a card that showed the titles of 
all the series he had purchased, how many books were bought in each 
series and the dates of the most recent shipments.

Armed with this information, basic personalization was easy: “If 
vou enjoyed The Life Nature Library , you’ll love our new series: The 
American Wilderness.” There was more. Each sales rep had scripts 
for several active Time-Life Books series. If  a man answered the 
phone, he would hear about The Library o f  Home Repair or World 
War II. If his wife picked up, she was supposed to learn about the 
latest cookbook series. This sounds like it’s approaching an ultimate 
marketing goal— the interaction of the telemarketer and the consum 
er determines the product to be sold!

In fact, this “opportunity” was totally theoretical. Every sales 
rep had one favorite series and tried to sell it to everyone. How 
ever, it gave the Time-Life Books executives wonderful material for 
speeches at DMA meetings for many years.

I became peripherally involved with this operation, not because 
of my limited telemarketing experience, but because Time-Life 
Books telemarketing needed a technique to select names to call. We 
developed a simplified multiple regression selection system using a 
generic equation based on direct mail experience. It was easy to build 
the selection equation. Trying to test it was an awful experience.

Given the problems of reporting telemarketing sales, some sim 
ple method of measuring the selection system was desired. The worst 
idea somebody (not me!) came up with was to divide the selected 
prospect names based on their regression scores into high, average 
and low, and to print them on differently colored cards.

Time-Life Books never understood the dynamics of telemar 
keting, and this was an unfortunate example of how little manage 
ment knew about what went on in the boiler room. Telemarketing is
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a highly personal medium and sales reps are remarkably sensitive to 
the quality of the leads they receive.

In less than an hour, the reps figured out that the orange cards 
contained the most responsive names. They disappeared from the 
pot. Every prospect on an orange card was called immediately. If 
there was no answer, he would be called again and again, until contact 
was made. It was the telemarketing version of “shop ’til you drop.” 
The green cards got one call. Blue cards gathered dust. This coding 
system was dropped in a hurry.

Telephone selling is one of the least rewarding and most discour- 
aging jobs in existence. In most operations, the base pay is minimum 
wage, with a modest bonus for sales that exceed a quota. Since one or 
two sales per hour is a general norm, the sales rep spends about 95% 
of his time trying to sell to people who would rather talk to anyone 
else. Customer abuse of sales reps is normal. They regularly get told 
to do things with their phones that would be physically impossible.

The reps are thrown together in misery and self-defense. Since 
there’s precious little to be proud of on the job, it inevitably pro 
duces an attitude of “us versus them,” and them is management that 
provides and controls the sales leads. All efforts to set up simplified 
coding systems were thwarted by the canny sales reps. Every coding 
technique would be subject to careful scrutiny, and broken almost 
immediately.

When Time-Life Books management finally got away from at 
tempting to code the cards, they discovered that the reps had devised 
their own selection system—which was a pretty good one at that. 
Since they had the customer’s entire history in front of them, they 
could see who had bought multiple products, and which ones were 
the most recent buyers. Add in product affinity (which was often easy 
to do— history buyers like history), and they were doing a fair job of 
mimicking the multiple regression selection process.

The test results made our selection system appear to be remark 
ably accurate. In fact, it was a totally self-fulfilling process.

The biggest problem was the same as the one that killed the 
Readers Digest donor test. Time-Life Books could never accurately 
measure the interaction of direct mail and telemarketing. Any effort
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to measure incremental sales flopped because uncontrollable factors 
caused substantial swings.

Since the percentage of sales to completed calls is the standard 
unit of telemarketing measurement, and it’s always very high, tele 
marketing sales tended to be viewed favorably: “We wouldn’t sell that 
large a percentage of these people if we mailed them 10 times.” Un 
fortunately, this sales percentage applied only to a small fraction of 
the universe, and costs were always very high.

Several regional offices were set up— with less experienced 
people in charge. Each mushroomed in size as additional sales reps 
were hired as fast as they could be put on the payroll. Telemarketing 
took on a life of its own, needing more and more book-buyer names 
to feed the growing maw.

Eventually, the poor performance of telephone-sold custom 
ers caught up with the operation. Customers sold by telemarketing 
never performed well. In the early days of the business, average take 
was about three or four books compared with approximately seven 
for a customer sold via direct mail. As telemarketing grew, customer 
quality went down and down. At the height of the Time-Life Books 
telemarketing operation, average take plummeted to less than two 
books per customer.

Since selling by telephone is never cheap, this spelled doom for 
Time-Life Books telemarketing, and it was abruptly shut down.

I flew to Alexandria on January 13, 1982, for a routine visit. The 
vague forecast of a snowstorm became progressively more certain, 
and I left early to catch the Air Florida flight back to Westchester in 
mid-afternoon. The snow was falling and swirling furiously by the 
time I got to the airport. National Airport was still functioning, but 
barely.

The flight ahead of us (Air Florida Flight #90) was de-iced, and 
sat on the runway for 45 minutes while other flights made their de 
layed takeoffs. Finally, we saw the Air Florida plane clear the end of 
the runway, and got in line to board our flight. I was just handing in
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my ticket when the phone rang. The Air Florida employee answered 
it, and went absolutely white. I asked him what was going on, and he 
hollered: “There’s a plane down. It’s one of ours.”

The whole place went bananas. We didn’t know what had hap 
pened—just that a plane had crashed. National Airport was prob 
ably the worst place in the civilized world to get information. It was 
hours before I learned of the extent of the tragedy. The airport, of 
course, was shut down immediately, and I joined a long line waiting 
for a telephone. After more than an hour, I got my chance. By then, 
I knew better than to try to dial long distance to call Ann. All long 
distance circuits were jammed.

I called my sister, who lived nearby with her husband, Dale, 
in Springfield, Virginia. Her seven-year-old son, Eric, answered. I 
asked if I could speak to his mom. He said she wasn’t home yet. 
How about Dad? “Oh, Dad’s out in the driveway, shoveling snow.” I 
could sense that he felt the conversation was over. My voice rising, I 
shouted: “Eric! Don’t hang up the phone!”

Then, in a slightly calmer tone, I begged him to get his father to 
the phone. “I don’t know. He’s all covered with snow, and Mom hates 
the mess.” “Eric! It’s important!” So he got his father, and Dale told 
me that I would be welcome to stay the night—if  I could get there.

The only available taxis had been waiting at the airport when the 
major snow accumulation started. It became a classic case of the price 
of an extremely rare commodity rising to meet a nearly insatiable de 
mand. Every taxi was taking five or six people, and heading in just one 
direction. By the time I reached a driver going toward Springfield, the 
going price was $250 per passenger. I paid up, thankful that I hap 
pened to have the cash on me. We were shoehomed into the cab, and 
eventually skidded our way out of the airport.

Nobody in DC has snow tires, of course, and the two or three 
plows in the city were working elsewhere. Cars and trucks littered 
the road. We got stuck as we left Route 95. Six men in their busi 
ness suits and good shoes got out and pushed. After much spinning 
of wheels, we got loose— for a while. Every time the cab stopped to 
let someone off, we got stuck again, and an ever-diminishing band 
of passengers got out to push. I was next to last, helped the other
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unfortunate fellow push the cab free and I wondered what the driver 
would do after he ran out of passengers.

Probably buv a new taxi with his take for the evening.
Long-distance phone service out of DC was not functioning 

for hours, but I finally got through, and after a bit of hysteria, Ann 
calmed down. I learned later that the news on TV had said it was an 
Air Florida flight, but not which one. My evening ended peaceably 
at mv sisters home, but we watched the horrors of the crash of Air 
Florida Flight 90 and the many heroic efforts of the rescue workers 
working from the 14th street bridge well into the night.

I was able to fly home in the morning, and Ann and I were never 
happier to see each other.

TIM E MAGAZINE
Most of the work I did for Time magazine was in list selection. 

Not long after ZIP codes were introduced, a number of companies 
offered direct mail selection systems based on zip code characteris 
tics. They tried to combine census tracts into zip codes (a very im 
perfect process in itself), and then combine these into “clusters,” or 
groups of zip codes. These selection techniques were based on clus 
ter averages for such factors as income, age and percentage of home 
ownership.

The idea behind such systems was that clusters with allegedly 
similar characteristics would perform about the same— a favorite, 
if hardly original, sales slogan was that “birds of a feather flock to 
gether.” Time was using a cluster selection system developed by a 
company called PRIZM.

Jonathan Robbin, president of the company, was a highly ques 
tionable statistician, but a very good salesman. He used 40 perma 
nent clusters of ZIP codes, and had catchy names for them. “Green 
Suburbs” and “Sophisticates” were two of the favorite groups for 
Time mailings. There was no mathematical basis for this number of 
clusters. It was typical of Robbins statistical insight. Since many of
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the clusters clearly forced together unlike groups of ZIPS, I asked 
him how he happened to produce 40 clusters. His answer: “Because 
40 rows fits exactly on one page with a big headline.” Jonathan Rob- 
bin was strictly a headline man, masquerading as a statistician.

ZIP codes, especially those in large cities, are much too large to 
provide an accurate description of the families living within them. 
Far too many ZIP codes simply misrepresent the data when ZIP “av 
erages” are used. It gets worse (much worse) when the ZIPS are then 
forced into “clusters.” Each of the clusters contains about 1.8 mil 
lion families, which simply cannot be homogeneous. Furthermore, 
any selection technique that assumes permanent and unchanging 
selection factors openly challenges the proven value of improving re 
sponse by limiting the frequency of promotion.

Time had been using the PRIZM system for several years when 
I was hired as a consultant, and they were mailing huge quantities 
at very low response rates. Based on Robbins ZIP code selection, 
they eliminated clusters that represented about half of the available 
names—the same clusters were knocked out of every mailing. After 
going over their figures, I suggested that there was an extremely sim 
ple way to increase response. Robbin vigorously opposed any thought 
of even testing any changes, and the Time circulation people had been 
sufficiently brainwashed to be dubious about any idea he opposed. 
Robbin wasn’t just a good salesman, he was terrific.

I finally convinced them that a test would be worthwhile by 
saying that I would work for them for six months for nothing if the 
test did not produce a measurable increase in mailing response. My 
radical selection technique was to mail into the areas that had been 
systematically deleted from Time mailings for the last several years. 
It was the ultimate anti-system “system.” The test was finally mailed. 
Predictably, the neglected areas pulled a whole lot better—close to 
40% better—than the balance of the mailing. These people hadn’t 
been mailed for years, and were obviously ripe for plucking. That 
little stunt was worth several more years of consulting for Time.
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I worked as a consultant for Avon Prod 
ucts twice— in 1978 and 1986. The first time, I was hired to work on 
an enormous project that had been under way for several years and 
had already cost Avon more than $10 million. My boss was a bright 
and amiable young man named Brooks Miller.

Av on had built a huge business entirely through the use of sales 
representatives. Avon representatives were not professional sales 
people. They were housewives looking for a bit of spare cash. It was 
extremely difficult to get them to call on anyone who wasn’t a friend 
or a regular customer. The objective of this project was to spoon-feed 
new customers to the representatives.

The first step in the process was to build a massive mailing list. This 
was being done bv attempting to match Avon territories with the tele 
phone list at Metromail, the successor to O. E. McIntyre. This was an 
audacious concept in itself. There were about 350,000 Avon territories, 
and nobody had ever attempted to map them in any organized fashion.

Avon territories had been set up by the field managers. The only 
way to get the territories defined was to get the already overworked 
managers to submit the territorial boundaries for each of their repre 
sentatives. Although representatives were always praised to the skies 
and were mythologized in Avon lore, the managers did the real work. 
Many meetings were held with the managers to sell the direct mail 
program to them. Of course, the managers had no background or

194
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training in list work. Boundary descriptions were loaded with descrip 
tions like: “Go along Hunter Lane, about a mile past the old Turner 
place and take a left at the ridge.” This was about as good as it got.

The Metromail people did what they could, but the resulting 
list was heavily flawed, and they knew it. Hal Garrett was the Metro 
mail salesman on the Avon account, and had been involved in this 
Gargantuan task from the start. I had known Hal back in my Readers 
Digest days. At that time, he was a nice man who coasted along with 
a minimum of effort, relying on charm to take the place of hard work. 
No more. Hal was working his tail off to make the program work. If it 
did, and Avon kept spending the kind of money now being invested, 
Hal would have a perpetual annuity.

In addition to matching the telephone list to Avon territories, it 
was necessary to get a list of regular customers from the representa 
tives. If Avon was going to mail to non-customers, the current ones 
had to be deleted from the telephone list. This presented a monstrous 
challenge. The customer names had to come from the representa 
tives, and they were submitted in almost any form other than legible. 
Deciphering representatives’ handwriting was a highly specialized 
task, and good decoders were heavily in demand at Metromail.

There were two key figures used to measure the performance 
of representatives. The first was the number of active representa 
tives (an “active” representative was defined as one who had sent in 
an order in at least one of the last two sales periods). This number, 
after climbing steadily for many years as Avon kept subdividing ter 
ritories and adding new representatives to fill them, had dropped sig 
nificantly in the few years before I became involved. There were then 
about 250,000 active representatives. This is a big number anywhere 
outside of the US government, but it was a long way from filling the 
350,000 territories Avon had established.

The second figure was the number of customers per representa 
tive order. Customers per representative order had dropped in the 
last few years from 12 to 10. In a somewhat frantic effort to stem the 
decline in customers per representative order, Avon had enlarged the 
sales catalogs from 124 to 180 pages, and expanded the merchandise 
offerings way beyond cosmetics and costume jewelry. The Avon sales
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catalog now included sandals, handbags, watches, bra-and-panty 
sets, tote bags, hats, umbrellas, napkin holders, scrapbooks, picture 
frames and vitamins— among other items. None of those increased 
orders enough to compensate for the fact that representatives just 
kept calling on the same few friends and relatives.

If Avon could move the representatives to add more new cus 
tomers, the number of customers per representative order would 
increase, and (Avon hoped) the job of being a representative would 
become more attractive so that more women would want to be rep 
resentatives, filling those unprofitable territories which currently had 
no representatives.

This was the plan. It all started with and depended upon the 
building of a custom mailing list of remarkable complexity, funded 
and controlled bv a company that had never done any direct mail.

I was hired to help Avon get the first tests into the mail. To de 
velop the copy, I suggested hiring my old mentor Walter Weintz, who 
was still doing sterling freelance copy. He walked into his first Avon 
meeting stone cold. I hadn’t even had the time to brief him on the 
basics of the subject.

He listened carefully as Brooks explained the program. Walter 
then asked if anyone had decided what the offer would be. Brooks 
and I had a favorite candidate, which was a special $5 offer for a skin 
moisturizer called “Skin-So-Soft.”* Walter asked half a dozen more 
specific questions about the product and the offer and turned in a 
performance that I can only describe as awe-inspiring.

With no background and just a quick briefing, he began to talk
copy. After a little preface of “You might say something like...,” he
dictated copy that was very close to what most copywriters would
hope to produce on the sixth or seventh revision after long and careful
effort. In measured cadences, with sentences as carefullv balanced as 
a Calder mobile, he spoke his way through an entire sales letter. The 
sentences were complete, the entire letter was tightly organized and 
even I was ready to buy Skin-So-Soft by the time he finished.

*Skin-So-Soft was a staple Avon product that had reasonably strong sales at the 
time. About ten years later, somebody discovered that it was also an excellent insect 
repellent and sales soared.
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Naturally, I knew Walter was both a terrific writer and a quick 
study, but I had never seen a virtuoso performance like this. Need 
less to say, neither had Brooks. He hired Walter on the spot without 
even asking him his fee. It was high, but he charged Avon the same 
as any other client.

With Walter writing the copy, and the Avon sales promotion 
group putting the mailing together, we got a test in the mail quickly. 
The Avon sales promotion people put an impressive amount of ef 
fort into the attempt to make the test work. These people were very 
good— and remarkably fast. In addition to mountains of ancillary ma 
terial, they produced around 20 million four-color sales brochures 
every two weeks.

They went to work on the representatives in the test areas, with 
exhortations to get out and sell to the prospects who would receive 
mailings. The regular sales meeting was an important feature of the 
Avon selling machine, and I attended several. They featured beauti 
fully prepared presentations, professionally delivered by one or more 
managers. Attendance was never very high— about 20% of the repre 
sentatives went to an average meeting— and the attention level of the 
representatives was dismal. A couple of sentences into the opening, 
and most representatives were eagerly eyeing the coffee and dough 
nuts that were the reward for being there.

The sales reports from the first tests were encouraging. The ter 
ritories receiving mail consistently showed a substantial increase in 
total sales, compared with matched territories that were not mailed. 
Then the Avon research team moved in. Since Avon never communi 
cated directly with its customers, Avon relied on the research people 
to produce its data at the consumer level. They were the auditors 
of all sales information, and always changed figures downward. The 
biggest adjustments were to reduce the number of “new” customers 
in any sales report.

To the representative (and me), a customer was new if she had 
not bought from that representative recently. According to the very 
strict definition established by the Avon research group, a customer 
was new only if she had not bought any Avon product from any source 
within the last six months. This definition was followed to the letter,
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and about 30% of what we thought were new customers vanished 
when the research reports came out.

Since I had lived in the magazine world most of my working 
life, I knew that dead expires would buy again only if they were pro 
moted. Dormant Avon customers looked to me very much like dead 
expires. My thoughtful memos on this subject didn’t make a dent. In 
fact, my thoughtful memos on any subject were read only by Brooks. 
He was very interested in all aspects of direct mail, and learned a lot 
in a hurry. Beyond Brooks, any memos were a waste of time and pa 
per. Top management at Avon communicated only in Avonspeak.

Any information to Avon management had to follow a very strict 
formula. It was always conveyed in a meeting, using a presentation 
with bulleted phrases, which could not exceed a few words:

fli Direct mail.
rj Good for representatives.
: : Good for Avon.

Can afford.

The code words allowed in such presentations were extremely 
limited:

RULES FOR AVON PRESENTATIONS 
No negatives.
Nothing complicated.

t . No long words.
H No unfamiliar words.
u  No unfamiliar ideas.
. No ideas.
I exaggerate, but only on the last item. How the very complex 

direct mail program ever got approval from Avon management re 
mains a mystery to me.

Even after Avon research had let some air out of our balloon, the 
test results indicated that the program could move many representa 
tives out of their comfort zones and into the homes of strangers.

Bv handing the representatives presold prospects in the direct 
mail test, we managed to motivate some of them. The huge Avon selling 
machine shuddered and shook and the representatives moseyed along
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a couple of steps faster than their old pace. Given the huge investment 
that Avon had already made in this program, I assumed that our positive 
test results would be viewed favorably.

I also had what I thought was a potentially dynamite idea of ty 
ing the whole program together with a sweepstakes that might move 
the representatives to a lot more positive action. I ran it by Brooks, 
and he was as excited as I was.

I was puzzling over how to express the concept in Avonspeak 
when I learned that the Avon board of directors had just met and 
decided that the way to end the sales slide was to do what had worked 
so well in the past. They decided to increase the number of territo 
ries by an additional 30%. Adding a huge number of new territories 
changed all of the boundaries, and blew the direct mail operation out 
of the water immediately. This prodigious increase in territories was 
decreed in spite of the fact that they couldn’t find enough representa 
tives to fill the ones they already had.

Even diough I always had doubts about the ability of the direct 
mail new customer program to achieve the ambitious goals Avon had 
set, it surely would have more than paid for itself on an ongoing basis.

To cut the entire program loose after the huge investment they 
had made was irrational, especially when the big increase in the num 
ber of territories made no business sense whatsoever. Adding territo 
ries when Avon had a surplus of representatives had been a formula 
for growth in the past. To do so when a scarcity of representatives 
had already resulted in a large number of open territories was strictly 
management by memory. This was the quick end to my first assign 
ment with Avon.

Presumably because my name was still in the files, I got another call 
from Avon in 1986. Brooks had left to work for another cosmetics com 
pany, and I walked into a situation that I can only describe as surreal.

Avon’s advertising agency had somehow sold the company on the 
most outrageous and predictably stupid undertaking I’ve seen in 50 
years in direct response. The concept was to run expensive multipage
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ads in general womens magazines offering items for sale from the 
annual catalog.

The annual catalog was never used as a selling vehicle. It existed 
for one reason only. The annual catalog provided a false “base” price 
to he discounted, generally by 50%, for the real sales brochures that 
were printed for each Avon sales campaign. Nothing was ever sold at 
the price printed in the annual catalog.

This catalog, with deliberately high and unrealistic prices, was 
to be the sales source, and handsome ads in magazines never used 
bv direct marketers were to be the sales vehicles. By the time I got 
there, ads had been placed and were ready to run.

From the first day I was on the job, I tried to tell everyone in 
sight that this program didn’t have a prayer of succeeding. This was 
hard to do in Avonspeak, where Rule #1 is no negative thinking, but 
I was positively negative, nevertheless.

The ads did run, and response was almost nonexistent. My boss 
told me that this complete failure would end the nonsense, and I naively 
believed him. I couldn’t have been more wrong. Right after he said that 
it was all ov er, one of the junior product managers showed me a memo 
that my boss had written that morning summarizing results to date.

It began as follows: “We have just completed the first phase of 
our testing campaign, which was definitely a learning experience...” 
He went on to recommend spending an additional $2 million to re 
peat and expand the experiment. Big companies make mistakes and 
waste money everv day— it’s one of the luxuries of being big. However, 
they don’t normally support and expand expensive “experiments” that 
have been proven with their own test figures to be totally irrational.

And when they lie to a consultant, the consultant is about to be 
fired. So I quit.
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Although I worked for Rodale Press as a 
consultant for many years, our relationship had a most inauspicious 
beginning. In 1979, I received a call from a woman who introduced 
herself as secretary for Hank DeWeerd, the book manager of Rodale 
Press in Emmaus, Pennsylvania. She said that he was looking for an 
assistant, and wondered if I would like to apply for the job. I told her 
(politely, thank goodness) that I was happy being a consultant, and 
didn’t really think so.

She obviously reported this to Hank, and he was on the line 
quickly, deeply embarrassed. The secretary was new, she had been 
given two messages, and had mixed them up. Hank wanted to know 
if Rodale Press might be able to use multiple regression analysis for 
name selection.

It turned out that I owed this job to a fishing trip. John Canova 
of Time-Life Books and Bob Teufel (president of Rodale) were fish 
ing buddies. As hardworking businessmen will do, they talked about 
their work while at play. John told Bob about the new Time-Life 
Books multiple regression selection system, and how much money 
it was making for them. Bob decided that he would like some of that 
action, and got his book manager to call me.

Good thing for me that the fish weren’t biting that day.
Naturally, I agreed to come down to Emmaus to discuss Hank’s 

interest in multiple regression analysis. I had been told that the drive
201
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would take about three hours, and driving was far from my favorite 
sport. So, on my first trip to Rodale, I decided to fly. Flight time from 
Westchester airport to Philadelphia was about 35 minutes, and the 
flight from Philadelphia to Allentown was another 20 minutes.

Of course, this 55 minutes of flight time translated into a lot 
more ground time, even in 1979, when there was no serious airport 
security to slow things down. On a glorious spring day, I got to the 
airport around 8:15 for my 9 am flight to Philadelphia. The first thing 
I learned was that there was fog in Scranton. This meant that the 
plane (one of two owned by “Rinky Dink” airlines) was circling over 
Scranton waiting to land, rather than on its way to Westchester.

When I finally did get to Philadelphia more than an hour late, 
mv flight was gone, of course. There was another flight in about three 
hours, and I was lucky enough to get on it. So, after leaving home be 
fore 8 am, I barely made my noon meeting in Emmaus on time.

After that, I drove. This presented its own problems, even 
though I did have the right car for it. One of the first things I did 
after cutting loose from Readers Digest was to buy a new Corvette, 
figuring that if I didn’t like to drive, I could at least suffer in style. I 
kept the car for 23 years, and over half the miles I put on it were on 
trips back and forth to Emmaus.

The drive to Rodale took three hours— for the first few trips. 
Then, the state of Pennsvlvania decided it was time to rebuild Route 
9— the only direct road. The three-hour drive became a five- to six- 
hour crawl for the next decade. As one Rodale employee put it: “I 
could buy half of Florida if I just had the concession for the traffic 
cones on Route 9.”

Looking at the Rodale operation, I saw something close to a 
smaller-scale Readers Digest business, and we got started with a 
minimum of fuss. We didn’t have to clear a whole bunch of levels of 
approval to test multiple regression analysis, because there weren’t 
a whole bunch of levels. CEO Bob Teufel had grown up in Rodale 
circulation, and knew the business. He ran the company hands on 
and committees off.

Rodale agreed to a test of multiple regression analysis almost in 
stantly. I got Jerry Greene into the picture (by now we were perfecting
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our act), and many of the details of the installation of the technique 
followed the model previously established at Time-Life Books. It was 
a  whole lot easier to beat the manual selection process because Rodale 
didn’t  have a  Roger Wilson squeezing everything he could out of a  
manual cell-selection system. 

The equation that resulted from a  prelaunch test of The Com-
plete Book of Vitamins was reasonably strong. It was not nearly as 
powerful as the Time-Life Books equations, because Rodale lacked 
much of the sophisticated input that Time-Life Books produced so ef-
fortlessly, but it was far superior to anything Rodale had ever seen. 

The launch of The Complete Book of Vitamins produced gains 
that were right on target, and thanks to a  mathematical technique 
that I’ve never really understood,  I  got to be hero for a  day again. 

Not long after this modest triumph, I  got one of those assign-
ments every consultant dreads. I  had been hired by Bob Teufel, but 
m y  day-to-day boss was Hank DeWeerd. The book division was still 
reeling from poor mailing results in the autumn of 1978. These were 
so bad that the future of Rodale Books was in question. Three major 
mailings, totaling some six million names, had been forecast to pro-
duce a  profit of $1.126 million. The actual net was $128,000, or 8 9 %  
below forecast. Bob Teufel wanted an investigation, and told m e  to 
produce a  detailed report. 

I  had no problem with the mechanics of the assignment. I  had 
a  major problem with the fact that it was m y  working boss, Hank 
D e  Weerd, w h o  had produced the errant forecast. M y  repo吋 shows
some heroic efforts to dance around this: 

I  have the luxury of perfi ct hindsight-all the results 
αre known. Under such double-dummνconditions, 
I  could beat Charles Goren at bridge -and I  have 
trouble counting trumps. lVhat follows is not intended 
to be critical, either of people or the basic sνstem ... 

Talk about tiptoeing through the tulips! had a  won-
derful concept that he used to keep his writing within bounds. H e  
called it his “Bullshit Meter.”In rereading the previous paragraph, I  
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am aware that my Bullshit Meter had slipped dangerously into the red 
zone. No matter how daintily I trod, there were some nasty facts:

1. All of the same books had previously been promoted in both 
the autumn of 1977 and the spring of 1978.

2. The latest promotions were sent to the same lists as the earlier 
ones.

3. The copy had not changed by so much as a comma.

The forecast for autumn 1978 had assumed the same response 
rate as the year before for two of the books, in spite of everything 
having been repeated— twice. The forecast for the other one (Build 
It Yourself) was actually higher than the previous mailings. I had nev 
er seen a forecast built like this (it was early in my consulting career). 
Since Hank was responsible for this fiasco, I tried in my summary to 
direct attention anywhere else:

I believe Rodale should move as rapidly 
as possible toward a single customer file — 

a database organized by customer, 
rather than multiple files organized by product.

Or, as Jack Benny used to say: “Wellllllllllllll.” I firmly believed 
e\-erv word I said, but what this paragraph had to do with the assign 
ment at hand escapes me today. Fortunately for Rodale, Bob Teufel 
could read the figures and ignore the fluff. I strongly suspect that he 
knew in detail everything that was going to be in my report before he 
assigned it to me (this is hardly an uncommon use of a consultant). 
Verv shortly, Hank left the company, reportedly joining a religious 
sect in Florida.

Pat Corpora was circulation director of Prevention magazine 
when I started working for Rodale, and he became head of the book 
division upon Hank’s departure. He was an excellent businessman, 
and the book division really took off after his arrival on the job (aided
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by the newly installed multiple regression analysis selection system). 
Under Pats leadership, the book division became the largest profit 
center at Rodale.

Like everyone else at Rodale, Pat was a solid citizen, and scru 
pulously honest. When one of the copywriters produced a test that 
roughly doubled response, Pat looked at it long and hard. He then 
sent it to me and asked if I would mail it if I were running Rodale 
books. The copy was a phony “survey,” where the sales pitch was 
disguised as a survey response. I gagged on it— as Pat knew I would 
— and the “survey” never saw the light of day.

A photograph of Pat and his father became an Organic Garden 
ing cover. His father had moved from Sicily to Emmaus, and wanted 
to grow fig trees there. They produced lots of figs, but the only way 
to keep them alive in a Pennsylvania winter was to dig them most 
of the way out of the ground each autumn, tip them over and cover 
the entire tree with mulch. The picture showed Pats father furiously 
shoveling mulch while Pat pushed hard on an enormous root-ball.

Pat was also one tough hombre with little patience for slackers 
or suppliers who didn’t live up to their promises. Like most other Ro 
dale employees, Pat was an avid vegetable gardener. When critters 
would start munching his crop, he would put out a “have-a-heart” 
trap, which imprisoned an animal without harming it. Pat would 
come home from work, look at the days catch and promptly shoot it. 
It didn’t pay to mess with Pat Corpora.

A burning issue at the time I started working with Rodale was 
that Bob Rodale, sole owner and son of the founder, had decreed 
that each Rodale magazine should have only one price since “it was 
unfair to current subscribers to sell new subscriptions at a discount.” 
Further, he wanted to implement this immediately as a Rodale Press
«  1 • 99policy.
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Bob Rodale was a good editor and a very nice man, but he knew 
virtually nothing about the business end of the company. I had some 
experience with owners who were editors, and inevitably became 
embroiled in this flap. As a first step, I attempted to convince him 
that setting a price is a tactical decision, not a “policy.” After making 
the case for the need to get non-subscribers to sample the magazine 
(in which I fervently believe), I ended my musings on the subject:

I f  it costs too much to sell new subscriptions, 
circulation must be reduced and unit costs 

will rise. It will become necessary to increase 
all prices. As prices are increased, new subscriptions 

become progressively more difficult to sell 
and prices get progressively higher. The net result 

is that old subscribers end up paying more 
—and fo r a less attractive magazine.

This was Circulation 101 at its most elementary. But I knew very 
well the weird things that an editor/owner could do to a business, and 
Circulation 101 was very definitely in order. The reason for all the 
mucking about was that Rodale didn’t yet have the figures to demon 
strate that single-level pricing was an awful idea.

A battery of tests was set up, half price to new subscribers was 
proven to be the only way to go and another editors nifty business 
idea was brutally beaten up by a merciless gang of hard facts.

Rodale had a reasonably successful Christmas gift business, es 
pecially for Prevention. In 1979, the total gift business for this maga 
zine was around 338,000 subscriptions— about 8% of Prevention 
circulation. In 1980, they tried a “One Gift Only” offer for the first 
time, and it produced a huge increase in gift production (surprise!). 
When this was used in the 1981 Christmas new gift mailings, Christ 
mas business for Prevention moved from “useful” to “vital.”
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Sweepstakes arrived late in Emmaus. Not surprisingly, Bob Ro 
dale was opposed to testing sweepstakes, and, once again, it became 
my task to try to convince an editor of the possible benefits of sweep 
stakes. There was a proposal for a half-baked sweepstakes kicking 
around, and I waded in with familiar noises:

Sweepstakes ain’t for pusillanimous pussycats.
It’s a razzle-dazzle world. Replace the violins 

with trumpets, and then add some more.
The circus needs three rings to keep the 

audience in the tent, and four or five are better.

Copywriter Mark Johnson got the idea, and hit pay dirt with a 
Christmas new gift business test. The sweepstakes test almost tripled 
new gift response, and Rodale Christmas business really took off.

I had a marvelous physics professor in my first year at Princeton. 
He once diagrammed his concept of how new inventions came about. 
There was a giant stew filled with chunks of meat labeled “Yesterday s 
Failures,” “Better Tools,” “Stronger People” and the like. It was bub 
bling merrily away, creating a miasma that surrounded the pot. This 
was marked: “The Time is Ripe.”

In the early 1980s, the time was certainly ripe for the devel 
opment of list selection techniques based on matching names from 
different lists. The exponential increase in the speed of computers, 
coupled with the extraordinary decrease in the cost of computer 
memory, created the ability to use this information inexpensively. 
Testing by a few leading marketers had produced solid information 
proving the value of many lands of matches.

Since house names that matched outside lists in the merge/ 
purge run were much stronger than those that didn’t, Rodale—with 
the list owners permission— began bringing the match data back to 
the house file and using it very successfully in subsequent selection
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The logical extension—between companies 
with large lists—is to match entire lists, 

and to share the match information. The matches 
would include both old and new names, good 

multibuyers and one-time buyers on both sides.

Since I happened to be consulting for both Readers Digest and 
Rodale at the time, I was in an excellent position to help them get 
together on this concept. As expected, the number of matches— 
identical both ways, of course— was huge. Each company identified 
millions of old buyers from their files that matched active subscribers 
and buyers on the other, and this data was used in all future multiple 
regression equations by both companies.

We tried extending this idea in another direction. Since multiple 
book buyers were especially productive, we tried to get all of the 
major US direct mail booksellers together in a massive combined 
list. The concept was exactly the same as the Readers Digest/Rodale 
matching process— every company would get back the same matched 
names that were contributed by that company to the project.

After a lot of confusion, we did manage to get Readers Digest, 
Rodale, Time-Life Books, Doubleday and Meredith into a combined 
book buyer database. This flopped totally. Readers Digest was so big 
that it dominated the entire project. Almost 70% of the total names 
came from Readers Digest. In addition, all contributors jealously 
guarded their new buyers, so no buyers entered the project until they 
were three months old. This killed the very best names. Quite a few 
tests were tried, but there were no exciting results, and the project 
died a natural death after a year or so. It sounded good— but I fear 
it’s an idea whose time may never come.
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Meanwhile, Rodale continued to plug along with the effort to 
create a unified marketing database. This project had been described 
as “highest priority” when I first started working for Rodale in 1979. 
In 1986, it was still a nonstarter. Along the way, the Rodale fulfillment 
department took a crack at the design and foundered.

A Swedish firm allegedly specializing in database construction 
spent months talking with everybody in sight (and doing heaven 
knows what in their hours away from the office in Emmaus). Instead 
of a database, they produced a lengthy manual on the many steps 
needed to be considered before creating a database.

In 1986, a knowledgeable and experienced database consultant 
named Ron Webber was brought into the picture. After our first 
meeting had drifted into a discussion of a “Marketing/Fulfillment 
Database,” I wrote a long memo to John Griffin and Pat Corpora. 
Here’s a tiny part of it:

From the beginning, we’ve tried to do so much 
that we haven’t been able to do anything.

Let’s get the revised fulfillment system out of there.
The purpose of the marketing database is to create a 

unified file to enable Rodale to do more effective 
marketing of books and magazines. Nothing less is 

acceptable. Anything more is tangential.

This tapped into the deep frustration of the Rodale marketing 
people, and they produced a document that stated in simple terms 
what was and what was not to be included in the marketing database. 
With a clear charter, Ron Webber worked like a demon and created 
the marketing database in a few months—under budget and ahead of 
schedule.

Once the marketing database was established, Rodale Press ad 
vanced rapidly on other projects that had been stalled.

At this time, Rodale Press was in the forefront of modem direct 
mailers.
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PLAYBOY

I worked for Playboy on two different oc 
casions. In 1975, I was hired by subscription director Ed Condon, 
an experienced direct marketer, who was a former insurance execu 
tive. Playboy at the time was a magazine in transition. From the very 
first issue in 1954, Playboy had been a remarkable success on the 
newsstand. Newsstand sales peaked around 1965 at more than five 
million, then began a gradual decline. Subscription sales were not a 
serious factor early on, but steadily became more important.

In the early years, Plaijboy was definitely considered a naughty 
magazine. After Penthouse entered the US market and other, more 
sexually explicit publications started to flood the newsstands, Playboy 
wasn’t considered so risque, and could appear on the coffee tables 
of ordinary citizens without embarrassment. The sexual revolution 
Hugh Hefner had a hand in creating moved his product from a big 
hit on the newsstand to one that was acceptable, if uninspiring, as a 
subscription publication. By the time I started consulting for them, 
Playboy was considered a pretty tame magazine.

I have no idea what Hefner does today at 80 with his little harem 
of seven playmates (“one for each day of the week!” we are informed 
breathlessly in the pages of Playboy), but in print, Hefner was always 
a tits and ass man. When the pudenda became the focus of attention, 
he was in over his head.

210
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The Playboy subscription operation was sound, if unimagina 
tive. Ed was a generally solid citizen with one odd trait. He would 
never take a successful test and simply run with it. I never knew if 
this was a carryover from the way things were done in the insurance 
business or simply deep caution on his part. Every time we got a 
solid improvement, the next program would be split, half and half, 
between the old copy and the new.

I grew up in a corporation where we regularly took tests o f20,000 
names and rolled out to 25 million or more.* The net result of Eds 
“half-a-loaf” policy was that costs were substantially increased, we 
never got the full benefit of new improvements and it drove me nuts.

Playboy Christmas business had been neglected, and Pat Lee, 
who had worked for me at Readers Digest and was now freelanc 
ing, redid both the Christmas new gift mailing and the donor series. 
Pat s new copy improved results substantially. When Ed proposed to 
split the already-small donor renewal program (with eight efforts) 
in half for the following year, I told him I would quit. Just this once, 
we mailed the new copy across the board, and the entire Christmas 
program prospered. Total Christmas business grew from less than 
250,000 in 1974 to 420,000 in 1976.

Some 15 years later, I got a call from Bobbi Gutman, who had 
become subscription director of Playboy after a succession of none- 
too-competent successors to Ed Condon. She was very concerned 
about the Playboy Christmas gift program, and had gotten my name 
from the old files. She had good reason to be worried. The once- 
healthy gift program was sinking out of sight. Playboy’s total gift pro 
gram had fallen to 150,000 subscriptions— a drop of more than 64% 
from the peak reached in 1976.

She sent me the donor and new gift mailings, and the first prob 
lem was obvious. The donor series was the same copy we had first 
mailed 20 years earlier. In the new gift offer, the only changes were 
negative ones. The change in the offer was critical. Playboy’s new gift

*To many people this sounds reckless. Unless all of the test conditions are 
thoroughly understood and very carefully controlled, it would be. Readers Digest 
understood and controlled every aspect of its testing program to a degree unknown 
anywhere else. In all of the years I was there, we never got burned when proceeding 
from a test to a large-volume mailing.
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mailing the last time I saw it had been one gift at half price, with no 
renewal option.

Somehow, this got lost along the way. The current new gift offer 
was: “Give one new gift at full price, and the second and all additional 
gifts are half price.” To gain the “privilege” of a half-price gift offer, 
the new donor had to pay full price for his first gift. A new gift is the 
toughest sale in the magazine business, and anybody who wants to 
sell substantial numbers of them must give the offer every chance. 
“Half price” should be a given.

It got worse because this offer emphasized renewals, and this was 
nearly till that Playboy got. Over 90% of the response consisted of re 
newals, the vast majority of which Playboy would have gotten in the re 
newal series anyway. New gifts pulled only 0.5%, and this was the only 
response rate that really mattered, since new gifts are the whole point 
of the exercise. A response rate of half of one percent won’t pay the rent 
in the magazine business, much less feed a donor program.

Fixing the offer was easy. We just junked the silly offer that had 
been grafted on the program, and went back to an offer of one gift 
only at half price, with no renewal option. Once this was cleaned up, 
Pat and I looked for a dramatic way to showcase the new gift offer. 
About a vear before, Playboy had published a hardbound coffee-table 
book, called 100 Beautiful Women, featuring 100 well-known movie 
and TV stars in the buff, which had been a great success.

While this book was obviously much too expensive for a pre 
mium, we cherry-picked the best-known stars, put it in a soft cover 
and called it 50 Beautiful Women (originality is rare in the direct mail 
business, but there’s a healthy payoff for stealing the good stuff). This 
was clearly a gangbusters premium. The entire new gift program was 
built around 50 Beautiful Women, and it was, naturally, incorporated 
into the donor renewal program as well.

Bobbi was very much involved in all this, and she had plenty of 
direct mail smarts and experience. She knew a winner when she saw 
one. She courageously decided to make the revised new gift copy the 
control and just backtest the old material. This took guts. If  the new 
copy flopped, she would be looking for a job. But it wasn’t going to 
flop. Pat and I knew it. Bobbi listened, and became a believer.
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In the event, Pat’s copy for the new gift mailing increased new 
gifts from 0.5% to 2.5%— improving Playboys ability to acquire gifts 
by a factor of five. With far more gift responses per thousand mailed, 
a much larger mailing program in the following year came in right on 
target. A year later, Playboy could attach promotion to copies of the 
magazine. With essentially the same promotion a whole lot cheaper 
to mail, we could extend the Christmas new gift program much fur 
ther. Total Christmas business in 1996 was more than double what it 
had been three years earlier— and far more profitable.

Pat also designed a new outside mailing piece, again building 
the copy around 50 Beautiful Women. Once again, we rode to a major 
gain on the shapely backs of 50 Beautiful Women. Playboy became 
almost obsessed with premiums. We tested plenty of losers, of course, 
but moved along regularly to new winners, from Bare, Beautiful and 
Blonde to Playmate Fantasies and beyond.

If someone thinks there’s a theme here, there is. The only pre 
mium other than naked ladies we ever tested was done at Christie 
Hefners insistence. She got very excited about phone cards and we 
tested a phone card (with a $25 “value”). It was not only the worst 
premium Playboy ever tested—it actually depressed response when 
compared with no premium at all.

Gorgeous women who undress for the camera are Playboy, and 
Playboy is gorgeous women who undress for the camera. Our pre 
miums reflected the best of the magazine, and that’s what successful 
premiums are all about.

Besides, it was a lot of fun to figure out each new premium.
As far as I was concerned, even the losers were winners (except 

for the phone card).
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In the middle of 1991, Playboy was con 
sidering launching a new magazine. Bobbi Gutman asked me to take 
a look at similar magazines, and to produce a report on their direct 
mail promotion techniques. After I cheerfully agreed to do so, I re 
alized that I didn’t have a clue as to what was going on in this area. 
Fortunately, I did have a friend. Denny Hatch had started a monthly 
newsletter a few years earlier called Whos Mailing What!

The back of each issue contained an agate-type listing of every 
mailing in the last month that Denny could get his hands on. Denny 
was on dozens of mail order lists, and also had friends scattered all 
over the country who sent him every mailing they received, so his 
listing was quite extensive.

I asked Denny for help in locating mailings which fit Playboy’s 
requirements, and he produced a bunch of recent mailings. A de 
scription of these was a satisfactory report for Bobbi, and I went on 
to other things. Another client wanted a similar rundown about a year 
later. Denny again obliged, and I produced a second report. Both 
contained tables summarizing the different mailings. We then real 
ized that we could compare the two years of results.

There’s nothing like comparative results to make a direct mail guy’s 
pulse race, and Denny suggested that maybe these little charts could 
be expanded and published as a book. In that moment, Grossman on 
Circulation was bom. I don’t remember hearing any trumpets.

214
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The first edition was Grossman on Circulation 1992. At Dennys 
suggestion, it included copies of all the order forms. These gave the 
slender volume some heft, and were a resource used by many read 
ers. This little book was published in February 1993 and sold for $95 
a copy. Sales were, as they say in the trade, modest.

Years later, I met a woman who made a living producing the ulti 
mate in vanity books. On commission, she did extensive research into 
the history of a family, often digging out source documents in one of 
the half dozen languages she spoke. She would write up the history 
in book form, and have it printed strictly for the buyer and his fam 
ily. Her normal print run ran between 20 and 40 copies. She looked 
somewhat puzzled when I congratulated her for being the only author 
I had ever met whose books sold fewer copies than mine.

Grossman on Circulation 1992 didn’t sell beans, but doing it was 
sufficiently interesting to encourage me to try Grossman on Circula 
tion 1993. With the help of mailings contributed by my daughter and 
a number of friends, the next book was expanded to include many 
more magazines.

Grossman on Circulation became an ongoing avocation. It didn’t 
make sensible money (I figured my royalties were netting me about 
17c an hour), but it did produce lots of weird and wonderful num 
bers. For years, I gave a summary of the current book at the DMA 
Circulation Council Christmas meeting, interrupting the passing of 
the egg nog with fascinating stuff nobody wanted to hear. I did have 
the sense to keep making these talks shorter and shorter, until they 
disappeared entirely.

In 1995, Bhanu Dmitri of Circulation Management Magazine 
said that he was interested in publishing the book, and Denny agreed 
that Circulation Management was the logical publisher. Sales soared, 
and Ann and I could dine out twice each year on my royalties.

Most of the text in the books is simple reportage, heavily backed 
by voluminous tables. Occasionally, I’ve had a chance to do some 
modest investigative reporting. I was fascinated by the promotion for
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Reiman publications, and decided to dig a lot deeper than my usual 
one or two paragraph summary.

I spent an entire year researching their business. I subscribed 
to all of the Reiman magazines, bought additional products to make 
sure that I was on all of their mailing lists, and devoted an enormous 
amount of effort into trying to understand what made Reiman tick.

This was the result, exactly as it was published in 1995:

SPECIAL REPORT: REIMAN PUBLICATIONS 
When big multiple-magazine publishers are discussed, the list 

always starts with Time Inc., and continues with Conde Nast, Mer 
edith, Hearst and a few others. Who would include Reiman Publi 
cations? Reiman Publications? Its the best-kept secret in magazine 
publishing. Try these numbers on for size:

REIMAN PUBLICATIONS MAGAZINES 
CURRENT ACTIVE SUBSCRIBERS

Country 2,100,000
Country Handcrafts 700,000
Country Woman 1,760,000
Farm 6- Ranch Living 400,000
Reminisce 1,550,000
Taste of Home 1,550,000
Total 8,060,000

That’s more than eight million subscribers— and growing. 
Where have they been hiding? The Advertising Age list of the top 
300 magazines has included three Reiman magazines for the last sev 
eral years. Last year, they were included with an estimate of their 
one-year revenue increases:

Country had an increase of 29.7%.
Country Woman was up by 58.9% (!).
And Reminisce had a one-year revenue increase of 74.7% (!!).
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Not too shabby. How about the current Advertising Age list? 
The same three publications are listed, but a funny thing happened 
on the way to the printer. They all show exactly the same circulation 
and exactly the same revenue as last year—to the subscriber and to 
the penny. How can this be?

Advertising Age submits all estimates to the publishers for veri 
fication. The previous year, somebody at Reiman apparently goofed 
and gave them real numbers. This year, the Reiman iron curtain 
clamped down. They can’t keep Advertising Age from publishing, 
but they sure can hide their numbers. I wonder what happened to 
the poor chap who okayed the figures last year?

If we take the figures from Advertising Age for these three maga 
zines and add the others at the same income per subscriber, Reiman ap 
pears to be grossing around $100 million annually from magazines alone. 
Of course, this doesn’t count list rental, their extremely successful book 
business, or their travel business, or their fund-raising business, or...

It takes a pretty big bushel basket to hide a fight this size. But they 
do their best. When asked even simple questions, Reiman people are un 
failingly polite— and invariably uninformative. What are they hiding?

Any company which publishes six major magazines every other 
month is out there for the world to see— even if they try to draw the 
blinds. Their editorial “secret” is hardly a secret. Again and again in 
the pages of Reiman publications, they stress that every magazine and 
every book is “truly written by our readers.” And they are—truly.

Taste o f  Home proudly invites us to: “Meet the 1,000 Cooks Who 
Help Edit This Magazine!...the largest staff ever assembled to edit 
a food magazine.. .or any magazine for that matter.” And they are all 
in the magazine, in the Reiman way—by name and hometown. This 
huge cadre of “field editors” is joined by an army of volunteers in 
every issue of every Reiman magazine.

Most publishers with a number of magazines aim for widely dif 
ferent audience segments to appeal to varied advertisers, but all Rei 
man magazines share their most significant characteristics. Reiman, 
which accepts (almost) no advertising, speaks with one voice to one au 
dience, regardless of the editorial slant of each individual magazine.
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Whether its Country or Taste o f  Home, the nostalgic view that 
yesterday was a better, much more relaxed and far more enjoyable 
time to live is just as strong as in Reminisce. And living far away from 
a big city—preferably on a family farm— is just as emphatically right 
in Reminisce as in the magazines with “Country” in their names. The 
world of Reiman Publications is all benevolent rolling terrain, the 
sunshine alwavs sparkles, and there’s nary a smokestack in sight.

Romping Through Reimanworld 
Reimanworld combines Walt Disney and DeWitt Wallace—with 

Norman Rockwell waiting in the wings to immortalize the events. 
Anvone who’s ever visited one of the big Disney theme parks knows 
thev celebrate the memory of a world that never was. It doesn’t rain

  J

on Mickey’s parade, and there are no winter drafts in Snow White’s 
castle. Except possibly for Sneezy, the dwarfs show no ill effects from 
their long hours in the mines, and Dumbo’s flights always leave and 
arrive exactly on schedule.

In the same way, the pages of all Reiman magazines celebrate the 
jovs of a happy planet that never existed. It’s the gentle world of the 
pseudo past, where folks (always folks)

.. .are cooled by soft breezes that never blew,

.. .sniff rustling white snowball hydrangeas never planted,

.. .are delicately warmed by fires never lit,

.. .and keep time with grandfather clocks that never ticked.
In Reimanspeak, “yesterday” is very good, indeed. Presumably 

“today” would be bad, but since today never intrudes upon the pages 
of Reimanworld, it’s irrelevant.

Who are these readers who contribute almost all of the editorial 
matter published bv the Reiman empire? They’re just plain folks, of 
course. And there are a lot of them. Readers are constantly encour- 
aged to contribute. Are they ever! In a single issue of Country, regu 
lar features include:

Candidly Country— “favorite family photos and the stories 
behind them.”

The My Country Fantasy contest, with one subscriber in 
every issue winning the chance to live out his/her country fantasy,
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and all subscribers urged to send in their fantasies. Every Reiman 
magazine has some version of this— in Taste o f Home, its a random 
drawing for a free maid for a day.

IS Overheard at the Country Cafe. Reader jokes. All clean. 
None funny.

1! The Needle in the Haystack Contest. Every issue of Coun 
try has a picture of a needle hidden away somewhere. Readers who 
send in a postcard correcdy identifying the page number are entered 
in a drawing. The 50 winners get a box of wild rice, and of course all 50 
current winners (and their hometowns) are printed in the magazine.

Q Down-Home Advice from Country Grandparents. Old folks 
tell how they got their kids to eat the right foods (sure, Grandma).

H A Taste of the Country. Reader recipes—in an ongoing con 
test, naturally.

ffl Can You Help Me? Miscellaneous questions from readers, 
such as: “Does anyone have a recipe for homemade dog biscuits?” 

a  Moms. Reader pictures and capsule descriptions of 16 moms. 
Not to worry—“its Dads turn next!”

a  The No. 1 Country Character contest, with a winner in 
every issue. The best country character of the year gets the Grand 
Prize. The Grand Prize? “A 30-day unlimited mileage Greyhound 
ticket,” so the winner “can ride across the nation and meet other 
country characters.” I’m not making this up.

0  Pig Puns. Really awful puns accompanying pictures of rather 
handsome hogs.

M Country Tidbits, Country Collector’s Comer, Mailbox of 
the Month, Country Kids, Rural Teens, Echoes from the Country, 
Great Country Get-Togethers, The View from Our Place, Back 
yard Beauty, Country People, Can You Top This?, Heard from 
the Country, Grass Root Gleanings, How I Bring Country Home, 
Timely Homesteader Tips, Animal Tales, Rural Pearls, Quotes 
from the Country—almost anything that Country editors can dream 
up to get reader contributions.

In one issue of Country, I counted 187 items that contained a 
reader s name and hometown— not including the 50 Find the Needle 
winners. Do the readers really write this magazine? You bet they do.
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And, of course, like every other feature of the Reiman enter 
prise, the effort to produce reader contributions is highly organized, 
carefully controlled and very big time. Every feature contains exhor 
tations to “send in your favorite photo” (recipe, story, joke, etc.).

Where are the Country editors in all this? Doing an incredible 
job of invisible editing. Reiman magazines are among the most tight 
ly edited in the world. The striking element is how seamless it is, how 
easv it is to believe that all thosefolks  out there have experiences that 
complement each other, and speak in whole sentences with impec 
cable grammar.

There are pages and pages of reader-generated photos in each 
issue of every magazine, generally entries in contests. The effect is 
to make it appear that all of the photographs are from readers. A 
close look at the credit line in tiny type under the best pictures— and 
many are quite striking— shows that they’re taken by professionals, 
of course. Like the veiled Reiman editors, they just manage to look 
like inspired amateurs.

When a Reiman editor does a feature, he or she works at it. 
Recent issues have featured an editor working a day on a dairy 
farm— starting at 5:30 am— and another editor’s two-day stint in a 
familv-run flour mill (’’Suddenly a flour dust flurry surrounds me”).

  '    " ' J  J  '

It’s all hokum. But it’s inspired hokum.
Henry Luce spawned a publishing empire featuring magazines 

with short, punchy names: Time, Life, Fortune. He would spin in his 
grave at the thought that anybody could name a magazine Reminisce.

It’s a word that 90% or more of its readers can’t possibly spell 
(no peeking— how many “i”s and where does the “c” go)? This is not 
the stuff of surveys or focus groups. But the reader doesn’t have to 
spell it. All he or she has to do is sit back and enjoy. Once he’s paid 
— up front— for the magazine, of course.

Reiman promotion is all hokum, too. But there’s a darker side. 
The question is: Is it deceptively simple, or simply deceptive?

Reiman has built a Gargantuan magazine empire on one sim 
ple mailing format. It’s a combination letter/order form attached 
to a sample copy of the magazine. Only Reiman, among all major 
publishers, has been able to make the sample copy offer work, and
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they’ve been doing it with remarkable success for years. Given the 
huge expense of mailing a 66-page magazine at third-class rates, their 
response rates must be enormous. What’s the secret?

The sample issues contain strong editorial material, culled from 
different issues. They are quite appealing. However, this is true of 
every magazine that has ever tested this offer, and it hasn’t worked 
anywhere else.

It’s not the price. All Reiman magazines are sold at the same 
price— six issues for $9.98. The average new business price of all 
magazines with a circulation of one million or more is $1.13 per copy. 
At $1.50 per copy, Reiman’s price is measurably higher than average.

It certainly is not the offer. Most Reiman new business mailings sell 
for cash only, which is virtually unprecedented in the magazine world. 
It has been tested by every major publication, and the results are simply 
disastrous. Furthermore, the Reiman offer always includes a choice of 
a one-year or two-year term, which many magazines have proven re 
duces response by a significant amount. So, what’s the secret?

The heart of all Reiman promotion is a letter. Here’s the lead 
copy:

WHY DID WE SEND YOU THIS 
FREE ISSUE OF COUNTRY WOMAN?

If that question puzzles you, here’s the answer: You’re part of a 
very special “test” group.

That is, we selected your name and several thousand more from a 
mailing list that included people we felt would be interested in a 
magazine like Country Woman. If you and others selected to receive 
our special “Collectors Edition” respond well to our offer, we’ll send 
a free copy to the rest of the folks on the same mailing list. So we’re 
highly interested in your response.

$7.00 Savings. The Savings Certificate above is made out specifi 
cally to YOU. It is not transferable, and entitles you to a Charter 
Subscription at 41% off the regular subscription price...
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This letter is the secret.
This offer for Country Woman was received in August 1994, 

but it could have been for any Reiman magazine, and it could have 
been any month of any year since 1972.

The copy is virtually identical across all their magazines, starting 
with the script headline:

Why Did We Send You This Free Issue o f  Reminisce?
Why Did We Send You This Free Issue o f  Country? (Or Farm (? 

Ranch Living? Or Country Handcrafts? Or Taste o f  Home)?
Why indeed? Let’s read the copy as one of the good “folks” re 

ceiving it might:
£1 They are making a “test.”
S3 They need to hear from me to know if this is a good “test”

idea.
□  They want to send me a “Charter Subscription.”
Q Better help out the friendly folks on Country Lane (or Mem 

ory Lane).
□ Otherwise, they might never publish another issue.
; Here’s my $9.98 check— or $19.96, if I really want to help

out.
What’s wrong with this promotion? Nothing much, except: Isn’t 

it deceptive?
Is this a limited “test” mailing? Not the way any of us would 

understand a test. It has been tested very thoroughly— over a period 
of 22 years— and is being mailed in the millions. The publication of 
Country Woman certainly does not depend on the response to this 
promotion.

What is a “charter” subscription? In common magazine par 
lance, of course, charter subscribers are understood to be those in 
the first group to receive copies of a new magazine. Just how “new” 
are the publications being promoted?

Country Woman was launched in 1972. At the time of this pro 
motion, it was 22 years old. Farm 6- Ranch Living started in 1978 
— 16 years before this promotion. All of the others are several years 
old. Collectively, the six magazines had published 417 issues before a 
new customer would start his “charter” subscription.
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Obviously, they keep using this deceptive copy because it works. 
But deceptive copy is hardly what we would expect from the friendly 
folks at 5927 Country Lane. Wouldn’t expect it from the folks at 5925 
Memory Lane either—the address varies by magazine, but it’s a very 
good bet that all orders go to the same place.

Although Reiman has mailed other formats, this has been the 
basic control mailing for many, many years. If ever a business could be 
said to rest upon a single piece of promotion, that business is Reiman 
Publications, and this letter is the cornerstone of the entire Reiman 
realm. Small wonder that Reiman people are reluctant to talk about 
their business!

This is typical of the sleight of hand that runs through Reiman 
promotion. They talk incessantly about the fact that “we accept no 
advertising.” If by advertising, they mean only paid advertising from 
others, this is very close to true (the Vomado fan ad in the June/July 
issues of Country and Taste o f  Home was attached to the outside of 
the magazines).

But that doesn’t mean Reiman doesn’t advertise Reiman. In the 
June/July 1994 issue of Taste o f  Home, there are 66 pages of editorial 
material. In addition, there are more than 23 pages of advertising 
for Reiman products, plus the one outside advertiser. It’s still a good 
editorial to advertising ratio, but it’s not exactly no advertising.

World Wide Country Tours is a good example of the blend of 
cornball appeal and solid business sense that is the Reiman trade 
mark. Their ad features an 800 number. I called and asked about three 
tours. The information (in three different envelopes, all mailed first 
class) was on my desk in three days. That’s service, country stvle!'  /  J  * j

They just about sold me on the Amish tour (“You’ll ride in this 
Amish buggy...take in the weekly Mt. Hope sale...eat an Amish 
breakfast at Abe and Susan Yoder’s farm...”). However, the Amish 
tour was all sold out. Ditto the Alaskan tour. I hadn’t asked about 
the Wisconsin Circus Parade tour, or the tour of the rice and cotton 
farms in Arkansas, but I fear they may also have filled up fast.

Clearly, Reiman has learned that country people— real or imag 
ined—enjoy the company of their peers, and is profiting handsomely 
from it. World Wide Country Tours now features 23 different tours,

J
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ranging from the Ozarks to Eastern Europe— and don’t bet that there 
won’t be more by the time you read this.

What about Reiman books? Books like The Best o f  Country 
Cooking are natural hits with the Reiman audience. Their book file 
contains more than 500,000 last-12-month bookbuyers. Reiman books 
come in various sizes and quite a range of prices. For $9.98, you can 
buy the 96-page spiral-bound A Taste o f  the Country VI (yes, that’s 
VI, as in Super Bowl VI). The Best o f  Country Cooking is hard-bound, 
runs to 290 pages, and goes for $24.98— plus postage and handling.

The mailing for the World War II book We Pulled Together.. .and 
Won! is loaded, as expected, with nostalgia: “Remember Victory Gar 
dens... ration stamps.. .‘oleo color dots’. . .and ‘soap chip’ detergent?” 
It’s also loaded with typical Reiman promotional hooks. There’s a 
“fast-fifty” drawing for tape recordings of music of the 1940’s (a fast- 
fiftv offer is typically a drawing from the earliest responses to a mail 
ing. It frequently awards a prize to one response from each state, 
which is the source of the name).

There are also a few snares in the offer. Here’s the contract copy 
on the order form:

YES! I’d like to preview We Pulled Together.. .and Won! at no 
cost and with no obligation to buy. If I decide to keep it, I’ll pay 
the special preview price of just $12.98 (plus $2.50 shipping)—a 
savings of almost 25% OFF the regular price!

Otherwise, I’ll return the book to you and owe nothing. Accepting 
this offer also makes me eligible to preview next year’s Reminisce 
annual as soon as it is ready. But I am under no obligation to 
purchase anything, ever.

Is this a “special preview price”? The book has been selling for 
vears. What in the world am I going to “preview”?

Is it “a savings of almost 25% O FF the regular price”? This is 
the regular price. It’s the only price Reiman has ever charged for 
this book. They don’t even have any retail sales to attempt to justify 
a phony price.
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But the real whopper is at the end. This is a one-shot book offer. 
Naturally, if you buy a book, you expect to receive a book. Buy this 
book and you’re also hooked into a continuity program: “Accepting 
this offer also makes me eligible to preview next year’s Reminisce 
annual as soon as it is ready.” Like it or not, you’re enrolled in the 
Reminisce annual continuity program with the “privilege” of receiv 
ing automatic shipments of the Reminisce annual—and a bill, at an 
undisclosed price.

Chutzpah, thy home is on Memory Lane— or Country Lane, 
as the case may be.

What else does Reiman sell? The July/August 1994 cover of 
Reminisce contains a scene right out of Norman Rockwell. A boy 
and his grandpa are fixing the youngster’s upside-down bike. Like the 
cover? Wanna buy it?

Sure, you can have the poster for $7.98. The print goes for $19.98. 
But the real deal, of course, is for the print and frame for $29.98 plus 
$3 shipping and handling. Selling the cover may or may not be a first 
for any magazine, but if it works, it’s a good bet that it’s not Reiman’s 
last effort in this arena.

How do you sum up this complex organization that so success 
fully combines such skillfully wrought editorial material, the image 
of a good ol’ country boy, and the soul of one of the world s greatest 
hustlers? Don’t try. Enjoy the magazines—but read the promotion 
copy with the eye o f  an eagle.

In late 1999, Reiman Publications was purchased by Reader’s 
Digest for a reported sum of $764 million. Whether this will ever 
make any sense for the cash-strapped Reader’s Digest Association is 
still unknown.*

*111 December 2004, Readers Digest was so hard up for cash that it sold its 
headquarters and the grounds for $57 million. The package includes a leaseback 
agreement that allows Readers Digest to remain in place for 20 years in about one- 
third of the existing office space.
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It has, however, resulted in the cleaning up of the Reiman promo 
tion copy under the eagle eyes of die Readers Digest legal department.

They no longer publish a “charter issue” every two months, no 
longer use a phony “special price” for books, and no longer hook a 
one-shot book into a continuity program. The copy now fits both the 
law and a test of reasonableness— but it s not nearly as much fun to 
play with.

Another feature in Grossman on Circulation is an annual look 
at some of the weird and wonderful offers that turn up in the mail. 
Here is a chapter from a recent edition:

F IE L D  GOALS & FU M BLES 
One of the ongoing pleasures of doing this book is examining 

those mailings that stand out significantly from the rest. Once in a 
while, there’s a particularly well-stated description of a publication. 
Other times, erroneous, wrong or just plain dumb statements crop 
up. Here, for better and worse, are items culled from magazine new 
business subscription mailings:

Food with More than Flair 
Saveur is all about food, food, glorious food. Unblushingly, the 

editors letter sums it up:

Do you remember when food was like sex?

Do you remember when your first thought about food 
was not “can I make it in a half hour?” No? We’re not sur 

prised if you can’t. Yet that would be like asking: “Can I 
get into and out of bed with my loved one in 30 minutes?”
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What other magazine has recognized that the real danger of the 
microwave oven is not radiation, but premature ejaculation?

Typos and Glitches 
This sentence appears in the P.S. to the letter from PC Gamer:

Be one of the first fifty to send in your subscption 
and you could win...

Typos like “subscption” do happen. I’ll admit I felt a strong kin 
ship with whoever who missed this one. I made essentially the same 
goof (it was actually “subsciption”) on a print run of 12 million order 
cards. I ’ve confessed to this one in Chapter 2.

Practical Sailor Flexes Its Muscles 
Practical Sailor offers useful information for “sailors who count 

on their gear to take them to the far horizon.” The current Practical 
Sailor mailing goes beyond generalities, and provides a specific ex 
ample of the value of the publication. This is from the editors letter:

We want you to know—from experience—how equip 
ment works at sea. We want you to know before you 

spend your money and before you risk your life.

For example, we recently questioned the construction 
of a well-known safety harness. We warned readers not 
to buy it. Shortly thereafter, we heard from the maker. 

He agreed with us and promised to pull the harness 
from the store shelves. That’s clout.

Yes, indeed.
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Mind the Peeping Martha
Everything about Martha Stewart Living tends toward the pre 

cious, including the promotion. “From peeling an onion.. .to painting 
a room,” the reader is pressed with examples of how her incomplete 
life can be rescued by the ubiquitous Martha. The gushy copy out 
does even itself in this paragraph:

Yours for the parties. ..
Champagne brunches. Romantic dinners for two.

(And these are not just any parties. With Martha Stewart 
Living, I’m there step by step with you.)

Some party. Just be sure to check the bushes before getting too 
friskv at vour “romantic dinner for two.”

*  j

Martha lurks, “step by step with you.”

Worst Pricing Claim of the Year?
Details boldly features this statement on the order form of their 

control mailing:

INCREDIBLE NEW LOW PRICE!

JUST 66c AN ISSUE

OK, I want DETAILS for just $7.97* for 12 issues 
(1 year), the lowest price ever offered.

*Plus $1 .97  postage and handling

Even if we let the misleading headline slide (the real price is 83c 
an issue, not 66c), the statement that this is “the lowest price ever 
offered” is pure fabrication. The Details control mailings for each 
of the last two years featured 12 issues for $7.97—with no postage 
and handling charge. Adding the $1.97 postage and handling lifts the 
price to $9.94. Raising the price by 25% and calling it “the lowest 
price ever offered” takes real audacity.
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How Long, Oh Charter?
The order form for Country Sampler Decorating Ideas has this 

phrase:

.. .If I’m pleased with my first issue, I’ll pay just $16.95 for 
a full-year’s charter subscription.

Since Country Sampler Decorating Ideas was launched seven 
years ago, surely the “charter” statute of limitations should be in effect.

The Salutation that Forgot
As we all know, words and phrases change meaning over time. I 

have lived with a vivid illustration of this in my own family. When my 
younger sister was born, my parents named her “Gay,” because they 
hoped she would be a happy child.

In recent years, she has been working as a substitute teacher in 
a junior high school. She quickly learned that if the first act of the 
day in front of a bunch of strange kids is to write “Good morning, I’m 
Gay” on the blackboard, the teacher is pretty well finished before she 
has begun.

Gay has legally become Gayle, and both she and I are a lot hap 
pier about it (although Dad never did get it). On the other hand, 
some words and phrases that once had an important meaning tend to 
lose significance over time.

Escape is a “whole new land of travel magazine” that is edited by 
and for younger readers.

The people at Escape don’t worry about beginning a sales letter 
by saying:

Dear Fellow Traveler:

Clearly, the writer of this letter did not live through the era of 
Senator Joseph McCarthy.
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In that sad time, “fellow traveler” was a highly loaded descrip 
tion of one who “traveled” with the far, far left— almost as bad as a 
“pinko,” which was just a step short of being a “card-carrying Com 
munist.” The phrase “fellow traveler” was used along with others like 
“fifth-amendment communist” to tarnish the reputations and destroy 
the livelihoods of thousands of Americans.

Oh! To live beyond history!

Typos, Glitches and Arithmetic (1)
Here is the relevant contract copy from a recent mailing for 

Financial Services Marketing:

YES! Please begin my FREE LIMITED TRIAL SUB 
SCRIPTION (2 issues) to Financial Services Marketing. 
If I choose to subscribe.. .If I choose not to subscribe...

In either case, the first three issues are mine to keep, free.

If they can morph 2 free issues into 3 free issues on the order 
form, one may be inclined to wonder about the financial advice from 
Financial Services Marketing.

Typos, Glitches and Arithmetic (2)

Membership:
thirteen

Authorization code: 
ABA 0000102298

Reply by:
02/04

Special Introductory Price: 
$40

You save: 
20%

Thirteen Membership: 
$150

This was at the top of the order form of a recent mailing from 
Thirteen Program Guide.
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This may well be the most generous 20% savings in the maga 
zine world. At an introductory price of $40 versus the regular mem 
bership price of $150, it appears to be more like a 73% savings.

But then, I’ve never understood not-for-profit calculations.

Typos, Glitches 
and Arithmetic (3)

This sentence appears prominently in the control for Todays 
Homeowner.

YES! Please start my Today’s Homeowner subscription.
I understand I’ll be billed for just $11.97 for 10 issues...

less than $1 an issue. i

Hows that again? Try to get “less than $1 an issue” from 10 is 
sues for $11.97 on your calculator.

Block that 
Ampersand!

This sentence is on page one of a recent letter from the Satur 
day Evening Post:

Todays Post is your magazine: a publication of the nonprofit 
Benjamin Franklin & Literary and Medical Society...

The extra is an obvious typo, but typos aren’t supposed to 
happen in your own name.
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A Guarantee to Remember 
Most magazines provide a ho-hum guarantee that says: “If you’re 

not satisfied, you can get a refund for the issues of your subscription that 
have not yet been mailed.” This guarantee for Equus is different:

If you do not save the cost of at least one unnecessary 
veterinary call during the course of your subscription, you 

will receive a full refund.

Since this magazine is all about “your horse’s health and well be 
ing,” in context, it’s believable.

Why, Oh Why, Oh Why-Oh?
Here’s an offer that can’t work— by definition, if not design:

YES! Send me a sample issue of Columbus Monthly and 
enter a one-year subscription for only $10.*

If I’m dissatisfied, I may cancel my 
subscription, but the free issue is mine to keep.

Gordon W. Grossman 
606 Douglas Road 
Chappaqua, NY 10514

*Limited to new subscribers in Ohio.

This is exactly the way this “limited” offer was addressed to me 
in N ew York.

It’s easy to understand why their advertisers want them to pro 
duce subscribers in Ohio. What’s a bit more difficult to fathom is how 
they could fail to eliminate people in other states. Am I in a nifty ZIP 
code, or what?
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For years, I have predicted, both in the pages of Grossman on 
Circulation and in the trade press that: “many more magazines will 
use automatic renewal.” Automatic renewal (sometimes called “con 
tinuous service”) is a technique that obtains permission from a sub 
scriber to send him bills automatically at the end of his subscription, 
rather than renewal notices.

Automatic renewal will become the standard method of renew 
ing for magazines— some day. It is quite simply a better way to do 
business. The process is not that complicated, although testing it is 
very difficult. Ideally, automatic renewal starts with the initial offer. 
There are several ways to approach this. The unquestioned pioneer 
in automatic renewal in the United States is American Express. They 
use it only with American Express Card holders. Typical contract 
copy reads like this offer from Travel b  Leisure:

“You will receive continuous renewal of your subscription at the 
then current rate, until you advise us to cancel.

For many years, the American Express publications were the 
only US magazines using automatic renewal— and they always used 
it only with members. Many magazines felt that the only way to make 
it work was with a credit card, and they tried to force sales by credit 
card—with universally devastating results.

Until very recently, American consumers had stubbornly re 
fused to use credit cards in large numbers when ordering magazines 
by direct mail. In the 1990s a company called AutoRenew convinced 
nearly every major magazine to test automatic renewal offers, with 
payment only by credit card. The tests were totally disastrous, and we 
don’t hear of a company called AutoRenew today.

In the last few years all of the major Time Inc. publications have 
aggressively promoted automatic renewals and credit card sales in 
their introductory mailing packages.

The automatic renewal package is described as the “Preferred 
Subscribers Advantage,” and the description typically includes lan 
guage like this: “We’ll continue your SPORTS ILLUSTRATED sub 
scription as long as you wish without interruption, unless you tell 
us to stop.” They present automatic renewal as a subscriber benefit,
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which it is in at least one important way—the benefits to the pub 
lisher help keep their prices down.

Time Inc. publications often give a generous price break or a 
special premium for enrolling in their credit card automatic renewal 
program. Their ability to produce meaningful numbers of credit card 
orders is utterly intriguing to offer watchers like me.

What Time Inc. is doing is obviously superior to the earlier ef 
forts. They are employing one of the most basic principles of mar 
keting— if you can’t beat ‘em, bribe ‘em. I spoke to Monica Winn, 
then the Vice President of Consumer Marketing of Time Inc. about 
these offers. She said that the choice of a standard or credit card of 
fer did reduce upfront response slightly, but that they get it back fast, 
because credit card orders renew far better than billed automatic 
renewal orders: “between 50% and 100% better.”

Anyone who’s ever tried to achieve even a 10% improvement in 
renewals can appreciate the value of this. She says that about 30% of 
all Time Inc. subscribers are now on automatic renewal, and that half 
of them use credit cards. This is truly a momentous achievement.

In a billed automatic renewal operation, as the normal expiration 
date approaches, subscribers receive a “link letter” which informs 
them that they will be billed soon, and offers them the opportunity 
to cancel. A bill is then sent, and a low-key billing series completes 
the process. The credit card automatic renewer also gets a reminder 
before his card is billed.

Quite apart from the spectacular numbers cited by Time Inc., 
every magazine that has successfully tested into automatic renewal 
has seen a healthy increase in total renewals at all levels. In addition 
significant cost savings are garnered by mailing only a billing series, 
rather than a renewal series followed by bills.

Reader’s Digest doesn’t start automatic renewal until the first 
renewal, because their tests have shown an unacceptable drop in up 
front response. Once they get into the swing, they have a dandy sys 
tem to keep it going. The link letter and all bills come attached to the 
magazine, and cost them almost nothing in postage.

Automatic renewal is still very hard to test. It takes at least two 
years to get any useful figures, and goes against the grain of standard
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fulfillment systems. When I was at Readers Digest, we set up three 
sets of automatic renewal tests, and every one of them got screwed 
up before we could read it.

Testing problems aside, its an idea whose time must come. 
When its done right, there are no legal obstacles. Customer com 
plaints are minuscule. Automatic renewal is going to happen. Its also 
clearly going to take a long, long time.

Grossman on Circulation has been called (and I quote): “The 
best book on current magazine direct mail activity being published 
on a regular basis.”

This stirring accolade is hardly diminished by the fact that it’s the 
only book on current magazine direct mail activity being published 
on any basis. I do it for the same reason I’ve written this book.

I love direct mail and it’s a lot of fun to write about it.
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HITHER AND YON— MISCELLANEOUS PROJECTS

1. NORTH SHORE ANIMAL LEAGUE
Unless you hate cats and dogs, its hard to argue with the ser 

vices provided by the North Shore Animal League on Long Island. 
They accept unwanted pets and all sorts of stray animals. Females are 
spayed, males are neutered and they are offered for adoption. People 
wishing to adopt pets are vetted to make sure that they can give the 
animals a proper home.

This good work is funded by millions of small contributions from 
people all over the United States. These are solicited by some of the 
wildest, most imaginative sweepstakes mailings anywhere, featur 
ing address labels, tipped-on seals, multiple coupons, raffle tickets, 
screaming eagle return devices— a veritable cornucopia of promo 
tional hooks.

I was asked to take a look at North Shore Animal League mail 
ing results. Because of the strong sweepstakes promotion, they had ex 
tremely high response rates. For years, their sweepstakes mailings pulled 
around 10% on outside lists, but response had dipped severely. When I 
started consulting for them, results were in the 5% to 6% range.

With the huge volume of mail, a limited universe and frequent 
mailings, heavy7 mailing duplication was a near certainty, although 
they had not previously examined this. They did have copies of their 
mailing tapes and a computer guru who was willing to work nights
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and weekends. He eventually produced tables that clearly showed the 
culprit in the decline in response. A typical table looked like this:

LIST X—MAIL 1,000,000
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Previously Mailed in 
Last 12 Months

Mail Quantity Response %

Not Mailed 200,000 10.0%
Mailed One Time 300,000 7.0
Mailed Two Times 100,000 4.0
Mailed Three Times 100,000 2.0
Mailed Four or More Times 300,000 1.0

Total 1,000,000 5.0%

With the huge volume North Shore Animal League was putting 
in the mail, the vast majority of the names had been mailed within 
the last year. Fully 30% of them had been mailed four or more times, 
and these people were simply not contributing.

This was a solvable problem, but the only way to do it was to 
match all future mailings against the old mailing tapes and apply 
drastic surgery. We stringently reduced promotion in all categories, 
which meant cutting mailing quantities by more than 50%, and low 
ering contributions by about 25%. This was tough medicine, but it 
worked. After the big cutback, mailing quantities could gradually be 
increased at a profitable level.

Our computer guru kept playing with the mailing tapes and re 
sults, looking for more insight. He came up with one of the most 
remarkable discriminators I’ve ever seen, illustrated by this table:

MULTIPLE LISTS—MAIL 1,000,000
Address Status Mail Quantity Response % Contributions
Initial Only 900,000 3.5% 31,500
Full Name 100,000 18.5% 18,500

and Address

Total 1,000,000 5.0% 50,000
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To save keystrokes on entry, the vast majority of sweepstakes list 
owners entered only the first initial and the last name of respondents. 
I would appear on their lists as “G. Grossman.” Because the key ac 
tion device in the North Shore Animal League appeal was a set of ad 
dress labels, having a label saying just “G. Grossman” was obviously 
unappealing.

This created an almost unbelievable difference in response— 
the few lists with full name and address pulled more than five times 
as many contributions as the rest!

This was an incredible discovery.
Unfortunately, we couldn’t do anything about it. Even though 

the North Shore Animal League was a major list renter, they couldn’t 
get the list owners to change their systems and enter full names and 
addresses.

This went to the very top of the curiosity shelf.

2. HUME PUBLISHING COMPANY
Hume Publishing Company had just one strong book continuity 

product: Successful Investing and Money Management. Alan Jackson 
was in charge of the operation. It was a small, sound, publishing op 
eration that depended on mailings to outside lists for almost all of its 
business.

Working with Triplex, a sophisticated merge/purge company, 
they used individual name matching on outside lists to eliminate any 
one from a current mailing who had been promoted within the last 
12 months, which substantially increased response. However, this 
also reduced mailable names significantly, and they wanted to refine 
the system to expand the universe.

We knew that names appearing two or more times in the cur 
rent merge/purge were substantially more productive than those who 
appeared just once.* There were a lot of these. In a normal Hume 
mailing, about 30% of the names mailed were on more than one list. 
We developed a simple formula that included a heavy penalty for 
recent mailings, and upward adjustments for multibuyers within the

‘ These are “multibuyers within the current merge”— those who appear on two 
or more of the lists being merged for the current mailing.
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merge. With many names restored to the program, Hume’s mailing 
universe was about 20% larger than it had been before, and profits 
were substantially increased.

Alan was a generally solid businessman whose one major inter 
est outside of work was fitness. He was slim as a rail, jogged compul 
sively and dieted constantly. He preached the virtues of this lifestyle 
and earnestly wanted everybody to share the benefits. He virtually 
worshiped the Pritildn diet, and contacted the Pritikin people with 
a proposal for a book series that would give people everything they 
could ever want to know about the Pritikin diet from soup (salad) to 
nuts (salad).

Hume quickly produced the material for a dry test. Like a lot of 
direct mail copy, the mailing stressed the enormous benefits of the 
diet. The test had an excellent response. The Pritikin people knew 
nothing about making books, but insisted on innumerable changes to 
ensure that the integrity of the diet would be protected, making the 
series itself very difficult to create.

Six months behind schedule, the books were ready and the 
launch was in the mail. Response was almost identical to the dry test 
figures, and Hume felt they had a major winner. The euphoria didn’t 
last long. Virtually nobody paid for the first book. Research showed 
that the selling copy had focused so much on the benefits of the diet 
that there was scant mention of the fact that it was severely restrictive 
and a lot of work. The many folks who had ordered the book looking 
for a magic key to shed pounds suddenly discovered that they would 
have to change their entire lifestyle.

Since they weren’t about to do so, they also weren’t about to 
pay for the book. Hume learned the hard way about the limitations 
of dry testing in a series operation. The abortive Pritikin series was a 
total disaster. It cost Alan his job, and came very close to sinking the 
entire company.

3. INTERNATIONAL COINS AND CURRENCY (ICC)
In July 1981, I walked into the office of my newest client— 

International Coins and Currency. In spite of the somewhat grandiose 
name, the business was in a storefront on a side street in Montpelier,
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Vermont. Montpelier is the capital of Vermont, but with a population of 
just under 8,000, it would never be confused with Washington, DC.

International Coins and Currency had been, briefly, one of the 
largest mailers in the United States. For a short period in the early 
1970s, buying collectible coins was an investment fad. ICC moved way 
beyond traditional lists of known collectors, reaching just about every 
possible investor bv direct mail. All too soon, the next investment fad 
replaced coins, and ICC was on the hook for hundreds of thousands of 
dollars of unpaid bills to printers, list owners, brokers and anyone else 
who had extended them credit. The company was forced into Chapter 
11 bankruptcy, and became a shell of its former self.

The court-appointed president of the company was Cornelius 
(“Con”) Hogan, He was an excellent administrator, good on details 
and highly conserv ative— exactly what this company needed. By the 
time I started consulting for them, ICC was a tidy little business.

The collectible coin business is one of almost guaranteed frus 
tration. The coins thev sell have value because they are scarce. ICC 
would build a package of coins that could be described in an attrac 
tive wav, and produce a winning combination. As soon as this hap 
pened, thev would sell out their limited inventory and go back to the 
marketplace for more.

With every plaver in this small world looking over the shoulder 
of everv other one, there were no secrets, and no bargains could last. 
Inevitably, when they tried to restock, the price of the product would 
have doubled— at least. The offer was no longer profitable, and it 
was back to the drawing board. This happened time and again. There 
really was no way around it. They couldn’t buy a big inventory in the 
hope of figuring out a way to sell it— this was one of the major causes 
of the bankruptcy. They couldn’t manufacture the coins, although 
one staff member did suggest this— shortly before he was fired.

I warned lor the simple world of selling books, where a new 
and longer print run followed every success. ICC got along without 
anv big winners by running a very tight ship and trying very hard to 
milk their small customer list with regular doses of new copy for the
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Since I had become a frequent visitor to Vermont, I went there 
at all times of the year. On a very warm and sunny day in mid-April of 
1991,1 caught a morning flight from Westchester airport (still housed 
in its $1 Quonset hut) to Burlington, which is across the state from 
Montpelier. Although I didn’t really need it, I wore a light raincoat 
over my sport jacket.

I was met at the airport by an ICC employee in the “company 
car,” an ancient Ford pickup truck with no springs. It also had no 
heat, which became a problem by the time we got over the moun 
tains because the temperature was plunging. The snow arrived in 
Montpelier about the same time as I did.

I had planned a quick visit and hoped to take the afternoon plane 
back, but it rapidly became obvious that this would be impossible. 
The airport closed shortly after lunch, and I was there for the night. 
Getting a room in the only hotel in town was easy—it always was ex 
cept for the few weeks during the year that the state legislature met.

Con kindly invited me back to his house for dinner, and he ne 
gotiated the dirt roads in his four-wheel-drive pickup. After a hearty 
meal, Con asked me if I would like to see how maple syrup was made, 
since one of his neighbors was an avid producer.

I borrowed his son’s boots and ski jacket, and Con drove through 
what was now more than three feet of snow to his neighbor’s place. 
He explained a bit about producing maple syrup. The basic tech 
niques had barely changed for generations. The process was just 
boiling and straining, boiling and straining— an incredible number of 
times. Since about 40 gallons of sap are needed to produce one gallon 
of syrup, it’s a major reduction process.

When we got there, we saw a large bubbling kettle sitting on a 
hot wood fire. The kettle had a run-off spout on the bottom, lead 
ing to another kettle, and after several more of these, the mix disap 
peared into a shack that was mostly underground.

The two men tending the fire in the shack could have come 
straight out of a Norman Rockwell painting, except their beards were 
unkempt and they were roaring drunk. They sat on stools in the mid 
dle of an extremely impressive collection of empty beer cans.
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They were delighted to explain the details of their work to a 
“Flatlander” (anyone not a native of Vermont), although they did 
wonder what I was doing there instead of staying in New York— 
“where the money is.” We hung around for a beer and some unintel 
ligible explanations, then left the happy duo.

On the way back, Con described the dubious economics of mak 
ing and selling maple syrup. There is very little cash outlay involved, 
once the miles of plastic tubing that connect almost every maple tree 
in the state have been purchased (looking at a forest of maple trees in 
Vermont is like observing an early Christo installation).

Almost all of the other equipment has been handed down from 
father to son for generations. Its sturdy stuff. The wood used in the 
various fires have been cut and split by the farmer himself, of course. 
Even though there’s no expenditure of serious money, the profit from 
making and selling the syrup is almost ludicrously small.

Con had done the arithmetic, and had proved to his neighbor 
that his net gain from many weeks of hard labor was a few pennies 
an hour. The chap looked at the numbers, then said, “Yeah, but what 
else would I do in the winter”? Con gave it up.

As we drove back to town, I couldn’t help but compare this eve 
ning with the nightmare in Washington, DC, years earlier. In Wash 
ington, 10 inches of snow tied up the city and caused a disastrous 
air crash. In Montpelier, another three and a half feet of snow was 
simply a part of the normal routine.

Waiting for the morning bus to Burlington, I froze in my skimpy 
raincoat. ICC was a good client, and I worked for them for more than 
10 vears.

However, I never again went to Montpelier without boots and 
a heavy coat.

4. BLACK BOX CORPORATION
In 32 years of consulting, I’ve only been late once to a client 

meeting. I submit that the circumstances were extenuating. Black 
Box Corporation was a catalog operation selling computer software 
to small businesses. They had a couple of clever product acquisition 
people, priced their products sensibly and were making a very healthy
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profit in a well-defined niche market. The meeting was scheduled for 
a Monday morning in Chicago, early in January 1986.

This was the day after the National Football League champi 
onship game, which some evil genius had named the “Super Bowl” 
years before. I had planned a quiet evening watching the game with 
Ann—whose football watching consisted of sitting in the same room 
while poring over daylily catalogs. In the middle of the afternoon, I 
got a telephone call from Stan Holt, whom I hadn’t seen in years. Stan 
was in New York, ready to hop a train for Chappaqua, and wanted me 
to pick him up at the station in an hour.

For many years, Stan was the ultimate utility infielder in Read 
er’s Digest international editions. Since he was a bachelor until well 
into his 40s, whoever was running international operations would as 
sume that Stan could receive a call on Monday and just take over 
some troubled company halfway around the world on Tuesday. Stan 
was an excellent manager, and he never disappointed. He would sort 
out the local mess and wait for the next call.

I seldom saw Stan, but we stayed in touch. Although I was sur 
prised to hear that he would be on our doorstep in an hour, I was not 
exactly flabbergasted, since he was likely to turn up anywhere. Stan 
arrived wreathed in smiles and, as always, loaded with potables. He 
had learned early on that the key to being a perpetual guest was to 
arrive heavily laden with gifts for his host and hostess.

After a few drinks, I mentioned to Stan that there was a football 
game about to start—one that would very likely be watched by quite 
a number of people. Stan hadn’t been in the United States for two 
consecutive weeks in more than 20 years, and he was not terribly 
excited about this. He was looking forward to dinner. So we decided 
to tape the game and watch it later.

Ann, amazingly, whipped up an extraordinary multicourse meal, 
and we enjoyed every bite while having a ball talking about dozens 
of our mutual acquaintances. Hours later, I suggested that maybe 
we should see what was happening in the football game. Stan by this 
time was amenable to any suggestion, and we meandered downstairs 
to the television set.
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As happens all too often in these games, it was a supremely bor 
ing ev ent. The Chicago Bears had come to play, and the New England 
Patriots were apparently so happy to be there that they just chose to 
watch. It was over by the middle of the first quarter, but Stan was into 
it now, and we watched for hours, downing most of the considerable 
stash Stan had brought with him in the process.

At the end of the game, Stan said that he wanted to get a train 
back to Manhattan. I pointed out that he had missed the last train by 
hours, and was welcome to stay the night. He agreed, and immedi 
ately passed out on the downstairs couch. I got his shoes off, covered 
him with blankets and managed to navigate to our bedroom, where 
Ann was sound asleep.

It wasn’t really surprising that I set the alarm considerably later 
than I had intended. We surfaced about the time my plane was due 
to leave from La Guardia. 1 pulled on some clothes, left a note for 
Stan (who hadn’t moved, but was breathing nicely) and Ann drove at 
near-record speed to the airport. My flight, of course, was long gone 
by the time we got there.

I arrived quite late at the meeting, full of apologies and dying 
for another cup of coffee. The room was jammed with people. It was 
a meeting with a well-known public relations agency, whose remark 
able reputation, as far as I could figure out, was based almost entirely 
on their own PR statements. It was a “ brainstorming and reposition 
ing” session.

Even though I arrived almost two hours after the meeting had 
started, the first question was still prominently displayed at the front 
of the room. The question was:

“WHAT BUSIN ESS ARE WE IN?”
This question, originally posed and described by Theodore 

Levin of the Harvard Business School, was cleverly designed. He 
pointed out that if the railroad companies in the early days of the 
20th century had answered it by saying “the transportation business” 
instead of “the railroad business,” they could have dominated trans 
portation forever. It fit that situation perfectly, but was later forced 
into areas where it should never have been asked.
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Misunderstanding and misuse of this question in subsequent 
years have cost American companies many millions of dollars in wast 
ed time and management effort. This meeting was a typical example. 
Two walls of the room were already covered with stupid “brainstorm” 
answers to the question, which for this specialized company with its 
highly targeted market, was utterly asinine. I searched the walls in vain 
for the words “computer” or “software.” They were not to be found.

I did a heroic thing that day. I kept my mouth shut.
When the meeting finally ended, the CEO of Black Box asked 

me why I had been so uncharacteristically quiet. I told him that I 
hadn’t wanted to interfere with the public relations people in their 
area of expertise—which, in a way, was true.

The flight home was sweet.

5. PRODIGY SERVICES COMPANY
To their credit, IBM and Sears-Roebuck were very early to rec 

ognize the commercial possibilities of the Internet. To their everlast 
ing embarrassment, the instrument they created to take advantage 
of this was a joint venture called Prodigy Services Company. Prodigy 
was the first Internet service provider, started in 1984.

From the beginning, Prodigy was plagued by the very different 
objectives of its unlikely pair of parents. IBM wanted to be on the 
cutting edge of a technology that threatened its dominance in the 
field of mainframe computers. Sears, already forced out of the mail 
order catalog business, was somewhat desperately trying to maintain 
its massive retail empire, which was fast being eroded by Walmart, 
K-Mart and other more nimble retailers. IBM was pushing for the 
outer limits in technology, while Sears was trying to protect a steadily 
diminishing retail franchise.

The top ranks in Prodigy clearly had to come from the parent 
companies. What neither of them seemed to recognize was that the 
only senior people who would be willing to move to the midget enter 
prise were those whose careers were in jeopardy. Every large compa 
ny has a legion of incompetent executives who have been promoted 
beyond their capabilities, and/or whose personalities made them 
obnoxious to their peers. This was the pool of “talent” that Prodi 
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gy was forced to tap. It was actually worse than it sounds, because 
each Prodigy employee retained a deep loyalty to the company he 
had come from— and had nothing but contempt for his counterparts 
from the “other” company.

In order to lure people into the ranks of Prodigy, it was always 
necessary to offer more money and a better-sounding title. At the 
time I was hired as a consultant, a standing joke was that Prodigy 
was waiting to throw a huge party on the day their customer base 
became larger than the number of Prodigy vice presidents. This was 
an exaggeration, but the number of customers at the time was pa 
thetically small— about 8,500— and the number of vice presidents 
outrageously large.

Since this was a new venture started by hiring from the top, 
there were virtually no mid-level employees to do the work. It was 
like an army or navy without sergeants or petty officers— all chiefs 
and no Indians. As a consequence, there were extremely elaborate 
(if unrealistic) long-term plans, but no qualified noncoms to get any 
thing done, much less realize the grandiose schemes that sounded so 
good at the parent companies’ board meetings.

I was hired by the accounting department, the only people in 
the company with any sense of fiscal responsibility. The head of the 
department was Alan Hyde, who was definitely a rare bird in the or 
ganization. He was young and quite talented, and had joined Prodigy 
for the opposite reason from most of Prodigy top management. He 
had been with IBM for about five years, had a great deal of ambition 
and realized that in this giant corporation, it would be many years be 
fore he could hope to have any real responsibilities. He looked at the 
people running Prodigy and realized that he could vault over many 
levels of these sad sacks in a hurry.

Prodigy was a real pioneer on the Internet, and the product— 
always called “the user interface”— reflected this. What the subscrib 
er saw on his screen had clearly been designed by one of the Sears 
people. All screens were split, with the bottom third showing an ad 
for one of Prodigy’s advertisers. The upper two-thirds depicted two 
huge multi-story stores, with different shopping departments in spe 
cific locations. Although there was an index, it wasn’t always obvious
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what was stored where. If a subscriber wanted to see todays baseball 
scores, he might reasonably click on “sports.” When he did, he’d be 
on the fifth floor of Building A—which contained a bewildering vari 
ety of tennis racquets and footballs.

The graphics were laughable. At the time, this didn’t matter— 
nobody else was doing anything. It wasn’t until AOL and CompuServe 
evolved into much more sophisticated visual products that it became 
a major problem for Prodigy.

One other feature was that they monitored and censored all of 
the customer chatter running through the system. This broke down 
when a number of botanists complained that they couldn’t discuss 
pussy willows on-line.

The specific problem I was hired to help solve was an enormous 
bottleneck in attempting to fulfill an impossible promise Prodigy had 
made to potential advertisers. Like most other media, Prodigy had 
two revenue streams— subscriber revenue and advertising revenue. 
Current revenues were virtually all from subscribers, who paid a min 
imum of $9.95 per month for access to the system. The long-range 
plan was for more than 90% of revenue to come from advertising.

The head of Prodigy advertising had come from Sears, and he 
combined a total ignorance of computing capabilities with an un 
limited faith in the power of IBM to solve any problem. He wanted 
to provide a unique service to Prodigy advertisers. His scheme was 
very simple to describe and utterly impossible to provide. He pro 
posed to track each subscriber’s visit to each advertiser’s site, and to 
provide almost unlimited detail of their calls and their demographics 
(when a subscriber first signed up with Prodigy, he provided basic 
demographic information about himself). It was to be the ultimate 
in eyeball tracking.

To gather this detail, Prodigy had devised an incredibly com 
plicated system of two-way communication. Each subscriber unwit 
tingly transmitted data back to Prodigy each time he logged on and 
every time he viewed a new screen. There was no privacy problem 
—subscribers agreed to a wide-open agreement allowing Prodigy to 
do anything with any information generated by the system when they 
joined.
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The problem was massive information overload. Even with an 
enormous bank of dedicated IBM computers, the system was hope 
lessly clogged. The mass of data flowing back to Prodigy resulted in 
regular system crashes. Even when it didn’t crash, it ran at a snail’s 
pace. Obviously, something had to change dramatically, since there 
weren’t enough available computers to handle 8,500 subscribers, and 
the plan was to grow to over five million within five years. My job was 
to find a way around this problem.

It was immediately clear that the same amount of useful informa 
tion could be delivered to advertisers if Prodigy sampled the advertis 
er’s screens and simply adjusted the sampled information upward to 
reflect the total number of subscribers on-line at any given time.

Over the strenuous objections of the advertising department, I 
got Jerry Greene into the picture, and we developed a very simple 
sampling system, which would sample every 100th screen at the pres 
ent subscriber level and a diminishing percentage as the subscriber 
base increased.

This did not convince the advertising people. A typical meeting 
went something like this:
Ad man: “We promised our advertisers 100% reporting.”
Accountant: “But we can’t deliver.”
Ad man: “It’s a promise to our current advertisers.”
Accountant: “We don’t have any current advertisers, except for

ads we’ve given away.”
Ad man: “Exactly.”
Accountant: “Exactly what?”
Ad man: “We’ll never have any advertising, unless we can

deliver something unique.”
Accountant: “But we can’t deliver the product you want.”
Ad man: “That’s not my problem.”

Eventually, the advertising department gave in to reality and 
Prodigy started sampling on a test basis.

Because the sampling system was based on sound and simple 
mathematics, sampling error was tiny, and the Prodigy ad people 
were delighted to discover that advertisers liked the new reports
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much better than the old ones— primarily because they were pro 
duced in a few days rather than taking four or five weeks.

This helped keep Prodigy in business for years, and their sub 
scriber base peaked at 1.5 million in 1996, in spite of their continuing 
management problems. When they finally yielded to pressure from 
AOL and others and sold out to Yahoo in 2003, the business ended 
up costing IBM and Sears roughly a billion dollars.

6. MUSE MAGAZINE
McGraw-Hill was—and is— one of the most successful pub 

lishers of business magazines in the United States. This publisher of 
some 40 magazines like Engineering News Record yearned to be in 
the consumer magazine business as well.

One of their bright young publishers— I’ll call him Pete— con 
ceived the idea of a magazine dedicated to American museums, and 
sold it to top management. The magazine was to be named Muse. 
When Pete started to describe it to me, I couldn’t help but think that 
it was likely to have a very limited audience. As I listened to the par 
tially developed business plan, I became more interested.

It was on the artsy side of consumer publishing, to be sure, 
but the striking growth in museum attendance— more importantly, 
in museum membership— was impressive. It was a rapidly growing 
market, and could surely support a modest periodical venture. I was 
hired when the project was in the very early planning stages. As di 
rect mail consultant, my job was to coordinate all elements of a full- 
scale dry test— copy development, list selection and analysis.

The offer, naturally, was the focus of much of our attention. 
Pete had heard about “free issue” offers, and he definitely thought 
we should try one for Muse* I felt— strongly—that using this offer 
in a dry test was an invitation to disaster. I’ve seen some free-issue 
offers for existing magazines produce payments as high as 70%, and 
others as low as 10%.

*In a free-issue offer, the prospect is told that he can receive an issue of the 
magazine at no charge and will also receive a bill for a subscription. If he likes the 
magazine, he pays the bill. If not, he keeps the copy without any obligation. This offer 
was very much in vogue at the time of this test, and is still used by many magazines.
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The difference between 70% payments and 10% sounds outra 
geous, but it s a fact. Trying to predict which magazines will pay well 
and which will not isn’t easy. The quality of the publication is by no 
means the only question. Sports Illustrated had terrible payments 
on tests of the free-issue offer— they never did it in volume. Their 
problem was clearly correlated with the age of the audience. Sports 
Illustrated readership is strongest in 18- to 25-year-olds, who tend 
not to pay for anything.

At the other end of the scale, payments for Better Homes ir 
Gardens on free-issue offers have always been extraordinarily high. 
This appears to be a combination of two elements. The audience is a 
lot older than that of Sports Illustrated, and home owners tend to be 
comparatively stable.

These generalities are all very well, but when the audience is 
totally unknown, and a corporation is preparing to invest a very large 
sum of money, trying to estimate the level of payments for a totally 
untested publication is a guessing game— and could be a horrendously 
expensive one. We discussed this at considerable length. In the end, 
we stayed away from the free-issue offer. On the real business ques 
tion, Pete was wrong. As subsequent events were to prove, if the only 
objective was to get the magazine started, he was corporately right.

To write the copy, I hired Walter Weintz, his son Todd (who was 
now working for Walter) and Denny Hatch. The editor was working 
on the description of the magazine while the copywriters wrote the 
copy for the test program. This created major problems in develop 
ing the copy for the tests. While generalities about the subjects to be 
covered were readily available, we did not have a sample table of con 
tents, which the copywriters desperately needed. They also needed a 
sample layout for a spread.

Direct mail copy must be simple and complete. There is no room 
for wooly edges or fuzzy thinking. A good description of an editorial 
concept— along with a promising business plan— is often enough to 
convince a corporation to test an idea for a magazine. However, a 
general description just will not do when it comes to presenting the 
words and pictures expected to sell the product to consumers.
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If we’re planning an article about new museums under develop 
ment, we must say specifically that it will include a description of the 
Getty Museum in Los Angeles, an illustration of the museum, and 
should also talk about how the acquisition budget for this museum 
exploded from nothing to many millions of dollars overnight. We 
need a totally precise description of a non-existent product.

The only solution is to have the direct mail copywriters keep 
pestering the editor with enough questions to force the specifics to 
emerge. In this important sense, the copywriters helped develop the 
magazine. Its one of the main reasons I wanted to work with direct 
mail pros like Walter and Todd Weintz and Denny Hatch.

Finally, after several weeks of intense effort, the mailing pieces 
started to take shape. The three copywriters took very different di 
rections. Dennys approach downplayed the lavishness of the product. 
Todd’s presentation was generous, with lots of four-color illustrations 
and strong adjectival opulence.

Walter went at the project in a totally original manner. He pro 
duced a “prospectus” of the new magazine, describing it like a stock 
offering. Once this link was established, he took full advantage of the 
fact that the magazine had never been published. This allowed the 
reader to believe that he was almost helping to shape the product. 
The tone and feel of this approach had to be just right from start to 
finish, and Walter was a master at this.

Meanwhile, we were trying to figure out what lists to test. I had 
hired Steve Millard Inc.— now The Millard Group— as list broker.* 
I knew Steve from many years before when he had been at Reader’s 
Digest. Steve left the Digest and established his own list brokerage in 
Peterborough, New Hampshire. He developed the radical notion of 
hiring as salespeople only those who had hands-on experience using 
mailing lists as clients.

* After working at Harvard Business Review and The Atlantic Monthly, my 
daughter Linda joined Millard in 1983. She became Executive Vice President of the 
company, and one of the top list brokers anywhere. When Millard was sold in late 
2005, she pocketed a tidy sum. She was not, however, in the running for the job on 
Muse. Linda and I have never shared a project— we’re each much too accustomed to 
being the expert in the room.
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At that time, Steve Millard Inc. was a modest, but rapidly grow 
ing list brokerage company. The individual broker on the account was 
Steve Smith, a hard-working and taciturn man who never enlivened a 
conversation and never screwed up an assignment.

Developing a mailing universe for Muse was an obvious chal 
lenge from the start. There weren’t any directly comparable maga 
zines. This, of course, was the niche that Muse was hoping to fill, but 
it made the job of finding suitable lists more difficult. As we sifted 
through possible lists, it became obvious that there was only one that 
combined clear product affinity with large numbers. Smithsonian 
Magazine was then 10 years old and had grown rapidly to a circula 
tion of more than two million subscriptions, all sold by direct mail.

We met with its circulation director. She didn’t see Muse as di 
rect competition, and had no problem with the idea of the project. 
However, there was a real business problem. Smithsonian did not 
rent their subscription list, although they regularly exchanged lists 
with other mailers. Unfortunately, we didn’t have a list to exchange. 
If we mailed a large part of the Smithsonian list, it would be years 
before we developed similar numbers even if Muse was successful. 
The meeting ended with good cheer, but no promises.

I decided that it was time to try an approach I had seen Readers 
Digest advertising salesmen use with considerable success. I invited 
the circulation director to lunch at La Caravelle, one of the most 
exclusive and expensive restaurants in New York City. She accepted 
with surprise. Not too many direct mail folks break bread at La Cara 
velle. We had a very pleasant lunch, and my little ploy worked—to a 
point. She agreed to let us test the Smithsonian subscriber list, but 
would make no promises for the future.

This was good enough for now, and I picked up the tab happily. 
I did not, however, have the gall to submit this bill as an expense ac 
count item to McGraw-Hill. It became my little financial contribu 
tion to the project.

We finally put the tests in the mail, and Walter’s copy was far and 
away the best. We had a couple of small lists that pulled very well, a 
bunch of duds and Smithsonian, which projected to a 7% response. 
The real key to making this work was the one we had identified at the
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outset. If we could use the Smithsonian list, we would have a viable 
product fairly quickly. If not, it would take a lot longer to develop.

For a narrowly based new magazine concept, I thought we’d done 
very well. Pete was clearly less than pleased when we produced a pro for 
ma Profit and Loss statement based on these results. All business ques 
tions suddenly became moot, as we caught a shot from the blind side.

The McGraw-Hill accounting department had developed their 
own pro forma plan long before the direct mail test was started (I had 
never even heard of this plan, although Pete knew all about it). They 
had dreamed up figures that they felt were needed to sell McGraw- 
Hill management on the program.

The figures they had put together made a great sales presen 
tation, but had little to do with reality in the consumer magazine 
business. The target numbers were out of sight. They had assumed 
a huge up-front response, outstanding payment levels, and renewals 
well beyond anything being achieved in the industry. They assumed a 
breakeven in the second year, and enormous profits thereafter.

It was an Alice in Wonderland approach to magazine publishing 
— and these were the figures that had been used in order to get our 
test program in the mail. Had I seen them before, we could have 
saved the cost of the tests.

The only way we could have achieved an up-front response rate 
approaching these figures would have been to test a free-issue offer 
— and to assume an outrageously optimistic payment rate, which we 
couldn’t test. I finally understood why Pete had argued so hard in 
favor of the free-issue offer.

This loose offer would have roughly doubled gross response. Af 
ter that, all that would have been needed (once I was fired, of course) 
would have been to take the ridiculous payment and renewal assump 
tions as gospel, and the magazine would have been produced.

I’m not sure what rabbits Pete expected to pull out of which 
hats when reality set in, but he would have had his magazine— for a 
couple of issues—and McGraw-Hill would have spent many millions 
of dollars, rather than the comparatively modest amount of the test.

So, instead of heading his new magazine, Pete was assigned to 
more mundane projects. He never forgave me.
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7. AMERICAN EXPRESS
In 1982, the merchandise division of American Express said that 

they were interested in using multiple regression analysis as a tool in 
selecting customers for promotion, and I was hired to set up a test.

American Express was first and foremost a bank, with a banking 
mentality. Like any other large bank, they had a superfluity of vice 
presidents, who competed vigorously with each other. The turf wars 
at American Express were fierce. The card division was the largest, 
and always held the upper hand, although the publishing division was 
a tidy little profit center. The merchandise division, which should 
have produced a substantial profit, hadn’t made a nickel in years, and 
was a distant third.

How could the merchandise division, with an affluent audience 
of more than six million active cardholders ready to buy every month, 
lose money? It wasn’t easy, but a combination of foolish corporate 
policies and inept management achieved it by turning all mail-order 
knowledge on its head.

All merchandise was produced by outside suppliers, which 
was fine, but American Express “policies” about their suppliers de 
fied common sense. Suppliers were charged by American Express to 
test their merchandise. Smaller producers couldn’t afford the prices 
American Express charged for a test, and many large ones stayed away 
on principle.

The tests had to fit a rigid American Express formula. This was 
not merely conforming to general instructions. The test material was 
all written and laid out by American Express staff members, so sup 
pliers had no control over the way their merchandise was presented. 
American Express didn’t even show them test material in advance.

The copy itself violated all proven rules of merchandising. In 
stead of fact-filled descriptions, generalities ruled. Nouns and verbs 
had to get in line behind adjectival excess. All art consisted of “glam 
our” shots of the product. If they were selling a set of tools, they would 
never show a real person using them. They would picture them float 
ing in the air, silhouetted against a cloud-filled sky. The result pleased 
the artsy staff. It bore no resemblance to the way products are sold by 
mail-order merchants.
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The standard markup was huge. The same product that was 
readily available elsewhere for $100 would be priced by American 
Express at $150 and more— and these were never unique products.

All of this was not really my concern. My job was to set up a mul 
tiple regression analysis test for the American Express merchandise 
division. They had several bright young MBAs on staff with at least 
a theoretical understanding of the subject, and we sat down to look 
for candidate variables. There were many promising affinity areas in 
the file—primarily in identifying the types of stores most often used 
by cardholders. A frequent purchaser from hardware stores, for in 
stance, was a logical prospect for a tool set.

The card division got wind of our interests, and immediately 
issued a decree. They said, in no uncertain terms, that there could 
be no use of information in the file that would identify any purchase 
source. The reason given for this was that all American Express con 
tracts said that the source of purchases would not be identified in any 
transactions with third parties.

The merchandise division of their own company instantly be 
came a designated third party.

Although this left only a tiny fraction of what should have been 
available, we did design a test of a cross section of cardholders.

At this point, we learned that the head of the merchandise divi 
sion didn’t want a test with real data. He wanted a “simulation” of a 
multiple regression analysis.

Since I never could figure out how to simulate a sales test, I 
quietly drifted away.

8. TELEPH ON E COMMUNICATORS CANADA
Although I truly am a direct mail guy, I don’t have anything 

against other methods of selling. After our failed effort to improve 
Readers Digest donor response, I had been introduced to telemar 
keting— and to Murray Roman.

When I left the Digest in 1974,1 learned that I apparently fasci 
nated Murray. He seemed to be intrigued by squares like Rudy Oet- 
ting (his “numbers” guy) and me. Probably because he spent most of
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his working life surrounded by hacks, flacks and liars, we were like 
freaks in the circus that was his life.

For whatever reason, Murray wanted me as a consultant for his 
telemarketing company Campaign Communications Incorporated 
(CCI). Although I had a couple of very good clients from the begin 
ning, people weren’t exactly beating down my door, so I agreed to do so. 
I also wanted to learn something about the telemarketing business.

Not long after I started working with CCI, Murray proposed a 
joint venture with Maclean-Hunter, the largest periodical publisher 
in Canada. They formed a new company called Telephone Commu 
nications Canada (TCC) and I was included in the deal. Since there 
was virtually no telemarketing in Canada, it sounded promising.

From the start, the entire business was unreal. A new venture 
with Maclean-Hunter had to go through complicated legal proce 
dures and we had about a dozen meetings in Toronto, spending many 
hours trying to agree to a complex contract creating a company that 
could never be very substantial.

The one provision we really wanted in the contract was that Mac 
lean-Hunter would agree to test telemarketing in late renewal efforts 
for Maclean s and their other consumer publications.* They adamantly 
refused to agree, even to a test. They explained that Maclean-Hunter s 
various profit centers operated quite independently, and they could 
not commit the corporation to do this. What we didn’t know was that 
they had no intention of letting TCC near the Maclean-Hunter maga 
zines as long as they owned just half of it. This was just bad faith on 
their part.

When all the legal work was finished, two employees were hired. 
Bill was general manager (and sole salesman), and his only employee 
was Miriam, a bookkeeper. I made a lot of sales calls with Bill. Selling 
telemarketing in Canada was tough. TCC was attempting to pioneer 
a hard sell medium in a very laid-back culture. In addition, the link

‘Telemarketing is used very effectively by many magazines near the end of 
the renewal series. Since direct mail is not very effective late in the series, the vast 
majority of the telephone sales are truly incremental, and this business is often very 
good for the magazine, as well as providing an extremely stable and profitable busi 
ness for the telemarketer.
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to Maclean-Hunter was a major drawback in trying to sell to other 
magazines, and TCC muddled along with a few small accounts.

TCC held monthly board meetings, always accompanied by nice 
meals in cushy surroundings. I vividly remember spending a morning 
in the TCC telephone room with one lonely sales rep talking on the 
phone and then going to a board meeting and listening to a discus 
sion of future plans worthy of Microsoft. The contrast between real 
ity and fantasy was worthy of Disney World. Rudy once commented 
that if the TCC board ever agreed to buy land to build a golf course, 
they would all buy a set of golf clubs on their way home that night.

At last, a major piece of business fell into TCC’s lap. We had 
made several sales calls on the Canadian Readers Digest in Mon 
treal. Not much progress had been made until the Canadian postal 
workers called a strike in the early fall of 1977. Suddenly, the Canadi 
an Readers Digest donor business was in danger of total collapse. No 
matter what else can be done to get around a strike, there’s no way 
to postpone Christmas. TCC went from an orphan begging for the 
next meal to the only game in town. This sleepy little outfit suddenly 
became a madhouse. For weeks, TCC made all the calls it could for 
this one operation, and did a creditable job of salvaging the Readers 
Digest donor program.

This Christmas gift from the postal workers union produced a 
healthy profit for several months—the only profit the company ever 
saw when I was associated with it. In fact, except for this freak occa 
sion, TCC was going nowhere, as long as the company did not have a 
base of an ongoing program, such as Maclean’s renewals.

One afternoon in January 1979, Murray got a call from Maclean- 
Hunter. One of their people had gone to the TCC office and found it 
locked up. Bill and his lady bookkeeper weren’t there. A little inves 
tigation found that they had purchased plane tickets for Mexico and 
headed south after emptying the TCC safe of its meager contents. It 
was hardly worth chasing them. Bill’s wife and kids were obviously 
sad. Personally, I was relieved, since this sordid little episode meant 
that the TCC burden was lifted suddenly rather than dragging on and 
on. We held a final board meeting, and Maclean-Hunter took over 
the entire business.



Within a week, TCC had a substantial renewal program going 
for Macleans and all of the rest of their consumer magazines. It could 
have been a lot worse. In the final analysis, it didn’t cost Murray much, 
I never had any money in it and we learned a couple of useful lessons:

1. Entrepreneurs should never get in bed with large— or even 
fairly large— companies.

2. Those who do it in a foreign country are going to get raped 
mercilessly.

J

Today, with the national Do Not Call list, unsolicited telephone 
prospecting has gone the way of the dodo. How the outbound tele 
marketing business managed to shoot itself, first in the foot, then 
in the head, is an interesting story in itself, even though I was not 
involved.

In the early 1970s, telemarketing was a fairly new business, and 
certainly looked like a promising sales technique. There weren’t very 
many people selling telemarketing services, and those who were, like 
CCI, were very aware that they were in an extremely intrusive me 
dium (intrusiveness, of course is what made it powerful). People like 
CCI made some efforts not to abuse it.

Telemarketing is a highly labor-intensive medium. Unfortunate 
ly for those in the business, every improvement in efficiency had a 
significant negative effect on consumers. In this respect, it’s totally 
unlike direct mail. If  a mailer invents a faster inserting machine, the 
prospect will never know it.

However, when telemarketing businesses switched from per 
sonal dialing bv the sales rep to automated dialing, they hit a highly 
sensitive nerve with their potential customers. Automated dialing 
made it possible for each sales rep to handle a lot more calls per hour, 
and this was big money for the telemarketer. Unfortunately, it was a 
major annoyance to the consumer, because all too frequently, there 
was no rep on the line when the call was connected.

Every time a prospect picks up the phone to dead air on the oth 
er end, he’s mad. If he’s rushed to the phone fearing bad news about 
his ailing mother, he’s likely to be utterly furious. He doesn’t know
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which company made the call, and telemarketers took false comfort 
in this for years— until consumers were incensed at all of them.

Meanwhile, more and more people with progressively less 
knowledge and no moral sense whatever entered the telemarketing 
business, and they were as greedy as they were ignorant. Each call 
became more annoying, and there were more of them each day.

The deep anger this produced was reflected in increasingly re 
strictive measures that finally became the legislation producing the 
Do Not Call list, which has effectively killed outbound telemarketing 
prospecting.

Personally, I think its too bad that a bunch of fools wrecked a 
potentially useful medium.

Most consumers simply say, “Good riddance.”

9. BARTON-COTTON
Barton-Cotton was a printer who had expanded into selling 

Christmas cards. They hired me because they heard that I had some 
experience with Christmas gift promotion at Readers Digest (defi 
nitely not because of our abortive attempt to sell Christmas cards). 
Their cards were quite attractive and very fairly priced, and the op 
eration made decent money.

One of the features of this business was that Barton-Cotton’s 
cards were all sold under the sponsorship of organizations.

Each mailing bore the imprint of the company whose list was 
being used. If  the mailing was made to the National Geographic sub 
scription list, the National Geographic logo would be prominently 
displayed. Each sponsoring company received a royalty for sales to 
their list.

Even with the advantage of sponsorship, the organization lists 
were outside lists. Barton-Cotton had been in business for a dozen 
years, and had built a large list of previous buyers. Previous buyers 
were a house list, but weren’t treated as such.

Barton-Cotton had never eliminated their own previous buyers from 
the outside lists, nor had they mailed them separately as a house list.
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The promotion planning for the Christmas card operation was 
done by Barton-Cotton s list broker. Like most list brokers, they un 
derstood a lot about outside lists. They apparently knew virtually 
nothing about house lists.

A summary of the kind of information available in a typical re 
port would look like this:

ORGANIZATION X—MAIL 100,000

Mail Quantity 100,000
Response % 2.85%
Number of Responses 2,850
Cost $40,000
Revenue $63,000

Profit $23,000

The overall response figure of 2.85% masked the fact that pre 
vious buyers, who represented a relatively small percentage of the 
mailing universe, produced the bulk of the response.

Once the figures were split into previous buyers and those who 
were not, these were the real figures:

ORGANIZATION X—MAIL 100,000

Previous Buyers Others Total
Mail 10,000 90,000 100,000
Response % 15.0% 1.5% 2.85%
Response 1,500 1,350 2,850
Cost $4,000 $36,000 $40,000
Revenue $30,000 $27,000 $57,000

Profit $26,000 -$9,000 $17,000

Getting this information required a lot of effort from their ful 
fillment house, but once we did, the rest was easy.

The previous buyers, who were about 10% of the total mailing quan 
tity, represented more than half the total orders and produced enough
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profit to more than balance the loss on the other 90%. This allowed us to 
alter their Christmas card mailing program simply and dramatically.

Recent buyers were separated and mailed a series of a half-doz 
en mailings that looked and produced like a donor series. They were, 
of course, eliminated from the outside lists. The sales to recent buy 
ers through this series of mailings exceeded total sales in the previous 
year, and Barton-Cotton’s profits quadrupled.

10. D IREC T MARKETING ASSOCIATION— FINLAND
In my international days with Readers Digest, I had met the 

man in charge of scheduling meetings for DMA Finland, and he con 
vinced the group to invite me to run a three-day seminar on selling 
magazines. They offered to fly Ann and me to Helsinki, and also pay 
for our lodgings and food in the luxurious International Hotel.

A three-day seminar required a lot of preparation, but I had a num 
ber of speeches which I’d given over the years that could be polished 
and updated. I also spent weeks preparing new material, and by the 
time we got on the plane, I figured I had at least three times as much 
as I needed.

Finland in June is one of the loveliest places on earth. The mis 
erable winter finally gives up, flowers are in bloom everywhere and 
its the season for morels. Oh, is it the season for morels! These mar 
velous mushrooms grow wild everywhere in Finland and during the 
brief season when they appear, it’s possible to dine on little else. They 
appear in sauces of every description. Its also normal to make an 
entire meal out of morel soup, which is unlike any soup I’ve ever had 
anywhere else. It consists of a full bowl of morels and some cream, 
with butter slathered on top. Heating the soup completes the recipe 
(salt and pepper are optional).

Before I started working, we had dinner with a young man 
named Heikki, who was the head of DMA Finland. In many ways, 
Heikla was a typical Finn. He lived in Helsinki, and wore a suit to 
work five days a week. But he really lived for the weekends, when he 
would go to his cabin in the far north of Finland. “Even in winter?” 
I asked. “Especially in winter, because that’s when you can really get 
away from civilization,” he replied.
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He got away all right—with a seven-hour drive due north from 
Helsinki. He had a little hut to store a snowmobile by the road. After 
getting on his snowmobile, he had another 10 miles to go on a logging 
road to his cabin. I asked him what would happen if he had an acci 
dent on the logging road. Interestingly, a friend of his had hit a stump 
in the middle of a similar road the year before, been thrown off his 
snowmobile and broken a leg. Since nobody else ever used that road, 
he had to crawl several miles back to the main road. He managed to 
get there and was lucky enough to find a ride before he froze to death. 
He survived. Heikld seemed to feel that this answered my question.

We discussed an idea that I wanted to try for my presentation. 
I wanted to attach my PC to a projector and show some circulation 
modeling variations live on a large screen. This was a radical concept 
in 1983. There was an IBM office in Helsinki, but they were no help. 
We contacted the London branch of IBM, and they assured us that 
they would send the necessary connections on the next flight. They 
had the connectors right— for the UK. Unfortunately, they didn’t 
work in Finland. The hunt continued.

Magazine readership in Finland is phenomenal. They have at 
least five times as many magazine readers per capita as in the US. 
They were also totally open to lively promotion— nearly all of the 
Finnish magazines used sweepstakes and premiums, and many were 
extremely inventive. I had an excellent turnout of more than 50 peo 
ple, representing about 20 different magazines.

I finished my first talk, which covered a fairly provocative sub 
ject, and asked for questions. I was expecting and hoping to be chal 
lenged on many fronts. Dead silence. I asked pointedly if everyone 
agreed with some of the more controversial points I had covered. 
Nobody so much as stirred. I knew, from talking to many of the par 
ticipants beforehand, that they spoke excellent English, so I wasn’t 
dealing with a language problem. I sure had a problem, though.

I launched into my next subject, and mentally tallied the mate 
rial I had prepared. I had figured that I had three times the amount 
of information I would need for a three-day presentation. This was 
assuming a normal amount of discussion, with some give and take 
after each subject. I felt a nagging worry.
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At lunch that day, after burning through at least a full days 
worth of material in a morning, I asked the people at the table why 
there was such complete silence. The answers were unenlightening. 
Somebody suggested that it was because I had done such a nifty job 
of covering each subject. Somebody else ventured that Finns were 
naturally shy. A third said that it was because I hadn’t made any mis 
takes— if I did, look out.

But this continued throughout the series of lectures. I had just 
about exhausted all of my prepared material and was by now count 
ing on the PC projection to get me through the last day. This became 
a “Perils of Pauline” venture, with the final connections being made 
as I was introducing the subject.

I filled the screen with a projection of a simple magazine model, 
and tried many variations to show the relative importance of various 
changes. I stretched it out as long as I could, suggesting that we look 
at the effect of an increase in payments, then an increase in renew 
als, then a decrease in new business response, then the reverse. It 
worked, and was a modest hit.

After my final lecture, the head of the largest magazine company 
in Finland, United Magazines, asked me if I would like to spend a day 
with his company at a lodge near Helsinki, and offered to pay me for 
my time. Although I warned him that I was out of lecture material, he 
didn’t mind, and I accepted with pleasure (if we stayed an extra day, 
we would get more morels).

At this meeting, I was astonished to discover that the people 
in this company were bursting with questions, going over all of the 
information I had presented in detail. After a very lively morning, I 
asked where all these questions had been all week.

“Oh, all of our competitors were in that room. If we had asked 
any questions, they would have known what we were interested in, 
and we didn’t want that to happen.”

That was the happy ending to this Finnish interlude.
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READER S DIGEST REDUX— AS A CONSULTANT

In 1984, some 10 years after I left Readers 
Digest, my longtime friend Rene Isaac called and asked me to lunch. 
Ann and I had seen Rene and his charming wife, also named Ann, 
socially on a fairly regular basis, but this sounded like business— and 
it was.

Readers Digest was somewhat belatedly facing up to a very real 
problem that I had helped create. The circulation level of 17.75 mil 
lion which had been achieved so profitably in the glorious early days 
of Readers Digest sweepstakes was by now a crushing burden.

Renewal rates, although still very strong compared with other 
magazines, had dipped with successive price increases. The annual 
price was now $10.97— no longer way below the obvious value. That 
enormous rate base required the addition of more than six million 
new subscribers each year, and they had become progressively harder 
to obtain.

Sweepstakes-generated new business response rates were still 
high, but the percentage had dropped from the 12% to 15% range to 
around 8%. Anyone else in the magazine business would have given 
an arm and a leg for a response rate of 8%, but nobody else was try 
ing to add six million new subs each year— and response for the last 
million or so subscribers was only about a quarter of the average.

Reader's Digest needed to reduce circulation, and everyone work 
ing with the figures knew it. Before doing so, they wanted someone
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outside of the company to verify their decision. This was the assign 
ment Rene had in mind, and of course, I jumped at the chance. We 
set up a date with Dick McLoughlin, who had been in the advertising 
department when I was there, and was now executive vice president 
under president George Grune— also an ad department graduate.

I was prepared to find out if you can go home again.
Obviously, many things had changed in major ways. Returning 

to the Readers Digest grounds and building was a strange and not 
altogether pleasant experience. Security had been tightened greatly 
since I had left. There was now a manned guard post at the only en 
trance. The guard had to phone Dick to verify that I was an approved 
visitor.

In my early days at the Digest, security was remarkably lax, even 
for those innocent times. The Wallaces had a priceless art collec 
tion, and much of it was hung at headquarters. The paintings weren’t 
secured or tied into an alarm system of any sort. When my daughter 
was eight years old, I brought her into the office one Saturday. At my 
urging, she walked all around the place putting little green stickers 
on the backs of every painting she passed. She was unknown to any 
body who was there at the time, but never challenged.

On the following Monday, I mentioned that anybody could eas 
ily have parked a truck in front of any of the dozen or so unguarded 
entrances, sliced the “green sticker” paintings from their frames, and 
simply driven away with all of them. This didn’t seem to interest any 
one, even though the tagged paintings were worth well over $20 mil 
lion. DeWitt Wallace felt security was intrusive, and if he didn’t like 
security, Reader’s Digest didn’t have it.

By 1984, DeWitt Wallace had died, and things had changed a 
whole lot.

I was allowed in the building only after clearing a second se 
curity check. This was done in a windowless office, one story be 
low ground level. I was given my “Temporary Vendor’s Pass” (which 
sounded ominous enough in itself) and warned to wear it at all times. 
When the guard asked me if I needed a guide to get to Dick’s office, I 
looked at him incredulously. I didn’t actually say, “I knew how to get
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around this building when you were in diapers, Bub,” but I let him 
know that I certainly didn’t need help.

After I left the security office, I was walking as a stranger with 
a Temporary Vendor’s Pass down halls I used to know as well as my 
bedroom. It was spooky. This floor had always been a labyrinth, but 
there were any number of places where I could get my bearings. I 
set off at a jaunty pace. After turning a comer, I realized that the 
correspondence department wasn’t where it should be. No matter, I 
would just hang a left at the computer room.

But there was no computer room. How could they move the 
computer room? When I thought about it later, it was not a big deal. 
Computers, of course, had shrunk in size, and there was no need for 
the huge and elaborate air-conditioned room that had housed the 
vacuum-tubed monsters early on.

In a very few minutes, I was lost. Lost in my second home!
In deep embarrassment, I asked the first employee I came to if 

he could direct me to Dick McLoughlin’s office (I could tell he was 
an employee, because he wore a big badge saying “EM PLOYEE” 
on it). Unfortunately, he had never heard of Dick McLoughlin. After 
he disappeared, there was nobody in sight, and my footsteps echoed 
loudly down the long corridor. I passed scores of offices with closed 
doors and strange names on them. It was ridiculous to panic, but I 
started to wonder if they had declared a day off at 10 am, and left me 
all alone in the place.

Finally, another badge-wearing employee came toward me. Fear 
ful that she might not know Dick either, I asked her for directions to 
the rotunda. She didn’t know of any place like that, even though the 
“rotunda” was the octagonal entrance hall to the main building and 
with the new security rules, it was impossible to get into the building 
without going through it. She also started to walk away. With a mild 
edge of panic in my voice, I asked her where I could find a staircase.

Following her (slightly exasperated) instructions, I eventually 
found a set of stairs going up and got to ground level and a window. 
I had overshot Dick’s office by about 200 yards, but I got there. We 
agreed to a simple contract by the time coffee was served. Business 
over, we had nothing more to do than chat about mutual acquaintances
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— of which there were many—until I had spent enough time in his 
office to call it a meeting.

The next day, after securing a much more promising “Perma 
nent Vendors Pass,” I went to work. Circulation director Ron Cole* 
had pulled together a mountain of figures and assembled all of the 
magazine statistics people. The tail-end new’ subscriptions were like 
an open wound that oozed blood from the magazine. Costs for these 
subscriptions were exponential. The first five million new subscrip 
tions cost an average of about $11 each. The last million cost more 
than $40 per subscription.

The figures were totally compelling, and I quickly realized that 
my presence was entirely ceremonial. If I had been hired for a set fee, 
I could have completed my job in eight or nine minutes. The figures 
were obvious, but I had just signed a contract to do business with 
Readers Digest, and I wasn’t about to finish my work in a morning.

Ron and the other Readers Digest circulation people knew 
these numbers inside out, and had pointed out this problem again 
and again. The difficulty with doing anything about it was corporate 
paranoia. There were serious worries about how Readers Digest ad 
vertisers might react to a significant circulation reduction.

There were a number of options available, and “modeling” each 
of them was a legitimate enterprise. Subscription circulation lends 
itself well to modeling. A circulation model tracks the flow of sub 
scriptions over time. If a magazine has solid figures, it can produce 
an accurate picture of likely future activity.

The principles of circulation modeling aren’t very complicated. 
The reason that modeling circulation for a magazine like Readers 
Digest is difficult is because a magazine this large has many sources 
of new subscriptions, different lands and levels of renewals, multiple 
pricing options and dozens of activities that overlap and interact.

At this point, I got a huge surprise. The model being used at 
Readers Digest in 1984 was one that I had commissioned in 1972.

*Ron always occupied a special place in my heart. Readers Digest was the first 
job he had, and I was his first boss. He took to the business like a duck to water, and 
earned a series of promotions in record time. More important to me, he was a wide- 
ranging shortstop on the Digest slow-pitch softball team with a rifle for an arm, and 
covered much of the ground I was supposed to handle at second base.
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One of the programmers had jerry-built it over a weekend. It was 
considered a temporary expedient even then. It was one of the most 
difficult models to work with that had ever been constructed, and the 
output was extremely limited and very difficult to check.

It was, of course, a mainframe model. There was only one person 
in the circulation department who could take the questions being asked 
by Ron and his staff, prepare the input in a form acceptable to the mod 
el, enter the data and check the output— and he was indispensable.

Input to this model had to be as precise as a pandas diet. It had 
some ridiculous drawbacks, starting with the fact that it could look 
only at the next 18 months of activity. I always assumed that this was 
as far as the programmer got by midnight on the Sunday of the week 
end he built the thing.

The basic purpose of a circulation model is to answer “what if” 
questions. These are straightforward enough. What if Readers Di 
gest reduced rate base by one million? How about two million? What 
if we add a different source, and reduce rate base by either of these 
figures? Each basic scenario spawned others, and there were about a 
half dozen important questions.

The circulation people lined up the questions as precisely as pos 
sible. The model maven then took them down into the bowels of the 
building, promising to return in a day or two. In the meantime, every 
body could either twiddle their thumbs or work on something else.

Bv 1984, there were decent commercial models available. Thej  7
Kobak Business Model (KBM) had been on the market since 1978, 
and had been revised and refined several times. The Readers Digest 
circulation people had looked at it and prepared a long report listing 
its shortcomings.*

Even with its limitations, the KBM model was an SST compared 
with the Orville and Wilbur model Readers Digest was using. This 
was a very serious case of “not invented here” interfering with the

*The KBM model was far from perfect. For one thing, it required a lot of 
redundant input. But the model used figures familiar to circulation people, and the 
product was a five-year projection that could easily be checked. The Reader’s Digest 
model ran out only 18 months, and it was impossible to check the output for com 
mon sense by anyone but the model maven.
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proper running of the business. It definitely was not typical of the 
way the Digest circulation operation was run, but in this case, it was 
the fact.

While waiting for the results of the model run, we had time to 
look at recent test figures. As I got into the numbers, I realized that 
some vital areas of reporting were light years ahead of the reports I 
had set up 10 years earlier. Ron and his team were looking at a depth 
of test data I had never seen before— or since. This was largely be 
cause of Mike Dillon, a brilliant man with an intuitive grasp of the 
dynamics of circulation, and a real desire to educate everybody else 
with the facts that lay behind his intuition.

Even though I understood both the principles and the techniques 
involved— and there was nothing proprietary about the method— I 
have never found anybody else willing to invest the time, effort and 
the money required to generate information as clear and complete as 
these reports. This was a positive, and major, feature of the Readers 
Digest circulation program.

On the other hand, personal computers were considered strange 
and exotic at Readers Digest (in 1984!). There was exactly one per 
sonal computer in the entire circulation department— and one per 
son who knew how to use it. Earlier that year, Rodale had decided 
that all members of all business departments would have a personal 
computer on their desks— from the newest secretary to circulation 
director Bob Kaslik. When I mentioned this at Reader s Digest, both 
my veracity and my sanity were questioned.

At Readers Digest, I became a PC booster, talking about the 
benefits, giving lessons to whoever wanted them and generally do 
ing everything a PC salesman would (except collecting commissions). 
Ron put a PC on his desk, learned how to use it and personal com 
puters soon blossomed throughout the circulation department like a 
field of beige daffodils. Score one for progress.

In the many years since I had worked closely with the old tele 
phone and auto lists, an industry had developed— the direct mail list 
industry. The entire basis for this business was that lists offered for 
rental to other mailers consisted of mail-order buyers—people who 
had purchased and paid for something by mail.
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The American public seems to divide roughly equally into mail 
order buyers and nonbuyers. There are no obvious differences in in 
come, age, education or other such characteristics between these two 
groups. However, there is one sure way to segment them. Those who 
have bought by mail in the past are far more likely to buy by mail 
again. When a mailer rents a list of mail-order buyers, he is benefit- 
ting from the effort the renter has already made to sort out the entire 
universe. If this sounds terribly obvious to anyone in the direct mail 
business, it is.

For Readers Digest at this time, it wasn’t that easy, because the 
Digest had opportunities and problems that were different from the 
rest of the direct mail world.

By 1984, Ken Gillman and the magazine statistical people had 
created the ultimate in compiled lists for new business mailings. This 
master compiled list product combined the telephone and automo 
tive lists, and was much more sophisticated than either of the two 
lists that made up its base. Every name and address had been mas 
saged for every item of available data, from prior mail history to ev 
ery scrap of information available from the census.

The problems with mail-order lists for Readers Digest magazine 
started with the fact that Reader’s Digest subscribers were now about 
30% of all mailable names and addresses in the United States. When 
compatible mail-order lists were compared with the Readers Digest 
subscription file, this percentage rose enormously. It was not unusual 
for 50% of a mail-order list to already be on the Reader’s Digest sub 
scription list, and this huge match rate drove the numbers available 
for mailing way down.

In addition, the Digest had known for decades that repeating an 
offer to the same name and address within a short period of time cut 
response significantly, and they maintained records of everyone who 
was promoted. When both subscribers and recently mailed names 
were eliminated from any mail-order list, the percentage of names 
available for mailing was dramatically reduced. On a typical mail 
order list, only about 20% to 25% of the total names would qualify 
for mailing.
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However, even with all the costs and elimination problems, mail 
order lists were far more productive for new Reader’s Digest sub 
scriptions than the compiled list.

The master compiled list was the perfect sand castle. Every 
tower, each crenalation and indentation was to scale and masterfully 
crafted. However, the product was built on a faulty base. I worked 
with Ken Gillman, Mike Dillon and the rest of the circulation staff to 
wean the magazine from the compiled list to mail-order lists.

While I would love to say that we found a magic way to increase 
mailable names and decrease the costs of using these lists, we made 
only marginal progress—we did refine the definition of previously 
mailed names a bit, and inched up the percentage of names mailed. 
Most importantly, we did prove that mail-order lists were the best 
source for new Readers Digest subscriptions, and they still are.

Meanwhile, the poor old Readers Digest model had ground and 
clanked through all of the scenarios that we needed and verified the 
obvious fact that circulation had to be reduced. A fancy presenta 
tion was put together, shown to George Grune, and the decision to 
reduce Reader’s Digest circulation from 17.75 to 16.25 million was 
announced to the press, which barely noticed.

By then, I was working closely with Bill Taylor, a product man 
ager in the department I had known as CB/SS, but which was now 
called “Books and Home Entertainment.” Obviously, in 10 years 
there will be changes in corporate labeling. One that took getting 
used to was that “international” had become “global.” Once I got this 
in my head, I had to admit that it was an improvement.

Bills current project was “inside list enhancement.” The idea 
was to add external information to the file records of Readers Di 
gest buyers. This was to improve selection for current products and 
—especially—to identify prospects for new and different lands of 
products like insurance, which was then being tested. Mainframe 
computers by now had the speed and capacity to deal with huge
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amounts of information economically, and there was a lot of data in 
the marketplace.

The project proceeded in what I learned had become the stan 
dard technique for developing a new concept at Readers Digest. It 
started with two or three huge meetings of about 35 people airing a 
wide range of views— and a lot of nonsense. These meetings were 
then summarized in excellent reports by Bill that left out the silly 
stuff and gave some direction.

This was followed by a long series of smaller meetings that grad 
ually became more pointed. By then, six months had elapsed, and the 
Digest had not spent a dime acquiring data. Then Bill drew up a sim 
ple plan that was also absolutely brilliant. This was almost instantly 
approved, since Grune and McLoughlin had been well-informed all 
along. Bill spent the very large budget in a hurry, and produced enor 
mous improvements to the Readers Digest mailing lists.

The best analogy to this process that I can think of is a roller 
coaster inching its way up to the top of its run, then hurtling down 
the precipice. Once it got started, it was a heck of a ride, and Readers 
Digest routinely produced outstanding results.

I also became involved in new book development projects. One 
was to look at some relatively small book series, which would be easy 
and cheap to produce. The idea was to get some series product into 
the marketplace while huge projects (like non-fiction condensed 
books) were still in their long developmental period. There was a 
sense of urgency for this project because Condensed Books— now 
called “Select Editions”— had gone into serious decline after many 
years of being the most profitable Readers Digest product line.

All Reader’s Digest products, starting with the magazine, had 
always appealed to a relatively old audience. This was murder for the 
ad department, but didn’t start to become a marketing problem for 
consumer sales until somewhere in the middle 1970s. At that time, 
research director Rene Isaac pointed out that there were ominous 
signs in the aging of the Reader’s Digest audience. Subscribers were 
expiring— literally— in ever-growing numbers, and not being re 
placed by younger readers.
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This difficulty became most pronounced with CB, and it be 
came a self-fulfilling prophecy. In its early days, Condensed Books 
had featured a wide range of fiction, including lots of submarine ac 
tion stories— a favorite topic of editor Jack Beaudouin. By 1984, the 
readers were almost exclusively aged females, and both the females 
and the appeal of the books aged more every year.

Since the small series project involved new books, there were lots 
of people involved— a large part of the book editorial staff, product 
managers, statistical managers and hangers-on like me. It was a mob 
scene, and unlike the data enhancement project, remained a huge 
group for meeting after meeting. The book editors were all very tal 
ented people, but they did like to talk. They also wanted to consider 
every item as if they were solving Rubiks cube. They could look at a 
problem from more angles than Pascal.

John Bohane, a very bright Englishman, was in charge of the 
Books and Home Entertainment division, and he chaired every 
meeting with remarkable patience and good cheer. John and I went 
back a long way. He had been sent from a product managers job in 
British Readers Digest to run circulation in the Hong Kong office. 
This was to be a two-year posting. When his boss mucked up the op 
eration, John was put in charge, and did an outstanding job— turning 
a shambles into a business that produced more profit per subscription 
than any Readers Digest edition in the world, including the US.

His reward for this achievement was seven more years in Hong 
Kong.

I always visited the Hong Kong office on my regular run from 
New York to Tokyo to Hong Kong to Sydney to New York. One year, 
John, a normally ebullient man, was clearly depressed. He had a se 
vere case of TBMHK (Too Bloody Much Hong Kong). The symp 
toms include an uncontrollable desire to see a forest of deciduous 
trees, and a need to talk to people who don’t live in Hong Kong. John 
wanted out.

I promised to talk to Walter Hitesman on my return. Walter was 
normally extremely sympathetic to employee s problems, and very 
concerned about the morale of the troops. However, he explained 
to me, this was a special case. Hong Kong was producing very large
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profits for its size, and nobody in the corporation but John was really 
qualified to run it.

I nodded without agreeing, and left. Walter was completely open 
to logical argument until he had made up his mind on a subject. At 
that point, a confrontation was like trying to blast through the Magi- 
not Line. So, I decided to do what the Wehrmacht did, and outflank 
him. About a week later, I told Walter that I ’d had a midnight call 
from John. I said he sounded positively suicidal. I doubt if Walter be 
lieved me, but I suspect he had rethought his position, and decided 
that one really good man in the company was more important than 
the Hong Kong edition having a lousy year or two.

He asked me if I had any thoughts about a place for John else 
where. I happened to be aware of an important product managers 
job in Canada that had just opened up. Actually, the job was about 
to open up. The fellow there wasn’t cutting it, and Canadian general 
manager Paul Zimmerman and I had agreed that he had to go. He 
was fired that afternoon.

John owed me— big time.
The huge meetings just went on and on. In theory, this shouldn’t 

have bothered me, since I was getting paid by the month. However, the 
fact that a project aimed at getting products rapidly to market seemed 
to be escalating into the planning of the second Normandy invasion 
finally did get to me. Sometimes it’s difficult for people accustomed to 
big long-term ideas to see the virtues in small quick ones. Fortunately 
for me, I had worked with lots of small operations by then.

I stood up (nobody ever stood at these meetings) and said some 
thing like: “John, we’ve all agreed that we don’t need to go through 
the prepublication process because these are cheap projects. We’ve 
identified four that look promising. There are four senior book edi 
tors here, and each of them is championing a different series. Why 
not publish all four, just as fast as we can?”

Silence, except from John Bohane. With a grin, he said: “Done. 
Meeting over.”
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Shortly before I started consulting for Reader’s Digest, they had 
shut down the first serious attempt the company had ever made to 
launch another magazine in the United States. Families was a natural 
product for Readers Digest. Even if Hobe Lewis’s idea of “whole 
some family entertainment” had cost a bundle in the movie business, 
Readers Digest was already in the magazine business, and Families 
really did express its values and ideas.

My old friend Jack O’Hara was the president of Reader’s Digest 
at this time. Jack was one of the hardest-working people I’ve ever 
met. He ran the Australian edition for years, walking to the office at 
6 am, and leaving close to midnight. He was on top of every detail in 
the Australian operation.

His many years of dedicated effort were rewarded in January 
1977, when he was appointed president of the Reader’s Digest As 
sociation. He then proceeded to attempt to run the entire corpora 
tion the way he had run the business in Australia. Jack simply did 
not believe in delegating authority. He worked himself into a frazzle, 
but there was no way a multibillion dollar business could be handled 
without some serious help from others.

Reader’s Digest produced a substantial number of one-shot 
book and music products every year, and had developed a staff and a 
system for testing them (see Chapter 4). Since the U.S. company had 
never started a new magazine before, no comparable group existed 
for the magazine side of the business, and Jack appointed himself a 
one-man magazine product development department.

Jack had watched how the Hearst Corporation operated and 
found much that he liked. He particularly liked the way Hearst start 
ed new magazines. Hearst did not go through the long and expensive 
process of questionnaires, followed by dry tests, then mailing and 
finally producing several issues to measure direct mail payments.

They produced an issue of a new magazine, put it on the news 
stand and saw how it sold. If it flopped, it was buried right away. If 
it looked promising, they would hire a permanent staff and have a 
new magazine—nearly effortlessly, it seemed to Jack. Hearst had a 
very good record of starting successful new magazines. Of course, 
they had a lot of experience in reading the results of their test issues,
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as well. When Families started to be seriously considered as a new 
magazine, Jack decided to take a leaf from Hearst s book and produce 
a single issue for newsstand sale as a test.

This is how the worlds most knowledgeable direct mail com 
pany used none of the information gained from 58 years of direct 
mail testing when they launched their first new periodical product in 
this country. The Families baby was to be bom into the hands of Se 
lect Magazines and the army of independent wholesalers they were 
charged with overseeing.

Ben Dolphin and Joe Knox were no longer running sales market 
ing, but their successors were just as hardworking. The sales marketing 
staff went to wholesalers all over the country with a presentation de 
signed to win support for the new venture.

The reporting of newsstand sales information in 1980 was vir 
tually unchanged from the 1930s. Publishers representatives— in 
Reader’s Digest’s case, sales marketing salesmen—would sit in cu 
bicles in wholesalers’ offices and hand-compile sales to date from a 
limited group of retail outlets. They would then attempt to estimate 
final sales for the issue from these retailers.

The local wholesaler would next try to extrapolate these very 
limited figures to all the retailers he covered. These “flash counts” 
from a sample of the wholesalers would then go to Select Magazines 
for further appraisal, trying to estimate the sales for all of the 650 
independent wholesalers from the figures received from the sample 
group. Select Magazines would then compile an estimate of final 
sales for each of the many publications it served.

If this sounds like a formula for potential disaster, it was. The 
flash counts for the test issue of Families predicted very strong sales 
everywhere, totaling about 1.5 million copies. Readers Digest broke 
out the champagne and opened the coffers in an effort to rush the 
product to market as fast as they could.

A business plan was produced using these sales numbers as a base, 
and the projections of future sales and profits were very rosy. Building 
on the strong single-copy sales base, circulation was projected to start 
at two million, then rise rapidly to more than five million by the fifth 
year, when profits would be very healthy, indeed. Top management
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bought the plan completely and it became an irrevocable blueprint 
for Families.

A couple of months later, when final sales of the test issue were 
finally reported, it was much too late for second thoughts. Actual 
sales were around 600,000 rather than the 1.5 million shown by the 
flash counts. How could this happen? Unfortunately, the counts were 
based on a large number of manual operations, and depended on 
guesses and extrapolations from a large group of people, each of 
whom really wanted the new magazine to succeed.

At the lowest level, each sales marketing salesman had to esti 
mate percentage of final sales for each outlet he looked at. If sales 
would “normally” be 80% complete at the time of the count, the esti 
mate for the test issue—which did not have another issue nipping at 
its heels—would be considered “about 65%” complete, which would 
increase estimated sales by some 23%. If this produced, say 10 cop 
ies per outlet, the salesman might figure he had missed some, and 
just increase it to 12 copies, adding another 20% (compounded) to 
the sales figure. If  the sampled outlets were “normally” around 2% 
of the wholesalers sales, the wholesaler would guess that maybe they 
were closer to 1.5% for this magazine, and the count would gallop 
ahead. When Select Magazines tallied the wholesalers’ reports, they 
just rounded up here and there to compensate for the normal pes 
simism of wholesalers.

Together, all of this created the entirely fictitious figure of an es 
timated sale of 1.5 million. Unfortunately, by the time the real num 
ber was known, the fiction was enshrined in predictions, forecasts 
and presentations all over the company. It was phony, but it was bet 
ter than real, because it was a bigger number.

About this time, the voices clamoring for some direct mail test 
ing were heard. Response to a sweepstakes mailing to the Readers 
Digest subscription list was around 4%, which was about half of what 
the Digest was getting on outside lists, but respectable, neverthe 
less. A mailing to the 17 million active subscribers would produce 
almost 700,000 subscriptions. Many successful magazines have been 
launched with a lot less.
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Still, there was this projection of a substantial subscription base 
on top of the 1.5 million newsstand sales, which never existed, and 
a long series of increasingly worried memos showed how difficult it 
was to get rid of this number and all of the forecasts based on it.

When Families was launched, actual single-copy sales turned out 
to be about half of what the test issue had shown— around 300,000 
copies. Obviously, all of the effort to make the test issue a success had 
produced enthusiasm that didn’t continue months later.

Even with a decent mailing to much of the Reader’s Digest 
subscription list, the actual circulation of the first several issues was 
around 900,000. This made it difficult to sell advertising, and ad pag 
es were well below forecast.

Still, Readers Digest had a very decent magazine in the mar 
ketplace, and the investment at this point was not enormous. If  ex 
pectations had been realistic, there might still be a Families today. 
Unhappily, when unrealistic optimism dies, it hits with a thud. After 
just nine issues, the plug was pulled, and Families was unceremoni 
ously scrubbed.

My limited involvement in the project a few months later was to 
review the very comprehensive summary that Ron Cole had written 
on the sorry history of the project and to make some recommenda 
tions for the potential launch of future magazines.

There really wasn’t much to say beyond suggesting that a new busi 
ness should use the tools that had built the old one. Reader’s Digest, as a 
direct mail company, ought to build on its knowledge and experience.

The Reader’s Digest sweepstakes was by then falling behind the 
times, although it was still quite successful. From the start, the empha 
sis had been to stress timeliness, not only with the “Early Bird” priz 
es, but also with sweepstakes that had a quick expiration date. There 
were three different sweepstakes each year. The January sweepstakes 
had a top prize of $350,000 and the other two sweepstakes each year
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were considerably smaller. This had not materially changed since the 
1970s.

The rest of the world had changed, particularly the big stamp 
sheet mailers— Publishers Clearing House (PCH) and American 
Family Publishers (AFP). They both offered enormous top prizes. 
The AFP sweepstakes in 1984 featured a top prize of $10 million, 
which made Reader’s Digest look chintzy by comparison.

The comparison was hardly fair—the AFP sweepstakes ran for 
two full years, they awarded the top prize only if the prizewinning 
number was returned and they paid out the prize money over 30 
years. But “fair” had little to do with it. These guys were big-time 
competition, and Readers Digest wasn’t paying much attention to 
them. I was concerned that Readers Digest wasn’t really getting its 
money’s worth from current prize offerings.

I put together a little presentation for Dick McLoughlin that 
demonstrated that the Digest, with three separate sweepstakes each 
year and cash prizes, was paying out as much real money as AFP and 
PCH, but clearly getting less bang for their bucks. Dick recognized 
both the problem and the opportunity in a hurry, and the Digest set 
up some tests to see if significantly higher top prize awards would 
make a useful difference in response.

The gain in response from a top prize of $5 million was sub 
stantial and highly profitable, especially when one sweepstakes was 
stretched to a full year, rather than continuing the practice of having 
three different sweepstakes each year.

Ron Cole left US Reader’s Digest for an assignment in Cana 
da, and Pat Kenny, an experienced and able RD veteran, took over 
the job of circulation director in the US edition. I continued carping 
about the limitations of the creaky old circulation model. At this time, 
Reader’s Digest was deeply into a much-needed redesign of the en 
tire promotion and fulfillment system.
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A truly advanced modeling program was part of the plan for 
the new system. This modeling capability, called “Amadeus,” was to 
incorporate live data from the file into its input.* A serious problem 
was that Amadeus, even if it went forward on schedule, was years 
away (in fact, it never did happen).

I told Pat that he needed a sensible stopgap model, and suggest 
ed that all that was needed was a simple transparent model designed 
to answer the basic circulation questions. I told him that I thought it 
could be done on a PC.

He then did what any good executive would do. He turned the 
argument around on me: If I thought it was so easy, why didn’t I just 
design a PC model for Reader’s Digest myself? It wasn’t so easy, and 
this “solution” was far from what I had in mind.

I was no stranger to designing simple circulation models. I knew 
my way around a spreadsheet, and had done several little models for 
relatively unsophisticated clients, especially start-ups. However, this 
was the world’s largest magazine, with the world’s most sophisticated 
circulation operation. The obvious reason why they had stuck with 
the lousy model was that doing a better one was a monstrous job. 
How had I gotten into this? With my own big mouth, that’s how.

It would be cool to say I tossed a jaunty “sho ‘nuf” at Pat, but 
that’s not the way it happened. I gulped, and backed out of his office, 
promising to get back to him. I had a couple of days to contemplate 
my folly. When I thought about it, Reader’s Digest did have a need 
for some easy-to-use circulation model, no matter how simple. They 
were also my largest client. If  I could deliver a model that did any 
thing useful, I would feel pretty good about it.

So, I reluctantly told Pat that I would take a crack at it. Pat was 
genuinely surprised. He thought I knew better. We sat down and 
started to outline the details. Now that he knew I was hooked, Pat 
could spring a little surprise. He wanted—needed he said— a 10-year 
model. This was totally unheard of. The KBM model went out for

*A continuing problem with all circulation models is getting the initial circula 
tion position exactly right. Any errors at the start will bedevil all projections based 
on them, The radical idea of using live data from the actual fulfillment files, a central 
feature of Amadeus, would have eliminated the problem.
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five years, as did every other model I knew of, except for the Readers 
Digest 18-month model. The project had just doubled in size, and I 
hadn’t even started it.

Obviously, even though the spreadsheet would be twice as large 
as I had assumed it would be, it wasn’t anything like twice the real 
work. Almost all of the formulas in Year 5 would simply be copied 
across the additional five years of the model. Since Years 6 through 10 
essentially repeated Year 5, we weren’t really adding any significant 
information with all those extra years, and I tried this out on Pat.

What I was saying was true for almost all circulation situations. 
Unfortunately for me, Pat knew exactly what oddball circumstances 
could create exceptions, and he now spun out weird circulation sce 
narios where a 10-year model would be handy. Pat was a student of 
mine going way back. He had learned all too well.

Why did Reader’s Digest need 10-year projections from a PC 
model? Realistically, they did not. My own feeling is that Pat was 
like a kid who’s getting his first bicycle long after all his friends had 
received cars. He knew it wasn’t going to be an automobile, but he 
wanted it to be the most elegant and the longest bike on the block. 
And he was the client. So a 10-year model it was.

It didn’t take 10 years to build— it just seemed like it. I knew 
how to get the basics right, and the input used data familiar to the 
circulation department, rather than the exotic data going into the 
current mainframe model.

I’ll skip the next few weeks. Hearing the details of building a 
circulation model is about as fascinating as listening to someone tell 
you how he put together a jigsaw puzzle: “Then I found a piece with 
a little bit of blue, and a whole lot of white cloud...”

The model I finally delivered wasn’t as good as it might have 
been, but it helped a bit at a time when it was needed.

Once I had gotten rid of it, I felt like a mama elephant when she 
finally drops her calf.
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HOW THE AFP GRINCH STOLE SWEEPSTAKES

Publisher’s Clearing House (PCH) was 
first in the direct mail subscription agency business, starting in 1946. 
From the beginning, PCH sold one thing, and one thing only—the 
lowest price for every magazine they carried. Their initial offering 
had a simple listing of 60 magazines on a single page. The “stamp 
sheet”* was introduced in 1952, and provided a much more conve 
nient and dramatic way to present and order magazines.

American Family Publishers (AFP) entered the scene in the 
1960s, as a company founded jointly by Time Inc. and McCall’s. 
Their promotional techniques were pure copycat, and they proved 
that there was room for a second major direct mail sales agency.

From the middle of the 1980s until 1997, these two compa 
nies were the biggest sweepstakes mailers in the United States— by 
far. Neither of these companies had picked up the sweepstakes in 
the early days. In 1968, which was the sixth year of Reader’s Digest 
sweepstakes usage, I got an invitation to lunch from Henry Cowan, 
an old friend who was copy chief at PCH. Henry was frank about why 
he was buying me an enormous lobster at the Palm.

He desperately wanted to use sweepstakes in PCH promo 
tion, but didn’t see how he could make the “Yes/No” option work 
in the context of the stamp sheet. Since, at that time, neither of us

*The stamp sheet has a different gummed stamp for each magazine, and the 
customer orders by sticking the appropriate stamp(s) on the order form.
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considered PCH and Readers Digest to be competitive, I was hap 
py to oblige Henry. We discussed it at length, and I sketched out a 
possible PCH sweepstakes order form on a butter-laden napkin.

If  I had saved the napkin, I could have sold it for a modest for 
tune in 1997.

Today, I couldn’t give it away.
PCH started using sweepstakes in 1969—with enormous suc 

cess. A year later, AFP followed suit. They rapidly developed into ma 
jor competitors of Reader’s Digest and all other publishers who were 
trying to sell their own magazines (I didn’t feel too bad about giving 
Henry a hint—he would have figured it out on his own anyway).

By the early 1980s, PCH and AFP were so big and so success 
ful that they literally pushed Reader’s Digest out of mailing in the 
first week of January, which RD thought it had “owned” for decades. 
At that time, Readers Digest magazine was mailing about 25 million 
sweepstakes pieces each year. PCH and AFP together mailed more 
than 300 million at their peak. Furthermore, they were using broadcast 
support in a major way, buying enormous numbers of TV spots—they 
were spending about 10 times as much as the Digest could afford.

Both PCH and AFP made innovative usage of television. The 
PCH “Prize Patrol,” which turned up unexpectedly at winner’s doors 
with huge checks, generated lots of interest.

AFP did even better by showcasing the grand prize winner as a 
guest on the Tonight show. All sweepstakes offers had big money priz 
es. Only AFP made their winners TV stars alongside Johnny Carson.

They managed to institutionalize this feature of their promo 
tion. The continuity of endorsements by announcer Ed McMahon 
and the television appearance of the winners made winning the AFP 
sweepstakes a real media event— and they reaped the benefits year 
after year.

Then they started racing to see which one could get to the 
consumer first. Their mailings were delivered in the final week of 
December, edging ever earlier until they arrived a day or two after 
Christmas. Once-dominant Reader’s Digest was now left with a com 
paratively puny program.
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Discouraged by poor January results, the Digest conducted one 
of the most comprehensive direct mail tests I’ve ever seen. Some 50 
large direct mail lists were split between November and January. The 
results were conclusive.

Without exception, the portion of the lists mailed in November 
pulled better (much better) than January. As circulation director Ron 
Cole put it: “We decided to leave their battlefield and fight on ground 
of our own choosing.”

AFP, in particular, always pushed to the limit in their promotion. 
They made it extremely difficult to say “No” in their sweepstakes of 
fers. To say “No” and enter the AFP sweepstakes, the consumer had to 
hand print in block letters on a 3" x 5" index card: “NO ORDER EN 
CLOSED— NON ORDER,” and then figure out how to mail it back.

In addition, they were mighty tricky in billing orders. The stamps 
used for ordering showed only the installment price, with a little note 
tucked away, mentioning that this price was one of four installments. 

The stamp looked something like this:

TV GUIDE 
52 Issues 

ONLY 
$6.24*

The asterisk, of course, referred to the tiny explanation (one per 
mailing) that this was one of four installments. When the bill came, 
it looked about like this:

j Place $100,000 
I Cash bonus 
I Stamp Here

Gordon W. Grossman
606 Douglas Road Amount Now Due
Chappaqua, NY 10514 Q

* Pay V* now if  you wish

AMERICAN FAMILY 
PUBLISHERS

TV Guide Subscription—52 issues
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Not only had the total amount grown so that it completely dominat 
ed the bill, but there’s no clear indication of what the installment payment 
should be (if you can read the mouse type in the lower right hand comer 
of the bill). Since one fourth of the $29.95 total is $7.4875, it wasn’t easy 
to figure out how to write a check for an installment payment.

In addition, the buyer would get into the “$100,000 Cash Bonus” 
sweepstakes only if payment was received by a certain date. How that 
wasn’t “consideration” escaped me.

The competition between the stamp-sheet mailers was fierce. 
They had started with headlines similar to the ones others were using:

YOU MAY ALREADY HAVE WON 
THE GRAND PRIZE OF $1,000,000.00!

With benign neglect from the FTC and other enforcement 
groups, they escalated their sweepstakes prizes and promises. This 
headline—with minor variations— started to appear in scores of PCH 
and AFP mailings:

I f  you have and return the prizewinning number:

YOU, GORDON GROSSMAN 
HAVE JUST WON $10,000,000.00!

When this kind of presentation becomes the norm, and nobody 
stops them, increasingly audacious efforts are almost certain to fol 
low. In December 1997, AFP completely blew the lid with a mailing 
featuring this headline:

If  you have the winning number, please be advised:

GORDON GROSSMAN, IT’S DOWN TO A 
2 PERSON RACE FOR $11,000,000.00—YOU AND 

ONE OTHER PERSON IN NEW YORK WERE 
ISSUED THE WINNING NUMBER MT696409— 
WHOEVER RETURNS IT FIRST WINS IT ALL!
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I vividly remember getting this mailing at home. I knew all about 
the small type qualifier at the top of the letter— I had been studying 
AFP mailings for years. But how about the line:

“YOU AND ONE OTHER PERSON IN NEW YORK WERE 
ISSUED THE WINNING NUMBER MT696409”

How, I wondered, could they get away with that?
Turns out they couldn’t. The stage was set for a promotional 

disaster.
It came about in an odd way. An elderly gent flew cross-country 

from California to Florida to claim the prize he said he was sure that 
he had won from AFP. He then held a press conference to bewail his 
misery at being denied the $11 million prize.

Subsequently, there was some evidence suggesting that he knew 
full well what he was doing, and was just trying to get a free plane trip 
to Florida— which he did.

But the genie was out of the bottle, and this obviously mislead 
ing copy became the focus of a major batde. The fight this time was 
led by state attorneys general. Some 39 states eventually sued AFP. 
While they were at it, most of them also sued the other largest sweep 
stakes users— PCH, Readers Digest and Time Inc.

These suits, arriving almost daily for some time, produced an 
enormous amount of publicity, since every state attorney general 
held a press conference, and each got plenty of coverage. In addition 
to the misleading headline, the states felt that many consumers be 
lieved that sending in an order was the only way to have a chance to 
win—with reason, as far as AFP and PCH were concerned.

All of these companies eventually agreed to settlements with the 
states and received fines:

h; A $33 million fine for AFP.
63 A $32 million fine for PCH.
S3 Fines of $6 million each for Readers Digest and Time Inc.
Since much of the focus was on the fact that consumers had 

been tricked into ordering merchandise, most of the money—after 
the attorneys got their cut—was distributed to what were called “high 
activity purchasers.”
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These were described as those who had bought $2,500 or more 
in a year. There were 63,000 of these people identified at the time of 
the settlements.

There’s no question that both AFP and PCH went out of their 
way to bury the chance to say “no.”

However, there’s some pretty good evidence that they were in 
dulging in overkill.

Every Reader’s Digest mailing, starting with the first sweep 
stakes, gave equal prominence to the “Yes” and the “No” options. 
At the beginning, this was done by providing two slots on the entry 
form. Later, we generally used two different reply envelopes, each 
of which clearly spelled out that all sweepstakes entries had an equal 
chance of winning.

We sent a questionnaire to thousands of our sweepstakes en 
trants asking questions like, “Do you believe that all of the prizes are 
really given away?” We also asked, “Do you believe that ordering the 
magazine will increase your chance of winning a prize?”

The survey was run by an independent firm, and we hoped for 
results that we could use in future promotions. The sweepstakes en 
trants overwhelmingly believed that Reader’s Digest gave away all 
advertised prizes, and we were very happy about that.

However, even though the copy in all Reader’s Digest mailings 
went to great lengths to say that all entries were treated equally, and 
that a “No” response had exactly the same chance to win as a “Yes,” 
we were surprised to learn that fully three-quarters of our entrants 
believed that ordering the magazine would increase their chance to 
win a prize.*

To a solid majority of our sweepstakes entrants, it didn’t matter 
what we said, how clearly or how often we said it, or how prominent 
the statements were. It simply was not credible that we were giving

*Our Canadian edition might have scored better on this question than we did 
in the US. One cynical reader in Alberta sent a $20 bill in a “No” envelope, saying 
that he had kissed his money goodbye because he knew that we never even opened 
the “No” envelopes. After finding the bill and his note, general manager Paul Zim 
merman paid to fly the man to Montreal, where Paul ceremoniously returned his 
$20 on national TV.
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equal treatment to orders and non-orders— although we were, of 
course.

In addition to the fines, there were some fairly stringent re 
quirements for future sweepstakes claims. All of this was too much 
for AFP, which filed for bankruptcy. PCH dropped sweepstakes, and 
downsized with a thud to a tiny fraction of its former size.

The final burst of anti-sweepstakes publicity came in the US 
Senate. Susan Collins, a Republican senator from Maine, sponsored 
bill S. 335, which imposed rules on disclosure and limitations on 
“winning” claims. This bill passed unanimously, which gives a good 
sense of the mood of the legislature (even the resolution declaring 
war with Japan in 1941 was not unanimous).

The regulations in the Collins bill and the agreements with the 
states were ones that legitimate sweepstakes users like Readers Di 
gest could have lived with— if they had a healthy sweepstakes.

But sweepstakes were about finished, because people just 
weren’t buying. Too much misleading sweepstakes copy and too 
many horror stories had killed this nearly 40-year-old goose.

This was a rare case of an appealing promotional technique that 
died because consumers simply turned their backs on it. According 
to the trade press, Readers Digest sweepstakes response had fallen 
to about 2%. At that level, there was obviously no value in the con 
cept, and Readers Digest dropped sweepstakes as well.

Sweepstakes had a good run, but it couldn’t maintain its appeal 
in the face of the lies and cupidity of American Family Publishers and 
Publishers Clearing House.
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BOARDROOM INC.

I’ve worked for 85 different clients in over 
32 years of consulting, and currently have just one— Boardroom Inc. 
Since they are now my sole source of consulting income, anybody 
seeking graphic descriptions of the orgies that take place at Board 
room marketing meetings will have to look elsewhere.

I started consulting for Boardroom—known at the time as 
Boardroom Reports— early in 1991. Boardroom published several 
newsletters— most notably Bottom Line/Personal— and also had a 
modest book business that has since grown and prospered mightily. 
The company is owned and run by its founder, Marty Edelston. This, 
of course, was also true of Readers Digest when I first joined that 
company. The resemblance ends there. DeWitt Wallace was always a 
remarkable editor— and never interested in the business area.

Marty is far more of a businessman than Wallace could ever have 
imagined himself. He’s a detail-oriented hotbed of new ideas, new proj 
ects and new “everything-else-in-sight,” although many, perhaps most, 
of Marty’s new ideas are more visionary than immediately practical.

The first thing that struck me about Boardroom was that the 
company lived in two astonishingly different offer worlds:

1. For Bottom Line/Personal and some of the other newslet 
ters, they had the loosest offer in periodical direct mail. The offer was 
three free issues, but it went far beyond this. In their new business
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mailings, there was no term and no price. It was a “no offer” offer. 
The price and the term appeared only on new subscribers’ bills. I had 
never seen this before.

2. At the same time, they had a moderately successful one- 
shot book business, with all books being sold for cash. This was cer 
tainly unique in direct mail in the US in 1991.

I discussed this unusual situation with Marty, and it rapidly be 
came clear that this strange dichotomy was due to the fact that he felt 
very differently about periodical publications and books. Periodicals 
were temporal— the current issue wouldn’t be of any use when a new 
one came out, so the important thing was to get issues into the hands 
of as many potential subscribers as could possibly make sense.

Boardroom books, on the other hand, were large hardbound 
volumes that could last forever on a bookshelf. Marty simply did not 
want people ripping him off on a permanent product. Early on, I 
filled a file with memos trying to convince Marty to make a test of 
billed books.

When Boardroom books finally did test—with a book called The 
Big Black Book— the results were quite predictable, and mighty in 
teresting. The billed book offer produced three times as many orders 
as the cash offer. This mailing was sent mostly to outside lists, and of 
course, Boardroom had no prior book billing experience to weed out 
lists that were likely to pay poorly. In spite of serious payment problems 
on some of the lists, the projected profit for a full-scale mailing from 
the billed offer was some $200,000 versus $20,000 on the cash offer.

For a subsequent test of The Book o f  Inside Information, prefer 
ence was given to outside lists that were likely to pay. This test pro 
duced similar gross orders, a major improvement in payments and a 
projected profit on a rollout mailing of some $370,000. Boardroom was 
in the business of selling books on credit, with no need to look back.

During this time, Reader’s Digest, Rodale, and a few other lead 
ers in the field were using information developed in their merge/
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purge runs in new and very exciting ways. This was especially rel 
evant for Boardroom, because books and newsletters were handled 
by different fulfillment vendors. I pushed for a combined product 
merge/purge to identify cross-product buyers (hidden multibuyers), 
since these people perform at least 50% better than single buyers.

Brian Kurtz, then vice president for marketing, saw the value 
immediately, and this tool became standard Boardroom procedure. 
Shortly thereafter, work began on the Boardroom combined data 
base. As usual, there was confusion about the difference between a 
customer promotion database and a full-blown fulfillment system.

In an effort to clarify, I went back to the drawing board, explain 
ing that the promotion database was not the same as a fulfillment sys 
tem, and could be put together relatively quickly for a fraction of the 
cost of an overhaul of the fulfillment system. Sam Edelston (Martys 
son and vice president) produced an excellent analysis of the benefits 
of the promotional database and all I had to do was agree:

Sam said it, but 1*11 reiterate. This is not a short-term 
project. It is, however, the future of the business, as 

far as marketing is concerned. The one item I would 
like to add to the impressive list Sam compiled is 

simply: I f  Boardroom is not utilizing sophisticated 
database marketing in the near future, Boardroom 

won*t be in business 10 years from now.

The combination of Sams fine analysis and my simpleminded 
determination convinced Marty, and we never had to worry about 
funding for this project again. Marty still reminds me of my stark 
prediction today—with a grin, now that his company uses highly so 
phisticated database marketing and multiple regression analysis.

Boardroom’s Christmas program wasn’t a very important part 
of the business, largely because of all-too-familiar problems in new 
gift promotion. Like most periodicals that hadn’t tested out of it, they 
combined new gift and renewal business. Their Christmas reports
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did not distinguish between the two totally different elements, and 
the total promotion looked profitable, because the renewals were val 
ued at 100% of their revenue.

Fortunately for Boardroom, Sam did have some results that 
showed that the vast majority of those who renewed in an advance 
renewal mailing would have renewed anyway. He was able to apply 
this percentage—which was 85% of those who renewed early—to 
new gift promotion. The resulting figures showed a large loss on the 
prior years new gift mailing and convinced the doubters. We set up 
tests featuring one new gift (only) for the reduced price of $29.95 
— the price used for new business in outside mailings.

Pat Lee was again enlisted to produce a sweepstakes new gift 
mailing, and the results were as exciting for Boardroom as they had 
been for other clients. With a good offer and solid sweepstakes pro 
motion, new gifts were four times what they had been on the old 
offer. Christmas gift promotion became a lot more important to 
Boardroom in a hurry.

We also tried some sweepstakes tests in new business mail 
ings. They were unexciting, to say the least. The difficulty in making 
sweepstakes work for new business mailings was that payments were 
abysmal. Response to the sweepstakes version of the three-free-issue 
offer was high— around 9%— but very few of the respondents ever 
paid for their subscriptions. I convinced Boardroom to set up a se 
ries of five sweepstakes tests for Bottom Line/Personal that featured 
“hard” (standard) subscription offers.

These were complete failures. None of them drew flies, and I 
got another much-deserved lesson in humility. Clearly, Bottom Line/ 
Personal needed a strong sampling offer, since it wasn’t all that well- 
known in the marketplace. These tests became known around the 
office as the “Five Famous Flops.” Fortunately, none of my names 
begin with “F ”, so at least my name wasn’t attached to them.

I received an enormous amount of material from Sam, almost 
all of it thoughtful and important. One time, he decided to substitute
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graphs and indexed figures for the real numbers. We knew each other 
pretty well by now, and I couldn’t resist sending him this memo:

“Sam: Let me tell you a true story. It happened long ago (al 
though not far away). A bright young man from Toronto was hired 
by Canadian Reader’s Digest as an editorial researcher. Since he was 
both ambitious and new to the business, his boss decided to send 
him to the home office in New York for a couple of weeks of indoc 
trination. The first week was great fun. He spoke with many dazzling 
senior editors. He even met DeWitt Wallace, capo di tutti capi.” 

“However, the last part of the indoctrination was perdition, 
spent in a dreary dungeon known as the circulation department.

“The circulation director—known throughout the organization 
as a sadistic whippersnapper—gave him an assignment—to study 
many months of renewal figures, and to prepare a report.

“Although the effort was pure drudgery, he applied himself most 
diligently. By the middle of the day before his report was due, he had 
worked so hard that he had discerned some trends and inclinations 
that might improve the business. He believed that his report was very 
good—which, indeed, it was.

Then he had a sudden realization. His report was loaded with 
too much detail. He drove to the local stationery store, and purchased 
pencils of many hues, graph paper, and bright blue covers.

“He toiled long into the night, reducing the many numbers to 
colorful points and lines on his graphs. He finished his last graph 
shortly after the sun peeked above the horizon.

“After hastily binding his report, he handed it to the circulation 
director. He was ill prepared for what happened next. The circulation 
director ripped off the covers, muttering something about wanting to 
look at substance, not form. He then took all the graphs and dumped 
them in the wastebasket! He said: ‘Lets see the real figures. If I want 
ed to look at frigging pictures, I’d buy a copy of Look magazine.’ 

“That’s how long ago this story took place.
“Much more recently, the man from Toronto, who had risen 

to be chief editor of the Canadian Readers Digest, was appointed 
managing director of that company. He was the first editor ever to 
become a Managing Director, and was asked how he had acquired
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the business acumen that was generally unknown to his editorial col 
leagues.

“And this is the story he told.
“It’s true. I doubt if you know the man from Toronto. You’ve met 

the other fellow.
“And he still wants to see the real figures, rather than graphs, 

boiled-down summaries, hoked-up projections or other substitutes 
fo r  reality.”

Sam took this in the right spirit, and we always worked with the 
real numbers from then on.

Along with the many things Boardroom did right, they had one 
habit that drove me up the wall. They loved to do tests of little stuff 
that virtually could not make any difference, such as testing whether 
the name of the company on the outside envelope for a book mail 
ing should read “Boardroom Reports” or “Boardroom Books”. This 
was something I railed against constantly. They also loved to repeat 
tests of losers and “near winners” in the vain hope that some miracle 
would occur. I just had to protest one of these:

The test (and retest) of a brochure was a 
sad example of a tiny test. It almost made it in the 
last test series. It almost made it again in this one.

Talk about recycling! This one small idea can 
be recycled into the next century. Let’s not do 

that. Let’s stamp out tiny tests.

A lot of real progress has been made in this area. With tiny tests, 
(in the words of John Stuart Mill): “Eternal vigilance is the price of 
liberty.”

Under the direction of Evie Randegger, the talented and incred- 
iblv hardworking copy chief, important tests and very real improve 
ments were being produced regularly. Boardroom proved the value 
of automatic renewal, and now uses it on all of its major newsletters
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—with a substantial increase in renewal rates and an enormous gain 
in overall profits.

In 2002, Boardroom got enthusiastic about testing a sweep 
stakes, at least partly because the idea of using a house as the Grand 
Prize sounded very good. This, of course, was well after the AFP 
sweepstakes debacle. They checked with the people at sweepstakes 
judging company D.L. Blair and were told that sweepstakes were 
alive and well. Brian Kurtz asked me what I thought of this, and the 
originator of direct mail sweepstakes had to respond:

Blair’s comments on the state of sweepstakes 
in the publishing industry are hardly credible.

To say that ‘Hhere has been nofallojf in the 
sweepstakes industry” is a bit like the captain of the 

Titanic saying: “This ship is basically sound—all 
we have to do is to overcome the minor problems 

troubling us at the moment.”

Boardroom dropped the idea of testing sweepstakes.

Because Marty believed in getting the best opinions on every 
subject, Dick Benson and I were both consulting for Boardroom.

Dicks style of working was radically different from mine. He 
had 25 or more clients at a time, and saw each of them twice a year, at 
most. I always felt that being one of Dick’s clients would be like being 
a member of a harem with an absentee sultan.

Most of his work was done on the telephone— a client would call 
with a problem, Dick would dispense his advice and then hang up. 
Dicks telephone manners were well-known. He never said “good 
bye.” When he was finished, the phone went “click.” When possible, 
he avoiding writing anything down on paper. He never learned how 
to use a personal computer (“I just couldn’t find the ‘on’ button”).

In contrast, I worked closely with a very small number of clients. 
I never had more than seven at one time, and when I did, I was run 
ragged. I could never just tell people what to do and then turn my
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back on the hard work of trying to get it done. I had learned early on 
that knowing what to do is merely the first step toward accomplishing 
anything.

In addition, I firmly believe that a consultant should provide 
documentation for every piece of advice and every recommenda 
tion. If the attachments to a memo showing all background and the 
reasoning behind a concept are not often read, they are there for the 
client who wants and needs to see them.

There is no “right” way to be a consultant, any more than there’s 
a “right” way to be a CEO or a copywriter. Dick’s technique worked 
for him, and mine has worked for my clients.

We had frequently shared a platform, but never before had we 
shared a client. Throughout the early 1990s, both Dick and I were 
often invited to be speakers at events with depressing titles like “Old 
Timers Day.” Since I was an aging old Turk, I didn’t really mind, and 
it was fun to work with Dick Benson.

Dick was relentless. Once, we were invited to give a joint pre 
sentation at New York Direct Marketing Day which was titled some 
thing like: “Tales From the Trenches— Humorous Anecdotes From 
Two Direct Marketing Veterans.” I was delighted, and quickly pro 
duced a half dozen pages of material, which I sent to Dick. Silence 
from his end. I finally called and asked him if he’d received my stuff. 
He said: “Oh, yes, and it’s very good. My problem is that nothing 
funny ever happened to me.”

When we gave our little talks, he proved his point. Dick’s idea of 
“humorous anecdotes” was to recite— at considerable length— times 
when his clients had ignored his advice, and either missed wonderful 
sales opportunities or blew huge amounts of money as a result.

He was the senior member of our little team, and always spoke 
first. Dick was quite possibly the brightest man to ever devote his life to 
direct mail—he surely was the most single-minded. He always taught 
direct mail in public. Dick’s “rules” were legendary. His book Secrets 
o f  Successful Direct Mail begins with a list of 31 rules. Dick had his 
rules printed on a large laminated sheet, and I always shuddered when 
I saw them on the wall of a new client—which was often.
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One consequence of Dick’s hortatory style and adherence to his 
inflexible rules was that his talks were totally predictable. Since I al 
ways spoke second, any time I wanted to have some fun, I could write 
out comments on Dicks talk in advance. There was only so much 
joshing that could be done with Benson’s smart and always very seri 
ous comments, but I did what I could.

Dick was a stem schoolmaster. In comparison, I was the class 
clown. I have always believed that clowns have more fun. I’m serious 
about business, but I believe that anyone who accepts an invitation 
to speak in public has some obligation to his audience to attempt to 
entertain them, rather than simply to give them a classroom lecture.

I miss Dick Benson greatly. He was very, very good at what he 
did, and a truly fine man.

A bit earlier, Marty had proposed a test of a Bottom Line Yearbook, 
and got a somewhat lukewarm response from just about all of us. I felt 
that his basic price of $19.95 was probably too high— although other 
prices were tested, of course. Dick Benson agreed with me, and we 
both argued to no avail.

After the results were in, and the $19.95 price worked extremely 
well, instead of eating crow (which I richly deserved), I was allowed 
to become an enthusiast.

I sent a memo to Michael Weil, the able product manager on 
this product, which included this:

This is a dynamite product!
Since Boardroom books have all been one-shots, 

the long-range significance of a full-blown continuity 
product may not be apparent on the surface.

As you aptly point out, this is a renewable book.

Humility ain’t so bad when they let you keep playing.
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FINAL CONFESSION (LAST WRITES)?

Generally, if you ask somebody who works 
for Reader’s Digest or Time Inc. what business they are in, they will 
say “publishing.” I have never lived with that illusion, although I’ve 
worked for both magazines, along with 83 other clients— most of them 
publishers. I am and always have been in the direct mail business.

That, of course, is the reason for the title of this book. My busi 
ness is selling by direct mail. I ’m a salesman, not a publisher. I don’t 
mind admitting that what I do is peddle products— occasionally ser 
vices. I have always tried to be an honest salesman, and that’s as far 
as I need go.

I don’t worship direct mail. Actually, I don’t worship anything. 
But I do respect everything about a successful direct mail campaign. 
To start with, I respect the ability of the copywriter to make the prod 
uct come alive on a piece of paper— or a “valuable document”— such 
as a sweepstakes entry form, since direct mail is a three-dimensional 
medium.

Walter Weintz hired me as a copywriter, and I was paid a lot of 
money (high four figures!) to be one. I guess that made me a copy 
writer— sort of. However, I never could sit down with a blank sheet 
of paper and make a product live the way people like Walter Weintz 
and Ted Braaten have done on a regular basis.

298
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Walter Weintz was my first mentor in the business. I’m proud to 
claim Ted Braaten as a friend of many years. I know he’ll be embar 
rassed to be compared with Thomas Jefferson in these pages (at least 
until he realizes that I compared myself to John Adams in the same 
sentence).

Ted has always carried a totally disarming modesty with him. 
While many of us traveled the Reader’s Digest world trying to teach 
the international folks, Ted made pals of the copywriters, and in do 
ing so, he accomplished far more than the rest of us together.

In making the seemingly rapid passage from Young Turk to Old 
Fart, I’ve moved from being a big-mouthed kid to a loudmouthed cur 
mudgeon. In recent years, I’ve even been called (in public) a guru.

I’ve always hated the term “guru.” My dictionary defines it, in 
nocuously enough, as a “teacher or guide,” but to me, it produces an 
image of some ragged guy doing yoga half-way up a Himalayan slope, 
spouting unintelligible advice to a bunch of openmouthed boys and 
girls, then taking one or more of the girls into his cave for private 
instruction.

While I have, in principle, no objection to private instruction for 
nubile females, my congenital fear of rejection has always prevented 
this from taking place. A guru I ’m not.

Anyone who has read this far knows that I’ve had a dual career. 
Both parts of it have been a lot of fun. I happened to be at Reader’s 
Digest at a time when direct mail know-how, a benevolent owner, 
and the editorial excellence of the products we were selling came 
together to meet the needs of many millions of people all over the 
free world. It was, as former editor-in-chief Ed Thompson said, a 
“magical moment,” and like Camelot, it couldn’t last.

As a consultant in direct mail for some 32 years, I ’m somewhat 
abashed to admit that I’ve never sent an unsolicited letter to anyone 
looking for business. Virtually all of my business has come from rec 
ommendations from present clients (Time-Life Books was a notable 
exception). I have many of them to thank—most notably Bob Teufel, 
president of Rodale Press who did a much better job of telling people 
how much I could help them than I ever could have done.
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Its obvious that I do enjoy everything about the direct mail 
business. I love it. Its pure joy to be a part of a direct mail campaign 
that sells a good product with the right offer— described precisely 
by a talented copywriter—which is then sent to the right audience. I 
feel like Joe DiMaggio must have on a day when he’d hit for the cycle 
and bracketed the game with a couple of sensational catches.

This is certainly not to the exclusion of enjoying good writing in 
any other form, whether it’s history, fiction, or general advertising. As 
mentioned in the Preface, my title has obviously been stolen from 
David Ogilvy s book: Confessions o f  an Advertising Man. I met David 
Ogilvy just once but have admired him for decades.

I freely admit to selective larceny throughout my career. I owe 
an enormous debt to Oldsmobile for giving us the idea that led to the 
pre-selected direct mail sweepstakes. My tombstone may well read, 
“He invented direct mail sweepstakes,” even though it should be, 
“He stole the idea that became direct mail sweepstakes.” It could be 
worse. It might be something like: “He discovered Madonna.”

While I ’m probably stuck with the sweepstakes label, and sweep 
stakes had a pretty good 40-year run, it’s about kaput by now—with 
a special bird to AFP.

I ’m also obviously fascinated by the process of selecting names 
and addresses for mailing. People who aren’t in the business often 
wonder how anybody could care about such a mundane subject. Ask 
any list broker. Better yet, get your list selection right just once and 
see the difference that the right list manipulated the right way can 
make to the profitability of a mailing program.

I’m a lot prouder of being a part of the introduction of multiple 
regression analysis to the direct mail business than of sweepstakes 
— or just about anything else in business, for that matter. Multiple 
regression analysis is not only very much with us, but usage of this 
powerful tool is growing every day. The fact that I don’t understand 
the details of the process of multiple regression analysis doesn’t enter 
into it. I do know how to use it, lots of other marketers have learned 
how to use it, and that’s what counts.

Over half of this book is about the fraction of my career spent 
at Reader’s Digest. This indicates the disproportionate place these
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experiences play in my understanding of the direct mail business. It 
would be foolish— and very wrong—to say that I haven’t learned any 
thing since I left Reader’s Digest, but just about every consulting job 
I’ve ever done has been built on that early experience.

Walter Weintz, Les Dawson, Ted Braaten and I were direct mail 
innovators, and dam proud of it.
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source of articles in, 124 

The Reader’s Digest Song Book, 69 
Record album sales, 57 -58 , 91, 

153-154  
Regression analysis. See Multiple 

regression analysis 
Reiman Publications 

advertising in, 223-224 , 225 
books from, 224-225  
mailing format, 220-223  
Reader’s Digest purchase of, 

225-226  
Reimamvorld, 217-220  
subscriber statistics, 216 -217  

Reminisce, 216-217 , 218, 220, 225  
Renewals 

“Advance Savings Plan,” 13-14  
automatic, 233-235  
price increases and, 264 
in FTC investigation, 103 
telemarketing in, 256n  

Response devices, 8 
Response rates 

with advance mailer promotion, 
42 -4 3

with broadcast advertising, 11 
from Lucky Number 

Sweepstakes, 33 
from questionnaires, 63—64

Reader’s Digest average, 8 
time between mailings and, 20 

Resting, of mailing lists, 20 
Reverse gatefold advertising, 12-13  
R.H. Donnelley 

automobile list from, 15, 16, 18 
as contest judge, 29 
consulting offer from, 175 
in sweepstakes investigation, 92  

Rhodes, Kent, 19, 173 
Robbin, Jonathan, 192-193  
Rodale, Bob, 205-206, 207  
Rodale Press 

book division, 204-205  
Christmas gift program, 206 -207  
length of employment at, 176 
mailing results investigation, 

203-204  
marketing database, 207-208  
multiple regression analysis, 

201-203  
personal computers, 269  
price policy, 205-206  

Roman, Murray, 80 -81 , 255, 257, 258  
Ronnenberg, Frank, 50 -51  
Ronnenberg, Mary Ellen, 50  
Ross, Victor, 3 5 -3 6 ,1 3 4 , 135-136

S
Sampling. See also Multiple 

regression analysis; Testing 
direct mail success, 6 
by Internet service provider, 

248-249  
Saturday Evening Post, 231 
Saveur, 2 26 -227  
Schwab & Beatty, 10 
Scott, Harry, 78
Sears-Roebuck, 245. See also Prodigy 

Services Company
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Secrets o f  Successful Direct Mail 
(Benson), 296 

Select Magazines, 137, 139, 276  
Selection. See also Multiple 

regression analysis; Sampling 
cluster system, 192-193  
defined, 153 
fascination with, 300 
matching technique, 207-208  

Shoe-box fulfillment, 14 
Simmons company, 129n 
Simon, Bill, 69
Single sales (SS). See Readers Digest 

Condensed Books 
Smith, Steve, 154-158, 252 
Smithsonian Magazine, 252-253  
Soell, Emily, 177
The Solid Gold Mailbox (Weintz), v 
Spain

accounting technique in, 169 
bankbook promotion in, 4 8 -4 9  

Specht, Bob, 171 
Spero, Charlotte, 164 ,176  
Sports Illustrated, 250  
Sprague, George, 117, 143-145  
Stealing smart, viii 
Steve Millard Inc., 251-252  
Stewart-Gordon, James, 22 -23  
Stone, Larry, 84
The Struggle fo r  Guadalcanal, 182 
Subscription M arketing  newsletter, 

178-179
Subscriptions. See also Circulation 

charter, 222
as Christmas gifts (see Christmas 

business) 
expired, 23-24 , 198 
lifetime, 130
newsstand sales as source of, 131 
number of, 128-129  
to Playboy, 210-213

Successful Investing and Money 
Management, 238 

Sweepstakes. See also Contests 
for Avon Products, 199 
at Boardroom, 291-292, 295 
DeWitt Wallace concern about,

124-127 
Everybody Wins a Prize, 41 -42  
falling response rates from, 264 
final fall of, 282-288, 300 
gift subscriptions and, 77-78  
investigation of, 85, 8 6 -9 5 ,9 6 -1 0 2  

(see also under Federal Trade 
Commission [FTC])

Lucky Number Sweepstakes 
creating, 28, 29 -33  
federal investigation of,

107-108  
in international operations,

3 5 -4 0  
results, 33 -34  
prize increases, 278-279  
questionnaires combined with, 

64
at Rodale Press, 207 
Time-Life Books effort,

185-186  
timing of, 283-284

T
Taste o f  Home, 216, 217, 218, 219 
A  Taste o f  the Country VI, 224 
Taylor, Bill, 271-272  
Telemarketing 

in Christmas business, 79-83, 
256-257  

decline of, 258-259  
by Telephone Communicators 

Canada, 255-258  
by Time-Life Books, 187-190
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Telephone Communications Canada 
(TCC), 255-259  

Telephone prospecting.
See Telemarketing 

Television advertising, 11, 42. See 
also Broadcast advertising 

Testing. See also Prepublication 
testing; Sampling 

of automatic renewal, 234-235  
for Avon Products, 197-200  
billed versus cash sales, 290  
at Boardroom, 292, 294-295 ,

297
of broadcast advertising, 10-11  
continuous improvement in, 49 

{see also Multiple regression 
analysis) 

for entire industry, 4 2 -4 3  
first-class versus third-class 

mail, 4 3 -4 4  
of higher magazine price,

120-122 
legal issues limiting areas for, 106 
on Lucky Number Sweepstakes,

29 -3 3
for newspaper advertising, 

140-141  
non-sweepstakes, 124-125  
of personalized promotions, 

4 5 -4 6
prepaid postage envelopes, 170 
remailing of old promotions, 4 4 -4 5  
of reverse gatefold advertising, 13 
by Reiman publications, 221-222  
of telemarketing results, 82 -83  

Teufel, Bob 
at DMA awards, 178 
hiring by, 201, 203 
leadership of, 202, 204  
referrals from, 299

Theirs Was the K ingdom -Lila  and  
D eW itt Wallace and the Story o f  

The Readers Digest (Heidenry), 
vi, 116

Thirteen Program Guide, 230  
Thompson, Ed (son), 137, 175, 299  
Thompson, Edward (father), 137 
Thompson, Fred, 114-115, 116 
Thompson, Judy, 1 1 4 ,115n 
Thompson, Paul 

becoming general manager, 
114-116  

choosing circulation director, 
116-119  

on magazine price increase, 121 
speech by, 135 

Time, Inc., 127, 233-234, 282, 286  
Time-Life Books 

book series planning process, 
181-182  

in combined book database, 208 
consulting for, 180, 299 
headquarters location, 187 
minor testing issues, 185-186  
prepublication testing, 61n, 62, 63, 

68, 69 -7 0  
regression analysis, 183-185 ,188 , 

203
snowstorm and trip to, 190-192  
sweepstakes effort, 185-186  
telemarketing, 187-190  

Time  magazine, 140, 193 
cluster selection system used by, 

192-193  
Today’s Homeowner, 231 

Tom Sawyer  (Twain), 148 
Tonight show, 283  
Travel & Leisure, 233 
Travel business, 149-150, 223-224  
Travis, Florence, 4 
Triplex, 238
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Twain, Mark, Tom Sawyer, 148
Two-penny mailing promotion, 1-3, 

7-8 , 9

U
Unified File System (UFS), 59
United Magazines, (Finland), 263
U.S. Postal Service. See also Mail 

on illegal lotteries, 27 -28  
undelivered mail discovery by, 20n

V
Vanishing Wildlife, 62
Variety, 154
Venezuela, management quality in, 

148

W
Waldorf-Astoria, 139
Wall, Ray, 3
Wall Street Journal, 4 5 -4 7
Wallace, DeWitt 

art collection of, 265 
chairman of board of directors, 147, 

150,152  
books about, vi, 3 
generosity of, 94 
memos from, 17 
opinion on 

agent sales, 143 ,144  
article translation, 36 -3 7  
Condensed Book operations, 52 
envelope color, 126-127  
expired subscriptions, 23 -24  
gardening, 123-124  
gift subscriptions, 71, 76 
hiring former employees, 164 
newsstand sales, 131 
price increases, 51, 120, 122 
Readers Digest educational 

edition, 144-145

twenty-five cent check promotion, 
54

parties hosted by, 21 -22  
personnel choices by 

Al Cole, 1 1 4 -115 ,117 -118  
Walter Hitesman, 114-115  

as Readers Digest founder, vi, 5, 
289

secrecy of, 55 -56 , 78 ,174  
speaking on sex, 22 
White House dinner honoring, 

150-152  
Wallace, Lila 

books about, vi 
death of, 115
on husband s sex speech, 22 
niece of, 114 
parties hosted by, 21-22  
power of, 115n, 147 
White House dinner honoring, 

150-152  
Waters, Dick 

at sales marketing meetings, 134 
in travel business endeavor,

149-150  
in Walter Hitesman firing, 173 

Watson, Tom, 25, 73 
We Pulled Together...and Won!, 224 
Weather, travel interrupted by, 

190-192, 241-242  
Weil, Michael, 297 
Weintz, Todd, 250, 251 
Weintz, Walter 

at Avon Products, 196-197  
on Muse magazine project, 250, 251 
at Readers Digest 

on broadcast advertising, 10-11  
cash to billing change by, 13 
circulation management after, 

116, 117 
as contest judge, 8
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as direct mail innovator, 301 
free book promotion idea, 52 -5 4  
hiring copywriters, 4, 298  
on hot potatoes, 29 
on mailing lists, 19 
newspaper advertising program, 

140
political fundraising by, 78 -7 9  
The Solid Gold Mailbox, v 
in testing system development, 

6 -7
Wholesalers, 138-140  
W ho’s Mailing W hat newsletter, 214 
Williams, Berry, 87, 88, 89, 92, 94  
Williams, Mel, 48  
Wilson, Roger, 183, 184 
Winn, Monica, 234  
W it and H um or fro m  The Reader’s 

Digest, 56

Wood, James Playsted, O f Lasting  
Interest, 3 

W orld W ar II  book series, 181-182, 
183

World Wide Country Tours, 223-224  

Y
Yahoo!, 249  
Yellen, Dwight, 139 
Yes/No stamp promotion. See also 

Sweepstakes
equality of “yes” and “no” in, 287  
PCH trying, 282  

source of, 28 -2 9  
success of, 4 1 -4 2

Z
Zimmerman, Paul, 287n 
Zip codes. See Cluster selection 

system






